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Preface
Modern telecommunications are aimed at improving the safety and the data rate of messages, in particular by means of digital
techniques, but also by increasing redundancy through the use of distributed systems.
The main feature of distributed systems is that transmitted and/or received signals are distributed into the Space-TimeFrequency space, at least along one dimension.
Signal processing capability has evolved quickly during the last two decades, following the development of D.S P.components,
which allow fast and accurate treatment
New methods have made possible the handling of complex problems such as: receiving in large antenna arrays of which OTH
radars are the best example, spread spectrum techniques, which greatly improve transmission ,lability, adaptive systems which
rely on time distribution in order to mitigate multipath effects, and multistatic radars, able to detect stealth targets.
The objective of this Symposium has been to gather the best specialists in these fields, where propagation effects are present in
the design of the systems
The present editing contains the texts of the lectures, along with following discussions or comments.
I would like to thank the Session Chairmen who had to direct the discussions, and the Technical Committee Members for the
important work they have accomplished
I am very grateful to the Greek Authorities, the National Delegate, and the Local Coordinator and his staff, for their friendly
welcome and for the excellent organization of the Symposium
I must also express my thanks to the EPP Administrator and his Secretary who provided, before, during, and after the
Symposium, precious and appreciated support.
Finally, I cannot forget my colleagues, Dr. J.H. Richter, and the Ing~nieur G6neral de lArmement P.Fuerxer, Deputy Chairmen
of this Symposium, with whom I was so pleased to work.
C Goutelard
Deputy Chairman
Co-Editor

Preface
Les t~licommunications modernes vibent itam~horer la rapidit6 de transmission et la protection des messages notaniment par
lea techniques numinques mais aussi en augmentant la redandance par l'utilisatian de systimes distnbuds.
Les syst~mes distribu~s doivent 6tre caract~nses par le fait que l'mission et/au la r~ception des signaux eat r~partie selon une
dimension, au moins. de l'espace minimum qui permet de les repr~senter: Temps-Friquence.Espace.
Lea possibilitds de traitement du signal ant 6valu&s rapidement depuis deux decennies gricc aux composants qui permettent
d'effectuer des traitements num~nques donc pr~cis et rapides. De nouvelles m~thodes ant donc permis de traiter des systi~mes
complexes, tels que ]a r~ceptian avec de grands r~scaux d'antennes dant les radars transharizan sant les exemples les plus
clairs, lea techniques d'dtalement de spectre dboit d~caule une grande scurit6 de transmission, les syst~mes adaptatifs; qui
a'appuicnt sur la distribution temparelle pour lutter cantre lea trajets multiples ou onfin les radars multistatiques susceptibles
d'assurer une nipaste aux ciblcs furtives.
Llobjectif de ce symposium a dtdi de riunir les meilleurq sp~cialistes de ces damaines aii Iinfluencc de la propagation eat
prt~sentc dana taute conception dc systimes.
Cette ditian reproduit les textes des canfrnces pr~senties; ainsi que les discussians qui les ant accampagnees.
Je tiens Aremercier lea prisidents de seances qui ont eu itconduire lea discussions et les membres du comiti technique pour
['important travail qu'ils ant accompli.
Que lea autont~s grecques, le d~ligui national. le coordonnateur local et son iquipe acceptent l'expression de natre
reconnaissance pour l'accueil si sympathique que nous avons requ et l'excelente organisation de ce symposium.
Mes remerciements s'adresscnt aussi Al'administrateur de I'EPP et Ason secritaire qui on1tapport6 avant, pendant et apris le
symposium, une aide pr~ceuse fort apprici~c.
Comment pourrais-je oublier enfin dana ces remerciements mes coll~gues, le Dacteur J.H. Richter et Ilng~nieur en Chef de
['Armament P.Fuerxer, co-President de cc symposium avec qui j'ai eu tant de plaisir h travailler.
C.Goutelard
Co-President
Co-Editeur
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Theme
Modern military systems must be resistant to electronic countermeasures, have high reliability, and continuously assure high
quality functions. Distributed systems are more and more considered as an interesting possibility, among them- Space
Distribution, Time or Space-Time Distmbution, and Frequency Distribution.
When dealing with these techniques, effects of the medium on the coherence of the electromagnetic waves, non-homogeneities,
variability and dispersivity of the medium, must be taken into account. A better understanding of the physical phenomena will
lead to better technical solutions and will help push back the frontiers of current technical limitations. These techniques apply to
high reliability communications, radar systems and satellite systems for radiu localisation and range finding. For military
applications, modern systems largely rely on distributed systems, because of the additional benefits they bring, e.g. counter
jamming and performance improvement. Sophisticated signal processing enables the development of these techniques, which
provide military systems with the reliability, the hardening and the quality they require In addition, these systems are able to
survive in the battlefield environment.
The topics covered includeI
2.
3.

Limitation of the medium
Jamming and noise reducion effects on distributed system.
Distributed systems.
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Theme
Les systenes militdircs modernes doivent tre resistants aux contremesures clectromques, taire preuve d'une grande abihlite et
assurer en permanence des fonctions de premier ordre Les syst~mes distribu~s sont de plus en plus considres comme une
option interessane cten particulier: ladistribution dans l'espace, ladistribution dans letemps, ladistribution dans l'espace/
temps et I'attribution de friquences.
En cc qui concerne ces techniques, il faut tenir compte des effets du milieu de propagation sur Ia coacrence des ondes
eectromagn6tiques, ainsi que des non-homogtn .ts, et de lavariabilit6 etde Ia dispersivit6 du milieu Une meilleure
comprehension du ph~nomine physique amdnera des solutions techniques plus performantes, tout en faisant reculer les
frontiCres imposes par les
contraintes techniques actuelles
Ces techniques s'appliquent aux reseaux de t06communications i haute fiabilite qui sont lessyst~mes radar etsatellite de
radiolocalisation et de tlem.trie Pour les applications militaires, les syst mes modernes sont generalcment des systemes
distnbuds en raison des avantages qui y sont associ6s I'anti-brouillage et l'amdioration des performances. Ces techniques, qui
garantissent aux systimes militaires Ia fiabilite, ledurcissement etlaqualit6 dont ils ont besoin, doivent leur existence a des
syst~mcs sophistiqu~s de traitement du signal. En outre, ces systemes sont adaptes aux conditions de survie ca-acteristiqucs du
champ de bataille.
Parnm les sujets examins on distingue.
1. La limitation du milieu de propagation.
2. Les effets du brouillage etde Ia riduction du bruit sur les
systemes distribus
3. Les syst~mes distribus.
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THE DYNAMICS OF F-LAYER IRREGULARIIIES REIAIVE TO SPACE,
TEM AND FREQUENCY DIVERSITY
by
DrJulesAaroos
Center for Space Physics
Boston University
725 Commonwealth Avenue
Boston, MA 02215
United States

ABSTRACT
Wi;h the statistics of morphology of F-layer irregularities now in hand, it is possible to forecast
in broad terns what to expect at equatorial, auroral and polar latitudes during various levels of
solar flux. With the beinning of an understanding of the effect of the various phases of magnetic storms on generating irreguarities as noted from the solar wind, ring current, convection,
auroral index, and magnetic index parameters, it is possible to roughly forecast levels of F-layer
irregularity intensity. With these in hand the utility of space, time, and frequency diversity
canbe evaluated. Diversity could be used if forecasting in real time was possible. This study
outlines the dynamics of irregularity generation and Inhibition during various phases of ring
current and magnetic activity, leaving the detailed use of diversity methods to the system operators. For the system operators, the duration and severity of the effects must be evaluated For
the particular location.
INTRODUCTION
Irreularities at F-layer heights produce phase and amplitude fluctuations on signals traversing
the ionosphere. They therefore ave an effect on radio systems designed, developed or envisaged which utilize frequencies from 20 MHz to 6 GHs. If the system is in the field, the using
organization is usually left to determine the nee d utility of orrection methods. The using
system.
a effect
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day perturbationsproduce
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loss on
(fading,
problems has irregularities
the equipment
of dealing
to be able to supply methods of minimizing these
the case the
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he made.
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in capability. It is there that the evaluation of frequency,
to mean
eects.or space
This has
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time
For forecasting ionospheric propagation parameters we have two distinct needs i.e. long term
statistical effects and dynic effcts. The planner it.only coicerned with the effects of magperhaps
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a piece the
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such bracket.
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netic
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morphology
analyses
Data andMarch
percentile
the 99storms
evaluation of the utiity of operating sysirregularities. Forecasting tothe
tems and the planning of back-ups.
However, the users of satellite communications at 250 MHz were dismayed on March 13 and 14,
1989 when auroral eects on transmision were noted as far from the auroral zone as Mexico
and Puerto Rico. Forecasting the dynamics will allow the use of real time warning and possible
use of diversity as a function of geophysical conditions. It allows the system to warn operators
about impending problems. In this paper, we shall concentrate on two geophysical areas where
it is possile to develop forecasting methods to determine the dynamics of irregularity generation; we shall look at the auroral and equatorial regions.
Using scintillation data from satellite transmissions, we shall note briefly the morphology of
irregularities producing scintillation but direct the study to the development of the irregularity
dynamics as a function of time and latitude.
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GLOBAL PATTERNS OF F-LAYER IRREGULARITIES
1. HIGH LATITUDE MORPHOLOGY AND DYNAMICS
Morphology

We currently have a good idea as to the level of phase and amplitude scintillations and spread
F in the reions of importance. Figure 1 is a cartoon of the nighttime F-layer irregularities
affecting scintillation during years of high solar flux. The word cartoon is used to reflect the
broad brush somewhat inaccurate nature of the picture. It is an updated version of similar
global mars presented in the past (Aarons, 1982. It does establish the importance of the aurral, the polar, and the equatorial regions for this parameter. We know quite a bit about the
statistics of F-layer irregularities in the auroral and equatoriai regions, the areas to be discussed
in this paper. Excellent references on the occurrence and intensity of both phase and amplitude
fluctuations are given in Su. Basu et al, 19&' and Su. Basu et al, 1988.
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FADING DEPTh DURING
HIGH SUNSPOT YEARS

Fig. 1
Figure 1. The nighttime F-layer irregulrity world in years of high solar flux This is an
updated version of the scintillation activity as shown in Asrons (1982)
Much research has been done on the effect of magnetic activity on F-layer irregularities at auroral latitudes. At high latitudes, a review of the data indicates a rather complex picture with
a seasonal, latitudinal and longitudinal dependence. In most of the studies (e.g. Rino and
Matthews, 1980), the data are analyzed by sorting into magnetically disturbed and quiet periods of time depending on whether Kp or Ap is greater than or less than some particular value.
b. Dynamics
However, the effects of the magnetic storms on F region irregularities undoubtedly depend on
the phases of the storms. For a particular observing point this means a correlation of the effects of storm development as a function of local time. This has been shown to be amply true
in the case of total electron content obtained from satellite observations (Mendillo et a, 1972).
We shall focus on the pattern of individuvl storm development.
From the modelling point of view, the irregularity data need a geophysical parameter around
which to organize occurrence and intensity. For the auroral region the forcing function has
been magnetic activity as shown by studies of low altitude satellites such as WIDEBAND and
TRANSIT as well as earlier work with radio stars and synchronous satellites. Increased solar
flux plays a role both pushing the F-layer irregularity region equatorwards in latitude and increasing the quiet day intensity.
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In the study of the dynamics of the development of irregularities at auroral latitudes during a
magnetic storm, F-layer irregularities are found to be generated during the injectionpbase of
the magnetic storm, the strength and duration of which vary with the intensity and uration of
the storm componnts. The eect during this intial phase of a magnetic storm is proposed to
be theprompt electric field penetration to low latitudes due to the rate of motion of the equatorwardedge of the auroral electric fields, before the shielding layer builds (Fejer et al, 1989b.
and Foter and Arons, 1988) When this penetration occurs, the conditions which produce the
F-layer irregularities descend to what had been sub-arora! latitudes.
When the electric field
descends to lower latitudes there is a distinct time lapse along a particular longitude for the
irregularities to form. The source weakens and descends to lower latitudes probably as a funcconditions extant at that time. There is
ambient
and the
electrici.e.field
of the
such
as the ionospheric
trough where there are very weak irregularities, altionhole
no
observed
a region
though our data does not definitively rule this out. The descent could take place during the
day or during the night. During the night, the irregularity region under magnetically quiet circunotances has already descended to lower latitudes. Therefore, the latitude affected by the
e can be lower than during the day.
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b. Development of the Classic Geomagnetic Storm
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correlation of irregularities with Kp. These curves indicate the immediate magnetic variations
and the injection of ions into the ng current (Dst) either the result of substorm injections
or Birkeland Region 2 currents. These occur in weak , moderate and great magnetic storms.
However, it should be noted individual storms rarely appear as the average storm of Figure 2.
from this classical picture there re two elements of interest. In the initial period of a magnetic
storm, Kp and AE increase. Ions are injected into the rinb current hut there is moot often a
time lapse between the initial start of the storm -nd the time period of maximrun energy in the
ring current as measured by Dat.
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Fgue 2. High latitude development of F-layer iregulIties acordg to the model of Rodgers ad Asroas. Durng the initial injection phase of the agnec stoum, the
electric field penetrates to lower latitudes. However, with
the end of the magnetic storm, the ring current decdtys,
producing the coditon for irregulrity developmenstat
sub-auoral latitudes,

the irregularities in a matter of minutes to
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During the recovery phase of the magnetic
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We shall illustrate (1) the time lapse of the descent during both night and day (2) the weakening and (3) the failure to find a latitude where the irregularity intensity (an irregularity trough)
decreases during the this early period of magnetic storm development.
THE DESCENT AND WEAKENING OF THE IRREGULARITY GENERATING SOURCE
MARCH 13-15,1989
The great magnetic storms of March 13-15, 1989 indicated the depth of penetration and weakening of the electric field in an equatorward motion. In Figure 3a, scintillation data from
Hanscom Field, MA (52.5" CGL) and from Ramey AFB, Puerto Rico with an ionospheric propagation intersection of 17' Geographic and 30.5" CGL are plotted. Longitudes of the two intersections differ by 2.
As shown in Figure 3a, the Hanscom Field observations at 250 MHz show very high levels on
March 13 and March 14 and lower levels on March 15. The Ramey AFB data at 137 MHz show
high levels for the first two days but fail to show scintillations on March 15.
HANSCOM AFB
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20

dB 10
0

12

0

MARCH 13

- -

12

0

MARCH 14

RAMEY Ar-B PUERTO

RICO

12

MARCH 15, 1989

137MHz

10
dB 5
0

12

0

12

0

12

Universal Time

DESCENT AND WEAKENING
Fig. 3a
Figure U. Scintillation activity for data taken from the Boston area and from Puerto Rico
during the great magnetic storms of March 13-15, 1989.

For the night of March 1-14, the time when intense irregularities are first noted from the
Boston area is approximately 2040 UT; the time when intense irregularities develop on the
Puerto Rico path is 2315 UT. On the night of March 13-14, scintillation levels at 244 MHz
reached 19 db peak to peak for the path from Hamscom AFB. For the lower latitude, path levels were much lower at a lower frequency, reaching 9 dB except for a short burst.
The timing of the descent, i.e. essentially 2 hours 35 minutes to move 221 of latitude and the
weakening as shown by the low levels on the Puerto Rico path on March 13-14 are indicative of
the way the dynamic development takes place during the initial phases of the magnetic storm.
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At Millstone Hill, MA, all sky observations of 6300 A aurora and SAR arcs are made routinely
by the Boston University Mobile Ionospheric Observatory. For the night of March 13-14, when
observations were allowable through clouds, saturated aurora were observed from 30". to 55" Geographic North. In Figure 3b, we have plotted the meridional component of the all sky optical
data for the next night, March 15. The meridional scans show continuous high levels from 01
to 0510 UT with a high level isolated patch noted from 0535 to 0550. On the Hanscom Field
scintillation data in Figure 3a, high levels can also be noted in these time periods. The Ramey
A -13 data for March 15 do not show any scintillation activity. The electric field on this day did
not penetrate to this latitude. For this night, irregularities and aurora reached (and passed) 530
CGL but failed to reach the 30.5, CGL intersection of Ramey AFB.
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Figure 3.b. Meridional scan of 6300 A auroral emissions taken by the Boston University
Mobile Ionospheric Observatory at Millstone Hill, MA. on March 1, 1989
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SEPTEMBER 19-20, 1984
With observations from Millstone Hill Incoherent
Scatter Radar, the electric field was determined
from convection patterns for September 19-20,
1984'Figure4 fromFosterandAarons, 1988). In
this illustration, a weak storm occurring during
morning hours showed penetration equatorw3rd
and weakening of the electric field an the field
moves to lower latititudes. Using the same satel-
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lite, GOES 2 transmitting at 137 MHz, peak
to peak scintifiation levels reached 16 dB on the

path through 81' CGL but only 2.5 dB through
53.. In addition, a time difference develops between the onset of irregularities at 60' and at 531
CGL, a difference of at least 45 minutes for the
7 geographic latitude difference.
Thus we have an equatorward motion of the
source that is weakened in its effect as it moves
away from the auroral region.
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Fig. 4
Figure 4. Observations of convection and scintillation Ltethe Dst excurso and electric
field changes of September 1940,1984. The electric field penetration
takes place later at
the lower latitude of 63' CGL than at 61" COL. Ic additon, the effects are considerably
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2. THE EQUATORIAL REGION: MORPHOLOGY AND DYNAMICS
a. Morphology
Solar flux has a first order effect on equatorial irregarities. With high solar flux the plume regions show greater intensity and greater height. With high solar flux, the anomaly regions at
the edges of the equatorial zone show hith electron densities at sunset hours before irregularities appear and these high electron densities continue after sunset. When irregularities appear
in the anomaly region intense microwave scintillations are observed during the pre-midnight
time period. During years of low solar flux, the anomaly region fails to show such levels. Studies with synchronous satellites and with optical observations have allowed the morphology and
nature of the irregularities in this region to be cearly catalogued (Su. Basu et al, 1988). Another 'forcing function' to be noted is the importance of the month of the year at various longitudes with a lowering of irregulsrity occurrence and intensity during December and January in
the Pacific sector an a owering of these levels in June in the 0- 76" West sector.
b. Dynamics
The data on the correlation of the magnetic activity and equatorial irregularities has been supplemented recently by research on individual storms. Among these, Dabas, et al, 1988, conchded that suppression of irregularities occurs if the recovery phase started during local daytime hours. On the night that follows, scintillation and spread F were suppressed completely or
partially. Their conclusion about 'patially' may come about because it is difficult to identify
irregularities coming from the west and developing under different circumstances. They used
52 events at Lunping (Magnetic or Dip Latitude of intersection 14 9'). The difficulty with this
&Ilsisis that Lunpingis in the equatorial anomaly region and the absence of irregularities
can e due to two possibilities (I) only a thin layer of irregularities was formed at the equator
and therefore the hei
of thu line did not reach the altitudes necessary to produce irregularities on the field line through which Lunping makes the observations or (2) the absence of
irregularities.
In the case of equatorial F-layer irregularities, several studies have shown correlation with the
phase of the storm in the equatorial region (DasGupta et al, 1985). We shall focus on the pattern of the effects of the phas of the magnetic storms coupled with the local time when the
ring current parameter, Dst, is maximum.
The concept that is being developed is as follows: if the maximum level of the ring current energy, as shown by the value of Dst, is reached in the early afternoon, then the F-layer height
will be affected. The reduction of the normal height dining months when irregularity activity is
noted almost every night, essentially inhibits irrefularity activity during the night. If the maximum Dat level occurs in the midnight to post-midnight time period then the layer height will
fall and irregularities will be produced. It should be noted that these concepts follow from early
work in spread F and scintillation data. The difference is the use of the Dst maximum as the
keynote in the effect and in careful use of the local time.
c. DECEMBER 20, 1980 MAGNETIC STORM
An illustration of the effects of the ring current can be shown by using our own and published
observations of irregularities in the equatorial region for the magnetic storm of December 1920, 1980. This is shown in Fiure 5. The two top panels show Kp for the period and Dat. The
data set illustrates the inhibition of irregularities when the maximum Dst is in the noon to afternoon time period, the increase in irregularity activity when the maximum Dst excursion is in
the midnight to post-midnight time period andthe absence of an effect on irregularities when
the Dot maximum excursion occurs after sunset.
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Figure 5 Irregularity data for December 18-21,1980 for vatioun longitudes. At Bangalore, India at 3'
dip latitude, the

of the inhibition of irregularities when the
maxirnum Dst occurs in the pre-sunset time
period.
From data
data published in Dabas et al, 1988,
for Bangalore,
India at
equator, scintillations 3' from the magnetic

0

current maximum was at 2300 LT. There
was no effect of the excursion of Dot since
the high values of Dot occurred after the
start
of scintillation
activity. This is an illustration
of the absence
of effects when Dot
maximum is reached after sunset. It should
be noted that
the Kp changes occurring in

local morning and before and during the
maximum Dot excursion was too late to have an effect onF- sunset time period
had little effect.
layer height;
scintillations were observed. At Lunping, near
the equatoria: anomaly, the maximum excursion wasin the
post-midnight time period; scintillations were observed. At
Huancayo where the maximum excursion wasin the early af-

ternoon, irregularities were inhibited. Bangalore data taken
from Daba@ et al (1988), and Lunping data taken from Huang
and Chen(1980).
In Panel 3 in the post midni ht time period, the Lunping, Taiwan
station with the ionospheric
intersection to the satellite .TS-2 of 14.V recorded rentillations
4) in their logs (Huang
et al, 1981). It was the only time in December that scintillations (Panel
were recorded. (December in
this longitude region normally shows a low occurrence of irregularities).
ularities were recorded beginning at 0330 LST and continuing through On this night, irreg064 LST; This .san
illustration of the post-midnight generation of irregularities.
To summarize: the Huancayo data shows inhibition, the Bangalore
observations with maximum
Dot occurring post-sunset failed to show an effect ci irregularity generation
and the Lunping
scintillation activity occurring in the poat-midnight time period showed
irregularity activity
when maximum Dot occurs in the midnight to post-midnight time period.
While we attempt to demonstrate one hypothesis for the inhibition
of
rial paths, we do not state that this is the only reason for the absence irregularities on equatoof irregularities during
periods of high occurrence. Localized effects produced by neutral
winds or by subtle pattern
changes in the electric field for a particular region produce conditions
under which irregularities
are not generated.
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2. THE MAGNETIC STORMS OF MARCH 4-9, 1981
The complexities of using ring current and Kp levels to forecast observations are shown in the
data for the period from March 4-9. A great magnetic storm took place on March 5, 1981 with
Kp reaching 7+ in the time period 1500-1800 UT. Dst reached -215 nT at 1700 UT.
Huancayo Data
Before the storm took place on the nights of March 3-4 and March 4-5 scintillation activity showed its normal equinox attern as illustrated in Figure 6. The large excursion of 215 nT took place at 1200 LSfon March 5, decreasing to -173 nT at 1600 LST on March 5.
These pre-sunset levels meant that the effect on the electric field at the equator was to inhibit
the normal rise in height of the F-2 layer. Scintillations were not observed on the Huncayo
MARISAT propagation path on the night of March 5-6.
Decay was slow reaching -99 nT at 0700 LST on March 6. Another storm took place on March
7 with Kp maxima at 1000-1600 LST and a further excursion in Dst of -90 nT at 1200 LST
on March 7th. This level produced the same effect as the earlier inhibition of irregularities; no
scintillations were noted on the night of March 7-8th.
Manila Data
The data from Manila for March 5-6 with a difference in time of 13 hours relative to Huancayo
indicates the effect of increased Dot during the midnight-post midnight time period. The night
of March 4 with relatively quiet conditions showed scintillation activity begnning at 2000 LST.
The next night on March 5 with the magnetic storm in progress showed inibition of post- sunset scintillations but very high levels of scintillations in the time period after midnight.
Dst for the storm on March 7th (with an excursion of -90 nT ) peaked at 1700 UT (01 LST)
for Manila. However there was no poet-midnight increase in scintillation activity. It should be
noted however that the Dst levels for this period were high throughout March 7th and March
8th ranging from a low of -40 nT to many values in the 60s and 80s. Kp values for the 1700
LST to 04 LST for the UT day of March 7 ranged from 4 to 5.
On March 8th scintillations were inhibited with a slow decay and an injection around sunset on
March 8th for the Manila longitude.
Summary:
The Huancayo data showed inhibition with pre-sunset maximum excursions in two cases. The
Manila data showed an increase in level in the post-midnight time period on March 5th. With
large excursions through the period, the March 7 excursion in Dst failed to show increased
post-sunset activity. The complexity of behavior during periods of injection and recovery made
this one time period for this location difficult to categorize.
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Figure 6. March 1981 For this magnetic storm, Huancayo showed inhibition of irregp.laritie
on the night of March 5-6 with maximum DST excursion at 1500 LST while Manila with

maximum D6t excursion in the poat-nudright time peiod showed increased activity.
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DISCUSSION
1. AURORAL ELECTRIC FIELD PENETRATION
The effect during the injection phase of a magnetic storm insofar as the
sub-auroral latitudes are concerned is proposed to be the prompt electric field
penetratioL to sub-auroral latitudes due to the motion of the equatorward edge
of the auroral zone electric fields, On September 19-20, 1984 (Figure 4) south
of Millstone Hill, a strong southward component of the F region neutral wind was
observed and convection reversal was noted, This followed the model of Spiro et
al (1088) who found storm enhanced neutral winds at latitudes equatorward of the
shielding layer before the shielding layer was set up (Fejer et al, 1989, Foster
and Aarons, 1988). Thus one expects the increase of irregularities at these
latitudes during the initial phases of a magnetic storm with the irregularities
appearing
within
hours several
of theirevents
appearance
at auroral
latitudes.
Blanc
et al
(1983) after
studying
concluded
that large
southward
values
of Bz
and large values of the rate of energy injection into the ring current were
associated with the extension of magnetospheric convection electric fields to
mid-latitudes
As for the actual generation of conditions for the creation of auroral
irregularities there have been several mechanisms which have been validated. For
auroral latitudes, phenomena correlated with irregularities include
precipitation (Basu et al, 1983), shear effects (Basu et al, 1984), convection
of plasma containing irregularities (Weber et al 1985; Basu et al, 1988) as well
as
other and
factors
in instability
(Hudson and
Kelley, 1978).
For that
both
auroral
sub-auroral
latitudesprocesses
recent studies,
in progress,
indicate
irregularity intensity increases when high ion convection is observed on
incoherent scatter radars.
2, SUB-AUtORtAL LATITUDES

With the storm recovery in those cases when magnetic activity dwindles to low
levels, sub-auroral irregularities can be shown to be relatively high and are
correlated with Dot (Aarons and Rodger, 1988). These data suggest that the
sub-auroral irregularities observed in the recovery phase of magcti-z storms are
the result of energy stored in the ring current which is then slowly released.
The mechanism suggested for the generation of BAR arcs which are closely
correlated with the occurrence of sub-auroral irregularities involve ring
current ions. Charge exchange, heat transfer to electrons or Coulomb collisions
from low energy (< 20 key) heavy ibns (oxygen, nitrogen, helium) have been
discussed by Kosyra et al, 1987.
The effects of the ring current are difficult to assess. In part this is due to
the asymmetry of the ring current. In addition, the composition changes from
storm to storm. During both great and lesser magnetic storms, the proton flux
increases However, protons do not increase as much as 0+ and N+ (Lui et al,
1987). Thus the interaction of ring current ions with the ionosphere in the
charge exchange process is rather difficult to assess, The asymmetry, the ion
composition, and the energy of the ions make the process of interaction
difficult to evaluate for any particular storm. While the ring current appears
to be the source of much of the sub-auroral F layer irregularities, the Dst
measure may not reflect in detail the development of those parameters of
importance to irregularity generation. The Dst measure in the February 6-9, 1986
storm was well correlated with the inner ring current energy density from storm
maximum well into recovery but the correlation was not good during the long
developing main phase of this storm (Hamilton et al, 1988).

,
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3. EQUATORIAL LATITUDES
The predominant flow in the ever present ring current is westward, which is
responsible for the depression in horizontal intensity. Equatorial eastward
electric fields produce an upward vertical drift during the day. Increased
excursion (an increasing westward current in the ring current) decreases the
eastward electric field before sunset which has produ,ed the rising of the
F-layer.
After midnight, the sudden and large increase of ring current produces an
immediate rise of the F-layer in the midnight to post-midnight time period. The
layer height then falls and irregularities are generated,
Rastogi and Aarons (1980) have observed that a reversal of the vertical drift
to the upward direction during the night is followed by strong YHF
scintillations near the magnetic equator. This had been noted earlier on spread
F data. In a paper with many cases of storms individually analyzed, DasGupta et
al (lP85) reported that post-midnight VHF scintillations are related to the m
aximum negative excursion of the horizontal intensity of the magnetic field
occurring in the 0000-0600 local time interval whereas no such relation is
observed with the pre-midnight excursions.
CONCLUSIONS
For the high latitudes the developing electric field is first observed at
auroral latitudes then descends to lower latitudes and weakens. The
irregularities developed during this period have been observed in
this set of measurements as far south as 30.6 CGL during some great magnetic
storms,
In the recovery part of the storm, the ring current ions decay. The effect
of the ions on the ionosphere is to produce irregularities at plasmapause
latitudes. During the recovery phase, when irregularities at the auroral
latitude become weak both in strength and duration, irregularities in the
sub-auroral latitudes are found to be of the intensity noted dring the
injection phase of the storm. These irregularities while relatively intense
for these latitudes are still much less intense than the injection phase
auroral levels.
In the equatorial region, the maximum level of the ring current, the time just
before recovery sets in, appears to be the most relevant time for the
inhibition or generation of irregularities. If the maximum is reached before
sunset, the ring current has the effect of decreasing the altitude of the
F-layer which in turn inhibits the generation of irregularities. If the maximum
level of ring current occurs after sunset but before midnight, there is no
inhibition of irregularities, If the maximum Dst level is reached in the
midnight to post-midnight time period, then the F-layer rises, quickly falls
and irregularities are generated.
Data and analyses are at hand to forecast the morphology and dynamics of global
F-layer irregularities. For the intense irregularities at auroral and subauroral latitudes, the forcing parameters are the form, level, and development
of the magnetic storm. For the equatorial latitudes the ring currents peak
excursion has differing effects as a function of local time
During any year we have thousands of users of the transmissions for the
satellites in the 250 Mis range. The effect of amplitude fluctuations can be
minimized with diversity methods used during magnetic storms; it is up to the
user community to demand attention to this problem.
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DISCUSSION

C. GOUTELARD, FR

Pouvez-vous commenter l'extension des perturbations aurorales vers les
zones temptr6es et leur correlation avec Kp comme cela a 6t6 6tabli dans les
zones subaurorales.
Quelle est votre opinion sur les modb1es de perturbations 6quatoriales au
voisinage du terminateur (cf. Hanuise).
Pouvez-vous suggdrer des modules plus pr6cis ?
AUTHOR'S REPLY

In my new work I have found that the parameter Dst fits the equatorial data
better than Kp. The ring current which lasts longer than the initiating
magnetic activity plays a role in the night electric field even after Kp has
decreased. I believe we are searching for a model of F layer electron density
height and height changes which could be linked to the generation and
inhibiting of equatorial patches and plumes.
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Optimum space, time and frequency sampling of the ionosphere
with advanced digital ionosondes
Adolf K Paul, ud David B. Sailors
Ocean and Atmospheric F"'r,,es Division
Naval Ocean Systems Center, San Diego, CA 92152-5000
Introduction
Real time knowledge of the state of the
ionosphere is.a prerequisite for optimum

the day, then increases rapidly in a linear fashion
for almost four hours duing the sunrise riod
before leveling off for the noon hours.
the
latitude of Brighton (40 degrees N) the 4 hour

as absorption and refraction change with
location, time and frequency. Consequen it is
desirable to update the description o the
ionosphere frequently, at many locations and in
smaU.iequency ciements whue, at the same
time, keeping interference of the probing sounder
to a mifiinum. The optimum compromise of
coure is dictated by structure scales of the
medum.

Also visible in figure 1 is a small sinusoidal
variation between 1000 and 1300 hours with a
period of about 2.5 hours. This is most likely due
Ioan acoustic avi wave which may Iropagate
with a speed 15 to
km ,resu ti o a
corresponding wavelength of 1200 to 2000 Km. In
this case the direction of propagation is not
known since the ionosonde can only determine
the orientation of the wave front, which mpy or

usage of the ionospnere as an F propagation
medium. All properties of the ionosphere, such

lonosondes were always an important tool for

the observation of the ionosphere. The
traditional analog instruments were onl
capable of measuring the travel time or virtual
height as a function of freuency with liite
acura~y. Sometimes,. wih special effort,
estimates of the ionoscheric absorption at a few
frequencies could be ogtained.
Advanced digital ionosondes are now capable
of recording additional information, such as the
radio phase and the amplitude of each echo. If
the echoes are recorded at several receiving
antennas, the change of phase with antenna
location permits a highly accurate estimate of the
angle of artrival or the apparent location of the
reflection point. Repeating the transmission of
gven frquency a short time later yields the
rpier frquency as a function of Die raglio
'ue
r ( and o. the heiht, after profile
computaton). The change of he phase over 4
un step gies improved accuracy ot
The reo ng tme for an ionoam including
The
t f iand
i
the typ of information mentione above can be
as short as 20 seconds. Under computer control
the antenna, frequency switching can take place in
any random sequence.
At agiven ionosonde location and for a given
measurement accuracy of the stem the
precision of the ibnospheric information
obtainable depends then on the distances
between rece'vig antennas, the time interval
between repetitions of sounding at the same
.requency, he number of freuencies per
ionogran, and the time interval between
consecutve
ionograms.
Any, operational
procedure has to take precaution to avoid
undersamping of nonmonotonic phenomena.

temporal scale size coresponds to a horizontal
east-west scale size of 5000 kn.

may not coincide with the propagation direction.

Scale sizes of ionospheric variability
and structure
Ionospheric variations usually take plac
more man one dimension. At sunrise he rapid
increase of the intensity of the ionizing radiation
in time causes a strong horizontal gradient ofthe
electron density perpendicular to the ,dayiglt
asexam
te earth
rotates
its axis.
t
is a y
le where
thearound
temporal
variation
is e
=ob.rle at a given Iocation and the
spatial scale is deduced f om the temporal scale
and a known vety in this case the rotational

Most of the acoustic gravity waves observed in
the midlatitude ionospere have much shorter
periods. A more typical behavior is demonstrated
in figure 2 which shows strong variations of the
height of the F-region maximum, hmF2, with
perTods of approximately 20 minutes. With similar
velocities as mentioned above the
prpaationveoiisametoeabvth
wavel
ngths are now in the range between 170
and 270km.
A different type of short term variation is visible
in figure 3. Be innin at 0300 hours we see a fast
increase of the neigh of the F-layr maximum by
approximately 100-.m over a period of one hour
and then a rapid decrease b 200 km over a 2
hour Period. Between 0300 and 0500 hours
(befor sunrise) when the height of maximum
goes through hMlf a cyle of its variation, there is
very little change ot the maximum electron
density. The continuation of the decrease,
however, is then coupled with the sunrise increase
of the electron density in the F-region. This up
down movement of the F-layer
a vertical
scale size of approximately 100 with
kIn appears
frequenl, but not always, immediately Metore
sunise. ased on the time of the apparence of
this effect one could translate its duration, using
again the rotational velocity of the earth, into a
horizontal east-west spatial scale and a
corresponding gradient. Angle of arrival
measurements taken pt 90% of foF2, however
show that this assumption is wrong. Zenith angles
of 8 degrees and morq are observed with
aaent re icton points south of the
oervation site between 0300 and 0430 hours.
This indictes the presence of a strong northsouth gradient and a rather complex structure for
the pbenomenon.
cvTahe
r part of figure 4 gives an example of
the va
n pf the apparent reflection Dit
oservei at a ,xed r uency of 9.1108 MtI
In
the extraordinai mode or a time interval of 19.6
s
Teconds.the
trace begins at the coordinates
(.u,-1u.0), moves then toward sout eastaretuns
almost on the same trackchanges = on
toward south-west, completes a oop, moves
toward west and finy toward south. e initial
stage,
i.e. the
back and point,
forth movement
apparent
rflection
representsof the
an
osilation with a period ot about 7 seconds.
Contrary to the previm examples given above
there are reasons to believe tat te variation o

shows the maximum electron de=nty ofe
Fr
n derived from the penetration frequency
foF2 as a function of time. The electron density is
approximately constant for the fist five hours 6f

the orientation of the reflection area, but the
result of variations of small scale irregula ities
affecting the phase gaths of the echoes to the four
receivers in slightly different ways. This

velocity of the eart

As an examle, fi

I

the apparent reflection positicn is not a change of
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explanation is supported by the appearence of
weak spread-F on the ionogram shown in the
bottom part of figure 4, which was taken
immediately after the fixed ftrequency recording.
If this interpretation is correc the motion of the
apparent reflection point will depend (among
other factiors) on the horizontaf scale of the
irregularities relative to the distances between the
receiving antennas. Varying th ose distances in
future experiments could provide a test on this
hnothess
nar .to htorizontal scale sizes which areand
derived with some known or assumed velocities
from the temporal change of an ionospheric
quantity, vertical scale sizes can be oberved
irecty with a singe ionosonde. The best known
parameter is thenalf-thimess of the electron
to the
related osi
profileof a layer
dersity
5 rt~~ospneatc
aetrawhich is
rscynrofile
des- ,
height ofoftheaeneutralatmoeic
scale
An example for the daytime behavior of the
layer half-thickness is given in figure 5..As
.xpectedthe u
iows variations within
limits of 10 to N % wich are clearly due to the
ever present acoustic gravity wave, The
ma nitue of such variations midnly reflectsothe
detormationof the layer in the vicinity of its
maximum and should not be interpreted as a
measure for contraction and expansion, since in
most cases much smaller relative changes of the
maximum electron density,are observe.
A different vertical scale size can be defined
based on the height dependance often found in
Doppler data as in figure 6. The Doppler
frequency as a function of the radio frequency
near the maximum of the F-layer for the
extraordinary mode was derived from the change
of the radiorecorded
phasewith
for intervals..At
three consecutive
ionograms
in time
3minute
1506
hours the Doper frtuency is negative and
eq except
nearly constant or the frequencies ShOwn
for the very highest frequencies near penetration.
In the next ionogram the Dppler_ reuen
varies rapidly from approximate-1.0 H to
Hz. Again 3 minutes ater the
pqler frequency
is
reaches a positive value of abouf 1.1 Hz and
practically constant over the entire range shown.
The frequency range for which data are presented
in figure 6 corresponds to a height range of about

e.g. at ugn latitudes and m the nightside ot the
earth. On the other hand the enhanced ionization
present at lower heights of the ionosphere in the
day side causes a reduction of the signal strenght
due to absorption for the lower frequencies in tis
band. This means that no continuous operation in
the HF/ HF band intended for long distance
propagation can use one frequency al[-the time.
ror example, shortwave broadcast station use a
wide spread set of frequencies depending on the
proa ation conditions.
small scale structures and short
term temporal vaiations, superimposed on the
larger scales generated by the differences between
day and nighT and the latitude dependence of the
electron density, affect the propagation conditions
in a variety of ways. If the propagation distance is
or longer,
scaleThis
of
the oraer of the horzontal
means
multipath
btween
maths
or more rayis possile.exist
that two propagation

computed.
This means
that
n the
the
canrange
change
fromF-reion
-1.
+ oLepr
1. Hz frequency.
over a night
of about
32 kaHzattoa

temprai
cnap.e
areanquasi
periodic,
errors in
HF-direction
finding
uced b
over time, if the
durption
oq rb
re period
b averag
ques Ao
can be estimated. Similarly obf9rvations of quasi
periodic variations at one location coul predict
tilts (for error correction) at some othr location,
if the direqtion of the wave propagation can be

32

n accordiig to the profile parameters

given time or, during a time interval of 6 minutes,
at a given height.
Effects of structure and variability on HF

operations

The ionosphere provides a natural mechanism
for radio waves fo propagate over the entire

transmitter and receiver. Differences of travel
times and phase delays between the different
paths then lead to .sigal distortion. In this
situation, but also if the distance is short
compared to the horizontal scale,the path usually
becomes asymmetric
!:-d deviates from
propagation in a vertical plane if the reflection
area H tilted. This cav lead-to large errors in HFdirection finding. tn asymmetric path or,
equivalently, a ti of the reflecting area, also
means a reduction of the maximum usable
frequency over the given distance and a given
reflection height relative to s mmetric
propagation, since the asymmetry reducoes the
effective anole of incidence. When the F-layer is
strongly distorted, i.e. when the orientation of
electron density gradient changes significantly
over the heinterv.
by a ray
propagation
itance (iniasse7
oroad atmg)
ana the
the
ma imum
isate
(re oadcying) an
t
mximm
usblefreuency
(
point
to
point
communication) can change largely either way
compared wth symmetri conditions.
,Doppler shifts caused by temporal changes of
ionophere an
over the horizon
radpr oU.ervations especialy if they* chane
e3.
(ditarna, as
in f
th heiqh ttae,
rapidly wrnign
ainfgure
Generally, un
der'highly variable conditions as in
figure 5, signals of any wide band HF-systems will

be strong

distorted.

Since very often the

determined.

Sampling of ionospheric parameters

earth. There is virtua no lower frequency limit
and extreme low frequencies (ELF, 30 z - 30
kHz) are actually used in special communication
systems., Mos
of te long
distance
communication, however, takes place at higher

Figure 7 shows; an amplitude spectrum of the
he' t variations given in figure 2, computed with
AF
.Anharmonic Frequency Analysis Paul,
1972). The data were collected over a
hour
periop, in 3 minute intervals. Besides the high

frequency, limit is determined by tfe maximum
electron density in the reflectin area ad he ray

scale, reflecting the diurnal variation of the
hneiglh there is a definite peak at 0.05

frequencies in the HF/VHF range.its ppper
direction relative to the direction of the electron

density gradient (angle of incidence). The
maxim.um electron ensity at a given location is a
function of the time of day, season and solar
activity. There alsois a strongdependence on the
latitude modified
local lirection othe
earth's magnetic field. The angle of incidence is

mainly a function of the distance between the

amplitude at the lowest end of thq frequency
cypces/minute correspo

to a perid of 20

minutes. The periods at the nait amplitude points
of this peak are 22.2 and 16.7 minutes
rese
r. The amplitude of this narrow band
sci lation approximately 7 km and there is no
doubt that scthe ln
large vaiiation has a significant
effect on all propagation aspects of the kind

mentonedab

A verai.g angle of arrival

transWtter and receiver, the number of
reuired tonroate over this
tance and the

measurements for the Ourpose of direction
fi
over a time perid of 20 minutes will

frequency limit can be as g as 50 MHz Ui h
sunlit part of the earth, but ofen is much lower,

not bes
L The amphitude of te spectrum
decreases and stays low for freiuencies above 0.1

re.%ictionh'igi the.bandwidth for ground to
ground communication provided by the
ionosphere is therefore variable. Its
e

ir
e accuray under such
conditions. Small secondary pealis at 0.02, 0.03
and also at 0.075 cycles per minute may or may
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cycesperexample,
minute. whichOn
is typical .for all hih
temporal resolution sequences available, dema
least
samplin rate of at
aa~rminimum
aminute
tme12 ionograms
i2onterals
per hoiumcsamp.ingte
nour,corres onomg to 5 mie
time inervals
een
recormgs, aruine fat no aificant
spctral contribution
are to
mund at peiods
fo
s orter thani1 minutes. Slower samplng rates
cause aliasing ande
periodicities and other properties of acoustic
gravity waves.
Samplng in the frequency domain is always
i e height domain. For
coupled with sa
aigten.
resulting height
ingr the neltin
wequeampl intervalthme
auiven frequency
h eh.i
o
ertinoof
interval can oe small small~
e.g. in~~
me
portion
the F-layer, or relatively large near the maximum
of the layer. If the ionosphere were to be sampled
in eqtual'height steps, the reflection eiht as a
function of treauencv woul have to e known
first. Besides during times ofvery rapid changes,
this could be accomplished approxmatel
assuming continuity of the true heiglit profile in
time and extrapolating from Ae previous
ionogram. Since modern ionosondes are
computer controlled and have a very high
frequency resolution, such procedures could be
programed into the system, where minimum
interference and/or maximum temporal
resolution are essential. The resulting frequency
pattern would be nonuniform and would change
continuously with time. If the operation of an
ionosonde would be optimized in such a way a
height resolution of 10ki would require only 20
-30 well chosen frequencies and an ionogram
containing the basic information coul[ be
recorded in a few seconds.

the other hand a signal with a given radio
frequencmay be reflct, from several different
heiihts. Ths is definitely true for the ordinary
and extraordinary components. Several reflections
from different locations in the ionosphere can
ao be observed when the electron density has a
relatively short scale horizontal structure. This
situation is usually caused by very strong gravi
waves called travelling ionospheric disturoances
recgizable b complex multiple
traes.
eh rabe
ot echo
e
ru e t com
reliable
-er
not
True height computations are
under such circumstances, since large aeviations
from vertical propagation occur. For detailed
these phenomena
studies
mnl of0orm
e or sampling
eaarates higher
than
12
ionograms
r.hourreliable
are neeed.
Inower
order
to oain
estimates of
horizontal scale sizes, the installation of additional
oreceivint sit is necsary. Distan should be of
the oruer. of a fraction of a typical horizontal
wavelength. A triangle with an ionosonde and two
additional receivers with a base of about 50 -100
km should be short enough to avoid spatial
undersampling and at the same time long enough
to give su icient accuracy for the determination
of magnitude and direction of the propagation
velocity of acoustic gravity waves.
References:
Paul A K., Anharmonic Frequency Analysis,
Mati. Comp. 26,118, 437, 1972
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DISCUSSION

I. JENKINS, CA
In the first part of figure 4, the apparent reflection point position is plotted as
a function of time. With regard to the array used to take these measurements,
what was the array aperture, and, if there were more than 2 antennas in each
direction, were the phase changes measured across the array consistent with
plane waves ?
AUTHOR'S REPLY
The phase values measured at the four receiving antennas are tested for
consistency with the plane wave assumption. If the test fails, the data are
usually rejected for angle of arrival computations. Exceptions are cases of
overlapping ordinary and extraordinary components, if their separation is
desirable (Paul, 1983).
C. GOUTELARD, FR
Si vous utilisez des antennes distantes de 100 m, vous avez une bonne mesure
aux fr6quences basses (1/2MHz) mais aux fr6quences 6levdes, vous avez une
ambiguit6 dans la mesure des angles d'arriv6e A ca,,se du fait que votre
spectre devient lacunaire. Comment levez-vous l'ambiguit6 ?
AUTHOR'S REPLY
If echoes are reflected from strongly tilted areas, e.g. sporadic-E, the angle of
arrival computation may be ambiguous, if the radio wavelength is much
shorter than the distance between receiving antennas. In such cases, a unique
determination of the angle of arrival is still possible if continuity of the phase
observations with frequency can be assumed and observations start at low
enough frequencies (Paul, 1990).
Paul, Adolf K., Numerical separation of overlapping ordinary and
extraordinary echoes in digital ionograms, Radio Sci. 18, 416-420, 1983.
Paul, Adolf K., On the variability of sporadic-E, Radio Sci. 25, 49-60, 1990
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THE UTILITY OF HIGH FREQUENCY GROUND WAVE
IN A DISTRIBUTED COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

by
James R. Champion
The Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory
Laurel, Maryland 20723
USA

SUMMARY
The Johns Hopkins University Applied
Physics Laboratory (JHU/APL) has Investigated
high frequency ground wave (HFGW) communication
in mountainous terrain. Using a broadband,
discone antenna and 100 watts of power, cornmunication links in the 20 to 30 MHz band of at
least 50 and, in some cases, as much as 115 km
have been established over mountainous paths.
Links were non-line-of-sight, and immune to
ionospheric fading. Digital and wide-band
frequency hopping comunications have been
demonstrated using HFGW. The discone antenna is
about 3.5 m high when assembled and can be made
extremely portable. The special characteristics
of the 20 to 30 MHz band coupled with the
properties of the discone antenna would offer
advantages to distributed communication systems
in mountainous terrain. This paper presents
HFGW results and discusses how this medium may be
exploited in a distributed system which uses
both frequency and spatial distribution,
PREFACE
Under the sponsorship of the Defense
Nuclear Agency, The Johns Hopkins University
Applied Physics Laboratory (JHU/APL) has been
investigating high frequency ground wave (HFGW)
as a nuclear survivable means of coemnication
for land-mobile missile systems in Europe.
Using a frequency band of 20 to 30 MHz, and a
portable, broadband, discone antenna, HFGW
propagation characteristics have been demonstrated which could be exploited in distributed
communication systems (Reference 1). Test
results show that by means of portable, wide
band discone antennas the upper part of the HF
band could be used alone or as an extension of
the very high frequency (VHF) band to achieve
non-line-of-sight, non-fading, spread spectrum
communication. As discussed below, both spatial
and frequency distribution strategies could be
used.
DISCUSSION
1. ADVANTAGESOFTHE2OTOS3

Mil BAND

In order to maximize the range, it is
desirable to use a resonant antenna for both
transmission and reception. On the other hand,
optimum portability is wanted. With these
constraints in mind, 20 M4Hz
was chosen as the
lower limit of the frequency band to be tested,
A resonant antenna could then be constructed
whi.h had a height of less than 4 meters. The
upper frequency was taken to be 30 MHz because
this is the limit of most military HF transceivers and because it was anticipated that the
ability of the signal to provide non-line-ofsight coverage by diffraction in mountainous
terrain would significantly diminish above 30
MHz.
The 20 to 30 MHz band offers additional
advantages. As will be shown, ranges of
interest are achievable in mountainous terrain
with reasonable transmission power levels,
Beyond the ground wave range, however, there is
a zone extending for hundreds of miles where no
signal, ground wave or sky wave, is present,
Accordingly, there is a large region surrounding

the area of communication coverage where it is
not possible to intercept or OF. Beginning at
about 500 miles, it is possible to intercept a
skipped signal a few percent of the time.
Although the skip probability increases somewhat
beyond this point, the large skip angle
challenges OF accuracy.
A further advantage of the 20 to 30 MHz
band is the relatively low noise level. Within
the HFGW range, competitive noise sources are
not likely to be transmitted from a resonant
antenna, and consequently, their effect is
limited. Interfering distant stations are
limited by the skip characteristics discussed
above. At night this band is particularly quiet
as local noise sources are quiet and the
probability of distant signals skipping in is
alm.,st
nil. A study by Laycock et al of percent
congestion values vs frequency range illustrates
the point (Reference 2). Based on data taken at
a rural site in central England, their data show
zero percent congestion for most frequency
intervals In the 20 to 30 MHz band. By
contrast, the lower region of the HF band is
almost 100 percent occupied, particularly at
night.

2.PROPERTIES OFTHE DISCONE ANTENNA
Military users of HFGW require the
capability of changing frequencies quickly to
avoid jamming and reduce the probability of
interception. Further, portability and speed of
erection and disassembly are highly important.
The discone antenna was found to have the
desired characteristics. The discone antenna is
comprised of a disc and a cone., It is a wide
band antenna with a nominal 50 ohm impedance
which produces vertically polarized radiation
(References 3 and 4). For HF and very high
frequency (VHF) applications the disc and cone
are usually not solid, but are comprised of
spokes. The height of the antenna is set by the
length of the cone spokes, which are chosen to
be equal to one quarter the wavelength of the
lowest desired frequency (cut-off frequency) and
the cone angle, which is typically 30 degrees.
(For best performance the cone spokes are chosen
so that the cut-off frequency is taken to be
about 1 MHz lower than the lowest frequency to
be used.) Figure 1. shows the dimensions of the
discone antenna used in the work described here.
Eight spokes were used on the disc and cone for
the first discone built at APL. Subsequently a
discone was tested which only used six spokes on
the disc and six for the cone. No difference in
performance was measured between the two
configurations.
Beginning just above the cut-off frequency
the discone antenna has a good voltage standing
wave ratio (VSWR) for many decades. Figure 2
shows VSWR vs frequency measured for a discone
antenna having a cut-off frequency of 19 M4Hz.
As a consequence, a 50 ohm HF transceiver will
transmit and receive efficiently on this antenna
throughout the 20 to 30 MHz band without the
need for an antenna matching unit. Further, the
discone lends itself to using spread spectrum or
frequency hopping techniques throughout this 10
MHz band.

,'1
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Cmin
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environments ranging from the mountains of West
Germany to the Mojave desert In the United
States. The results are described in the
following:

1
S

Range Measurenents Made in the Mountains
of West Germany

Cone

Using a discone as the base station
antenna, single sideband (SSB) voice and continuous wave (CW) test signals were transmitted
at 22.733 and 26.725 MHz. The output power was
selected to be 100 watts. Both military and
Civilian radio equipment was used to transmit,
with identical results. The military trans-

L
30'_

Aceiver

max
4Cmax
Coaxial feeder
L-=OX/4)
x 0,96-Cnax
D-0.7 Cmax
Cmin

<L/22

S=03 Cain
Relations for selectingdisconeparameters
Cut-off
freq MHz

C i
(m)

19

Cmin
(m)
.172

3.78

0 (m)
2.65

S (m)

L (m)

.0516

3.78

All paths listed in Table I were
mountainous and non-line-of-sight. To illusFigures 3 and 4 show Lhe terrain profiles
for paths 1 and 4, respectively. Elevation in
meters is plotted against range in kilometers.
The transmitter was located at the zero kilometer point and the signal meas:irement was made
at the end of the path. It should be noted
that, in addition to the measurements made at
the end of the path, measurements were made at
intermediate points, including positions in
i
valleys, and the SNRfor some of these measurements are shown in the figures.
trate,

Dimensions fo discone antenna with cutoff frequency of 19 MHz
Fig. 1

was the AN/GRC 193A. The civilian

transceiver was a Yaesu model 757GX. A second
discone was moved to positions of increasing
distance from the base station. At each test
site voice contact was established and a CW
signal transmitted. Measurements were made of
signal-plus-noise and noise using another Yaesu
757GX transceiver which had been calibrated by
means of injecting known power levels and
measuring the audio power out. Table 1. shows
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and the received
power levels measured over four mountainous
paths. Note that only path 1 represents a
maximum range. Even though signal levels
indicated that greater range was possible along
the other paths, the test 0.'i could not proceed
farther for administrative reasons.

eacstructureofadlaconeantenna.

20
1.9

-

18
HFGW Propagation Amros South Sandia Peek

17_

A test was performed to determine whether
communication could be conducted across
South Sandia Peak near Albuquerque, New Mexico.
The results were of interest not only because of
the severe terrain but also because, in contrast

16I-HFGW
S--> 14 -I

to West Germany, the ground was extremely dry
since the rainfall in the Albuquerque area is
less than 10 inches per year. Theoretically,

13 12

1.F
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40
Frequency (MHz)

s0

60

SNR

Fig. 2 VSWR "sfreqiusecy for adiacone Antenna with a
cut-off frequency of 9 MHL.
The discone antenna can be made extremely
portable. Erected, the discone stands about 4
meters high. Experience has shown that this
size is reasonable for use in wooded, tactical
positions. The antenna can be fabricated so
that when disassembled it makes up a package
weighing less than three kilograms which can be
carried by backpack. Assembly and disassembly
each take about 10 minutes.
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3.MEASUREMENTS OF HFGW PROPAGATION
Using discone antennas and frequencies in
the 20 to 30 MHz band, HF ground wave propagation has been studied in a number of different
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Table 1.

Path

Sumary of HFGWRange Survey (All measurements made at
26.725 MHz using a transmission power of 100 watts.)
Tx Elevation
(m)

Rx Elevation
(m)
498
97
525
350

572
572
450
561

1
2
3
4

Range
(kn)
64
89
52
115

SNR
(dB)

Received
Signal Power
(dBm)
-114
-102
-92
-102

8
16
28
16

Note: The ranges for path 1 represents a maximum value. The signal
received on other paths indicated greater ranges could be achieved,
but administrative reasons prevented further investigation.

750

SNR -16dB

700 -in
60C

A

Tx

the terrain profile of Figure 5,the peak

rises over a kilometer from the base station,
which was located on Kirtland Air Force Base.
From that site the top of South Sandia Peak
subtends an angle of almost six degrees. Using
two discone antennas, 100 watts output power and
frequencies in the 20 to 30 14Hzband, a 29 km

SNR 39dB
/ c

500

ground wave propagation is seisitive to the
moisture content of the ground. As can Ie seen

E

400

558 voice link was established at will over a

period of several days. Signal level
measurements were made over a period of several
hours spanning sunset and are presented in the
Section 4, which discusses silnal stability.
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While the sky wave signal level varies
widely with time as the ionosphere changes, the
ground wave signal level is expected to be more
stable, thereby increasing its utility for
COUKunication systems. Accordingly, if the
received power level remains steady during the
time the ionosphere changes, this supports the
claim that the signal is truly ground wave,

four hours.

The dates and paths are listed in

Table 3. CW signals were transmitted at 100
watts using a discone antenna. Another discone
at the end of the path was used to receive the
signals and measurements were madeusing a

Yaesu
~calibrated
were transmitted

Tx

10o0

SIGNAL STABIUTY OF HFOW

Three twenty-four hour tests were performed
in the mountains of Germany during which signal
levels were measured over a period of twenty-

I
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performance in a
In a further test of HFGW
desert environment, a propagation path was
investigated in the Mojave desert, near Barstow,
California. The terrain profile for the 33 km
test path is shown in Figure 6. This region
gets less than three inches of rain yearly.
Using two discone antennas and 10 watts of
output power from a AN/PRC 104, good SSI voice
comunication was established on all but one of
five channels distributed throughout the 20 to
30 MHzband. SNRlevels were measured using CW
signals and the results are tabulated in Table
2. As can be seen, the 26.720 MHz frequency was
noisy and this was caused by an interfering signal which was present due to d
transient skip condition.

30
ODace (km)
TerralnprofileforHFOWlinklnMojaveDme"e.

757GX transceiver.s Signals

and received levels measured on
a regular basis.
Figure 7 shows the results
for 26.725 MHz taken along path 3 (Test 3) in
February 1986. Measurements were made every
fifteen minutes. The signal levels stayed
constant within plus or minus 2 dBm, which was
near the resolution of the method used to make
the easuresolti These results are rpresentative of the data obtained during all three
tests. No evidence of sky wave fading was seen.
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HF5W Signal Levels Measured over 33 km path
In the Mojave Desert (Discone to Discone
Antenna Configuration)
Signal-Plus-Noise
(dBm)

20.400
23.450
25.350
26.720
29.725

-115
-110
-111
-113
-116

Noise
(d~m)
-137
-138
-134
-119
-134

SNR
(db)
22
28
23
6
18

Table 3. Results of HFGW Signal Stability Measurements
Perfcrmod during 24-Hour Periods over
Non-line of Sight Paths

Test

Received
Signal Power
Range
Frequency
(a)
(Mhz)
(dem)
_____km) ___
(M~z)because

1

49

22.733
26.725

-105t2
-102_2

2

49

22.733
26.725

-98t2
-96±2

3

52

27.733
26.725

-98±2
-92±2

In July 1989. during the test of propagation over South Sandia Peak, it was desired to
demonstrate that the signal was Indeed ground
wave with no significant sky wave component. As
a result, a test was performed in which the
signal levels of four frequencies were measured
as a function of time through the period of
sunset. The results are shown in Figure 8. As
can be seen, signal levels were constant within
plus or minus I d~m and there is no evidence
that any change occurred as a consequence of
sunset, which took place at 2024 hours,
5. DEMONSTRATIONOF InGITALCAPABIUTY
Several tests have been conducted which
demonstrated digital communication over HFGW
lirks. One test used terminal node controllers
tied to HF transceivers and personal computers
to transmit frequency-shift-keyed packets over
mountainous terrain in West Germany. The signal
was comprised of two tones, one at 2.069 kHz and
another at 1.460 kHz (600 Hz shift). The

Fig.8
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carritr frequency was 26.850 MHz transmitted at
100 watts. The test packet message was 1800
characters in length, divided into 80 character
packets.
After each packet a handshake in the form of a
checksum was required from the receiving station
before the message continued. If an incorrect
checksum was received, the packet was automaticdlly retransmitted, As a result, only
complete, perfect messages could be passed. The
data rate was 300 bites per second, i.e. 300
baud., Signal-plus-noise to nnise ratios (SNR's)
were also measured over every path. To
accomplish this a CW signal was transmitted
using 100 watts at the test frequency, Further,
SSB voice contact was also attempted for each
path. The ranges of each path, the SNR's, and
whether or not packet and voice messages were
successfully passed are indicated in able 4.
Communication over path 3 was unsuccessful
of a high noise background. Only
partial success was achieved over paths 8 and 11
for the same reason. If alternative frequencies
had been available it is possible that com.aunication would have been achieved over all or
most of these three paths. The tests over paths
13 and 14 were affected by a thunderstorm.
Because of the length of the message, the length
of the packets and the frequency of lightning
strikes, it was impossible to pass a perfect
message in a reasonable amount of time., This
might have been avoided by dividing the message
into shorter packets or eliminating the handshake requirement. Virtually all paths were
non-dine-of-sight. Because the test schedule
was coordinated with a military exercise, some
paths were investigated during the day and
others at night, as the opportunity presented
itself.
Testing has also been conducted using
mobile military radio teletype (RTT) equipment
which uses a data rate of 50 baud and an output
power of 200 watts. The RTT equipment produced
a coded signal consisting of a 2 kHz audio tone
which is shifted plus-or-minus 425 Hz. The two
resulting audio tones are processed and transmitted the same as SS8 signals. Accordingly,
the outgoing RF signal is comprised of two
signals, one at 2.425 kHz above the carrier
frequency and one 1.575 kHz below. Using
discone antennas and frequencies throughout the
20 to 30 MHz band, RhT units provided communications between battalion headquarters and
six batteries both day and night over a four day
period. The exercise took place in mountainous
terrain with propagation distances ranging from
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Table 5. Hop Sets for Discone to Discone
Frequency Hopping

Table 4. Sulary of HFGW Packet Radio Results

Path

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Range
(km)
60
51
98
40
67
22
89
69
48
100
117
62
69
94
38
59
59

SNR
(db)
20
24
NO
13
17
3
8
No
No
24
8
ND
11
8
16
8
17

Packet
Successful?
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Partial
Partial
Yes
Yes
Yes

Voice
Communications?
Yes
Yes
go
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Marginal
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

NO - No SNR data available

as little as 14 to as much as 50 km. Messages
were passed at will without difficulty and no
problems attributed to HFGWwere experienced,
6. WIDE BAND FREQUENCY HOPPING
Both the wide band nature of the discone
and the propagation characteristics of ground
wave in the 20 to 30 MHz band suggest that
frequency hopping or other frequency distriachieve
exploited to and
be interception
could of
techniques
bution
to
probability
the lowest
minimize the possibility of ji ng.

Set

Frequency Range
(MHz)

1
2
3
4
5
6

20.0
24.0
20.0
24.0
20.5
24.0

-

23.9999
29.9999
23.9999
29.9999
23.5000
29.9999

Number of
Frequencies
>100
>100
2
2
4
6

between the transmitting circuit and an external
antenna or, alternatively, connect the transmitter directly to the antenna. This latter
function is to be used with a 50 ohm antenna.
No difference was detected in the quality of the
wide band frequency hopped voice signals, when
the matching circuit was in series with the
discone and when it was removed.
By contrast, a whip antenna used for the
test was not able to provide an Intelligible
voice signal in the hnpping mode for any of the
sets listed in Table 5. Voice contact established using the whip antenna on a single
frequency would immediately be lost when
frequency hopping was begun, even though the
matching circuit was used. This demonstrates
the need for a wide band antenna when hopping
sets which cover a band of several MHz are used
for HFGWcommunications.
CONCLUSION
in the
evidence
provide
to HFGW
be usedthat
could shows
30 MHzband
20 to Empirical
nuclear survivable, non-line-of-sight communication links having ranges of at least 50 km

of the discone
Figure 2, showing the VSWR
versus frequency, demonstrates the ability of
the discone to transmit and receive efficiently
throughout the 20 to 30 MHzband. Accordingly,
it should be possible, for example, to frequency
over many MHzwithout sacrificing output
hop
signal strength and without requiring a matching
circuit to protect the transmitter froa
reflected powerf

and as much as 115 kmin mountainous terrain.
This could be accomplished with portable,
broadband discone antennas and using transmission power levels which are already
available. It is possible that signal
processing techniques could extend the range.
If spatially distributed systems are employed to
relay messages, comunication coverage could be
provided over large regions with few, if any,
inaccessible points, even in mountainous

Data obtained during range testing in a
variety of environments have shown that the
ground wave signal level does not change
significantly throughout the 20 to 30 M;z band
over a mountainous propagation path. Presumably
this can be attributed to the properties of
illustrated in Figure B. Here we see that, at

terrain. Wide band frequency hopping could be
exploited to minimize the probability of
interception and provide antlijamming capability
without reducing the communication coverage.

the remote station across Sandia Peak, the
signal level received near 20 MHzwas equal to
that received near 28 14Hz, within I dBm.
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DISCUSSION

Paul S. CANNON
By moving from low frequency (< 6MHz) groundwave to high frequency
(20MHz,f < 30MHz) groundwave you mitigate convertional skywave paths
via ionospheric layers. By using high frequencies, with relatively little cochannel interference, there is a possibility that propagation via meteor trails
can occur giving connectivity over a few hundred kilometers. Did you make
any long distance measurements and did you receive any meteor burst
signal ?
AUTHOR'S REPLY
We did perform measurements to determine the interceptibility of 20 to
30MHz signals at points 500 and 1200 miles distant from the transmitting
discone antenna. However, the data do not allow one to distinguish between
signals received after skywave hop and signals which might have propagated
by reflection from meteor trails.
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RESVILTS OF MEASUREMENTS PERFORMED ON HFBACKSCATIER
FOR EVALUATING THE INFLUENCE ON SHORT RANGE HF DATA LINKS

by
PJ. van Vliet and P.A. van der Via

TNO Physics andElectronics Laboratory
P.O. Box 96864
2509 JG The Hague
The Netherlands

SUMMARY
On short range HF links, where the receiving station is
relatively clome to the transmitting station. reception of long
delayed echoes (up to 20 ms) may occur due to backscater.
Tese backcaftr signals will interfre with signals received
through the 'legitimate' path, which Iseither groundwave or
nearly vertically incident skywave. Even on low data rate links
this time dispersion of signals may cause intersymbol
interference. In order to aue the influence of HF backscatter
on short range HF data links, measurements were performed.
Path delays were measured uing a direct-sequence spreadspectrum technique. A carrier, BPSK modulated with a pseudonoise (PN) sequence, was transmitted and the received signal
was correlated with the some PN sequence. Between June 1989
and June 1990, measurements wer taken over a 66 km path in
The Netherlands and, simultaneously, over a958 km path
between The Netherlands and Norway. Different frequencies in
the HF band were used. The mamement results show that
especially on the short range link, long delayed echoes appear.
The backscatter effect depends on propagation conditions, thus
on frequency, time of day, season and solar activity.

1. IN'TRODUCTION
A major problem experienced in high frequency (HF) data
conuniic tions is that ionospheric propagation at HF suffen
from dispersion in time. Components of a transmitted signal
arrive at a receiving station along different propagation paths.
Mixing of these components leads to multipath interference.
The presence of multipath causes fading, frequency dependent
channel characteristicsand intersymbol interference.
After having obsered many unsuccessful data
transmissions during modem trials on short range links (< 100
km) in 1981, some limited measuemen showed that long
delayed echoes (up to 20 ma) of remarkable strength were often
interfeing with signals received through the 'lgitimate' path,
which was either groundwave or nearly vertically incident
skywave (NVIS). Even with relative sarong received sipals, the
quality of the data was often bad, due so intersymbol
interference caused by te long delayed echoes. It was then
postulated that most of then echoes were due to 'ground
backscatter' and that the high probability of occurrence and the
remarkable strength of these signals were related to the
following two conditions:

Inerder toaess the influence of backscattcr on short

range HF dat links, measuremnts were puformed. which
were supported by the Royal Netherlands Amy (RNLA). In
this paper a brief description of the HF backscatter
phenomenon, adescription of the measurement set-up and some
results of the measurements are given.
2. HF LACKSCATTER
Radio waves propagated via one or more ionospheric
reflections do not always travel from transmitting to recoiving
station along the gmat-circle path. A radio wave propagated via
the ionosphere is partially scated by the irregularities of the
ground or sea, and even o some extent by those of the
ionosphere itself [1). When scattered signals propagate back to
the vicinity of the transmitting station along or near the
direction of inidence this is called bckscter. Propagation of
scattered signals in othe directions is called side-scater.
HF backscatter was first observed in 1926. In the late
192ys and the 1930s the scsaring of signals into the skip zone
was encountered frequently [2). Early researchers supposed that
all scattering took place in the ionophere [3). but in the late
1940's and early 1954ys it was concluded that the most common
source of backsicter is scattering by irregularities on the
surface of the earth [4,5].
Sources of backscatter can be ground backscatter, caused
by irregularities on the surface of the earth such as mountains
and ocean waves, or direct backcamer, caused by irregularities
in the ionosphere such as P-region irregularities and auroral
zone ionospheric features. Backcattr can also be caused by
arcraft or meteors. On hort rnge HF links, where the
receiving station is relatively close to the tranemitting one.
backacattered echoes may be received from different directions
and with time delays in excess of those from signals
propagating along the great-circle path between both stations
The strength of these signals depends on propagation condit ms
l properties of the scattering region. The spectral
characteristics of the bockscattered signals depend upon the
propagation path through the ionosphere and on whether th
signal is scattered by Id ea or the ionosphere itself. In
geneaL propagation via the ionosphere will introduce a
frequency offset (Doppler shift) and a frequency spVrad.
Applications in which use is made of HF backscatter
signals am [6):

1) The short range of the link; because of this almost all
distant pats of the earth's surface that ae - via skywave illuminaed by the transmitting station are 'seen' by the
receiving one.

HF communication along non great-circle paths (through
backscatter or rather side-scatter). This makes
communication possible at frequencies higher than those
normally usable;

2) The ub: of omni-directional antennas; when it is not
possible to use directional antennas, scattering from all
directions will conttibute to this sort of interference.

Monitoring the coverage of HF transmissions by
determining the region from which siguAls are scattered
back. This can also be used for obtaining an estimation of
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propagation conditions
for
real-time
choice of operaing
frequency;
Monitoring the structure
and dynamics of the ionosphere;
Remote sensing: monitoring sea state and corresponding
surface
wind ad ocean current atdistan.es
up tosome
thousand kilometres from the observing station;
Target detection for surveillance (over-the-horizon (OTH)
radar). e.g. aircraft tracking,
Besides these applications in which a positive se is made
of backscatter signals; strong scatter signals, however. may
cause degradation of communication circuits. For instance. on
short range HF links, where the receiving station is relatively
close to the transmitting station, reception of long delayed
echoes may appear due to backwater. These backater signals
will interfere with signals received through the legitimaW path.
Even on low data rate links this time dispersion of signals may
cauin tersymbol interference,
3.

re the receiving stations. Along the two paths between the
transmitting station an the receiving stations we measured path
order of mlliseconds -,received signal strength
delay -inthe
and frequency of the received signal.
3.1 Principle of path delay measurement
To measure path delay, a carrier which is binary-phaseshift.keying (BPSK) modulated with a pseudo-noise (PN)
sequence, is transmitted. At the receiving station the received
signal is demodulated with the same PN sequence. The effective
chip rate of the receiver PN sequence is somewhat lower ",an
the chip rate of the transmitter PN sequence, so in fact the
receiver PN sequence is shifted along the received bit sequence.
which is BPSK modulated on a carrier. When the received
signal and the receiver PN sequence correlate, the BPSK
modulation will be removed and the original carrier will be
restoWed. When there is no correlation, the output of the
demodulator will be !noise-like. At the beginning of a
measurment, both trnmitter and receiver PK sequecesame
reset at the sone time. The path delay can be derived from the
time interval between the beginning of the measurement ad the
appearno of the demodulated carrier.

MEASUREMENT SET-UP

The aim of the measurements is to investigate HP
backscatter behaviour in order to assess the interference caused
by these signals on short range HF data links. The most
important information required, concems statistics on
parameters like path delays and signal stengths of backcatter
signals ad how they are related to time of day. sso
operating frequency and solar activity,

This principle is shown in figure 2. At time t0 ther is no
correlation between the received signal and the receiver PN
sequence. At time tt the receiver PN sequence is shifted one bit,
but there is still no correlation. At time t2 the receiver PN
sequege hs sd
one bit again and now correlates with the
received signal. The restored carder appears at the point of
output of the BPSK demodulator. This carrier isdetectable And
the path delay can be determined.

In order to gather such data, path delays and signal

strenths were measured over a 6 km path between The Hague
(52.07N 4.23E) end Dongen (51.37N 4.56E) in The
Netherlands. To ases whether short range links suffer more
from scattered signals then long range links, measurements
were sia taken over a longer path of 95 km+ between The
Haue and Kj*ller (60.06N 10.13B) in Norway (Fig. I). With
this configuration. backasctter on a short path and side-watter
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Principle of path delay measuremnent using PN
sequences

Actually, the measurenent system uses a direct.sequence
spread-spectnim technique. When correlation ocum, the
BPSK signal is 'despreaded' by the BPSK demodulator,
resulting in a signal with a much smaller bandwidth.

9received

NkHERLANDS

3.2 Traitaslttee' co&W Wr=l.
The tramnitting station (Fig. 3) transmits PN sequences,

which are repeated continuously. The PH sequences are BPSK

modulated on a HP carrier frequency, which is tranmitted by
a400 W transmitter. The samission bandwidth is 6 kHz The
Transmit antenna is a vertical whip antesm. A personal
computer (PC) controls the transmitter unit.

Fig. 1

Locations of measurement stations

In this measurement set-up, the station in The Hague is the
transmitting station, while the stations in Dongen and Kjeller

The PN sequences are generatod by aPN sequence
generator implemented as an add-on card in the PC. The length
of aPN sequence i 255 bit andthechip ate is 3kbils, so the
duration of a PN sequence is 85 ma. A DCF77 receiver, which
is also implemented as an add-on cad in the PC, serves as time
synchronization device for both receiving stations at the
beginning of each measurement. Time signals are received from
the sanderd time transmitting station DCF77, which transmits
at a frequency of 77.5 kHz from Mtinflingen in Germany.
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ertical whip
antenna
Hbut

moulto

PN sequene
generator

Fig. 3

detecr thu in fac is a low frequency (LF) spectrum ualyzer.
is sd. In doing so. we alo deal with frequency drift problems
that occur in pracoe. As a cosequence of usig a spectrum
analyzer for detectio. we do not obtain a solid correlation peak,
snples of it. From these samnples the orginal correlation
peak can be recoritrted, however.

v
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Transmitter configuration

3.3 Recelver conflIguration
The receiving stations in Dongen and Kjeller are identical
(Fig. 4). An active rod antenna is used u the receiver antennL
The receiver is amodified HF communications receiver. A
BPSK demodulator is placed following the 455 kHz
intermediate frequency (IF) band.poss filter with 6 kHz
bandwidth. This IF signal is demodulated using a local PN
sequence generated by the receiver PN sequence generator. The
demodulated signal is converted further down in frequency.
Like the transmitter umit the receiver units are also
controlled by a PC. The PC is equipped with a DCF77 card for
time synchronization with the transmitting station and a PN
sequence generator card to generate the same PN sequence as
does the transmitter PN sequence enerator. The difference with
the transmitter PN sequence is that from the beginning of a
measurement the receiver PN sequence is retarded half a bit
every 256 ms. So after N times 256 ms from the beginning of a
meaurment, the total delay of the receiver PN sequencs in
comparison with the transmiter PN sequence is N times 0.1667
ms (half bit time). When the total delay of the receiver PN
sequence equals the path delay, correlation will occur and the
output of the BPSK demodulator will be a sine-wave.
The bandwidth reduction factor (time scaling) of our
measurement system is: 256 ms / 0.1667 ms = 1536. So when
correlation occurs the received BPSK signal with 6 kHz
badwidth is 'despreade by the BPSK demodulat", resulting
in a signal with 3.9 Hz bandwidth. The processing gain of the
measurement systemn the ratio between bandwidth of the
transmitted signal and that of the 'depreadef sipal - is 32 dB.
During calibration we found that BPSK signals down to 20 dB
below the noise level were detectable with a nogligible false

Fig. 4

Receiver configuration

3.4 SIgnal processing
Sine.waves which appear at the point of output of the
BPSK demodulator when correlation occurs, me detected by the
LF spectrman alyzer. From the output data of the spectrum
analyzes - unplitude and frequency - correlation peaks ae
reconstructed. The pah delay can be derived fron the time
interval between the beginning ofameasurement and the
appearance of acorrelation peak as des ribed in paragraph 3.1.
Each correlationpeak repments a signal received from the
transmitting station with a specific path delay. The signal
strength of the received signal is derived from the amplitude
deted by the spectrum atalyzer and the automat gain
control (AGC) voltageof the receiver. Since the gain of the
active rod receive antema is known, the field trength of the
received signal can be calculated from the received signal
strength. The frequency of the restored caier is measured by
the spectrum analyzer.
Measurement datt like: time inrval, strength and
frequemy of the detected signal and receiver AGC voltage are
stored in the PC at the receiving station during the
measurements. After the mosuirments these data are, at the
reques of the PC at the trusmittinrg statim in The Hague. send
to this PC through modem and te
o line. In The Hague
the measurnment results are further processed to obtain path
delays and signal strenths for the given operating frequency on
which the measurements were taken as a function of time of
day.

&lanprobability.
ThM
duradv of one measurement is 130.56 seconde.
During this time, the path delay of all modes of propaation
between transmitting and receiving tation with path delays
between 0 and 85 ms and with a sufficient sigal-to-noise ratio
will be measured with a resolution of 0.17 mis. The absolute
accuracy of the path delay measurement depends on the time
synchronization between the transmitting and receiving stations
at the beginning of each measurement.

4.

The frequency of the sine-wave which appears when
correlation occur, depends on the Doppler shift of the received
signal due to motions in the ionosphere. Because more than one
echo may appear at the sane time, we mut be abl to deal with
the possibility ofmore carriers showing sr simultaneously on
slightly different frequencies. As no one should be missed a

For each measurenat period of 2 hours, a plot was made
of the field strength at the receiving station as function of time
of day andpath delay. Each trace in these plots represents the
received field strength as a function of path delay for one
measurement. In these plots the different modes of propagation,
with corresponding path delays, can be distinguished. In figures

MEASUREMENT RESULTS

Between Ama 1969 and Jura 1990. iwasurewnmts were
taker over the 66 km path in The Netherl ids and.
sim oeoaaly, over the 958 km path between The Netherlands
and lkiway. Mesuremessts were take a 3 mite intervals
durir,. 16 or 24 hors a day. Operating frequencies close to 2.0,
3.5,5.7,7.5 20.0 and 29.8 Mz wen used.
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6 through 11, some measurement results containing backscatter
signals re shown for different frequencies in the HP band. Note

figure 5. For the given operating frequency, month and time of
day period, there was no contribution of groumdwave signals.

that the field strengths are scaled differently inthe various plots.
In the box in the upper left comer of the plots, the figures of the
pml- -Z propagat
on mode - by IONCAP M - ore
,xunmarised.

Figure 6 shows results of measurements taken on a
frequency of 2.0 MHz during night time in late mmer. On the
path between The Hague and Dongen a groundwave mode of

7.539 MHz, October 1989, 01.00-03.00 UT

25,
20

NVt-

I

propagation ispresent - approximately 0.2 ma path delay -as
well as beckscaner signals with path delays between 6 and 16
nis (Fig. 6a). Most of the backscatter signals re dispersed
between 6 and 10 ms path delay. The predicted 1F2 mode (one
hop via the P2-layer) is not present. On the path b etween The
Hague and Kjeller, a one hop mode with a path delay aound 4
ms is present (Fig. 6b).
MHz
In figure 7, results are shown of measunents on 3.5
taken between 3.00 and5.00 universal time (UT) in autmn. On
the path to Dongen groundwave, one hop and multi.hop signals
are present (Fig. 7a). The signals with path delays between 10
and 15 ms are backscatter signals. Due to time synchronization
errors, the absolute path delays of the different traces in figure
7s are somewhat dislocated. The path to Kjeller shows two
modes of propagation with slightly different path delays as well
as some weaker signals with longer delays (Fig. 7b).
Results of measurements taken in autumn during the
evening on 5.7 MHz oe shown in figure 8. There are a one hop
and a two hop mode and also some backscatter signala with path
delays aound 12 ms on the path toDong n (Fig. a). Th path
to Kjeller shows a one hop mode ad lo signals with longer
delays, with a maximum of 13 ms (Fig. 8b).
Figure 9 shows results of measurements taken in summer
betwem 21.00 and 23.00 UT on a frequency of 7.5 MHz. On
the path to Dongen one hop and multiop modes am proet
and also a few beckcatter signals with loger path delays (Fig.
9). On the path to Kjeller aone hop and possibly a two hop
mode are present (Fig. 9b).
Results of measurements taken on 20.0 MHz during daytime in autumn are shown in figure 10. The powidwave mode
and the 1 2 mode are not present, the latter being omitted since
the frequency of 20.0 MHz is above the maximum usable
frequency (MUF) for the link between The Hague and Dongea.
Only backscattar signals with a delay between 6 and 10 ms re
present (FIg. 10a). On the path o Kjelle there is a one hop
mode present, so apparently the MUF is higher in frequency
than predicted (18.9 MHz) (Fig. lOb).
In filume 11, results from measurements an 29.8 MHz are
shown for the path between ThaHague aid Donsge taken on a
winter morning. Between 7.00 and 8.00 UT there are no
backscater signals, only groundwave signalsare present (Fig.
Ila). After 8.00 UT backscatter signals appear with path delays
around 15 ms (Fig. I lb).
1w measurements n- 'me oprating frequency were
repeated several tim' s,io i. For examlel, in October 1939
meaurementson"
d., ,ee taken onsevendays. For this
mondthhcunmnu , i 1 teuth was derived for each
mnasurement per. .: --.
tirs. In figureS. the curulative field
strength is showi :w A .&tasurenmna taken in October 1989
betwome 1.00 anA.. t.- r for the path between The Hague and
Dongen. For a given path delay on the horiont l axis. the
corresponding value on the vertical axis represents the
cumulative field stength of all signals with a longer path delay
than the given value. The contribution of NVIS signals - around
3 ms -and of backscatter signals - round 10 ms - ir visible in

10.
-0 s.
T
>
0
.-

0

261

2

4

i0
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12

14

Pattay/ms]

Fig. 5

Cumulative field strength (The Hague - Dongen)

On the short path a groundwave mode, a NVIS mode or
both modes of propaglaon were present When backscatter
cocurred, the difference in path delay between one of these
modes and the backscatter signals was relatively large. During
our measurementperiod. backscatter signals with path delays up
to 20 ma were encountered, while the path delay of groundwave
signals was approximately 0.2 ms and that of the NVIS signals
was around 3 ms. Due to this lrge differee in path delay, the
time dispersion of signals could caus intersymbol interfernce
even on low data rate links. For a75 Baud data link, for
instace, the symbol period is 13 ms, so two signals with a
difference in path delay in the order of this period will cause
inersymbol interference. provided they have oomperable signal
strengths,
On the longer path, the principle propagation mode was
one hop skywave. In general. the difference in path delay
between this skywave mode and side-scatter signals wu smaller
thai that between backscatter mad the other modes of
propagation on the short path. Our first impression is that the
occrence of ade-catt on the longer path is less common
than the occurrece of beckscat on the short path.
The frequencies on which backcatter occurs are dictated
by the frequency window for longer range links. So in the lower
end of the HF band. moat backcatier is observed during the
night and in the higher end during thOday. Most backscate is
expected in winer and our first impression of the measurement
results is that this is viable. However, the analyss of
measurement da to obtain statistics of path delays and signal
strengths of backscauer signals as afunction of sason has not
finished yet. Also. the statistics of bckwaer as a function of
solar activity for our measurement period of crie yea still have
to be derived from the measurement data.
5.

CONCLUSIONS

On a fixed frequency. path delays can be measured using a
direct-sequence spread-spetrum techique by tranmiuing a
BPSK signal modulated with a PN sequence and demodulating
the received signal with the same - but retarded - PN sequence.
This provides an alternative for the ue of a high power pulse
tranaitter for measuring path delays. With the measureent
system, path delays between 0 uid 85 ms can be measured with
a resolution of 0.17 ms and an absolute accuracy depending on
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:

the time synchronization between the transmitting and receiving
stations.

[2] Hayden, E.C, "Ground scatter in review". AGARD Conf.
Proc. No. 37,August 1968, pp. 1-1 - 1-26.

The measurement results show that particularly on short
range links (<100 kn),long delayed backscatter signals appear.
Interference of backscatter signals with groundwave or NVIS
signals may cause intersymbol interference, even on low data
r'te links. In the lower end of the HF band, most backscatter is
observed during the night and in the higher end dur;ng the day.
The occurrence of backscatter is dictated by propagation
conditions for longer range links, thus depends on frequency,
time of day, season and solar activity,

[3) Eckersley, T.L., "Analysis of the effect of scattering in
radio transmission". J.IEE, Vol. 86, June 1940. pp. 548563.

6.

[6] CCIR, "The operational use of side-scater and backscatter", (1982 - 1986), CCIR Report 890-1.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The interference on short range HF data links caused by
backscatter can be avoided by technical or operational solutions.
The technical solution is to design a modem that disriminates
between the different components, which can have differences
in path delay up to 20 ms.Backscatter signals are then used in a
positive way in signal demodulation. If possible, antennas can
be used which have a radiation pattern such that the strength of
the received backscatter signals is suppressed. The operational
solution is to make a proper choice of operating frequency.
Such a choice could be based on statistics on the occurrence of
backicatter.
a
Further analysis of the measurement data is n uceary to
obtain sufficient statistical background about the occurrence of
backcatter. Recommendations can then be made concerning
operating frequency for a given link range, time of day, season
and solar activity,
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DISCUSSION

M. DARNELL
Could you say something about the relative levels of the various received
signal components, i.e. what was the level of the backscatter component as
compared with the other components ?
AUTHOR'S REPLY
It is difficult to say something about the relative level of backscatter
components in general. Sometimes the backscatter signal levels were
comparable in strength with the groundwave or nearly vertically skywave
signals. At other times, for instance, we encountered only backscatter signals,
without other components. The received signal level of each component
depends on the specific propagation conditions for that component, for a
given operating frequency and time of day.
John S. BELROSE
I was rather astonished by your response to the previous questioner that the
NVIS signal could at times be comparable with the groundwave signal for the
shore path over which you have made measurements. The vertical whip
should help to reduce such a problem, due to the fact that it should have an
overhead null (-15 to -25dB).
Could you give more detail on the specific transmitting antenna employed.
AUTHOR'S REPLY
The aim of the measurements was to invertigate HF backscatter, in order to
assess the interference caused on operational links. For this reason we used a
4h metre vertical whip antenna, which is similar to the antennas used by the
Royal Netherlands Army.
In fact, sometimes the received level of backscatter signals was comparable
with the received level of groundwave or NVIS signals. Since the analysis of
our measurement results has not finished yet, it is not possible to give
statistical data on the difference in received field strength, between the
different components, yet.
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OPTIMUM ANTENNA SPACING FOR DIVERSITY IN
METEOR BURST COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS
by
Paul S. CaMon

AnIl K.Shukda
Applied Ionospheric Physics, Flight Systems Department
Royal Aerospace Establishment, Famborough,
Hampshire, GU14 6T, United Kingdom
Mark Lesr
Ionospheric Physics Group
Lelcester University
Leicester, LEI 7RH, United Kingdom

SUMMARY
Temperate latitude meteor burst (MB) space diversity
measurements, using cross correlation analysis of 37 MHz
signals scattered over an 800 km path, are reported.
Signals of duration 20.75 s, received on antennas separated by 5), 10 . and 20)., are investigated using 6 days of
data collected over a 9-day period during February 199.
Signal deocorrelation Isshown to be achieved by an antenna
separation of 5).and there Isno apparent variation Inaverage cross correlation coefficient, for antenna separations
between 5. and 20X, for any of the signal categories
examined. We discuss Insome detail previous diversity
studies by Bartholom61 and Ladd 2.
1 INTRODUCTION
ItIsmathematically convenient, when first Investigating
meteor burs (MB) propagation, to assume that the Incident
wave has been scattered from idallsed3straight columns of
ionsation created by incoming meteors . Implicit Inthis
formallsation is a single, planar wave Incident on the recoiving antenna.
Mesospharic wind shears and turbulences can,
however, radically alter the Initial shape of the trail and may,
as aconsequence, cause the formation of multiple scattering regions (or glints)4. These glints may move Independently and each scattered signal will experience a different
Doppler shift. Fading will then be observed due to the
superposition of two or more discrete Doppler shifted
frequency components. The aggrgats wavefiot Is now
dearly no longer planar and a diffesrnt time dependnt
signal fading pattern will be observed on appropriately
spaced antennas. Consequently, it may be possile to
exploit diversity, eg Rof 5,techniques, similar to those used
inthe Hi (high frequency) band, to enhance the performance of MB communications systems. Apre-requisite for
the Implementation of diversity isthe existence of uncorrelated fading at two, or more, of the receiving antennas,
Under these circumstances a faded signal from one
antenna may be compensated for by inphase addition of
the signal components at the second antenna. One method
of obtaining these uncorrelated signals is by reception at
two appropriately spaced antennas (space diversity),
Investigation of MB space diversity on iong duration
(-4 s)echoes was performed by Ladd2 . An operating frequency of 49 MHz and a I kW transmitter were used with
signals received on two antennas separated by either 22).

or S0L Those signals were recorded and digitised using a
100 me sampling Interval. The correlation coefficients were
computed for underdee, specular overdense and nonspecular overdense signals. The high values obtained
2
(0.9946, 0.9819 and 0.7970 respectively) led Ladd to
obtained.
be
could
conclude that little space diversity gain
frequency band
However, iadl1 periods on signals Inthis
I
range typically between l00 ms and s and the 100 ms
sempling period adopted would, therefore, have been too
Infrequent. The crosa corrotion coefficients were also
computed over complete trail durations. Similar analyses
performed by Cannon ef a showed the correlation cooffIclent to be afunction of the time Into the trail decay. In
this letter work high correlation coefficients were reported,
as expected 8 at the start of the trail decay, with the coefflIients decreasing towards the end of the trail lifetime. The
2
conclusions appear to pice those of Ladd Inquestion.
Acros correlon coefficient of 0.6, or below, was
ados
by L.,.a pracicIndicatio of el
adopted by
deorolationg. Such a condition Is,however, only aplcable to R ih fading conditions. Extensive studies
have oonvlothes authors that Rayleigh fading between
multiple glint3 Isonly one of many situations that can occur.
Interference between two, or asmall number of glints,
resulting Inadeep periodic fading enveiope which approxi10
mates a rectified sine wave is more likely. Greanhow
suggested that approximately 400 me are required for the
formation of the first glint This then restricts the appicability of the Raylh fading model, requiring the formation
of multiple (>A) glints, to long enduring meteor trail, itIs
misleading, therefore, to base MS diversity conclusions on
simply Rayleigh fading asur.ptions. The deep periodic
fading patterns resuiting from two or three glints8 lso relies
on the formation of glints of similar dimensions, asituation
which may not prevail Superposition of signals from
smaller scattering regions and the main scattering body will
still, however, cause an amplitude fluctuation as opposed to
deep periodic fading.
Bartholom61 suggested that the conclusions of Ldd2
were pessimistic. He performed experiments inthe 38 to
41 MHz band with 400 watt transmissions and an antenna
separation of 4). Ina line perpendicular to the great circle
path from the transmitter to the receiver, The diversity
effect reported was small both for underdense and overdense specular reflections. However, when the trails were
long (>2 )and wind distortion had led to the creation of
several glints, the resulting multiple wavefronts added
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vectorially to produce quasi-independent time varying
signal fields at each of the separated antennas,

4-element Yagis, mounted at a height of 11 which is suitable
for centre path illumination at an altitude of 95 km.

The only fully developed MB communications system
reported in the open literature which has incorporated
diversity is COMET 1 1 . The COMET system, which implemented antenna space diversity, together with diversity
combining of signals from antennas mounted at ,".-o
different heights, showed a remarkably high duty cycle compared
with other MB communications systens12 . The reasons for
this high throughput were never formally proven but
Barthoom6 and Vogt1 1 believed that diversity contributed a
considerable degree. Ifso, this Is in conflict with the con2
clusions of Ladd .

The received signals from the two antennas were fed,
without amplification, down two lengths of loss equalised
cable to the receiving and signal monitoring system,
Figure 2. The two down-converter 4 output signals were
fed into separate RACAL 1792 HF receivers operated with a
bandwidth of 3 kHz. The two 100 kHz Intermediate frequency output from the receivers were recorded on two FM
channels of a RACAL STORE 4DS tape recorder after
passing via a unit described as a 'Log Dbtector'1 4 . The
latter units output the logarithm of the detected input signal
level. These signals were recorded in a 1.25 kHz bandwidth
using a tape speed of 3.75 inches per second.

In summary, the literature of the 1960s is confused with
regard to the benefits of space diversity in MB systems.
MB data communications are generally regarded as low data
rate systems, with bit rates varying from a few, to generally
12
only tens of bits per second . The possibility of improving
this by using spaced diversity techniques cannot be
ignored and as aconsequence further work has been
pursued more recently. Cannon eta/ 7 and Shukla eta11 3
have clarified the situation on a temperate latitude 37 MHz
path by showing that although the correlation coefficient of
the total signal envelope is high, as found by Ldd2 , the
correlation coefficient falls as a function of time Into the
trail. Shukla ta113 categorised the received signals Into
three groups, I* underdense, overdone• and not known
(NK). Of the three siqnal types NK signals were observed to
be less correlated than underdensa or overdenee trails. At
an antenna spacing of 10.,when all three categories were
combined, 40% of all signals exhibited cross correlation
coefficients of <0.6 after 0.25 a of signal decay. In this
paper we will address an aspect of the work reported by
3
Shukia at all1
namely the optimum antenna spacing in
such a diversity system.
Whilst this paper addresses meteor burst signals it must
also be reognised that three other sources of uncorrelated
signal exist in the MB frequency band; namely lonoscatter,
sporadic-E and propagation via the F2 layer during periods
of high sunspot activity. The magnitude and occurrence of
signals propagated via these modes is dependent on
mechanisms with various temporal scales and on the radio
frequency of operation. These other modes can add
vectorially with M1 signals providing the possibility of
diversity gain. Similar conclusions were reached by
1
Bartholom6 .
2 EXPERIMENTAL

TECHNIQUE

The experiments performed consisted of the transmission ofa37 MHz,400 W continuous wave (cw)signal
overan 800kmpath. The transmitter was located (Figure 1)
in Wick,Scotland (58.5 N, 3.28 W), and signals were
received at Cobbet Hill Radio Station In Southern England
(51.27 N,0.63 W). In order to minmis the reception of
sporadic-E signals which might confuse the study of MB
was performed In February.
Mnlng and afternoon data were collected
for
three
antenna separations of S 10X and 20. (Table 1). These
separations compare to 22)X and 60) used by Ladd 2 and the
4X.separation Implemented by Bartholom6 t . The receiving
antennas were sited in a line perpendicular to the grew
circle path from transmitter to the receiver. Both the transmitling and receiving antennas were horizontally polarized

Inorder to derive absolute signal levels, each one hour
data tape was calibrated every 28 minutes with signals
ranging In voltage equivalent power levels from -133 dBm to
-76 dlm In 3 dBm steps.
3 DIGITAL ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE
Data capture
A computer program, configured for the Hewlett Packard
HP 98SB desk top computer, was written to store and
analyse the analogue recorded signals. The program
enables two signal voltage channels (og from spaced
antennas In this case), to be sampled and stored by an 8 bit
analogue to digital converter. The two adjacent signal
channels are sampled within 40 I's. This then approxlmates simultaneous sampling. The anti-alasing filter Is a
variable low pass filter with a 48 dB per octave roll off,
Figure 3.
These digitlsed data points represent received signal
power In d~m and are derived from the digitised analogue
signal voltages using the calibration data. The data files
can be displayed to show signal strength (dBm. ordinate
axis) against time (seconds, abscissa) for a selection of
time windows. The software suite is described In detail by
15.

sling Ems cursor meteor
By using a vertical
Shuka
signal envelopes, above a fixed power threshold, can be
visually
identified and easily characterised. The software
as
acltstecoscreaincefceto
h w
also calculates the cross orrelation coefficent of the two
signals over a time segment specified by the user.
Calculated correlation values can then be stored to disc
with an identifying label which best describes the category
of signal currently under investigation.
Data

analysis

Data collected at the three antenna separations, were
analysed according to the preceding descritlon using a
channel sampling rato o 100 Hz (10 ms) andan anti-allasing
filter bandwidth of 25 Hz. This sampling ratelstentlames
2
higher than that used by Ladd . A threshold of -120 dBm
(approximately 0 dB above the noise floor) was used for
signal analysis. All signals above the analysis threshold
were categiodI as 'overdense', 'underdense' or not
Known (NK). The category 'NKC refers to that group of
Mignals which may have popagaed via sporadlc-E,
ionoecatter, or via non specular meteor tralls. Cross
correlation coefficisnts for zero lag (t . 0) were then
evaluated for these signals. Since meteor decay is a nonstationary process cross correlation values of i > 0 are
Invalid.

Ir
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In analysing the underdense and overdense trails the
correlation start time orrsponds to the end of trail formation. This can be identified by the discontinuity on the rising
edge of both underdense and overdanse signal envelopes.
Those two channel data within the first 0.25 s of formation
were correlated and the cross correlation value recorded
along with the trail category (Figure 4a). Successive 0.25
segments were windowed and correlated until the end of the
trail was reached. The latter Istaken to be that time when
both channels fel below the pro-set analysis threshold. The
decay period is, therefore, determined by the longer duration channel opening time. This definition Incorporates the
important period when only one channel is above the threshold, during which time diversity Is expected to give its
greatest Improvement In channel avallability.
6

Greenhow has shown that the frequency range of deep
periodic fading from meteor trails is 1.10 Hz and an analysis
segment size of 0.25 a Is, therefore, sufficient to enoompass most fades, Correlation value from the first 0.25 .
form the statistics for segment 1, correlation values from
the second 0.25 a form the statistics for segment 2, and so
on.
NK signals show no discontinuity near their start and
consequently start times were Identified by the first signal
crosslng of the analysis thrshold. Otherwise the analysis
was the same as underdonse and overdense trails.
In data analyse successive and grouped segments
were compared. Implicit Inthis approach is the assumption
of an average lonlsaton height and location. This averaging
ignores the differing geometrical factors which affect the

17
overtp decoreltion . Thesesignalsocur whentwo
trail form within the ifetlme of each other and within the
antenna common volumes. Figure 5 Eustrats such a case.
Between times Ti and T2 a single underdense trail exit
but at T2 a second meteor trail forms. The signals add or
subtract at the antennas, depending on their relative path
difference, resulting in the envelopes seen in Figure 5.
These trel are grouped in the NK category due to their
unusual and rare nature. Signals scattered from remnants
of trails which were not previously Inthe antenna common
volume, or trals which have been severely distorted and
which are not easily recognised are also grouped In this
category.

Figure 6a&b Illustrate the deep periodic fading which

derives from [Rf 41 two (or more) Doppler shred

components bIng together to pWuce a In t modulation
pattem. The total decay duration of the underdenee trill
(Figure 6a) is -2.5 . In a conventional communications
system, however, this single trail would be Interpreted as
three different trails due to the three deep (-10 dB) fades In
the trail decay. The potential data throughput from such a
trail is then not fully exploited. Inthis particular example of
an underdense tril, diversty would not be advantageous
due to the phase coherency of the deep fades on the two
antennas. Conversely, although a similar fading pattern Is
otbeerved for the ovrdeoe trails In Figure 6b, there isa
fade time delay between the two channels of approximately
10 me. Diversity systems can exploit this fade delay by
combining the signals to reduce the fade depth. The conbned signal would enable a M8 communications system to
utio the total dea duration, thereby Increasing the
system data throughput.

docay of meteor trals occurring within the antenna common
volume. In addition to time sgmentatlon of the signal,
cross correlation analysis was also performed over the total
signal decay period (Figure 4b) to compare our results with
2.
those of Lodd
Trail categorleatlon

Figure 4 is Illustrative of the three trail categori so
which the digitised signals were ssigned. Similar trail
categorisation was performed by Ostergaard Wal6 and
this was used ass basis for ordering our dat.
An underdonso tral is characterised by a short signal
rise time and a slower linear decay time (indB) which starts
immediately after the envelope has reached Its maximum
amplitude. An underdense trail is illustrated In Figure 4a
where the decay duration on channel I is greater than
channel 2 by an amount &. In this example selection
diversity would be advantageous,
A specular overdense trail is depicted in Figure 4b. it is
characterised by a fast rising increase in signal strength
untilthe Fresnel zone is formed. This Is folowed by a
further period of slowly Increasing signal strength, resulting
in a rounded top to the received envelope. Overdense
decay durations and received signal strengths are usually
greater than underdene trails. Inthe example Figure 4b,
selection diversity would show little advantage,
The 'NK' category of signal have an undefined format
and may be associated with signals scattered from
sporadic-E, lonoscatter signals, or non-specular meteor
signals. Figure 4c shows short duration, highly uncorrelated waveforms. There is a delay of A2s between the
signal crossing the analysis threshold on channel 1 and the
signal crossing on channel 2. There are also a number of
NK signals which fall into a group suffering from echo

4 RESULTS: SPATIAL CORRELATION
VARIATION
An important question relating to the Implementation of
any space diversity receiving system Is the optimum
the antennas. A lawge antenna
distance required be w
separation may be required to obtain sufficient signal
docorrelation. In order to minimise the amount of land
required to deploy the antennas the minimum separation
commensurae with signal decorrellation is, howeor,
considered to be the optimum separation.
in order to determine this unknown optimum spacn
Investigations wore performed on signals received on
separatied by 5k 10 , and 20X (Table 1). SIx
Inten
days of data were collected spread over a 9-day period. At
each antenna spac the three signal categories of
duration z 0.75. were Ideniffied and analysed. ANdata for
each antenna separation were combined In order to
increase the trail count.
Undordense trills
Between 20 and 40 trails of duration zO.75 a ware
identified over the 2 days at each antan sparion.
Cumulative correlation distributions values, from underdense tralls calculated over the first 0.25 a (segment 1), at
the three antenna spacings are plotted in Figure 7a. Similar
distributions are also plotted (Figure 7b&c) for segments 2
and 3.
The three piecewise linear distribution curves plotted for
segment 1 (Figure 7a) are similar in shape and no consistent
order to the distribution curves is observed as a function of
antenna separation. The maximum distribution sprad
between any of the three curves is approximately 10%; this
represents a difference of only three trails in the 5X, data
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iiset.

Consequently, within the limits of our data Wt we con-

dude that insegment I the dsoroo of undordense
trails shows no Increase or decrease with antenna
"lseparations
S)
1OX
and
2O)L provide
That Isantenna
separations between
of 5 IhX
and
2X
should
very similar
$Pacodiverky gans.ttered
The absence of spatial variability is also noted for
In
segments 2 and
3 (Figure
7b&c). Athough
an number,
kase there
tdecorrelation
ocurs
wit Incrsilng
segment

exp:erimen. On day 44 the space diversity gan should be
high.
5 CONCLUSION

:

This paper has investigated space diversity of 37 MHz
signals. The spatial variation of correlation a
values aiest
paaeerIprtnionstm.eines
values, a parametr important to system designers, was
AN of
addressed
forconcklusons
antenna spacings
5), 10)6
and 20.z0.75
the
following
relate looftrails
of duration
s,

Is again no consistent order in the correlation distribution
curves obtained from underdnse signals at the three
antenna spacing.

Th V" variation of received signal correlation
values wa Investigated at three antenna spacings of 51,

Overdense trails
Cumulaive distrbution for the three se~gments Itte

10, and 20). ULtlespatalvariation wasobserved for any
of the signal categories and itappears that decorrlation Is
OX The 2).
achieved atvrey modst spacngs of 5X.or 10

three antenna spacings are piotted In Figure B.
he
o w
frames show that the corration values of the signals
received at 5X., 10, and 20). are closely distributed in both
segments 1 and 2.
In segment 3 (Figure c)approxirnately 20% of the trails
at 5). hove correlation values lese than 0.6. This -ntrasts
with 15% at 10). and 32% at 20). The maximum distribution
spread occurs ata correlation value of 0.8 between the 20).
and 10X curves and Is 25%. This represents 11 trails of the
10). data set which is a fairly significant trail count
We conclude that, within the limits of our data set, the
doorrolation
of obetwen
overdns trails
no variation
with
dentennaaspaniof
tr.1Xai
shows
d nor
aria
ntithAn
annna spacing between 5), 10). and 20). or segments 1
and 2. Correlation values for segment 3, however, appear
to favour the 20). antenna spacing, although, it is unclear if
this Is due to the limited data sets Involved.
NK signals
Preliminary studies of the 5 data revealed that NK
signals analysed on day number 44 were significantly less
correlated than NK signals analysed 9 days later on day
number 53. Within theodays of data oonsidered, those
signals recorded or%day 44 showed an uncharacteristic
amount of muitipath. Ws correlation statistics from these
2 days were not. therefore, combined but ke separate and
are thus presented in the 'llowing diagrams. The multipath
on day 44 had little Ipa on the analysis of underdense
and overdense trails since, by our definition, for selection
these were required to meet certain exacting requirements
relating to the signal envelope with all other signals
categorised as NK.
In our discussions we firstly exclude data from the 5).
spacing on day 44 where the correlation values are
influenced by severe mullipth. For any given segment the
correlation distributions (Figure 9a.c) at the three antenna
spacings are broadly similar to each other. it is also
apparent that NK values are more uncorrelated than the
underdense or overdanse signals. The absence ofa
systematic variation in signal correlation with antenna
spacing, in any of the three time segments, essentially

mirrors the results from the other two signal categories.
Returning now to day 44 we obsrve that the effects of
the muitpath are dramatic. The probability of finding
decorrelated signals on this day in segments 1, 2 or 3 is
sgnicantly greater than on the other 5 days of the

separation is lees practical and unnecessay ifcompact MB
systems we required. On the basis of our measurements
the 4). diversity antenna separation Implemented by
Barthoom6 and Vogt1 IIn
COMET would probably have
been as successful as a much larger antenna spacing.
Our measurements were made with a fixed transmitter
power of 400 watts. Variation of this power will change the
relative numbers of underdense, overdense and NK trails
present. Given, however, that all three trail categories
show no significant decorrelation dependence with antenna
spacing, we expect that the above conclusion regarding the
optimum antenna spacing will
not vary as a function of
transmitter power.
Important caveat to this work relates to the latitude of
signal measurements. At hih latitudes in particular, where
anomalous propagation modes are more common, different
concusions may as obtained.
In conclusion, the results presented In this paper
suggest that space diversity will be advantageous, especially when signals propagate via NK trails. A diversity
contrbullon can. however, also be expected from overdense and underdense trails
particularly towards the end of
their trail lifetimes.
Table 1
Timetable of Data Collected
from Cobbett Hill
Day
number

Antenna
separation

Hours of data
collected

44
45
4
47
51
53

5
10
20
20
10
5

5
4
5
4
5
4
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DISCUSSION

D. YAVUZ
Can you relate this work to variable rate coding (Eg. Miller & Milstein of
Univ. of Californie, San Diego) method of extending useful trail duration.
AUTHOR'S REPLY

Since coding is a form of diversity - time diversity - I would espect it to extend
the useful trail direction. The code rate would, however, have to be matched
to the trail signal-to-noise ratio to extrac its maximum advantage.
C.GOUTELARD, FR
1 - I1ne m'apparait pas absolument n6cessaire d'utiliser des syst mes ARQ
dans le cas d'utilisation de codage. En effet, le taux d'erreur varie en fonction
du temps, augmentant dans la "queue" du m6t~ore. L'entrelacement ajout6
au codage r~partit de faqon uniforme les erreurs et peut 6viter les syst~mes
ARQ dont l'emploi s'av~re lourd.
2 - Ne pensez-vous pas que d'autres dispositions des antennes, non plac6es
syst6matiquement dans le plan du grand cercle, pourraient atre envisag6es
compte tenu des directions, des lieux d'apparition des mt~ores et de 'effet
des vents de cisaillement.
AUTHOR'S REPLY
1 - I agree that interleaving is approprite technique to counteract burst errors
due to fading but in the end we need ARQ to obtain retransmission of the
lost data.
2 - This is a very interesting point. We have separeted our 4 antennas
perpendicular to the great circle path but depending on the wind direction
greater diversity gain may be obtained by reorientating the antennas out of
the perpendicular plane.
M. DARNELL
1 - Can you state precisely what you mean by "equal gain" diversity ? Is it
selection diversity ?
2 - May I point out that error control coding is also a form of time diversity:
therefore, one might expect a similar order of improvement from this.
3 - We seem to have a similar conflict of interest here to the HF case: for
receiving antenna gain to be effective, a plane wavefront is required : for
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diversity to be effective, an irregular
wavefront is necessary. I believe
that you
have shown that diversity is more
effective than an increase in
transmitter
power ; hence, the irregular wavefront
dominates.
AUTHOR'S REPLY
1 - We have added the amplitudes
of the signals on the two channels.
2 - I agree.

3 - Certainly the irregular wavefront
dominates at the end the trail,
although
at the start of the trail the regular
wavefront will probably dominate.
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ANALYSE DES RESULTATS EXPERIMENTAUX DE LIAISONS METEORIQUES
REALISEES POUR DIFFERENTES DISTANCES ET FREQUENCES
D.SORAIS
THOMSON-CSFIRCS
66, rue dui Foss Blanc -92231 GENNEVILUIERS CEDEX
0. RAVARD, L BERTEL
LABORATOIRE RAVIOCOMMUNICATIONS
UNIVERSITE DE RENNES I
CAMPUS DE BEAULIEU -3504 RENNES CEDEX
FRANCE

Dans cot article, nous donnons los r6suitats
expdrimentaux do liaisons m~tdoriques rdaiis~es
entre 100 et 1000 km. Une intorpr6tation physique do
Cos rdsultats est obtonue en exploitant les
distributions statistiques des parambtros du canal,
ainsi quo los onregistroents do la fonction de
transfort du canal. La base do dorndos constitude
compilito et amends utilomont los Informations
fournios pour los moddlisations ciassiques du canal.
AftAIBACI

This paper describes the experimental results of
meteor burst communications recordfed at ranges from
100 to 1000 km. A physical Interpretation of those
results was obtained by using a statistical distribution
of the meteor burst intervals and of the transfort
function measurements. The resulting data base
completes and improves the Information provided by
the traditionnal models.
I

INTRODUCTION

1e flux permanent do m~t6ores Incident cur
I'aimosphbro torrestro cr6e, vers 100 km d'aftitude,
dos traindes ionis6es pormettant do r~aliser des
liaisons radio~loctriquos intermittentes. Le canal
m~toriqlio ainsi d~lini a 4iti 6tudi6 par do nombroux
cherchours depuis Isd~but dos ann6es 50 [1) 121.
Maigr6 cola, on no dispose pas actuoliement d'outiis
do pr~vIsions Apartir dosquels los performances ot Is
fiabilit6 d'un systilme do transmission quelconque
pourralont Otro dvaludes.

Pour une liaison of une p~riode do I'ann~e donn~es,
les modbios do prdvlsions permettent, au mioux,
d'estimer loa veleurs moyonnos des parambtros
caract~ristiquos d'uno liaison intermittente. Une
expdrimentation do i'ordre do 80 houres dtant
n~cossaire pour mesurer ces valours moyonnes ,i11
oct
difficile do constituor une base do dlonines
reprdsontative do diffdrentea configurations do
liaisons (distances, antennas, p4riodos do I'annils,
fr~quoncos, ...). Do fait, la plupart des
expdrimentations rdaiisdos ontro stations torrostres
ont dtA effectudes pour des distances prochos do
1 000 km durant une pdriode do I'annd.. 11exists une
expdrimentation r6aiis~o par NES 131 pour laquelie
des mesures simultandes des paramilltres du canal
ot 06 ofetulo pour diffdrentes distances.
On ddcrit clans cot article les r6sultats do
I'expdrimentation THEOREME (Transmission
HErtzienne par Ondes REtIdchIes sur tratnidos
MEtdoriques), rdasee durant I'annde 1989. Pour
chacune des six distances comprises ontro 100 et
1 000 kin, les paramitres du canal ont dtil mosurds
durant au moins 80 heures pour des pdodes do
rannile distinctes. Afin crinterpr6ter correctement los
r~suitats oxpdrimentaux, 11est n~cessaire d'ldentifler,
at si possible do quantifier los contributions des
modes do propagation non miltilorques relativement
aux performances globales mosurilis. Pour atindre
partiellement ce but, des expdrimentations
complomontairos associ~es 4t chacune des distances
pr~c~dontes ont permis do mosurer Is module do Ia
foniction do transfert du canal. Un logiciol, non d~crit
dons cot article, permet do ciasser automatiquemont
los r~ponsos temporolios mesurdes parmi los
diffdrents modes do propagation idontifids.
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Pour l'essentiel, on fournit ici, d'une part les
param~tres moyens du canal, et d'autro part, une
interprdtation physique des r~suhtats obtonus Al'aido
des distributions statistiques et des fonctions do
transfort mesurdes. Cos r~suhtats fournissent des
616ments pour 6valuer [a taisabilitil do liaisons de
distances quolconquos inf~riouros A 1 000 km
r~alisdes; A partir d'une station principals. Un effort
particulior dranalyso a dtd offoctuil pour los distances
infdrioures A 500 km pour losquellos los r~sultats
dispanibles dans Ia litrature somblent pou
cohdrents.
2

DESCRIPTION DES

Les antennes sont plac~es Aune hauteur
au-dessus du sol tolio quo los axes U~s aux
maximums des lobes principaux sintorsectent on un
paint situd Aenviron 100 km d'atitude Ala verticalo
du point milieu do la liaison .Pour los courtes
distances (sauf Poitiors), los mesuros ant 6galement
6t6 r~alisdes pour dos hauteurs d'antonnes 6levdes,
Apriori non optimalos pour Iecanal md6odque, afin
do favorisor Ia propagation par diffusion
troposph~rique pour laquollo le gain aux angles
d'6l6vatians faibles Est essential. Los valeurs
calculdes du gain do lantenne lag-pdriodique en
fanction do I'angle d'616vatlon sant ropr6sontdes
figures 2 et 3 pour diff~rentos hautours do Fantonno
au-Cdossus du sol.

EXPERIMENTATIONS

Une liaison Intormittonto est principaloment
caractdrls~e par trois parambtres:
[a dur6e do service ds

la durde moyenno d'ouverturo T

t

OALI

la dur6o mayenno do formturo
Pour une p~rlode drobservaton donn~o, Ia
durde do service du canal oat 6gale au pourcentago
du temps do cette p~rlode pour lequel Ie rapport
signal Abruit requ oat supdrieur au soull do d~tection.
La durde d'une fermeture 6l6mentaire est d~finle par
l'intorvalle do temps siparant deux Instants
d'ouverture conshcutife du canal . Ces trals
parambtres sont d~pendants:

A
MM3

MIn =

Les ouvertures du canal sont mesurdes par

WA

Ia transmission permanents d'une court. silquonco

codde reconnue en r~ception. Le banc do mesuro

pormot donc: dobtenlr los valours moannes T ot 8
ainsi quo los fonictions do r~partitlons des variables
al6ataires assocldes. Le module do Is fonction do
transfert du canal eat mesur6 avec un autro banc do
mosuros porniettant do rdaliser un enregistrement
num~rique do Ia rdponso temporello.

Les six liaisons oxpdnimentalos ant dtd
r6alisdas Sur Is territolre frangals entro une station
dimisslon situils AChalet ot une station do riception
d~placd. Sur les six lioux do mosures (voir carte,
figure 1lat tableau 1). On d~cuit cI-aprbs los diff6rentas

oxp~rnmontations Od~es Aces lialsons.
2.1

Alkures des ouvffture at des

2.1.1

Fa mn~in tidae

fernwtures du canal

Los caractilnstiquos radiodlectriques do
Cos liaisons sont prdsentdes dans Is tableau 2. Cos
exp~rimontations ant 0t effectu~es Auno frilquenco
do 42 MHz en utillsant, A r~mission ot A la ricoption,
des antennas log-p~riodiquos horizontalos orientilos
suivant I0grand corcle do la Ralson (tableau 3).

Poitw

410AP4M OUL4O

OCATIOWOFT

O
IMR

011
MiM LOMiCAWDC
out

npw.I

STATIONS
_______

cOOROONNEES

EOORAPHIQUES

DISTANCES

STATIONICHOLET

CIIOLET
Emno

471N09E

PIIERS

036E
46.6N

101
KM

BRIVE

45 IN ISE6

289KM

CORMEILLES 49.1N 2E

310KM

ISSOIRE

456N 33E

383
KM

TOULON

43.1
N 6.16E

706
KM

N 9.36
BONIFACIO 41.4

1029
KM

TABLEAU
I -cARACTERIsTIOUES
GEOGRAPHIOUES
DES
LIAISONS
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Puissance 6metteur

2 000W

Pertes coaxiaux dmission
(Icientiques en r~ception)

2.2 dB

Antennes dmisslon et
r400ption ,Gain/espace

libre

Loglpduiodiques plac6es A une
hauteur h au-dlessus du so[

7 dBl

Facteur de bruit r~cepteur

3A.4dB

Rythme blnalre

16 Kbit/sec

EWtNo
minimum n~cessaire

6dB

TABLEAU 2 - CARACTERISTIQUES RADIOELECTRIQUES DES LIAISONS

STATION DE
RECEPTION

HAUTEURS
ANTENNEISOL

POITIERS
(107 km)

BRIVE
(289 kmn)

CORMEILLES
(310 km)
_________

ISSOIRE
(363 km)
TOULON

NOMBRE DHEURES
DE MESURE

DATE MEDIANE
DES IMESURES

3

52

15-5

3

23

25-5

4

141

2-6

11.5

68

31-5

3

223

20.4

4

99

7-4

11.5

17

5-4

4

165

15-6

11.5

40

17.6

6.5

84

29-6

11.5

229

26-9

(706 kin)__________

BONIFACIO
(1029 km)

TABLEAU 3 - MESURES DES OUVERTURES ET DES FERMETURES
EXPERIMENTATIONS PRINCIPAILES
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Un

~3

INFLUENCE OU PROTOCOLE
SUR
~rie
Une d'ex~rimntatonsEXPERIMENTATIONS
VAILEURS MESUREES
oxp~imetatonsLES
s~is

2.12

campl~mentaires a permis do faire des mesures A 42
MHz en polarisation verticals ainsi qu'A 70 MHz en
polarisation horizontale. Les performances d'uno
liaison r~alisde avec une antenne d'6mission forrn~e
de deux dip~les harizantaux aliment~s en quadrature
ant 6galement dtil 6valu6es. Les principales
carat~rstiuesdo
es ep~rmenallns ent
r~sum~es dans Is tableau 4. Les gains do I'antsnne
log-pilodique verticals ot dos dip~los crols~s sent
respectivemont repr~sent~s sur les figures 4 ot S.
2.2

Mfesure, du module do is foncion do
ti-ensfert du canal

s chinsdo rcepton
snsiblit
Ledo
utilisdo ost do 4 dB moillouro quo cello des
exp~rimentatians du paragraphs 2.1. Los autros
caract~nistiques radia~lectnquos sent Idontlques.

STATION
DIERECEPTION

FREQUENCE

Pour Ia mosuro des ouvertures at des
emtrsuoItrutond alasnsprsr
5 ms environ sera Identifi~o commo une formeture. La
us-oai6 ds c pre
16s ax
quasiotise ts ds cuun
sA
res nd i
iss
au
d~tern.neront dane des auvertures ot des formetures
do courtes durdes. Linfluence du protocols sur [a
mosuro do la dur~s moaonne d'ouverturo a Wt
estimdo en supposant quo los durdes d'ouverturo
dtaient oxponontlolloment distribuiles (figure 6).
Les coupuros do liaisons supdrieuros A 1
ms soront d~toct~ss lore do Iamosuro du module do
a fanction do transfort. La bands passanto du filtre
enredc bcdemse st6a A75Kz

ANTENNES

NOMBRE
DHEURES
DE MESURES

DATE
MEDIANE
DES MESURES

Log-pkrlo.
verticales
42
CORMEILLES

70

BONIFACIO

4 rn/sal

22

26-4

11.5 rn/sal

10

25-4

3m/sal

92

11-4

11.5 rn/sal

25

15-4

Log-p~rio.
harizantales

(310 kin)

42

(1029 kmn)

70

DE

Dipbles crols~s
5rn/sal
160
Log-p~ria.
horizontalos
5 nrVsol

21-9
_______

Lag-p~tio.
verlicales
11.5 rn/sal

18

26-9

Log-p~rio.
horizontales
11.5 rn/sal

20

22-9

TABLEAU 4- MESURES DES OUVERTURES ET DES FERMETURES
EXPERIMENTATIONS COMPLEMENTAIRES
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4

ANALYSE DES RESULTATS DES
EXPERIMENTATIONS PRINCIPALES

On discerne deux classes homog~nes do
r~sultats respectivemont assocl~os aux caurtos
distances (d <500 k(m) et aux mayennes distances

4.1

SI P. d~slgne la puissance d'4mission,
Pmin la puissance minimale n~cessalre en r~ception

)t f la fr~quence do roxp6rimentation (36.6 MHz pour
COMET) an admettra que la dur6e de service suit la
101:

1~ j

Liaisons moannes distances

Dans un premier temps, on faurnit les
r~si h1ats do la liaison Chalet - Bonifaclo. Chaque point
du ijaphque do le. figure 7 roprisento Iavalour do (a
dur~e do service ds (Ih,1)pour une hours h du lour I
do l'exp6rlmontatlon. Pour los 229 heures do
mesuros, le rapport du maximum au minimum haraire
est 6gal A17. Pour uns hours donn6e, les fluctuations
do jour Ajour peuvont dirs filtr6es; en mayonnant sur
los NI jours do mesures :

Losvaiaios o s (h) lournissent la
Losdovalour
arition
signature diumo sinuso~daio attondue dant le rapport
des oxtremums est 6gal A3.3 . Los modillisations du
canal pormottront, au mioux, do prdvoir los valours do
Iadurde do service Irs (h) 1160
Auno semaine donnde
do l'annds. La mayenne do &~
(h)our los houros d'un
jour reprilsonte la valour mayenno ds do 10dunle do
service pour I&
totailiti do rexpdrimentation.

&=4.1 %
Los durnes moyennes d'ouvorturps t do
fermeluro du canal correspondantes ant los valours
suivantos:
T.270ms ; 16.3w
11oat Intinoasant do comparer coo r~sultats
COET 41 dalso
avocoeuxdo 1exprimetatin
dans Ia mime zone giographique quo
i'exp~rnmentation THEOREME ot our uno distance
quasl-ldontiquo (995 k(m). Uno partis des
oxpdnimontations COMET a it4 eff~oi vers 10mi
-novombre 1967 alors quo notro oxpimentatlon a
616 riallilo vers 10fin du maim do septombro 1989,
qulst Ispdlodo do rann6o pour laquelle ractivitildu
canal mitdorique oiat maximale (mdtioros
sporadlquos) . Los variations autour do co maximum
itant pou rapidos, la comparalson des performances
mesunlos eat nialisabloen prenant uniquoment on
compte los caractiristiques radloilectriquss
respectives do cos deux expdnimontations. On a
utilisil Ia description ot los risultats do
loexpirimontation COMET fournis par BROWN [51
lois quo:
$CWT14 %

TCM

470 ms

Ain d'estmor 10valour de la dur6e de
service THEOREME quo Von abtiendralt avec les
parambtres do COMET, cetto durde do service dait
6tra mutiplie par [o facteur 0.8 dO aux termos do la
relation ,,Acidento. Par ailiours, Isfactour multipicatif
au gain du systimo antennairo do COMET par
116
rapport au notro est do l'ordro do 2.1. Flnalomont, on
obtient un factour global 6gal A1.7:

11est possible do justifier I'dcart entre Is
valour oxtrap6l6o a partir do THEOREME (7%)ot A0
offoctivement mosurlis (14 %) per I@
gain do
divorsitd du syst~me do r~coption COMET qul
permettralt do r~duirs la porte sur Ia durds totals
daouverture produlte par lea dvanouissements
assoc~s A un certain nombro do trainilos lanisdes
[6
La lonction do nipartition compl~mentalre
des intorvallos do tempo 8 s6parant les Instants
d'ouvertures du canal (c'est-b-dlro lea fermoturos),
dolt 6tre oxponentiollo si cos Instants ant uno
distribution poissonnionno. Pour un jour donn# do
l'expirimontation on constato on eliot quo I&drolto
attendue ost corroctoment dtabiloe pour 8 supirlour
Aune secondo eonviron (figure 8). On obtiont 40 %
(xp %) criivillnements lids A des Instants d'arrlvilo
poissonniens at 60 % d'dvnomonts qul, A priori,
pouvent Mrs attribuds, d'une part, A des courtos
fermeturos produJitea par des dvanoulosomonts ot,
cautre part, ii divontuels modes do propagation non
formoture
mynsgoao
mesu6oiuoat vdmotpu obeqo1
suie@tddrn n psfobeqoIfrmue
mayenne I p des distributions expoinontiliols. Pour
lensemblo do coe explmentation, on obtient:
-

8 - 6.5 sec ;

.l 6 sec: et

xp - 45 %

L'analyso des r~ponsos temporollos
enregistrios pour 10mime configuration do lialoon,
pormot d'intorpritor ass risultats. Los
Ovanoulssoents des rdponses temporeles3 du canal
mitioniquo produiront un ensemble douvorlures st
do formeturos lorsque Is niveau do cos r6ponsoo
fluctue autaur du soull do ditection (figures 9 ot 10). 11
exists 6galoment dos rdponses tomporellos Idos itun
made do propagation par diffusion lonosphinque
(figure 11).

7-6

*r~partition

Pour un onrogistroent do 110 minutes do
[a fonction do transfert du canal, ta fonction do
complimentairo des fermetures a 6t6
construite pour dlff~rents-traltements; des donniles
(figure 12).
La fonction do r~partition pour los donn~ss
brues
qu 5st%ellos v~nmons snt
poissonions.
suppression dos ouverfures fides Auno
diffusion lonosphdrique prodult uno l6gbro
romontiko do ts droite do Poisson (57 %
ddvinemonts poissonnlons).

-La

a onfin supprimd los formoturos duos aux
6vanoulssements des r~ponses du canal
m~t~crdque. Los r~ponsos 1l6os A ta diffusion
lonosphdrique dtant toujours supprilies, on
obtient uno drolto proche do cello duo Aun
ph~nombno totalomont poissonnien.

-On

11ost donc certain quo los 6vanoulssomonfs
r~dulsont slmulfan~mont les durdos moyonnos
crouvorturos of do forinoturos par rapport aux velours
pr~vues par los moddlisaflons classiques du canal
m~fiorlque.
Los distributions des ouverturos du canal
sont beaucoup plus difficilos AInforprilfotr. Pour uno
journde do not ro oxpdrimenfatlon, la fonction do
r~parftlon complillment slre des ouvortures
ropr~sontdo figure 13 no pout fro quo frbs
approxlmafivement approch6o par uno distribution
oxponentiello classlquomont ulilis~s dans los
simulations du canal mdfiorlque. En particulior Ia
probablllt6 dobfonlr des durdos d'ouvorturos 6lov6ss
ost nofablomont plus forte quo cello foumlo par une
101
oxpononflollo. WEITZEN [7] a donn6 des
intorprdtaflons physiques Intdressantos sur los
distributions obsorvilos.
lanalyse dos risultats do rexp~riinntatlon
Cholof Toulon, conduit Ados conclusions Identiques
A cellos do Ia liaison Cholof - Bunifaclo
pr~c~demmont oxamin~a.

La valour du pourcontage xp drv~nements
poissonniens diminue lorsquo ron 6l6ve los hauteurs
des antennes corrdlativement avec l'accroissoment do
Ia durde do service ds . Ce phdnombne est
clairement ropr~senth figure 15 par des r~sultats
partiels des distributions do fermofure, do [a liaison
Cholot -4 Cormeillos. La roprilsentation do da en
fonction do xp , pour los trois hauteurs do
exp~rimentatlon (3,4 ot 11,5 in), permot do filtror los
modes do propagation prdsonts (figure 16). Le
d~placoment des points dans le plan (xp, ds) est
du au mode do propagation par diffusion
troposphilrique qul est favorls6 par r'616vation des
a~rlons. Les gains sur Is bilan do liaison par diffusion
Iroposphdriquo par rapport A la configuration dos
antennes placdos A3 m,sont rospoctivement do 6.of
22 dB pour los hauteurs do 4 of 11,5 m.On montro,
par simulation, quo l'influonce des hautours des
a~rlens sur Ia durio do service du canal m~t~orlclue,
nest pas on rapport avoc los 6volutlons observ6es.
L'accrolssomont do la hauteur Aloctrique des
anfonnos produlto par l'augmonfatlon do la fr~quonco
(40 -+ 70 MHz) accroi't Iavalour do Iacomposanto
troposphdrique du canal, contrairomont A la
composanto m~t~orlque qul d~crolt forfomont .
Llnterpr~tation dos risulfats do la station
do Drive ost semblablo A cello do Cormoillos. La
composanto du mode do propagation par diffusion
troposph~rique doviont fr~s faible pour Issoire
(363 kin).
Pour Ia station do Poitiers (107 kin), Ia
diffusion froposphdrique ost dominants mAine pour
des antennos plac~Os A 3 m do hauteur. On pout
obtenir des duriss do service sup~rloures A50 %on
plagant los antonnes A11,5
in.

Uno r~ponse tomporollo duo Als diffusion
troposph~rique (figure 17) inontro los ouvorturos ot los
formofures Indultos par Is soull do ddtoction on
pr~sonco dfun dvanouissomenf. Compte tonu do [a
vifosso do cot dvanoulssoenf, on obtient des dur~os
moyonnes drouvorfuro comparablos Acellos du canal
m~tdorique.
4.3

Analyse globale des
expdrimen taton. princlpalos,

Liaisons courtes, distance#

Le tableau 5 r~suino iss princlpaux
rdsultats do corn expdrimentatlons.

On oxaminera tout dabord los mosuros dos
stations do Drive, Corneilloes of Issoire pour losquollos
los intorprdfatlons physiques des r6sulfafs sont
soinblablos. Los antennas dtant plac~es At3 in au
*dossus du aol, on observe, pour Corminlls, une
signature diurno do la durdo do service
caractdristique du canal m6t~orlquo (figure 14) qul
nest plus obtonue lorsqu'on 616vo lea anfonnes
au-dossus du aol.

Pour los courfos distances Ia contribution
do Ia propagation par diffusion troposph~rique oat
n~gligoablo pour los liaisons do Drive of Cormoillos
r~alis~es avoc dos antonnes placos A3 mau-dessus
du sol, ainsi quo pour Issoiro. avoc des antennas
situ~es A 4 m do hautour. Pour las autros
configurations courfos diafances, Ia propagation
froposphdrique, toujours pr~senfo dans nos
expilrimonfafions, permef d'obtonir do meilleures
performances quo cellos duos au soul canal
m~ftcrique.

4.2
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[a droite de
L'Avaluation do la pento 8p doe
la distribution oxponentiello montro quo l'intorvalto
mayen ontro m6t~oros so maintiort A45 sec: onviron
lorsquo [a distance d~crolt do 310 A 100 km
(exp~rimontations r~alis6os durant los mois d'avril af
mai 1989).
Afi d'accroltre [a fiabilit6 dos liaisons
courtos distances, it ost donc possible d'oxploitor
simuttandmont to canal mdt6orlque ottoe canal do
propagation par diffusion troposph6rtque on utilisant
Los
des mats tactiquos; do faibles hautours ( =-10 mn).
valours minimales et maximalos do [a dunde do
service inoyenne du canal m6t6odcque sur une ann6e,
pour toutes distances comprises entre 300 ot
1 000 km, sont A priori ropr~sent6es par los doux
configurations suivantos
Cormeitles 3 rn/sol
Avril 1989 -310 km

da aO.9 %

-

Bonifacio 11.5 rn/sot
Septembre 1989.- 1029 km

-*

&=-4.1 %

Los mois d'avril ot do septembre
correspondent en effet atix extrdmums do t~acttvit6
m6tdonique annuelle (mdtdores sporadlques).
Compto tonu du rapport attendu do ces ftuctuations
(environ 3), on dolt concluro quo Iad~crolssanco do
ds avec ta distance est notablemont plus faibte quo
cetlo pr~vue par los modbles ctasslquos do pr~visions
La vaeur moyenno do la durde
131 . 181.
d'ouvorturo du canal inat6ortque ost comprise entre
250 0t 300 ins quetis quo soit la configuration do
liaison. Los traindis do tongues durdes qul
ddterm~nent itn dvanoulseinent du signal requ
produisont de couflos ouverturos qul diininuent
tortement Ia dur~o rnoyenne d'ouverture. Le
pourcontage d~villnements non polasonniens
(100 -xp ) %, d~tormin~s partielloinent par ces
6vanouissoents ost plus 6ilovA aux moyennes
distances (~-1000 kin), quaux courtes distances
(- 300 kin) (tableau 5). Cod eat coh~ront avec to fait
quo la probabilit6 dr6vanouissoment 081 d'autant plus
forte, quo lea durdes d'ouvorturos swrt importantos.
5

ANALYSE DES RESULTATS DES
EXPERIMENTATIONS COMPLEMENe

Les portos do polarisation sans douto
notables pour cotlo distance [9] , sont difficilomont
s~parables dos portos duos aux gains dos antennas.
La propagation par diffusion troposphdrique pormot
cependant d'obtonir do bonnos performances lorsquo
los antennas sont dlevdes A 11,5 mau-dfessus dL Sol.
Conform~ment aux prdvlslons th6oriquos, la
polarisation vortIcalo fournit des performances
comparablos Acellos do la polarisation horlzontalo
pour Bonifaclo (1023 kin).
Pour cotto dornibro dlr~tanco, une
oxpdrlmontation rotativomont tongue (60 houres), a
604 r~allsde avoc, on 6mission, une antenna forinde
do doux dipdlos horizontaux crois~s allmont~s en
quadrature ot, en r~coption, une antenna toga 1.9 %).Uno ditfusion
horizontalo (d's
p~rtodique
radiodloctiquo omnidiroctlonnelloen azimut pout Otre
obtonue avoc cotte station d'Amisslon.
On notera enfin quo pour une tr~quenco do
70 MHz, los performances domneurent exceltontes
pour los courtes distances (composante
troposphdrique) et se d~gradent fortemont pour los
distances moyennes (composante m~tdorique).
6

CONCLUIOIN

Los Ovanoulssements des r~ponses
temporoltos lides aux traindes ionlsdes agissent
fortement sur los parainbtres moyens qui
caract~nisent le canal mdt6orique ainsi quo sur los
distributions statistiques associ~ss Acos parambtres.
Bien quo los 6vbnements dus aux mdtdoros surdonso
solent rotlatlvement peu noinbreux. its intorviennont
notablemont sur los distributions des ouvertures of
dos forineturos. Cos diffirents phdnombnes~non
correctemont pris an compto dans los modilisations
classiques, d~torminent les 4carts constatis ontre los
inesures ot los pr~vislons. Les moddtisations sont
copondlant utilos pour d~finir les adrtons drun systbme
do transmissions alnsl quo ceflalnos variations
param~triques des performances du canal
m6t6oriquo.
Actuellemont los rdsuhata fournis par ces
inodbles doivont 6trs n~cessairgmont corrigds 01
compl~tds par los informations exp6rimentalos
disponiblos.

TAIRES

Le tableau 6 fournitlIa durdo do service ds,
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7
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at tdaW als gceAu
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contrat do la D6l6gation G~n~rale pour rArmement Service Technique do t'Electroniquo et do
L'utitisation des antennas log-p~riodiques
l'Informatique (.G.A. - ST.E.).
vorticales plac6es A 4 miltres au-dessus du sot
(Cormeilles 310 kin) d~tormine une faible valour do la
dur6e do service (d - 0,3 %).Coci pout 6tre imput6
Los autours remorciont Philippe BALLEUX
en partie A I&r~duction du gain due A l'incidonce
pour sa collaboration active dans l~laboration dos
pseudo-brewstdrienne ainsi qu'A la d~croissance
logiciels, ainsi quo la section 'Radiocommunications'
rapide do co gain pour des angles d'6l6vations
du Centre d'Electronique do rArmemont (CELAR), qui
supdneurs A500 (Figures 4).
a r~atisd une parte des exp~rimentations.
la durde d'ouverture moyenno 0t Ia dur6e do
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STATIONS DE
RECEPTION

HAUTEURS
ANTENNES
(m)

POITIERS

BRIVE

CORMEILLES

ds
I%

(ms)

"
(sc)

8

3p
(sc)

Xp

%

3

11.8

260

2

46

4.2

3

0.9

263

28

48

59.7

4

1.7

209

12

39

32.8

11.5

22.1

225

0.8

25

1.9

3

0.9

253

29

45

67
28

4

1.9

219

11

45

22.2

186

0.7

10

4

1.8

248

14

25

57

11.5

1.3

211

16

52

38

TOULON

6.5

3.9

298

7.4

16

48

BONIFACIO

11.5

4.1

280

65

16

45

11.5

2.4

ISSOIRE

TABLEAU 5 - SYNTHESE DES RESULTATS DES EXPERIMENTATIONS PRINCIPALES

STATIONS DE
RECEPTION

I

CONFIGURATION

do
%

MHz

LPV 4 m/sol

0.3

42
CORMEILLES
(310 kin)

"
(ms)

T
(see)

176

56

-

LPV 11.5 misol

34

143

41

LPH 3 n/sol

22

190

8.4

LPH 11.5 tr/sol

19.7

182

07

1.9

240

12.7

3.7

225

58

08

190

70
DIC 5 /sol
BONIFACO

42
LPH 5 n/sol
.
LPV 11.5 m.sol

(1029 kin).

70

LPH 11.5 n/sol

.

23

TABLEAU 6 - SYNTHESE DES RESULTATS DES EXPERIMENTATIONS COMPLEMENTAIRES
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DISCUSSION

Paul S. CANNON
Has your modelling, and have your comparisons between data, taken at
different times of the year, allowed for the diurnal and annual variation in
noise level ?
AUTHOR'S REPLY
Le bruit externe n'a pas t6 enregistr6 durant l'exp6rimentation. Pour les
diff6rents sites de r6ception nous avons cependant vdrifi6 que le bruit
industriel n'6tait pas dominant. Les variations diurnes et annuelles du bruit
galactique peuvent effectivement biaiser l6g rement les r6sultats obtenus. La
mod6lisation du bruit galactique re~u r-ir l'antenne de r6ception n'a pas 6t6
r6alisde.
M. DARNELL
I should like to confirm your results for short paths. We have been making
measurements over a 300 km path for 1 year at a frequency of 47MHz. We
have found that, for all receiving antenna heights, troposcatter is dominant.
From a practical communications viewpoint, at short ranges, troposcatter
would seem to be more useful than meteor-burst.
C. GOUTELARD, FR
Les propagations par trainees m6tdoriques et par diffusion troposph6riques
sont facilement distingudes dans les experiences menses avec les radars par
r6trodiffusion. En effet, les 6chos des train6es sont parfaitement localis~s
alors que les phdnom~nes de diffusion occupent des espaces notablement
plus 6tendus. On peut donc, dans ce cas, mcner une 6tude simple. En
transmission on ne peut observer ces phnom~nes et l'6tude des distributions
propos~e ici est une solution int6ressante.
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IMTODUCTION

Les communications utilisant lee
trainees lonisees crees par les meteorites
suscitent un interet, permanent depute les annees 1950 durant lesquellee un premier Systeme a 0t6 propoe 111(2]. D'autres experimentations ont etd ellectudee dane les ddcennies
1960 - 1970. - COMET. METEORFAX - qui
devaient fournir des rtsultats de grand intdret
(31 (41 et des systtmes optrationnels commxe
SNOTEL. AMBS, FEBA ant Wt implantes aux
Etats-Unis d'Anxrique. En France Idtude
THEOREME 151 et l'tude presentee dane ces
pages ont Wt suscithes par l'administratlon
militaire franvalse.
En effet. bien que des syst~mes
aient Rte convus. il demneure des problemes
non resolus autour desquels de nombreuses
etudes; ont Wt effectuees et sant toujoure en
d6veloppement. Deux ralsons principales scmblent finallser ces 6tudes:
-L'interet op6rationnei de ccc syet~mes qul permettent d'dtablir des comniunicatons au delA de I'horizon avec de faibles
coats et op~rationnels meme en cas de conflit,
nuclhaire.
-La seconde ralsan, plus fondanientalc, tient aux etudes qut peuvent et-c effectu~es cur lee prebitmes d'lonisation par lee
m~teores et la physique de la. haute atxnosphere ofa lee inouvements des particules
neutres peuvent etre observes.
Lee 6tudee effectufes ant d'abord
port6 eur la puissance transmise. la duree des
signaux et lee lois d'apparltlon des trainees [61
(71 [81 puis des analyses plus fines ant tc effectuces pour caract~riser lee composantes
aleatoires des r~ponses (91 et l'influence des
frequences utillsees (41. Des moddlisatlons,
basees souvent sur des etudes ant~rieures,
ont et proposees 1101 [1111121 rendant

compte des phenomdnes principaux. Recemment la prise en compte des effets de depolarisation des ondes [131 1141 a Wt falte en vue,
notamment, d'accroitre l'efficacit6 des systemes. Avec le rneme objectif le6volutlon des
trainees est ttudl~e dans l'optique de realisations de syst~mes adaptatifs (15111611(171.
Des 6tudes effectues avec des radars dans la garne VHF ant permis d'effectuer des 6tudes de vents de particules neutres
dans la partie suptrieure de la mesosphere
(181 (191 [2011(11J.
Le6tude ddcrite dans cet article
concerne une experimentation effectue avec
un radar uUllsant des txmpulsions longues codees dont le principe a ete utls dans les sondages ionosphtriques en retrodiffuslon 1221.
Le systeme. fonctionnant en d~tection cohdrente, perniet d'etudier 1'effet doppler
et de reniter une part du mecanisme de formation de la trainee.
Le syseme rdallse pour cette experience est decrit et see performances sont precises. Lin ensemble de mesures; selectionnfes
cur plusleure mote. effectud A deux fr6quences differentes, avec les trots configurations de polarisation possibles, sert de base de
donn6es A une etude statistique. Elle confirme
des r6sultats connus cur lee variations journaBe~res, saisonnieres. de loccurence des echos.
male clle fait 6galement apparaltre des rtsultats nouveaux eur l'effet de polarisation, la duree des echos et l'occurence de leur apparition.
netdplsfedeafomds
co
Ubtnuse
C
d tle finer eafore de
achos oenu acrtde
pe
doe une eoe rptto nbnacr vcuet~repoo
se
Legadnombre de mesures trait~es
donne aux resultats une valldith des plus interessantes.
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Figure 1 Systbme radar VHF

Tmj Ac

Ro4

3

n..(47t)

(2)
()

Terme correctif tenant compte des pertes
Ac dans le couplage des antennes ainsi que du
facteur de bruit F du module Tr.
b) Dans le cas bistatique, l'emission est
continue. Tc = 'Pm. Les aeriens sent d~difs A
l'dnlsion ofO A la reception.
2 2
Wrb =Go
V a

o

Tm

(3)

La comparaison de ces deux cas nous
conduit Aconsldfrer le rapport

Wrm

r=4-F
r t AW#

1

2~

(xT=1,5 dB, Ac =IdB) (4)

Le systdrme experimental est repr~sent6 sur
la figure 1.,
Si Po est ]a puissance disponible A
La solution bistatique offre un bilan
1-6jision, la paissance Pr, revue est donn~e 6nerg~tUque toujours plus favorable (a < 1/2).
De plus clle a l'avantage d'une sensibilite Irid6par la relation
pendante de la distance d'observation due Ala
2
fenetre de reception.
Cy(
X=occteslto
Pr=Po GtGrPrs
u
ce
(4xr)3 Ro
nue. Cs occteslto
u
t ee
oOk Gt. Gr

gain des antennes A Urnission
et la reception
a
:Surface radar equivalente
Ro
Distance de la tralnhe au syst&
me
xLongueur d'onde
Soit 'Pc la dur~e du signal 6mis. L'6nergie revue par mesure scra alors Wr = Pr Tc.
Le rapport signal sur bruit apr~s demodulation est directement proportionnel Acette
6nergie.
-- - WrL
N
-No

avec No: Densite spectrale
du bruit

H. 2 LZ SIGNAL

On a choisi dceffectuer une modulation
de phase bipolaire par un code A enchainement dont la fonction de correlation est A
pointe unique. Cette techaique est parfaitement adapt~e A 'enission continue et permet
d'obtenir le melleur bilan energ~tique en 6quipant le rtcepteur d'un dbnodulatcur syrnchrone et d'un corrtlateur numtique A deux
voies (r~elle et imaginaire).
Les codes utiils~s sent caract6rises
par:
La duree d'un moment du code;: Tr

a) Dans Ie cas d'un fonctionnement moLe nombre de moments: Nr 2n-1
nostatique, Ics deux a~riens peuvent etrene(45,67,8
alors groupds (Gt = 2 Go = Gr) et etre utilissf
4 .6 .8
La dur~e de la sequence :Tc =Nr.'Pr.
alternativement pour Fermission puis pour la
reception.
Le gain de correlation G G2 2n - 1
Ak
condition que Ia bande passante du
Dans ce cas 'Pc = 'Pin < 1/2 'Pm oit 'Pm
rdcepteur seit adapt~e au code
est la dure du cycle et IHnergie revue par
(2B = 1/Pr).
mesure Wnvaut:
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11.3. LIM=T

DU SYSTEME BISTAIQEEB

31
Sminll- +

Le

couplage entre Ftmretteur et le recep-

teur introduit deux principales limitations au
systeme.
a) Sur la sensibilit
b) Sur )a dynamnique

a)Le signal E A la sortie du demodulateur synchrone est : E(t) = B(t) + b(t) + s(t).
B Signal brouilleur provenant directe-

ment de 1' 8metteur.
:Bruit suppost gaussien d'origine galactique. Industrielle et Clectronique.
c :Signal tile (echo).
De la compression (par le correlateur)
des difildrents signaux. resulte sur chacune
des deux voles (figure 2).Talu1
-

Pour B(t) :Un signal pdriodique A(t) A
2
pointe unique de gain de traitement G

-

Pour b(t)

-

Pour s(t) Un signal periodique y(t) A2
gain de traitement G .
poiteuniuede
poine unquedu

Un signal gaussien (Gg(t)

(6, a=3,16 G

-

G

-Si le broulillage est fort, B >>o b, la sensibilit6 du systbne est digradee.
-Sinon, B <<a b, ]a sensibill6 du receptu edpnr u ubutabat
Ces performances sont r~sumnes dans
leTbau1tlscorsdeaFire3
4
B> ab s min(dB) B-23,5
B
I<ab s min (dB)

63 I27 2551
6
7
B-30 8-361 b-42 B-48
31

CODE DI LONGUEUR

2
2
2
b.1,11 b-5 b-

I01

3
bII b-14
W

b) Compte tenu de la qualit6 souhate
pour les mesures. aucun des 6tages ne doit
etre susceptible d'etre saturt. La dynamique
syst~me est limrltee par la partie num6rique.
L;6numdration des diff6rents signaux se
pr~sentant Al'entrte du convertisseur analogique num6rique conduit Al'itquatlon.
Dynamiquc sonhajiabie dii sytime radar

a

~(7)

Dn =B +b

+Ds mi
+

S*WMiamu

\Anpliwde
cr&e diibajit

Dynarnique doiCAN

Sgaboilu

D'apres (6): sn-dn=
Figure 2

G2

+ 3,16

G

On prendra b miax -b + 10 dB= 3,16 b.
e cit~e
alrs d d~ecton uiOn
On ren
pendalor
lecri~re e dtecton uivant:G s > B + (Gb + 10 dB) oii s. B et Gb representent les niveaux lidiques sur la figure
2.
Le seull midnimumn de detection vaut
alors:

D'autre part, si on veut utiiser le corr6lateur au nlveau thtorique de ses capacites, HI
faut miimiser le bruit de quantification lssu
de la conversion analogique num6rlque. s min
est alors quantifi6 sur 3 bits. Les courbes de la
figure 4 donnent la dynamidque du systfme en
foniction du nlveau B. (Pour Po = 1 KW, Dn
512. B < ab).
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En conclusion, ]a faisablltd d'un radar
bistatique est fortement conditionnde par le
ddcouplage entre l'6metteur (E) et le receteur
(R).
Pour cela, les deux stations orit &t6 d1o1gnees de 7 Ian. Chaque a6rien est constltu6
d'un mirni r6seau de deux antennes; yagi 5 e16inents skparees; de 3 X/2 toutes parall6les (dirlgdes vers; la zone du dlel A observer) et perpendiculaire A tine ligne passant par les stations E et R, afln de conjuguer >. directivitk
des antennes avec la n-use en opposition de
phase des ondes, issues de chaque antenne,
dans; laxe E-R
La precision de l'installatlon des antennes A 3 X/2 n'dtant pas suffisante, le sys
teine d' enmission, comme celut de reception,
est sp6cialement construit pour accorder Ics
phases et les niveaux des signatix des deux
antennes. On atteint ainsi des d6coupiages,
entre les deux stations, de 1'ordre de - 160 dB3
malgrt la presence de trajets multiples et de
variations de propagations dans ]a journ6e.
c) Synchronisation des dciii stations
Lx calage des deux c'odes (Iccode 6rnis et
la rtplique du corr6lateur) s'effectuc en temps
reel. La visualisation stir tin oscilloscope du
signal correl6 (voir figure 2) permet en 'volant"
ou en ajoutant tin moment du code r6plique,
de d6placer la pointe de NOt A lrorigine des
temps (point de correlation re 1),
Une synchronisation des stations a 0t6
obtenue en asservissant ies pilotes stir une
emnission radiophonique (France-inter) A laide
d'un systeine A verrouuillage de phase, afin de
pouvoir garantir tin d6phasage constant entre
les detix pilotes.

I L. 4 -LE MA72RIEL -SES PERFORMANCES

Les adriens dtcrits plus haut, sont
constitues d'axtennes Yogi 5 6ldments de
gain/isotrope de 10 dB, d'angle d'ouverture A
3 dB de 1'ordre de 500. Deux cainpagnes de
mesures a l'aide d'un petit avion ont permis
d'assurer )a bonne association des antennes
detix par deux. Nous avons Pu 6galement tra-L
cer un certain nombre de diagrainmes de
rayonnement des mint r6seaux, des sites
emission et reception, aussi bien en 616vation
qu'en azIinut.
Quciques exemplires de ces courbes
sont represent6s figure 5.
L'6mettcur est constftu6 d'une partie
commune (ailmentation, excitateur. syrnthse
de frtquence) et de deux chaines d'arnplilication restituant 500 Watts, stir chaque antenne.

Chacune des chaines d'anpllfication est
sdpar6ment asservie en puissance. Un d6phaseur variable stir une vole permet de rattraper
les 6carts; de phase d'une chaine par rapport d
l'autre.
La stablit6 en puissance et en phase
sont respectivement Inf6rieures d 5% et 20
apres tine heure de fonctiormement.
La partle analogique du r6cepteur est
constitude de deux sous-ensembles:
-Une tete HF dont le but est de transposcr Ic signal recu A une fr6quence lInternu6diatre de 100 KHz.
-Un d6modulateur synchrone restituant
]a partie rtelle et Imaginaire du signal en
bande de base.
Le factetir de bruit de l'ensernble est de
7 dB. Le bruit galactique et industriel a Re6
mesur6 A diffdrents moments de Ia Jotrn6e. I1
culinine A 16 H entre - 156 et - 145 dBm/Hz
pour d6croltre la nuit et ati petit matinjisqu'A
- 160/- 158 dBrn/Hz (soit 14 d 16 dB au dessus dui bruit thermique.
La partie numerique du systfme de reception se d6compose en deux sousensembles:
a)Le corrtlateur ou ensemble de traitement num6rique du signal est construit auitour de deux cartes calcul (pour les parties recdies et Imaginaires du signal). Une carte secjuenceur (AM 2910) assure leur gestion. La
conversion analogiqtie-ntimdriqtie de chacune
des voles est effectude stir 10 bits slgn~s, avec
des temps de conversion potivant descendre
jusqu'A 5 jis. La fr6quence d'horloge du corrtlateur 1IA est de 5 MHz. 11est capable de calculer ne powits de correlation (ne =16, 32, 64,
128. 256) en tin temps:
T=(e+2

r

La durde Tr d'un moment du code est
tin multiple entier p (1 A 8) de la pt'lode
d echantilionnage Te. La longuetir du cod- Nr
est ajustable (15, 31. 63, 127. 255)
L lpr
e
eue n t 1ei
lprdemsuson6tef\
tWk~s pour Nr =63. p = 2. Tc = rx Nr =
3.9816 ins, ne = 128. ce qui est le meilleur
compromis entre la fenetre en distance instantande d'obsernation (0 A 600 Ian) et le
nombre de mesures par seconde (250).
Ainsi la plage doppler instantan6e
d'observation est:
± Fd

=±

1..
2 Tc

125 Hz.
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Ce qui signifle qu'il sera Possible de mesurer des vitesses radialesJusqu'A:
Fdx
2-= 350 m/s

a

Pr (4 7c)23 Ro
Po Go X2

La itsolution en distance du radar est
=C

on peut estimer ]a sensibilitAe du ra-

=Alnsi

,7 km=--T
a
La largeur de bande du signal code peut
etre redulte A 1/Tr.. ce qui correspond A la
bande passante optimale du recepteur analogique soit 16 kHz. C'est finalement un fitre de
20 kHz qul a eth utilse.

dar:

R,(kin)
a (in2 )

200
60

300
310

400
1000

500
2500

I5000

L(m)
q

750
-1

900
1

1050
1021

120

1300

DES

SIGNAT[URES

600

b)Un micro-ordinateur (HP 9836) relle auTalu2
correlateur via une carte interface programmeTalu2
le systeme et salsit lea r6sultats des cartes calculs 6. une cadence de 60 000 mots de 16 bits
par seconde. Le stockage sur disquette est effectu6 des que la memoire vive du calculateur
est remplie (Coda represente entre 1/2 heure et
3 heures de mesures suivant 'lmportance du
nombre des echos).
11 -RESULTATS
Une carte supplementaire (carte reconnalsance de formes) amellore le critee de d6tection des echos par une analyse du passe de
chaquc point de correlation: 1'enregistremcnt
des donnes n'est autorise que si le depassement du scull d'un point de correlation persiste sur plusieurs prises successives.

FLe

III.I ANALYSE

TRAmEs IromsEEs DEP METEoRITEs

DES

Le traitement Aposteriori des donne es, A
lalde d'un micro-ordinateur (PC AT/286),
nous a permis de tracer un certain nombre de
courbes caract~ristiq'es.

radar ainsi contitu6 permet d'observer
-Variation du nlveau en fonction du
est echos de faible amplitude jusqu'A - 130
temps A (t) (courbe module).
dBm dana lea cas lea plus favorables (lorsque
d t
le bruit et le broulilur sont faibles) mats pres-Evolution de la phase du signal d t)
que toujoursjusquAI - 120 dBm.
(courbe doppler).
d
'un tranee-Transformee de Fourier du signal
srfac
La
tqivalnte
La srfac Cquvalete
une raine
'F- du signal complet (sur 512
sous-dense en retrodiffusion eat drnn~e par la
points de mesure salt 2 ms)
relatin :
.FFr glissantes ( sur 32 points
2
salt 127 ms au pas de 16 Tc salt
ca-=41r re2
L~q 2
63,7 ma).
.

06
re 2,8.10-15 m rayon effectif de l'electron
lapreitrezon de
2L dLnguur
2L rLngucu de(m pe)eezoed
Fr~nl
=de
(i)
q = densith Uin~ique d'electrons de la tralnee (rn- 1)
De IUquatlon (1) on tir

-Analyse haute resolution du signal.
Quelques exemplaires typiques sont representes figures 6 A8.
On distingue alors trols grandes classes
signatures caracterisees par leur courbe de
module.
Classe 1 : (Figure 6) il y a apparition
brutale d'une region lonse (trainee) et evanouissement progreasif sulvant la lol rmponen-
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Ces trainees correspondent parfaltement
au mod~le des trainees sous denses (q : densitC lneique d'Electron 2.1014 M-1). elabord par
MMs. Mc Kinley (1961) et Sugar (1964).

Dans le cas particuller de la retrodiffusian, teile qu'ele existe dans les syst~mes radar, ]a premidre zone de Fresnel [81 (figure 9)
est donn~e parl]a relation:

Dans ce cas
2

L-

[Ro

]1 2

327t D
ofi D est la constante de diffusion.
Classe 2 ., (Figure 7)comrre precedemwent Hly a apparition brutale d'une r~gion ianis~e, puis le pauvoir de r~flexian de cette perturbation vanle ti-Es peu (augmente ou diminue
faiblement) pendant un temips 1ndetermidne,
pour enfin decrottre rapidement, ce qui caractdrnse une traInde sur-dense (q >2.1014 rn-1I
Classe 3 ' (Figure 8) dans cette classe
sont regroupees les signatures particulleres
tradulsant l'exlstence de phenamenes plus
complexes. L'analyse des spectres de ces
Echos met en evdence la presence de plu sleurs i-ales, creant ainsi des interferences.
L'origine deIces subdivisions semble etre cau-8x
ske, essentiellernent. par un cisaillement de la
traln~e par les vents vialents des hautes altitudes.
La plupart des 6tudes consacrees au sujet font g~n~i-alement abstraction dui temps
d'6tablissement des trainees jug6 inutflisable A
cause des variations ti-Es grandes du doppler
et de l'amplitude du signal revu. Cependant,
l'analyse de Ia phase de formation de la trinte nous a pamu int~ressante, car elle peut
etre susceptible de pi-Evoir l'6volutlon de la
phase de persistance et donc d'6valuer la capacIt6 du canal de transmission.

L est la longueur de ]a demi-zone de
Fresnel
Xl ogerdod
Iaonuudne
Ro la distance minimnale de la trajectoire
du mettore au radar,
Dans le cas des trainees saus-denses,
qui constituent la majeure partie des trainees
observees, la puissance revue Pr, apres farmnation de ]a trainee est Iiee Ala puissance emise
Pa par ]a relation.
Pa
-

___

~

K(t C~R

3

exp(

2

CXP (

8
-32

nr2
X2

q2 CO2A
qcs~
2
r(9)
D (140))

0t1

K (=2,48.1i0-32 in2 ) est une canstante
deduite des parametres physiques
dui processus de ci-Cation de Ia tralne et de le6quation dui radar.

Mf.1. 1.Modtisation de Ia traide

i-a

Les echos radars obtenus sui- les ti-alrifes ionlsdes crCfs par les met~ores pci-mettent d'inte-prete-. au mains partiellement, le
m~canisme de formation et Ie d~veloppement
de la trainte ainsi que Ie mouvemnent des par
ticules neutres dans Ia haute atmosph~re.

Ie rayon initial de Ia trainee donnie
par la relation empirlque 141
log i-a (m)= 0,035 h - 3,45.

D

Ia constante de diffusion ambipolaire donnte par Ia relation empirique 1231
log D (m2 /s) =0,067 h-56.

MT.1.1.a Modtlisatlon du procesaus de peraistance de la traln6c

pi

langle entre les axes de polarisation suppostes rectilignes aux antennes d'tmission et de reception.

k

t: le temps mesure A partir de I'ins tant ofi le ni~t~ore est A Ia distanice Ra de IHmetteu- et lorsqu'll a
ti-aversC tatalement la premiere
zone de Fi-esnel.

Des relations relatives au developpement
des tratn~es ap-es leur formation ant 0tC d~veloppdes par differents auteurs et on peut ti-auver uric exceilente synthese dans larticle de
D.W. BROWNS et H.P. WILLIAMS 141 ainst que
dans celui de G.M. MILLMAN (81.

t-to

V
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Ces relations, cornpar6es A celles va-PE
lables en liaisons bistatiques. inontrent que
les durtes des trainees Te rnesurdes lorsque la
puissance revue est reduite dans le rapport-/ie2 par rapport Asa valeur maxiinale et donn6e par:
X2
Te

=

~

PO-

(10)0

_____

16 n2 Dcos 2

sont notablement plus faibles en r~trodiffusion qu'en transmission. dl'une part d causeR
du facteur cos 2 4 (cos 2 0 = 1 en r~trodiffuslon,
cos 2~ 0,005 pour une liaison de 1000 kin) et
d'autre part ;Acause de la reduction de ]a Iongucur de ]a premnifre zone de Fresnel.
IlI. L1b Mod6lisation de la formation de la
tralnde

1
0
Figure 9 GUomntrie d'une prodiff usion

*Angle

d'incidence

IIAngle entre I'axe de la tra~tnket le plan de

propagation PER
VpAngle entre l'axe de la tratn6e et le plan
perpendiculaire AOP: OP' ou d~viation sp~culaire

L'atude des traindes m~toriques Al'aide
d'un radar permet d'observcr ]a formation des
trainees. c'est-Oi-dire le dt-veloppement de laV
train6e lorsque le m~tore traverse la prerni~e
zone de Fresnel (voire les suivantes).
SI un mobile se d~place ;Aune vitesse V
uniforme sur une trajectoire rectiligne (figure/
10). la frtquence doppler mesuree par un radar s'exprime par:

Fd =Fd max si [Arctg V (t-to)J (11)
Ro

oul
Fd max=2V fo/c
fo: fr6quence d'6mission
c: c~l&rit de la lumi6re
to: instant ei-' le mobile passe Al6
a iilstance Ro du radar.
Cette relation conduit directement A
12)T2L:
(t-o)]
Vr =V si [Artg
Ro
vitesse radiale de la cible.
L'acc~ldration apparente de la cible:
dVr _V2
1
Cos [Arctg (-L (t-tO))](l3)
Ro
Ro l+V2_(t.10)2
dt
Ro2
Langle (psous lequel est vue ]a cible par
la normale A la trajectoire est donrapport A1

n~e par

(P=AiMg ( V(t-to))

(14)

Langle 29P max sous lequel elle est vuc ]a
premiere zone de Fresnel est d~ihnie par (15).

Figure 10
t

a
KO~a

211o~

15

A 53 MH17, pour un objet se d6plagant A
25 km/s on obtient le tableau ci-dessous o~t
temps de travers6e de ]a zone de Fresnl
Au voisinage de ]a zone de Fresnel
T <<Ird.dn
r#Y
tt)
(6
Ro
dVr # V2
Ro
dt,

(7

0
750

0 .ki0
900

0
120

0
1300

q)max (mid)

3,75 I3,0 I2,62 I2.4 I2,15

T,) (inS)

60

72

96

104

Ro
L (mi)

p1050
84

Tableau 3
La vitesse radiale est une fonction lineal-
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Figure 10(a) Nombre de train~es
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Figure 10(b) Temps d'ouverture
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re du temps, 1'acceleration est constante et ne
La phase instantanke vaut alors:
depend quc de deux parametres dont Irun.
Ro, est directement accessible par la mesure.
(3
xt(3
(ftw (t_
Les hauteurs auxquelles apparaissent
2
L
C
les ehos stir les trainees lonis~es suivent des
distributions sensiblement gaussienneagn(4
dpQ]IV
trees stir une altitude h donn~e par la rela-dofd=1.
tion 1231.
2n
dt
-Roh= 17 log F(M~z)+ 124
.

A 53 MHz h = 95 kmn et Ilcart type de la
distribution est de l'ordre de 3 km. Un met~ore produit un echo si la premiee zone de
Fresnel de sa trajectoire est totalement ou
partlellement. dans la zone d'activite definie
preedemiment. On peut distinguer 3 types de
trajectoires (Fig. 11) selon que la premnife
zone de Fresnel est totaleinent contenue dans
la zone d'activt.6 (traJectoire 1)ou que seul le
debut (trajectoire 2) ou la fin (trajectoire 3) se
trouve dans cette zone.
En orientant l'axe Mol dans le sens de la
trajectoire, tin element dl de la trainee cre
un signal revu par le radar dE(t) que l'on calcule en prenant compte I'lonisation initiale, Ia
diffusion ambipolaire et la propagation de
londe.
dE(t) =B exp (-t'/T) exp
exp wo (t-

(- j

c

La vitesse apparente vaut donc
Va =

I
2Ro

2(~
V2 (it)
2Ro

soit Va =-Y
2

(25)

11apparait donc que la vitesse apparente
est comprise entre Vr (trace totalement persistante), et 2Vr (absence de persistance).
I1.A.Lc Forme des echos
Compte-tenu des relations (11) (12) (22)
(25) la formne des echos peut etre determine
et l'alure gdnerale est celle representee sur la
figurc 12.

2nr2
Ro)j

)

-o

(19)

oil

B Gt Gr 1 12.X
r

=

re
q

=
=

exp (-4t~rA,)

-q

(20)

distance de l'616ment dl au radar
r # Ro3
rayon effectif de l'ecron
densite lin~lque de la trainee sup.,
posee constante pendant la traversee de la zone dactlvitC/

= ~~-D est la constante de
32It D diffusiont, = t,= t to + "v
I = l'abcisse sur ]a trajectoire avec
origine sur la normale Ala trajectoire.
En negligeant les variations de exp (t'/)iors de la traversee de la demi zone de
Fresnel et en appelant a la valeur moyenne de
cc terme :
(21)
dE(t) =Ba exp( LEER!) 1I1dLexp (-jw o (AqRc
2 ))
RoX
L
pour-2 <1<o

j[(XPU(t_

(22)

I I 12

E)jB Rota Si
C

z.2

1 T12 )I

e

d rse

radar

Figure 11

Dans la phase de formation de la train~e* lampitude crolt (relation 22) et ]a vitesse
apparente niesuree sur ]a frequence doppler
instantanke d~croit lin~airement (formule 16).
La vitesse du nietore se d&duit de Ia vitesse apparente par la relation
V= [2 Ro dVa 11/2
d
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*

Un calcul simple donne 1'angle v~ (flg. 11)
qul pemet de determiner les types de trajectoire 1. 2 ou 3. Si V am est la vitesse moyennee de la phase de formation, alors

I110 dya]
dt

Amltd

pltd

-

1 /2

Va

Dans la phase de persistance de la traint
la vitesse apparente est celle du vent de particules neutres. Lorsque les vents de cisaille-

ment apparaissent, cette trace, comme le

dVa
d.
,-________

montre les resultats experimentaux fait apparaitre des composantes spectrales multiples.

Figure 12
M1.1. 1.d Resultats cxp6rimcntaux

Trois types de resultats sont pr~sent~s
sur les figures 6, 7 et 8.
IHf.2.
ANALYSE
STATISTIQYJE
DES
La figure 6 donne la signature d'une tri-aTRAMNS IONISEE
DErETEo
s
O S
nee sous-dense detectke Atine distance de 171ESD?
kan. On peut noter lallure caracteristique de la
L'ensemble des experimentations est r6variation d'ampitude et de la vitesse appacapitulte dans le tableau 4. Elles representent
rente en bon accord avec le modele propoau total 139 heures de mesure et l'enregistres6.Les mesures de -ar.. et de V am donnent
ment de plus de 11000 trainees.
V =45 km/s et w~ = 1.7 mrd, valeurs; que consO atqel
obeNdstane
olident les estimations classiques. Dans la
On salte quen
e la nmbeit
N dutrees
phase de persistance, la trainee est deplac&1
teurisi den de a uensbde S draieeppar tin vent de particules neutres de vitesse 20 tu is
u eI aued e ries
in/s. L'iiage haute resolution montre VexisPour les trainees sous-denses
tence d'une seule rate.
Les figures 7 donnent tine representation
semblable pour tine trainee stir-dense detectee
A une distance de 275 kmn. Les calculs Identiques aux precedents donnent V = 43 km/s ,
= 6 nird. La persistance de la trainee montre
l'absence de composante radiale de vent.
L'analyse spectrale et lanalyse haute resolution montrent le6volution de l'efet doppler qul
met clairement en evidence les phases de formation et de persistance.

Les figures 8 montrent un cas plus cornplexe d'une signature obtenue en presence de
deux composantes de vents neutres, A tine
distance de detection de 398 kmn. La phast de
formation donne V =51 kin/s et V =3 inrd.
L'analyse spectrale et lanalyse haute rtsolution rnontrent l'evolution rapide du doppler
dans, Ia phase de formation et dans; Ia phase
de persistance l'exitence de deux raies qui tradulsent Ia presence de deux composantes radiales du vent.

Pour les trainees sur-denses
(q> 2.10 1 4 m1) :Nec-2
wat
wat

ofi S est le seufi de detection exprimk en

npaiul
yseen asn a
la
Enstpatinet le systyes e raneps
N diSinto enrPsdext/e2d.rane
variera entre - 1 et - 4 en foncetion de
Ia proportion de trainees sous-denses.
Par extension, on peut exprimer Dc, le
taux d'ouverture du circuit (cest-A-dire le rapport du temps d'utilisation du canal au temps
d'observation):
Dc .
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-Les courbes de la figure 15 montrent la
variation du temps d'ouverture dui canal en
fonction des scuils de detection. On remarque
tres nettenient que pour des seulls faibles
(-120 d~m A- 105 dBrn) la. proportion de trainees sous-denses est Impertante. Le calcul de
-1d donne des valeurs proches de - 1,7. Par
centre. lorsque le seull est important, yd augmente: pour in scull S de - 95 dBm, -fd vaut
- 4. La proportion de trainees sur-denses cat
alors proche de 100%.

M.2.& Repartition journalltre et galsonWere
Les variations saisonnieres apparalasent
en conformitE avec les observations faltes par
le passe: maximum en Aoet, minimum en F6vier.
Lea graphismes (figures 10 A 13) donnent
lea variations journali~res pour diff~rentes salsons (respectivernent Aofit et Septembre 1989
alnsl que Ftvrier et Avrll 1990).

N

le nombre de trainees par heure

Dce le taux d' ouverture du circuit en0/o
Pm :la puissance moyene detectee 1W
7
haut

t-d e exepsnsdcispu
et'llsduxxoansdctsps

A priori, il ne senible pas y avoir une relation simple entre l'acttvit6 meteorique et Vexposant yd ou yrn, c'est-&-dire de la proportion
de trainees sous-denses par rapport aux aurdenses. On remarque que les perturbations du
mots dAolt et dAvril ne sont pas de meme nature: pour des seula S inf~rieurs A - 110 d~m.
yd est. trts faible au nmots dAooit (- 0,95) par
contre. il est important au mots dAvril (- 2).
Ainsi, la puissance moyenne revue au mots
d'Avrll varie peu (rapport 3). contrairement au
mots dAoOt (rapport 36 I).

Les cycles joumnaliers apparaissent, dens
111.21b Influence de la polarisatlon
leur ensemble. conformes Aceux signal~s par
divers auteurs (David W. BROWN 1985, Lloyd
Le tableau 7 (N et Dc sont donnes pour
VANCIL 1984). On distingue un maximum S -115 dB et une duree des echos > 100 mns)
d'activite vera 6 H du matin et un minimum A montre que la polarisation horizontale est net18 H (heure du solell).
tement plus favorable, conformtment aix observations effectuees par d'autres auteurs 1131.
Cependant lea variations de ces cycles en
yd et yn sent plus falbles en polarisation
fonction des salsons montrent des fluctua- horizontale, le rapport d'efficacite entre les
tions:
deux polarisatlons s'accentue donc avec laugnientatlon du seuil de detection.
- Lorsque l'acttvite moyenne dininue. les
variations journalleres sont moins importantes
Laccroissement de la surface radar 6qui(tableau 5).
valente en p-ilarisation horizontale repousse
donc le seuJ, de detection des trainees sous- Superpose Atcette activitE moyennc apdensea vers des niveaux sup~ricurs, cc qui
paralt une forte concentration de trainees tres contribue Admminuer y n et yd,
localisees dans le temps (date et heure) correspondent A des pluies de m~teores, repertorites
Lea resultats des experiences en polaridans la litthrature. Ainsi au mots dAofit, en satlon crois~e montrent le faible effet de dfpoplelne p~riode des Perseldes, lc taux d'ouver- larisation.
ture du circuit et inultiplie par 3.5 A 9 H. Cependant, on peut noter au mots dAvril une acLea tableaux 8 recapitulent lea mesures
tivit6 importante entre 8 H et 15 H avec in effectuees au mots d'Avril pour diff~rentes pomaximum A 10 / I11 H. alors qu'aucunc plute larisations, differents sculls de detection et difde m~tores Importante nest connie. Lea va- ferentes durfts d'fthos:
riations importantes et inattendues du taux
d'ouverture (rapport 4) et du nombre de tral- Le nonibre N de trainees en %
n~es (rapport 3) ne sont done pas expliques.
- Le taux d'ouverture De en 96o
- Le temps d'attente entre deux. m~tores
Le tableau 6 repr~sente lea variations
en minutes.
d'un certain nombre de parani~res significatifa en fonction de l'eure pour differentes strica de mesures dana I'annec.( Pour S = - 115
dB et inc dur~e minimale des Echos de 100
mns).

-
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ffI.2.c Influence de I& frequence
L'expression des constantes de temps de
l lot de dtcroissance exponentielle des echos
la
(r et V), donne pour les deux fr~quences de
travail
V= 23,5 ms A 40 MHz
= 18,5 ms A 53 MHz.
Les graphiques (14) repr6sentent la rtpartition des traines de classe I en fonction
de leur pente Pe = A
hs (variation de leur duree / variation du scull de detection).
On constate alors. que la courbe passe
par un maximum entre 7 et 8 ms/dB A 53
MHz. et entre 8 et 9 ms/dB A 40 MHz. Si on
tient compte du temps de mont6e des chos
(de l'ordre de 3 ms/dB) on retrouve
Pc'# 5.5 ms/dB solt t' # 24 ms
Pe # 4.5 ms/dB soft # 20 ms.

D'autre part, les tableaux 9 montrent
qu'fl y a un rapport rn = 3.3 sur I nombre de
trainees, et un rapport rd = 3.9 sur le taux
d'ouverture du circuit (pour un scull S = - 115
dBm. et une duree mlnimnale des 6chos de 100
ms).

Si on exprime Dc en fanction de t et de N
Dc o N
dans cc cas rd =

-r n
fdes

L'experlence nous donne x' / t # 1,2 et
rd / rn = 1,18.
Le rapport des energies reques est de rm
4,2 (tableau 9). m comme rd est de I'ordre
de (...
=3.9 (Xetant ]a longueur d'ordre A
-

53 MHz et X'a 40 MHz).
Tous ces resultats montrent une tres
bonne coherence entre rtsultats experimentaux et les relations actuellement admies.
Le calcul de 7n et yd ( tableau 9 ) pour
des scufls faibles, montre que la proportion
de trainees sous-denses est plus importante A

40 AHz,ce qul explique d'une part que rm > rd
et d'autre part que rMcart d'efflcacite du systime saccroit avec le scul S (comme le
montre les tableaux 10).
M.2.d Influence de rorientation
Les mesures effectudes a louest dans les
memes conditions que celles faites A rest et
dans un intervalle de temps assez court n'ont
pas montrt de variation sensible. Ce r6sultat
vdrifi6 en dehors des pluies de metores est en
bon accord avec l'hypothese d'isotrople des
flux de meteores isolds.

CONCLUSION
Ltude presentee dans cette communication a et6 menee avec un systdme exp~rimental sensible qui a pennis de collectlonner
plus de 11000 signatures de trainees meteoriques et d'effectuer une etude fine grAce A des
analyses coherentes.
Les phases de formation et de pesistance des trainees ont pu etre separ6es et
leur analyse a fourni des Informations sur
leur vitesse, leur orientation et les mouvements des particules neutres en haute altitude.
Une etude statisUque. conftrmant les resultats publis par diff6rents auteurs, a fourni des compldmentalres sur la repartiton des
trainees. les proportions des trainees surdenscs et sous-denses et sur les temps d'utilsation du canal en r6trodfffusion.
Ces rtsultats apportent une meilleure
comprehension des phenom6nes et constituent une etape dans lapproche de la
conception de syst6mes optrationnels, Fun
objectifs ultime de ces 6tudes.
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Mesures en Rktrodiffusion
Dates

Polarisation

10/09 - 13/08/89

Verticale
Verticale
Verticale
Horizontale
Verticale
Verticale
Verticale
Verticale
Verticale
Crojsie
Horizontale

01109 - 07/09/89
18/10 - 23/10/99
23/10/89
02/11/89
07/11 - 09/11/89
01/12 - 11/12/89

20/02 - 08/03/90
10/04 - 17104/90
18/04 - 23/04/90

26/04

-

02/05190

Orientation

Friquence

110* Est
I 10*Est
1101
Est
110* Est
110* Est
70*Ouest
U1 Est
1341 Ouest
46* Est
46* Est
46* Est

53 MHz
53 MHz
33 MHz
33 MHz
33 MHz
53 MHz
40 MHz
53 MHz
53 MHz
53 MHz
53 MHz

Tableau 4
Rapport d'activit6 m6t6orique entre 6h et 18h (heure du soleil)

A&,t

Nombre
moe n pat
heure N

Rapport

70

6,6

*

Rapport

Taux
moyen (Dc)

Septembr

50

4

MAars

20

2,5

Avi*

15

2

9,5

10

6,3

8

I

2

2,5
,5

_____

Tableau 5
Variation do l'actlvit6 m~t6orique en tonction do I'heure

Avril
1 h& i 19h
1 h i 14 h
10 h
AoOt
16 h i 24 It
5h
Ah
8
9h
Septembre
10h a 24 h
3h
5hI

N

OC

Pm

7,5
29,5
40

0,64
2,88
4,27

18,5
52,5
62

12,5
47,5
66

1,79
7,08
25,03

34,5
184
1267

14,5
31

4,28
7,38

17
104

yn

-1,5
.1,5

-1,5
-1,5

.1,5
O's,
1,3
.1,2

yd

- 1,5
- 1,7
-2
- 1,3
- 1,5
- 0,95
- 1,3

- I

Tableau 6
Cornparaison entre un sondlage en polarisation vertical. et horizontale
(mesures effectu6es entre 8h et 12h)

N

Dc

Octobce Verticale
Horizontalt
Rapport

12,5
21
1,47

1,15
2,52
2,19

is
85
4,7

Avril

30,3
54,5
1,8'

2,92
5,33

32,3
159

118

3,05

Verticale
Horizontal
Rtapport

IPmn

Y
-

1,9

-1,2

1,5
1,2

Tableau 7
Comparaison entre un sondlage &53 MHz et 40 MHz

Yd
- 2
- 1,2
- 1,s
- 1,5
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%
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02

1.4'
1/
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V
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V
.
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.25Y.
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2
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1
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Tableaux 8

N

0c

PM

Yn

Yd

33 MHz

12,6

1,15

is

- 1,9

- 2,0

40OMNz
Rapport

42 ,
3,3

4,51
3,9

76

. 2,3

- 1,9

Tableau 9

-~~
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Temps d'attente

'

Temps d'ouverture %.

Nombre de trat?es %

>-126d~m >-l15d~a >-ld~m >-1654tBu )-160d3. >-95d~a >-96d~m
0803s

0.3' 100 6.4' 77z 6.8' 37x 2.4' 13Z 8.8' 4Z
0.22x.
8.72v.
2.8lx.
11.95z. 5.60v.

56.e' lZ
O.M4.

0.7' 45z 1.4' Z1Y 3.2' l~x 16.0' Zz 37.3' lz
e.M7.
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6.51Y.
1.57:e.
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t>1em 9.M4.

2.1 15Z 3.6' 9X
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11.2' Io'Z8.01 Iv 37.3' lz
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4.3' 7z
t>50s 5.501/.

18.6' 2v 37.3' Ix
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8.79x.

t>1s
W>S

8.6' 4z
4.G2x.

8.0' 4x
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16.8' 2x
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1.69X.

9.21z.

22.3' Ix 55.9' lx
0.74v.
I .26z.
40 M-z

tOevn

)-lZ9dlm >-115ilm >-Il~d~m >-18541o >-l0d~m >-95d~o

>-9$dlm

ON5 1ee 1.3' 41x 3.4' 16ix12.2' Vx 33.0' 2x 3.9H4
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6.SW.
1.47x.
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S.001.
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0t00"Se.* 1%.
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*.07z.
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*.S4/.
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by
M. Rich, P. Heilman, M.Murray, B. Yetso
SRI International
333 Ravenswood Avenue
Menlo Park, California 94025
United States
1.0 SUMMARY. Meteor Burst Communications
(MBC) provides reliable, beyond-line-of-sight data
communications, but some serious throughput
limitations are associated with the technology. One
limitatica is the finite waiting time required to send
a message. This waiting time can be reduced by
increasing the excess link margin, but this
increases the cost and complexity of an MBC
system. However, because of the limited footprint of
a meteor trail, the waiting time for a system of
networked stations can be reduced by spreading the
stations over multiple footprints. For example, an
array with station spacings of 50 km demoastrated
less than one-tenth the waiting time of a singes link.
SRI International of Menlo Park, California,
designed and operated an MBC array in the northcentral United States to atudy meteor burst spatial
diversity. This paper describes the effects of spatial
diversity on link throughput and describes
preliminary observations of signal footprint size
and shape.
2.0
INTRODUCTION. The throughput and
wa0iig
timehofean
C
throughpt
c
an rd b
usting
mtiave divsiys
of
ay
commuicationsd
uintwok an
o a s in s y
master"
station
to
communicate
numerous
network.llnyB systems use with
a single
"remote" stations. If these remote stations are
emplaced sufficiently far apart to insure that they
receive signals from different meteor trails, and if
these remote stations are provided with some
continuous channel to other remote stations, the
network of remote
stations
will appear
to have
multple
paralelcom
unictio
ch nnel
tothe
multiple parallel communication channels to the

master station. The number of parallel channels is
the diversity of the system and is related to both the
size of the array and the size of the meteor burst
signal footprint.
To incorporate spatial diversity into the design of

an MDC syst,
te sie f the signal footprint
ams
e on
't m size onthetinalwuootrate
must be known. SRI Intrational was contracted
by GE Aerospace and Defense to design and operate
an experiment to characterize the meteor scatter
footprint and the effects of link orientation,
polarization, and distance on footprint size and
shape. SRI designed and operated a system for five
months between December 1988 and April 1989.
Numerous test configurations were used
throughout the teat and over 600 Mbytes of burst
data were collected. Following completion of the
test program, SRI developed software to analyze the
footprint
e haracteristics. This paper presents a
preliminary analysis of the data collected on two
links with a 625-mile range. The primary goal of
this preliminary effort was to develop and test the
analysis techniques. The secondary goals were to
determine the amount of diurnal variation in the
diversity results and the influence of the mixture of
underdense and overdense trails on the footprint
size.
3.0 THMORETWALJUTIFICATION. Meteor

Burst Communications (MBC) is based on the
reflection of signals from an ionized meteor trail to
obtain propagation beyond the hoizon The nature
of the reflecting surface causes the energy to be
preferentially scattered to a particular area. This

instantaneous signal "footprint" consists of a twodimensional distribution of reflected power and is
confined to a region where the received power level
is sufficient for transferring data. Individual
footprints vary in shape but are theoretically
bounded by spherical cuts to a conic section,
commonly described as asymmetric
"boomerakga" [1].
The size and shape of the footprint depend on a
number of factorb, including carrier frequency,
meteor radiant, transmitter power level, trail
electron line density, path length, ambient noise
level, and aignal polarization. Footprint size and
shape are statistical in nature because meteor
radiants and trail electron line densities are
statistical phenomena.
Using more than one receiver in an
interconnected receiving system can improve the
throughput of an MBC system. The sumption is
that any signal received by at least one receiver is
thon received by all, because of connectivity by
means other than meteor propsqation. The time to
achieve this connectivity is significantly less than
the time to receive a message over the meteor
cmuiain
ytm For
communications system.
o example,
xmli
If lall
receivers are situated in a single footprint,
they can
be considered one receiver by the meteor system,
and no throughput improvement i achieved. If,
instead, all receivers are in different footprints,
each received mesage is independent and the
throughput is increased by a factor equal to the
thro
re seA typical
byaic system
al towill emplace
e
number of receivers.
receivers bomewhers between these extremes.

Significant difficulties arise in measuring an
expicit footprint shape for communications
systems planning. Becauso of the variations in
&UPSoand size,
anindividual
fotrn
ie mosuraintof
esreeto
nidvda
does not provide in enough information to
determine an expected or average footprint. Also,
since footprints represent large, complex shapes
and are seldom aligned with a grid of measuring
receivers, detailed measurement requires a large,
finely graded array.
One approach to measuring the expected or
average footprint is to use a time average of the
power received at individual receivers within an
array. Analyse have been performed to simulate
the sattera d
l at various link distances by
using statistically distributed meteor radiants.
Results included a two-dimensional probability of
intercept density function based on the probability of
successful message reception at a point some
distance from a central recciver. The expected
footprint lies within the 50%probability boundary of
the distribution. For a transmitter at 800 miles, we
expected this region to be 20 to 30 miles wide by 50 to
100 miles long. Additionally, the conditional
probability between adjwnt footprints was 30 to
4

[

Given a statistically large number of meteor
events that are "well aligned with the receiver
grid, the expected footprint is somewhat easier to
measure than the individual footprints. Raw data
are analyzed to determine the probability of
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accurate and complete signal reception at each site,
presupposing that the central receiver (reference
point) correctly accepted the message. A fine
spacing of receivers is required where the change
rate of probability with respect to distance is large
(near the center). A more coarse spacing can be
used in the fringes of the receiver array, where the
derivative is smaller. The array must be at least as
large as the required footprint, and preferably twice
its size, to determine the conditional dependence of
adjacent footirints.
Diversity Calculation. The existence ofspatial
diversity is due to the finite extent of a meteorscattered signal on the ground. Spatial diversity for
a network of interconnected receivers, then, is given
by the ratio of the number of independent signals
received by all the array to the number of signals
received by a "standard" receiver,
e two ways to calculate spatial diversity,
There -First, since diversity is caused by a limited footprint
area, diversity can be measured by the number of
footprints that cover a network of receivers.
Adjacent footprints must overlap, because
theoretical footprints are infinitely large, having no
sharp edges and decreasing with distance from the
center. The amount of overlap determines the
conditional probability of coincidence between
adjacent footprints. To calculate diversity based on
the number of footprints necessary to cover a
network of receivers, the size of the receiver

link and a specified amount of time, a message will
be received with some confidence probability, for a
higher level of confidence, more time is required.
From queueing theory, [3] the relationship betweewait time at confidence P (WTp),throughput, and
message length is

network, the size of the footprint, and the amount of
footprint overlap or conditional probability between
adjacent footprints niust be known.

w
where PX,N is the required single-link confidence,
PN is the confidence for a network with diversity N,
and PX is the adjacent footprint conditional
dependence.
For PX less than 1, PX,N will be less than PN and
the wait time calculated in Eq. (1) will be reduced.
For an N-diverse network, the confidence P in
Eq. (1) is PXN. If WTpI is the wait time for a
single link and WTpN iu the wait time for an
N-diverse network, the waiting time improvement
factor, fAN), for an N-diverse network with constant

A second method of spatial diversity calculation
realizes that increased network diversity causes an
increase in the number of signals received by the
network in a given time interval. A diversity factor
can be calculated as the ratio of the number of
signals received by the array to the number of
signals received by an array element (the
"standard" receiver). The number of signals
received by an array element could be

(WTp(throughput)
(message length)
With Event 1 (E1 ) as the recc-tion of a message by
a receiver in Footprint 1, and Eve,.I. 2 (E2 ) as the
reception of a message by a receiver 'nan adjacent
footprint, Footprint 2, the probability of receptic "
either receiver is
P(E1 or E2) = P(E1) + P(E2) - P(E1 and E2)
(2)
where P(E1 or E2 ) is the conditional dependence
between adjacent footprints, P(E1 ) and P(E2) are the
single link probabilities, and P(E1 and E2) is the
confidence for a 2-diverse system having P(E 1 )
single-link confidence. Since the N-diverse
confidence is the reliability design parameter, P(E1 )
must be calculated and used for single-link
simulation and evaluation. P(E1 ) will always be
less than the Ndiverse confidence when the
conditional dependence is less than 1.,
Extrapolating to an N-diverse system shows
PX,N=

PN
N )
-

'(3)

throughput can be defined as
* Average number of signals received by all sites
in the array
(WT 0 .N)
(4)
RN)- (WTp,)
* Number of signals received at a single site
Number of signals received by a small, compact
Combing Eq. (1) and Eq. (4) to determine the waiting
group of sites,
time reduction factor given the single link and
The average number of signals received by the
network confidence factors results in
array is not an accurate reference if the expected
In U.
number of signals received at each site varies
R N (1 In
(
U -FN)
significantly, as occurs if the size of the array is a
significant fraction of the distance from the
with Px.N and PN related by Eq. (3). A plot of
transmitter to the array. The case of a single site as
waiting time improvement factor as a function of
the array element is not generally a good reference,
level of diversity is shown in Figure 1.
because the diversity calculation is too dependent on
the performance or proper operation of this single
site. Thus by chooing a small, compact group of
sie leetofrfeece
a
heara
pailCONDONAL
PROBABIIT BETWEEN
diversity is most accurately determined.
07
ADJAENT FOOTRINJTS,- 03
SINGLE
L CONFIDENCE
-0 90

An increase in network diversity decreases the

waiting time to inject a message into the network.
Once the diversity isknown, along with the
required confidence factor and adjacent footprint

050,

conditional probabill~y, the wat-time reduction

0.26

factor can be calculated.
The distribution of .aeteor trails isa statistical
counting problem. The average number of trails
detected per unit time is determined by the link
design and the excess power available beyond that
required to close the link. The waiting time is
distributed exponentially, because the messages
arrive according to a Po;sson process. For a given

0
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To determine
4.0 1]DUCRIPTION.
the spatial diversity of a networked army, SRI
International installed a meteor burst receiver
array centered in Lewistown, Montana. The array
consisted of 33 receivers located in concentric
hexagons alout the central site: 4 receivers were in
a 5-mile radius from the center, 6 receivers at 15
miles, 6 receivers at 30 miles, 12 receivers at 60
miles, and 4 receivers at 100 miles from the array
central rei ver. Figure 2 is a go
Riphg
approximation of the site locations. (lings are
numbered sequentisly, not all sites are shown)

MONA. USA

SAO

US~ 05A

600

B Sc

3je

north-to-south and east-to-west test operation, from
sites 175,400, and 625 miles fran the center of the
array. A fifth transmitter was located on Judith
Peak, near Lewistown, Montam This transmitter
ensured the accuracy of the receiver time-keeping
equipment by broadcasting a 2-a burst from the
center of the arraytwice per hour.
Each 100-bit transmitted message comprised a
60-lbit header, 32-bit transmit time code indicating
time of transmission, and an 8-bit cyclical
redundancy checksum (CRC). The correlation
receiver allowed message detection at a 5.2-dB
signal-to-noise ratio, with a message false-alarm
probability of l07. The 100-bit, FSK-modulated
transmit signal was broadcast every 40 me using a
baud rate of 2.5 kbpe. The system logged the signal
power and correlation level every 40 ma during the
burst and logged calibration data (ambient noise
level, temperature, and battery voltage) twice per

hour.

5.0 INDIVIDUALSrrIhANALYSIS. Thedata

collected at each receiver site provided a chronology

SE

S*F

se

receiver. Frequency A (48.858 M') and Frequency
C (46.959 MHz) corresponded to the vertical
receiver's Channels I and 2, respectively.
Frequency B (46.759 MHx) and Frequency D
(48.758 MHz) .orresponded to the horizontal
receiver Channels 1 and 2, respectively. The
receiver bandwidth was 9 kHz, and the receiver
system normally used horizontally and vertically
polarized antennas with gains of 5.3 dBi and 4.5
dBi, respectively,
The receivers had 256 kbytes of on-board memory,
providing three to ten days ofdata logging
depending on the system configuration and meteor
activity. They had an operational battery life of
approximately ten days. ASCII data were
downloaded every three to seven days from each of
the 33 receiver site and stored on 8.5-in. floppy
diskettes. The data were later transferred to
5,25-in. diskettes, 9-traek tape, and 8-mm tape
cartridges for analysis using an MS-DOS personal
computer. A total of 62 days of valid data were
collected throughout the experiment, which was
performed from 4 December 1988 through 7 April
190.
The experiment consisted of four mior teat
configurations. A total of four 500-W transmitters

of the meteor events and receiver noise
measurements since the previous data collection.
Data processing began on the field data by filtering
out erroneous data caused by an improper CRC,
abnormal background noise, or data collection
problems. Regression analysis was performed on
the data to correct transmitter timebase problems,
to correct for drift in the receiver clocks, and to
determine the arrival time of bursts without
message numbers. This initial phase of processing
created daily lop of meteor arrival times and
lengths.
The intent of this experiment was to study the
meteor trail, a physical process, rather than the
communications resulting fm the trail
occurrence, an artificial process influenced by the
equipment and experimental design parameters.
Two induced problems were readily app nt.
First, the data collected by the receiver hada
duration based on a signal power level measured in
the receiver. The threshold level was inconsistent
throughout the array, thus, the burst duration was
corrected by analyzing the received signal-to-noise
ratio. Background noise was measured by the
calibration system every half hour. The duration of
a burst was defined as the signal power sufficient to
provide fewer than 9 bit errors in the 5-bit header of
each message. Second, typical meteor burst
communication systems exhibit multipath fading of
the received signal. Fading is caused by a variety of
natural phenomena perturbing the meteor trail.
Data analysis was needed to
signal events that
seemed to be caused by individu trails because
such fes would indicate more and shorter trails
than actually occurre& Thus, the next stop in the
data processing sequence was to identify and
eliminate multipath fading effets from the meteor
logs.
To analyze the signal fades, a histogram of the
fade durations wascreated. We htat

were used: one pair moving west-to-east from the
center of the array, .nd the second pair moving

two processes could cause a gap in the signl
history: signal fading, which we were attempting

north-to-south from the center of the array, Each
pair of transmitters operated with two Yagi
ateonnas (11 dBi of gain), one vertically polarized
and one horizontally polarized. The antennas were
mounted on 20-ft carbon masts for the first three
tests and a 45-ft steel foldover tower for the last test
For the first test, the two transmitter pairs were
colocated in Tekoa, Washington, 400 miles to the
west of the central receiver site. Afte, this test, the
transmitters were configured for simultaneous

to remove, and the expected random time between
successive meteor trails. As these two processes
have greatly different means, they will appear as
two different slopes in the histogrm. The sample
histogram illustrated in Figure 3 dearly shows two
different distribution. To seprate multipath
fading gape from true meteor arrival gape, gap
statistice fom one whole day were gathered and the
first 50 points were fitted to a power curve (ynArb).
From the slope of the curve, the cumulative 90%

e

so

-a

FIGURE2 SPATIAL OERSITY RECEtVER ARRAY
(Central Montanh)
Installed at each array site was a two-channel

T
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Overdense trails have a sufficiently high density of
electrons to reflect the incident signal from a large
surface. Signals reflecting from
different parts of the surface can combine
destructively at some locations. The large reflection
surface and greater reflected power cause the
signal to be scattered over a large area, with fades
in some regions of the footprint. The large
ionization density also causes the trail to last
longer, as the trail duration depends on diffusion of
the ionized particles. Upper atmosphere winds

lscattering

A
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FIGURE 3 HISTOGRAM OF FADE LENGTHS
(DAY 081, FREQUENCY C)

point was determined; i.e., the gap size that 90% of
the gaps were less than. The 90% values ranged
from 0.704 s to 4.216 a. Figure 3 shows a 90% point
of 1.94 s. We averaged the 90%values from six
days, representing the various test configurations,
to obtain a value of 1,6 s. Gaps of 1.6 s or less in the
meteor log files were considered to be multipath
fading from a single trail and were joined. Gaps
greater than 1.6 s were considered separate meteor
trails This gap site was chosen as a good tradeoff
between joining too many independent trails and
breaking too many trails into multiple events.
Once the field data were corrected for time errors,
duration errors, and signal fades, the meteor log
files were assembled and processed in 4-hr blocks
synchronous with Greenwich Mean Time (GMT).
This process involved counting the number of trails
of length greater than or equal to 40, 120, and
200 ma. Site data were recorded for all four receiver
channels. An average number of trails detected by
an individual site was calculated, ignoring any
sites that were not operating.
Event Coinddee. The next stop in the data
processing sequence was to correlate the meteor
events between the various sites within the array.
A large linked list of site data was formed and
searched for independent trails. Independent trails
were identified by finding gaps in time, which
marked the boundary from one meteor trail to the
next. For each 4-hr period, the number of
independent trails seen by the array, excluding the
100-mile sites
tabulated. (The
was taulaed.
100-mile sits,100-ilesite,
ws
The100-iletrail
were only used for footprint evaluation, and not for
diversity calculations, because of their sparse
positioning.) The diversity of the array was
calculated by dividing the number of independent
trails seen by the entire array by the average
number of trails detected by individual receivers
within the army. Diversities of 8 to 12 were typical.
Additional processing was performed to refine the
diversity measurement. Meteor reflections have
historically been categorized in two ways, as
reflections from underdeuse trails or as reflections
from overdense trails. Each type of reflection has
different scattering characteristics and therefore
different footprint sizes. The data set was divided
into overdense and underdense categories to allow
separate analysis of these two trail types,
Underdense trails are defined as trails whose
ionization density is low enough to allow an
incident signal to pass through the trail without
major perturbation [2]. Scattering occurs from the
individual electrons, and the scattered signal is
very coherent. The good coherency allows the
signal to be evenly spread in spue, creating a
moderate-sized footprint without major fades.

receiver array, creating dynamic footprint effects.

Even though the signal from an overdense trail is
only correlated over a small area and many fade
cellb exist, there are many areas of correlation and
these areas move throughout the trail lifetime.

Thus, an overdense trail becomes a large-area
effect, having a much larger footprint over its
lifetime than does an underdense trail.

An accurate model of a networked MBC system
would have to take the two types of scattering into
account because the footprints from underdense
and overdense trails differ greatly. Similarly,
design of networked MBC systems will have to
consider the mix of underdense and overdense
trails, depending on the link design. To determine
a rmx of these two trail types in our test links, a
separate signals from the two types of
procedure
trails was to
developed.
Two methods of dividing the data into overdense
and underdense sets were investigated. The more
obvious approach was to divide the trails based on
trail duration. However, our plots of trail duration
contained no clues as to how to differentiate
overdense and underdense trails. Many factors can
influence the duration of the trail besides the
ionization density; e.g., trail orientation, fade
parameters, trail location with respect to the
receiving array, and the receiving equipment. An
alternate approach was to divide the data based on
the number of sites that detected a given trail. We
called this the visibility of the trail. We considered
the visibility of a trail to be a better measure ofthe
trail ionization density than trail duration beuse
trail otin
de
triedurtith ecase
the signal footprint is determined by the scattering
pros . However, if the signal footprint could be
used to divide the aignal reords into underdense
of
histogram
the resulting
and overdense
durations data
could sets,
be used
as a verification
of the
accuracy of the set division.
The visibility of a trail was analyzed in three ways.
The first and simplest was to look at the number of
sites that received signal energy at each 40-ma time
sample without regard to trail boundaries. This
individual visibility measurement heavily weighted
the longer trails, because the longer trails have
more samples. However, this technique was not a
good measure of the coverage area of individual
trails. The second method, instantaneous visibility,
counted the maximum number of sites that
together detected signal energy at the same time
during a trail's duration. This was a better
measure of the coverage of an individual trail, but
only at a single point in time, and it ignored any
taldrift effects. The third technique, toal
visibility, counted the number of sites detecting trail
energy throughout a trail's duration, providing a
measurement of the total, rather than
instantaneous, coverage of the trail. Histograms of
the total visibility of the trails showed greater
dispersion of the overdense trails and enabled a
more accurate division of the underdense and
overdense data sets.
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Histogram data used to determine the division
between underdense and overdense events were
based on the central site, the 80-mile sites, and the
60-mile sites only. These sites represented a
regular hexagonal array without the bias of the
additional short-range sites. The histograms
showed two slopes that converged between four- and
five-site detection of the meteor trail. Figure 4
shows histograms of total visibility for two 4-hr
periods. The two slopes are related to the variance
in site coverage probability. The underdense trails,
having a smaller footprint than the overdense
trails, can be seen in the histogram region showing
detection by one to four sites. Overdense trails
produce the slope for detection by five and more
sites,
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The extensive footprint analysis presented herein
ugh 083,
is based on data from Julian Days 077 thrm
when the receiver array was perorming most
efficiently. One transmitter pair was located 625
miles south of the array, and the second
transmitter pair was located 625 miles east of the
array First the receiver array was divided into six
segments, with each receiver site allocated to
one of the six segments. Each segment contained
between four and six sites. The BIA probabilities
for each site were averaged over the six days. A
logarithmic curve was fit to a plot of the resulting
data points as a function of distance from the center
of the array. Analysis involved determining the m

and b parameters of the exponential curve of
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number of signals that both the site in question and
the reference site detected to the total number of
signals detected at the reference site.
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NUMR OF WS
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FIGURE 4 TOTAL VISIBILITY HISTOGRAM
(FREQUENCY C, 1600-2000 GMT)
The data files were reassembled and the linked
list was pruned of overdense trails based on total
visibility by more than four sites. Underdense
diversities, visibility histograms, and trail duration
histograms were recalculated for each 4-hr data

bloc!;. This procms then was repeated

appropriately to prune underdense trails from the
linkse bit. As expected, the burst duration
histograms indicated that most of the underdense
activity was confined to the shorter trails. Most of
the longer trails seen in the underdense category
were trails that illuminated only the edge* of the
test array. Typically, ls than 5%of the trails in
the underdsm category exceeded 3 a in duration,
and less than 10% of the trails in the overdense
category were less than I s in duration.

FeotpW Using. Another celulation made

regression of the form yxb*mlx for each sector.
Five distances corresponding to probabilities of 10%,
25%, 50%, 75% and 90%were interpolated from
each curve. From these parameters, five footprints
were determined for three conditions: underdense
meteor trails, overdense meteor trails, and
data containing both underdense and
overdense trails. The footprint surface was plotted
by curve fitting the five probability points in each
sector.
The.
for the horizontally polaried south-toshapes.,
5 depicts
footprint
composite
north linkFigure
was used
to evaluate
the for
footprint
overdese and underdense meteor events, The plot
uses-a• linear scale, with two concentric circles
indicating 10- and 30-mile distances from the center
of the array. The 90%probability footprint is closest
to the center of the array, while the 10% probability
is farthest from the center of the array. True north
is along the 00 axis. Figure 6 depicts footprints for
overdense meteor trails only. The plot uses a linear
"sae,
two concentric
indicating 40- and
80-milewith
dietances from the circles
center of the array.
Figure 7 shows footprints for underdense meteor
trails only. The logarithmic-compressed scale for
the underdene footprints corresponds to 100-, 10-,
1-, and 0.1-mile distances.
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as a probeldty distribution surfm; for example,

the proaity of detecting a
at some point
away from a signa-detecting reference receiver."
We used the five central receivers as our roece,

and considerd a reference signal to be a signal

detected at any of them sitie. For ch stein the
arroy (including the 100-mile sites), we estimated a
dtion siga detectio
bility, B IA. The
BIA probability at each site was the ratio ofthe
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FIGURE 5 FOOTPRINTS FOR COMPOSITE OVERDENSE
AND UNDERDENSE METEOR TRAILS (F4.

DAYS 07708)
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FIGURE 6 FOOTPRINTS FOR OVERDENSE METEOR
TRAILS (F4, DAYS 077.082)
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0%
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31.3
75.3
1552
175.8
142.9
73.5

356
86
1606
1836
1631
841

115
11.5
10.4
10.5
11.4
11.5
11.1

HORIONTALLY POARIZLINKS
Oto4
23.1
264
11.4
12.0
549
45.7
4to8
8 to 12
92.9
1088
11.7
12to 16
105.9
1243
11.7
16 to 20
84.0
1063
12.6
12.5
608
48.4
20to24
Average 1
12.0
north array diversity are shown in Figure 8. The
4-hr diversity ranged from 10.3 to 11.5 for the
vertically polarized link, and from 11.3 to 12.9 for
horizontally polarized link. The vertically
polarized link showed 1.6 times the individual site
activity of the horizontal link, but this was
determined to be predominantly a frequency effect,
as the vertical link was operating 1.8 MHz below the
horizontal link. (The east-to-west link, with the
frequencies reversed, showed the opposite effect.)
Horizontal link diversity was typically 10% higher
than that of the vertical link. This difference held
for both link directions and did not seem to be a
frequency effect.

270
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FIGURE 7 FOOTPRINTS FOR UNDERDENSE METEOR
TRAILS (F4, DAYS 073.082)

6.0 OBSERVATIONS. The data analysis for this
paper is based on six days near the end of the test,
when the transmittet, were located 625 miles from
center of the receiver array. Data analysis
concentrated on the south-to-north link because of
equipment problems with the east-to-west link
discovered during data processing, Diversity was
analyzed for all frequencies and all time blocks in
this interval. An average footprint analysis was
performed on all frequencies during this interval,
but the footprint surface was only determined for
the south-to-north horizontally polarized link.
Selected individual trails were also reviewed. Our
intent was to develop data analysis techniques that
could be used to analyze all the data. These six days
represented some of the most consistent data
collected and the most common link configuration.
Further processing, when time and resources
permit, will complete the analysis for the
remaining data.
Data for each 4-hr time block were averaged over
the six days. Table 1 summarizes overdense and
underdense event diversity, listing, for vertically
and horizontally polarized links, the average
number of trails detected at each site, the number of
independent trails detected at each site, and the
diversity of the array. Time plots of the south-to-
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FIGURE 8 AVERAGE SPATIAL DIVERSITY
The receiving array was designed to accurately
determine the extent of the footprint without an
excessive number of sites. If we sized the array
correctly, the diversity should be approximately half
the number of receivers in the array. This ratio
would provide an average of two receivers in each
signal footprint. Of the 33 receivers in the array, 19
were in a regular hexagonal pattern. Although
this number of receivers is sufficient for
determining the diversity, a slightly smaller and
more regular interstitial spacing would have
yielded more accurate results.
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As expected, a great deal of diurnal variation
o"-urred in the number of bursts at a site: Peak
interval activity was about 5.5 times the quiet
interval activity. Weak diurnal activity was detected
in the diversity calculation. Figure 9 shows a
diurnal peak for both site activity and array
diversity. The diversity spectrum also shows a
harmonic of the diurnal peak. Diversity and
diurnal variations were analyzed further by
dividing the trails into underdense and overdense
sets. The diurnal variation in the ratio of
underdense to overdense trails would imply that the

two types of trail had different formation
processes, suggesting a diurnal variation to the
aray diversity.
1.4-----
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Table 2
UNDERDENSE EVENT DIVERSITY
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results. Part of the reason that a large volume of
data was collected was because diurnal variations
were considered a possibility. In particular, the
limited diurnal variation in the diversity enabled us
to combine the probability date, thereby improving
our estimate of the footprint size.
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FIGURE 9 COMPARISON OF AVERAGE NUMBER OF
BURSTS AND DIVERSITY

Table 3
OVERDENSE EVENT DIVERSITY

Time
Block
(GMT)

Array
Average Independent Diversity
Trails
Trails
Detected Detected by
I We ItheArmy

Tables 2 and 3 summarize diversity for
underden. and overdense events, respectively,
listing, for vertically and horizontally polarized
links, the average number of trails detected at each
trails detected by
of independent
the number
site,
of the array. Arm~y
the diversity
the array,isand
diversity
strongly
influenced
by the underdense

0to4
t4501
4 to 8

meteor trails. For the south-to-north link, there
were 6.6 times u many underdense trails as
overdense trails for the vertically polarized link,
and 5.3 times as many for the horizontally polarized
link. However, because of the greater duration of
the overdense trails, the ratio of total underdense
trail duration to total overdense trail duration was
less: 3.1 on the vertically polerized link and 4.4 on
the horizontally polarized link. The diurnal
variation of the ratio of number of trails was
imperceptible, discounting the existence of separate
formation processes, while the ratio of total trail

8 to 12
12 to 16
16 to 20
2D to24
Average,
HORWIZTO
0to4
4to8
8 to 12
12 to 16
16 to 20
20to24

duration showed significant variation. The ratio of

Average

total underdense trail duration to total overdense
trail duration was greatest in the afternoon, when
trail activity is at a minimum. The variation in
total trail duration is probably inflated by the small
number of overdense trafls identified during these
intervalL The ratio of underdense to overdense
trail diversity was 6.8 for the vertically polarized
link and 7.2 for the horizontally polarized link. The
ratio ofindependent events is nearly the same for
the horizontally and the vertically polarized links:
37.9 and 39.3, respectively. While the lack of
diurnal variation in these data yields little insight
into the formation of trails, it greatly simplifies the
data processing, enabling extraction of effects based
on frequency, link orientation, and signal
polarization and improving the overall quality of the

.r PO
9.8
26.0
30.3
27.1
11.8
4.3
7.4
14.2
19.6
15.3
8.2
-

I E.7
19
5
56
49
2

POIARZED
9
16
28
37
31
17

1.

2.0
1.9
1.8
1.8
2.2
1.9
tINKI
1.
2.1
2.0
1.9
2.0
2.0
2.0

The diversity evaluations generated a single
numerical representation of the footprint size. This
representation is a weak function of the
performance at any individual site. The footprint
area analysis depends stroely on site locations and
individual site operations, beamuse the footprint
area evaluation required the calculation of 30 plot
point. Prior to plotting the footprint., the
underlying data were analyzed to find trends that
supported the footprint &seand shape hypothesis.
The data with the beet fit to the logarithmic
approximation curve were in the sectors with the
greatest dispersion of re:eiver sites. As anticipated,
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the south-to-north link generally had more
dispersion of signal energy in the north and south
sectors than did the east-to-west link. The corollary
was true for the east-to-west link. This energy
distribution is not as well demonstrated in the
logarithmic polar plots used for the underdense
trail footprint. The log radial scale was used to
provide more definition to the central probability
rings. Few sites had conditional probabilities in
excess of 0.5; therefore, the probability curves
greater than 0.5 have less confidence than those
below 0.5. The use of a master site consisting of
multiple central sites reduced the sensitivity of the
calculation to a single site yet increased the
dispersion of the probability surface. Data
previously processed with a single master site
showed both greater conditional probabilities near
the center of the array and smaller conditional
probabilities near the array edges,
The area of the regular array was 10,221 square
miles. The average diversity of the south-to-north
horizontally polarized link was 12. The average
footprint area, based on the diversity, was the ratio
of these two, or 852 square miles. In defining the
footprint size on the basis of the footprint plots, the
basic problem is defining the appropriate
conditional probability. On the logarithmic plots,
the conditional probability rings are roughly
circular. If we expect a footprint size of 852 square
miles, a circular footprint radius would be
16.5 miles, corresponding to 20% conditional
probability on the underdense and combined
footprints, and to 65% probability on the overdense
footprints. These values imply that the footprint
surfaces are slightly smaller than the diversity
calculations would indicate. There are two reasons
for this. First, the use of multiple sites as a master
site greatly increased the number of trail detections
attributed to the master site, since a large portion of
the trails detected by the array are seen by only one
site. This reduced the conditional probabilities for
all sites, including those sites used as part of the
master site group, and therefore reduced the size of
the footprint. Second, calculation of conditional
probabilities was based on instantaneous
coincidence rather than trail coincidence.
Therefore, sites that detected a trail noncoincidentally with the master site were not
included in the conditional set, thereby reducing the
conditional probabilities and the footprint size.
Together, these two factors increased the dispersion
of the probabilities and probably made the footprints
appear smaller and more circular than expected.
The goal of the data analysis to date has been to
study the dominant influences on meteor burst
spatial diversity so as to describe a first-order model
of the meteor burst signal footprint. The data will
allow study of numerous secondary effects when
time and resources permit. Once all the data are
processed consistently, we plan to decorrelate the
effects of signal frequency, polarization, and link
orientation with the magnetic field. The effects of
signal frequency on diversity may be too weak to
identify because of the closely spaced frequencies
used in this test. The present data seem to indicate
a 10% greater diversity for the horizontally
polarized signals, but the influence of link
orientation is too weak an effect to identify with the
data analysis we have completed to date. The data
collected at other link distances will be processed to
determine the influence of link range on footprint
size. And while we have identified little diurnal
variation of footprint size or trail density makeup at
the 625-mile link range, we will continue this
investigation with the remaining data.

Further data analysis will be performed to study
dynamic influences on diversity. Two dynamic
processes seem to be present in the data but have
not been quantified: the effects of trail formation
and trail drift. By timing the leading edge of the
detected bursts at the various array sites, we have
identified a leading edge velocity of approximately
200 kin/s, or roughly twice the expected trail
formation speed. During longer bursts, we detected
a much slower and wider area propagation at
approximately the speed of the neutral winds
(25 m/s). The array temporal sampling rate was
40 ms/sample, and the spatial sampling ranged
from 4.2 to 334 kin, with typical spacing of 60 km.
Typical overdense trails crossed a portion of the
array in 10 to 20 time samples, a sufficient amount
to characterize the direction and speed of the trail.
Future work will include development of data
analysis techniques to characterize the velocities of
these dynamic effects as well as to quantify the
effects of these transient phenomena on array
diversity.
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EIGENVECTOR WEIGHTING AS AN ADAPTIVE ARRAY
INTERFERENCE CANCELLATION TECHNIQUE
RW. Jenkins and K.W. Moreland
Communications Research Centre
Box 11490, Station H
Ottawa, Canada K2H 8S2

SUMMARY
Adaptive antenna techniques normally make
use of known properties of the desired signal, such
as its direction or an embedded code, to distinguish It
from Interference. When this IE not possible,
algorithms such as power ratio Inversion or Gram.
Schmidt are used. These techniques tend to Invert
the relative powers of signals arriving at the array,
and thus are effective when the Interference is
substantially stronger than the desired signal.
However, when signal levels are close, such
techniques fail. This paper presents analytic and
modelling studies of the eigenvector weighting
technique. It is shown that this technique performs
substantially better than power ratio inversion
techniques. Like the power ratio Inversion methods,
eigenvector weighting Is most effective when there
is a large separation in signal powers. However,
even when the signals are close in power,
satisfactory cancellation can be achieved with
eigenvector weighting for a large fraction of cases,
The actual performance depends on array geometry
and number of elements.

Eigenvector weighting has been proposed as a
means of separating independent incident signals [3].
Using elgenvectors of the covarlance matrix of the
input signals as weights to transform the array
inputs yields a set of uncorrelated output signals.
This lack of correlation is a property also of the
independent Incident signals, and it has been
suggested that the output signals produced by
elgenvector transformation consist mainly of the
independent incident signals. There is a fallacy in
this reasoning. There exist linear combinations of
the incident signals which are uncorrelated There
are also other transformations such as Gram.
Schmidt orthogonalization which cause the outputs to
be uncorrelated. Nonetheless, modelling and
simulation studies (3,4) indicate good performance
for the elgenvector technique when the signals of
interest are well separated in power.
This paper presents analytic and modelling
studies of the eigenvector technique. Its performance relative to power ratio inversion is considsred.

SIGNAL FORMULATION
INTRODUCTION
In a crowded, possibly hostile, radio environment, communication Is threatened by interference
due to other users or enemy jammers. Many.user
nets require a means of discriminating between
concurrent users. Adaptive antenna arrays provide
spatial discrimination against Interference, and a
means of separating the signals from multiple users
in a net. These arrays normally employ techniques
which use known features of a desired signal, such as
a predetermined embedded code or a known direction,
in order to distinguish it from other signals.
Predetermined Identification techniques are nLt
appropriate for some communications signals.
Strategies which may be used in such cases include
the power ratio inversion algorithm [1 and the
Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization approach (2). These
techniques tend to invert the relative powers of
signals incident on the array, yielding a desired
signal at the output which is as much above the cochannel interference level as its input counterpart is
below the interference.

4
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A complex baseband formulation is used in this
analysis. Column vectors are indicated by -,
matrices, by bold type, and the complex conjugate,
transpose, and conjugate transpose operations, by
T, and H, respectively.

time dependence sj(t), 1.m, incident on an
n.element array. Let gii be the complex gain of the
ith element of the array to the jth signal. The
resultant signal at element i is given by
"

+ n(
g'jsj

where ni is the noise present on the ith channel. The
array response vector ij to the jth signal is defined
as
glj, 921, - gnj]TTj

_

_
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and the n x m array respcnse matnx G to the
collection of signals, is likewise defined as
g11
G

EIGENVECTOR SEPARATION TECHNIQUE

mlj
1
..

.

ill* gij
g"
..

..

gim

g,

jnm

nl..nj

2

m

-

(3)

In the eigenvector separation technique the
eigenvectors of the covariance matrix R are used as
weight vectors to transform the array input signals
vector 1 into an output vector . If the technique is
successful the components of should consist
primarily of the separated independent signals sj.

J

Using the array response matrix, (1) can be

The interference cancellation problem is then reduced
to selecting the output channel which contains the

expressed in vector form as

desired signal.

= G 9 + IN, where

(4)

T,
and
sin]
S[, x2, - -,xn]T, s = [s
(ni, n2, -, niT are the array input, signal,
and noise vectors respectively,

The covariance matrix R of the input signals Is
given by
[<xlXl > <xlX2 > :. <Xl xn:>
R
<X2xl, > <x2x2 > <X2Xn
H>

>

L<xnxl > <XnX2*>

Since R is a covariance matrix, it is
Hermitian, its eigenvalues are real and non-negative,
and its eigenvectors orthogonal (5]. Define
E = [i, 52, .-.. in)as the matrix whose column
vectors are the normalized eigenvectors iiof R,
ordered according to the size of their corresponding
from largest to smalles.. As the
eigenvalues .i,
eigenvectors eiare normalized and orthogonal, E is a
unitary matrix.
The eigenvector equation can be written

<xnXn*>

RE = EA

(5)

(8)

where Aisis the
the eigenvalue
diagonal matrix
whose ithdiagonal
to the
Zicorresponding
element

where < • represents the statistical average, which
is approximated in practice by a time average. The
j=,m and channel noise signals ni,
input signals sj,
i=i,n are assumed to be independent and thus noncorrelating. Using (4) and (5), the covariance
matrix can be written as

"
for unitary matrices,
eigenvector el. Since EH = E
premultiplying both sides of (8)by EH yields

R - GPGH+ N

The eigenvectors are used as weights to

SPi
where P

0

..

0 P2 ..

EHRE=A.

(6)

0 ]

(9)

transform the array input signals vector 1,
is the matrix of the
La 0

0. mwhere

10 0
signal powers Pj - <sjsj*>, and N =

yi=ei

N2 0
0 0~ NnJ

the matrix of the channel noise powers Ni - <nini >.
In the subsequent analysis, the noise power is
assumed to be independent of channel number, so that
N may be written
2
(7)
Nu•o 1
where I is the n x n identity matrix, and a2 is the
noise power per channel. Although the noise level
may not be constant between channels in practice,
this introduces little error provided the noise levels
are much lower than the signal levels of interest.

x, or

=E

H

( 10)

, - [yI, Y2.',Yn]T Is the vector of

output signals. From equation 9 the covariance
matrix R' of the output signals is the diagonal matrix
of the elgenvalues,
R' <
<yyH> - EH<

H>E = EHRE -A

(11)

Equation II implies that the use of eigenvectors as
weights yields a set of output signals y1 which are
non-correlating.
In equation 6 the covariance matrix R was
written as the sum of two matrices, one due to the
signals, and the other due to noise:
R = $ + N, where S = GPGH

(12)
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CONDITIONS FOR PERFECT SIGNAL
SEPARATION

If the array response vectors jj to the signals sj,
M,, are independent, then S is of rank m and has
m non-zero eigenvalues. S is Hermitian and its
eigenvectors are orthogonal. Let 6i, i=l.m, be the
normalized eigenvectors of S and -j be their

One is tempted to suggest that since the
original independent signals are non-correlating, the
eigenvector transformation has separated the array
input signals inlto the original signals. While this is
not true in general, it is enlightening to explore the

corresponding elgenvalues. Since N is of the form
02, (equation 7),
(13)

conditions under which perfect signal separation is
achieved.

It is evident from (13) that the eigenvectors Ci of S
are also eigenvectors of R, and the eigenvalues of R
are given by
02(14)
.i
¥i

It is now shown that perfect separation of
signals by the eigenvector technique occurs only if
the array signal-response vectors are orthogonal

2
+ o )Pi .
RUi = (¥i

From equations 4 and 10 the output signal y can
be expressed in terms of the Input signals i and noise
by
(19)
, EH'1 , EHG .+EHg - A + EHR

Therefore uican be replaced by ii,
i=lm, and
expressed as columns of the matrix
ES- [li2, - -,,em], ordered as before from
largest to smallest. The elgenvectors ES are
determined by the signals and span the signal
subspace of R.
In addition to these orthonormal vectors, an
arbitrary set of n-m orthonormal vectors
ej, j1m+l,n, can be chosen from the remaining
orthogonal subspace of R. These vectors are
transformed by S into the null vector, and are
eigenvec'ors of R corresponding to the common
eigenvalue o2 :
Ri - (S + N) ij - Nij - o2 ;j
(15)

yi= Ik.klaiksk + noise term

(16)

Perfect signal separation means that each
independent signal Sk is found in one and only one
output channel. The signal ordering Is arbitrary and
can be chosen so that Sk appears in the kth channel,
for k-l,m. This means, using (20). that the
components of A can be written as aik - ai Sik,

expressed as

The total set of elgenvectors Is then represented by
the columns of the matrix

0 a2

G xEA wlit, i2.. ,'n]

(17)

E-[ES. EN

(20)

H
where 8ikis the Kroenecker delta. Since E G a A,
and E is unitary, the array response matrix can be

The matrix of these remaining eigenvectors is
denoted by
EN - rm+1, im+2, - -, -n)

where A - EHG Is an n x m matrix having ijth
component alj. The signal for the ith output channel
Is given by
I

where ES spans the signal subepace and EN spans the
noise subspace of R.

0 o..am /
0 0
L 0 0

or,

G-

0

0
0 J

2""m]

From equations 11, 14, and 15 the output
correlation matrix <
H> the output signals are
noncorrelating, with powers given by the diagonal

[ali1, a2 2,2.. amim]

(21)

Since the sigenvectors 6 are orthonormal, the array

elements of < ' ,H> according to

response vectors jjare orthogonal.
P (out)

.cy
< Y >

=

a2 for i(m+

to n

18)

Consequently, under eigenvector weighting, the first
m output channels contain the signals plus noise while
the last n-m contain noise only.

The converse is also true (orthogonal response
vectors implies that eigenvector weighting separates
the signals perfectly), provided the signal-related
eigenvalues are distinct. This is shown next.
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If the array response vectors jj are
orthogonal, they can be shown to be elgenvectors of
R by postmultiplying (6) by gj,
Rjj - GPGH j+ Ngj - IjI 2 pj j + a2

P1,P 2, and o2 are the signal and noise powers
respectively. The eigenvector weights are orthogonal, making the last term of (26) zero. Equation 26
becomes
P1
P2 =

= ).

.

(22)
, @ji 2 Pj + 02 is the corresponding
where ).j
eigenvalue of R. Since the signal eigenvalues Xjare
distinct, the corresponding normalized elgenvectors
consist of the unique signal elgenvectors given by
ES - [gl/IIgl, g2/ig21, -,gm/Igml]
(23)

a12 a22

(27)

all a2

signal sjin the
From (25), the power due to the jth
ith output channel Is given by

i
j

i) aijPj

(28)

and the ratios of the powers of the signals s1 and s2
In the ith output channel, by

plus the orthogonal noise elgenvectors
EN , Jam+l, am+2, - -, in]. From (23), (17) and

the orthogonality of 0 and EN, A can be written as

o

all al)
_
a12 ai2* P2

By manipulating (27) and (29), it is seen that
9
12(2)

0 .. 0
19gl
0 1921.. 0

rEs"]

92(i)

lgin,

2()

(24)
/.Interpreting

- 0 0 "0
Thus A has a quasi-diagonal form, which from (20)
is equivalent to perfect signal separation itt
the
output.

(29

(30)

" g1(2)

one of the signals as a desired signal and
the other as Interference, equation 30 states that
the
signal-to-Interference ratio Is Inverted between the
two output signal channels.
PERFORMANCE RELATIVE TO POWER RATIO
INVERSION

TWO-SIGNAL CASE
When only two signals (e.g., a communications
signal and a single interfering signal) are incident on
ar array using elgenvector weighting, only the first
two output channels will contain signal contributions
(equation 18). The signals In these two channels are
uncorrelated (equation 11). As will now be shown,
this lack of correlation has interesting implications.
The output signals yl, Y2 can be written in
terms of the initial indepe-dent signals s1, 62 and
channel noise nk, k-ln, as
n
(25)
Yj= ailsi + ai2s2 + "k.,lwki nk, i .1,2
where wki. k-i,n, are the weights vYi
used for the
ith output channel. The non-correlation of outputs yi
and Y2 can be expressed using (25) and the fact that
the signals s, and noise nk do not correlate, as
0

<
<yIY2*>
ai ta21 Pi + a12a22 P2 + wtH 2

2

(26)

The Gram-Schmidt weighting technique [2],
kia the eigenvsctor weighting technique, produces
outputs signals which do not correlate. Equation 30
can be shown to apply to this technique as well, for
low noise levels (6]. Since for the Gram-Schmidt
technique, the first output channel is the same as the
first Input channel, the second output channel may be
interpreted as inverting the relative powers of the
two signals as seen by the first array element. The
constrained matrix inversion technique can be shown
to have a performance similar to that of the Gram.
Schmidt method (2,61. These two techniques thus
have a performance similar to that of the power
ratio inversion algorithm (1].
This section compares the performance of
elgenvector weighting to that of the above-mentioned
power-ratio-inverting techniques in separating two
incoming signals. It is shown that for arrays with
similar element antenna patterns, eigenvector
weighting performs better than power ratio
inversion for all signal directions, with power ratio
inversion providing a greatest lower bound to the
eigenvector performance.
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It is noted that the array input of a number of
signals si,i=l,m incident on an n-element array
with common element pattern g(0,0), where 6 and 6
represent signal arrival direction azimuth and
elevation respectively, is the same as the array
input of a number of signals si' - g(0i,6i)si, i-lm,
incident on an array of identical geometry and
isotropic element patterns. Therefore the condition
of identical element patterns may be replaced by the
easier-to-handle condition of isotropic patterns,
From equation 4, the signal in the first
eigenvector output channel is given by

Yl

i
=

(

(i

H-lS
ils,

=

H-2s

,-IH
gh)152 + i

(34)

(

R

(31)

The first term on the right side of (31) is due to
signal 1, the second, to signal 2, and the third, to
noise. Therefore the ratio of signal powers in
channel 1 is given for the eigenvector technique by
91 (1)1
=
2(1
elv
eiy '

-Hel-2el

H
ij(k) - Pj eik
gjl2

-(

+ (il

eigenvectors ik, k=l,n, were computed, and ordered
according to the sizes of their eigenvalues, strongest
first.
the kth channel, k-1,2,
The output powers ir'
due to the jth signal, j-1,2, were computed from

H

1

1

G = [ I - g2] (equations 1-3) was calculated from a
The
given array geometry and signal directions.
ideal covariance matrix R was then calculated from
response matrix G, together with given input signal
powers P1 ,P2 ,and channel-independent noise power
a2, using equations 6 and 7. From the ideal
covariance matrix thus obtained, the normalized

The corresponding noise power in each of the output
channels was given by a2.

The output channel favouring the communications signal was selected for evaluation purposes
This was usually the second channel, as the
power was normally less than the
Ecommunications
___2
jamming power.
(32)
) 1.2(.)
H1 2 122 P2
P2

According to the ordering adopted in this paper,
P 1 ! P2 . This ordering, together with equations 30
and 32, implies that the eigenvector technique
provides better signal separation than power ratio

Figure la shows the computed ideal performance of the eigenvector separation technique, for the
case of a ,wo-element half-wavelength-spaced array
and a normally incident communications signal The
output signal to noise-plus-interference ratio

inversion when li il> leHg2 ,and when
151 Hit=I 1 H 21, the signal separation provided by
eigenveclor weighting matches that of power ratio

SNIR(out) is plotted as a function of jamming
incidence angle for various values of SNIR(in). Two
sets of curves are shown- one tornegligible noise

inversion. Therefore the problem, of proving that
the performance of eigenvector weighting is
everywhere better than that of power ratio
inversion with power ratio Inversion providing a
greatest lower bound to elgenvctor performance, is

power (-100dB relative to communications) and the
other, for a plausible noise power (-30dB)
With negligible put noise power, when the
ith neie
nplt ise powertwhe the
jamming incidence angle is close to thatequals
communications (0Q), the prformanc, of the that o1
power ratio inversion. (A singular point for which

reduced to proving that

1N11 :>liIHU21

(33)

everywhere with the equality being a limiting case.
The proof of (33) is of some length and is given
in the Appendix.

COMPUTER-MODELLING
The eigenvector weighting technique was
modelled on a PC using the MATLAB numeric
computation package, for the case of a communications signal and a single jamming signal.
Except as noted, array element patterns were
modelled as isotropic. The array response matrix

SNIR(out) is undefined occurs when the angles are
exactly equal; this is not shown on the figures.)
When the jamming angle approaches either + or 900, SNIR(out) becomes infinite, suggesting perfect
separation. The response vector of the array to the
jamming is orthogonal to the communications
response vector for these directions. At
intermediate angles, performance lies between that
of perfect separation and power ratio inversion It is
interesting to note, that even with near-equal power
levels (SNIR(in) . -1 and -3dB in Figure 1a),
acceptable performance (taken as SNIR(out) > 10dB)
is achieved for a significant frqction of jammer
incidence angles.
The addition of input noise, as illustrated in
Figure Ia, causes the performance to drop at nearly-
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equal signal directions. This happens because the
output communications power approaches zero when
its direction approaches that of the stronger jamming
signal, while the output noise power remains finite,
This is a feature of most interference-cancelling
techniqies, not only eigenvector weighting. The

addition of noise also limits the maximum value of
SNIR(out) which is achieved at directions where the
input signals are orthogonal, to the input signal plus
noise ratio SNR(in) (30dB) plus the array gain (3dB).
Apart from these limitations, the observations noted
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for the ncise-absent case are true for the noisepresent case.

Figures 2a, b, and c show corresponding threedimensional plots for the case of SNIR(in) - -3dB, for
the two, four, and eight-element half-wavelength
spaced array respectively. SNIR(out) is plotted as a
function of the jamming and communications
incidence angle, In this case. The plot extends over
all jamming and communications incidence angles,
-90 to +900, relative to the array. Provided that
the angles lie near the horizon, the incidence angles
represent equally likely azimuth angles. In order to
provide a measure of the fraction of cases for which
communications Is acceptable, the plots ate
truncated at the SNIR(out) . 10dB level. The
fraction of angles for which SNIR(ou) > 10dB is thus
Illustrated. As previously suggested by figures la,
b, and c, acceptable communications is achieved for
near-equal input powers over a wider fraction of
angles, as the number of elements increases.

In the remainder of the modelling results
discussed, a negligible noise power (-100dB) has
been used. This is done in order to simplify the
results so that other features are clearer. The
addition of noise does not alter the conclusions thus
obtained.
Figures lb and 1c show the corresponding
performances for a four and eight-element linear
half-wavelength spaced array, respectively. Like
the two-element case, the performance drops to that
of power ratio Inversion when the jamming angle
approaches that of the communications, and
increases to that of perfect signal separation, at
jamming angles corresponding to orthogonal jamming
and communications response vectors. The
performances for near-equal input power levels
(SNIR(in) - -1, -3dB) are seen to be acceptable
(SNIR(out) > 10dB) over a wider range of jamming
angles, as the number of elements increases.

The modelling represonted by rigures 2a, b,
and c was repeated for other values of SNIR(in), to

2-clement linear array E]OENVECTOR WETGOWINO

SNIR(in) - -3dB

1O-1

I
I

Figure 2a. Three-dimensional plot
of SNIR(out) as a function on
communications and jamming
incidence angle, for input
communications, jamming and
noise signals of 0, 3, and -100dB
respectively, on a X/2-spaced
2-element array using eigenvector
weighting. The plot is limited
above at I10dB.

I

.5
0-

q99
array BIGENVECTOR WEIMGTINO
4-element liWear

10"lFigure

2b. Three-dimensional plot
of SNIR(out) as a function on
communications and jamming
angle, for input
communications, jamming and
noise signals of 0, 3, and -t00dB
respectively, on a V2-spaced
linear array using
eigenvector weighting. The plot is
limited above at 10dB.

Vincidence
s

04-element
90

SNIR(ia) - .3dB
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8-element linear array EIGENVECTOR WEIGHTING

SNIR(in) - -3dB

Figure 2c. Three-dimensional plot
SNIR(out) as a function on
communications and jamming

Iof
So-j

V

incidence angle, for Input
communications, jamming ano
noise signals of 0, 3, and -100dB
respectively, on a X/2-spaced
8-element linear array using
eigenvector weighting. The plot is
limited above at 10dB.

I
I

i

-
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determine the extent to which acceptable
communications can be achieved with eigenvector
weighting, at near-equal signal levels. The fraction
of angles, for which acceptable communications
(SNIR(out) > 10dB) is achieved, Is plotted for the
two, four and eight-element linear arrays as a
function of SNIR(in) In Figure 3. This fraction is seen
to be symmetric about SNIR(in) 00. This result
arises from the performance symmetry In the twosignal case, described in equation 30 in terms of the
relative output powers being inverted between the
two signal output channels. The improvement In
performaoce with Increasing number of elements is
also evident. To put these results In perspective, It
should be noted that the power-inversion techniques
would not result in acceptable communications at
these values of SNIR(in), for any angles, While not a
completely satisfactory solution for the case of

i.e
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Figure 3. Fraction of communications and
jamming directions for which SNIR(out)
exceeds 10dB, as a function of SNIR(in), for
2, 4, and 8-element 112-spaced linear arrays
using eigenvector weighting.

near-equal powers, Figure 3 shows that eigenvector
separation can provide acceptable performance In a
large fraction of cases, and thus Is substantially
better than the power-inverting alternatives.
The effect of gain differences in the input
channels is illustrated in Figures 4a and b. These
figures demonstrate the effects of reducing the gain
in one channel, relative to the others, for the two
and four-element linear half-wavelength arrays The
communications signal was normally incident and
SNIR(in) was .3dB, with a negligible noise level.
SNIR(out) wan plotted as a function of jamming
incidence angle, for various channel gain mismatches
It can be seen that the array performance for those
directions where eigenvector separation performs
best deteriorates rapidly with channel gain differences. This effect is worst for the two element
for very large gain differences, the 2-element
performance is everywhere reduced to that of power
ratio inversion. For the four-element case the
behavior is more complex, and depends on which and
how many elements have reduced gain. The example
shown in Figure 4b is for a single attenuated channel.
When three of the four channels are severely
attenuated, the performance was also found to be
to that of power ratio inversion. These
results indicate that efforts should be made to
provide equal input channel gains for systems where

eigenvector separation technique is used.

,..$the
5.0

990

10.0

The superior performance of the eigenvector
technique over power ratio inversion methods was
shown analytically for the case of two signals and
identical element patterns. On an intuitive basis, the
increased degrees of freedom used in determining the
weights for the first and second output channels
suggest that the eigenvector technique is likely to be
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differences on eigenvector
weighting performance of a X/2spaced 2-element array, for a
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signal and communications,
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of attenuation applied to
one of the channels.
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attenuation applied to one of the
channels.
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freedom in the second weight vector) much more
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often than not.
A plausible example of non-identical element
patterns is provided in the four-element square
array with differently-directed offset-circular
element patterns, illustrated in Figure 5. The
performance for this array using a frontto-oback
ratio of 10dB in the element patterns, for SNIR(in) =
-3dB, is illustrated in Figure 6. In this figure,
SNIR(out) is plotted versus jamming and communications incidence angles in a 3-dimensional format.
As can be seen in this figure, the array performance
has a minimum of SNIR(out) = 3dB, which occurs
when the jamming incidence angle approaches that of
the communications. Substantially better performanwes are achieved for a large fraction of possible

8o

ane in dgrees

.
Patern 77:..,

"
3
-

4
",-.-

Figure 5. Modelled square array with
differently-directed offset-circle element
patterns.
directions. Thus the eigenvector performance with
this array is better than that of a similar array with
non-directive elements using power-ratio inverting
techniques.
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2x2 directed-element array EIGENVECTOR WEIGHTING

SNIR(m)

-3dB

Figure 6. Three-dimensional plot of
SNIR(out) obtained with eigenvector
1o"
weighting, as a function of
communications and jamming
incidence angles, for input
communications, jamming, and
V
noise signals of 0, 3, and -100dB
"
respectively, for the array of
Figure 5 with a forward to back
.
ratio of 1OdB in the element
o
patterns. The plot is limited above
0at 10 dB.
I-

Further, since the signals which are weighted
and combined In any adaptive array technique are
those seen by the element antennas, the effect of
directive elements on power-ratio inversion methods
is expected to be merely a shift in the value of
SNIR(in) corresponding to a certain value of
SNIR(out). For any given set of signal directions, the
poor values of SNIR(out) corresponding to near-equal
input powers (as seen by the antennas) would still
occur under power ratio inversion,
From the above, it can be inferred that in
situations where a single algorithm is to be used to
cover a range of possible signal powers and
directions, the eigenvector technique Is preferred
whether the array elements are differently directed
or not. However,, if the implementation is such that
different algorithms can be tried on a case-by-case
basis, then Including a power ratio inversion
technique along with eigenvector weighting will at
times improve parformance, if the array elements
are differently directed.

SIMULATION
The ideal covariance matrix R assumed in the
analysis and used to obtain the modelling results
reported herein differs from the time-average
estimate found in practice, in that the estimation
errors due to the finite averaging period and random
signal variations have not contributed to the
covariance matnx elements. These errors give rise
to small apparent correlations between the two
independent signals and the noise signals. As a check
on the practical applicability of the analysis and the
reliability of the modelling studies, a more detailed
simulation was carried out for the two and fourelement arrays.
The simulations included a binary-phase-coded
communications signal plus a single jamming signal,

incident on half-wavelength spaced linear arrays
The jamming signal was either pure-tone or white
noise. The input signals were constructed on a
sample-by sample basis, using a sample rate of 5
samples/bit. Noise values and white-noise jamming
values were assumed to be independent between
samples. From each block of 64 Input samples, a
block covariance matrix was formed, A weighted
average was taken between the block covariance
matrix and the previous covariance matrix estimate,
In order to form a new covariance matrix estimate.
The time constant of the weighted averaging was
2.54 blocks. The simulation was run for 32 blocks,
and from the weights thus obtained for each block,
SNIR(out) found, on a block-by-block basis.
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Figure 7a. Theoretical and simulated performance of a X/2-spaced 2-element array with
eigenvctor weighting, In the presence of a
normally-incident OdB communications signal,
a 3dB jamming signal, and -30dB input noise
Mean values and rms deviations are shown
for pure-tone and noise jamming simulations.
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APPENDIX
It is proven here that, given isotropic array
elements,
iH
I21
(33)

curves, computed from the previous modelling
program, for these input power levels.
The pure-tone jamming results agree well with
the theoretical curves for both the two and fourelement arrays, implying that the random binaryphase coding of the communications does not
substantially affect performance. The noise jamming
results are in agreement with the theoretical curves,
at values of SNIR(out) up to 15dB. At higher
valuesof SNIR(out), the random nature of the noise
jamming causes the average performance to be
reduced below that of the theoretical curve. Also,
the block.to-block rms variation in performance is
greater for the noise jamming, and for higher values
of SNIR(out). It should be noted that the reduction in
performance below the theoretically expected value,
found for the case of noise jamming, does not extend
down to the minimum values of SNIR (approx. 10dB)
needed for acceptable communications.
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In equation 12, the covariance matrix R is
written as R - 8 + N. where S - GPOH and
N 21 are the signal and noise contributions
respectively. The oigenvectors oi1e2 of R were
shown to be also eigenvectors of the n x n matrix S.
To show (33) is true, it is helpful to find iI by
solving the eigenvector equation of S. Using the

=(

P

and G = [glg2].

.1

0P21
the eigenvector equation of S can be expressed as
(G4")(G P')Hek - Yk ek

The simulation results support the validity of
the conclusions drawn from the analysis and the ideal
modeliing studies, for practical applications.

(Al)

"/1 0 1

-

where

)(GP

(A2)

Premultiplying (A2) by (GJ")H yields the simpler
2.dimensional eigenvector equation
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T~k

=Yl

k

(AM)

,

qk

(A4)

=(G*Thp-)H4O

T = (G~rp-)H(GVP~

T is a 2 x 2 matrix whose elgenvalues are the
elgenvalues 7k of S, and whose elgenvectors are
given by k. The eigenvector ik Of S can be found in
terms of k by using (AM)to replace the factor
(GFp)H ik on the right-hand side of (A2) by k, thus
obtaining
i
L GPrv.[plj
7k I
-is arbitrary and can

The elgenvector scale factor

+l4;,4P

(A13)

___

where

and
(A5)

it2 ('Th7

IiiiHi 1 I

where

14)

2(A

-

oil

Similarly,
H
#el g21

1g 12(

I N P,

I

(A15)

+ g4P2~

The array elements are assumed to have isotropic
gains. Therefore, ik is of the form
8

lk, p2 ej82k,

.Pnel~nk]T.

implying that

gi

g1-(, n,

2

)2

(A6

be dropped, so that
(A6)

ik . (G41P ) -vk

Proceeding now to find the eigenvectors 'k of T,' T
is expanded in terms of its elements using (Al) and
(A5) to obtain:

[

ii1 2
T ~p
T-

NpTi Hi1

NFPP1
P2 i2

where X

P2 h

lii H 2 141 +X2

-Pli!
2N~P iHil2

(A8)

(A9)

X

A )

I
eiJ

(All1)

l is given by

l

5 1iwhchimlis
ha
,wihipista
@l 2

0 !54! 1

this to (A10),

(A17)

is seen to tie in the range
0 5g 5

Substituting (AlO) and (All) in (AM), it is found to
be
(At 2)
81 - (,,rf ) Vl - 4 Pi i + f 2Leip 92

(A18)

From (A15), (A16). (A17) and (Al8), together with
the input power ordering, it can be shown that

li

2

2PI
0

yl corresponds to the plus sign in (A8) since it is the
larger elgenvatue by the ordering convention used,
Setting
=adH=
+under
91 H 2l

l 22
12

(A7)1 From (Ag), the Input power ordering (P1 2!P2), and
isotropy (Ij I1 1 21), X Is non-positive. Applying

PJ

± Nip
2

22

~

A

The quadratic equation det(T - yl) - 0 is solved for
the eigenvalues of T , obtaining
Y1.2

From (A15), (A16) and the Cauchy-Schwartz
inequality,

(A19)

Theref ore, -iH-l2l-ilwih
rvsta
the elgenvector technique p(ovides better signal
separation than the power ratio inversion techniques
the condition of isotropic element patterns.
When the signals are close in direction, then
approaches unity (A14), thscusn
i~lI to
approach llH i 2 l (Aig). Therefore, power ratio
inversion provides a greatest tower bound to the
eigenvector separation performance, given the
isotropy condition.
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DISCUSSION

George H. HAGN
What is the impact of coherent multipath on the method you have
presented ?
Have you gone beyond the theorefical stage which you presented to us to
build a practical system ?
AUTHOR'S REPLY
If the multipath is completely coherent, then the resultant signal from that
source will have a certain time-independent phase relationship between
antenna elements. The technique will deal with it as it would any simplemode signal, and performance would not be reduced. If coherence is partial
however, a deterioration in performance might result.
We have a test bed for HF and VHF applications, part of which is a
programmable real-time processing system. The eigen vector method will be
implemented on that test bed, in 2-element form, in the near future, and, in
4-element form, about a year from now.
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TZNXQUES FOR ESTIMAING THE EFFECTS OF NUN-MDZ RADIO 101SE ON
DISTRBI3Urm MILrfARF SYSTEIS

by
D.B.Sailors
Ocean and Atmospheric Sciences Division
Naval Ocean Systems Center
San Diego, CA 92152-5000
SIUURY
This paper reviews techniques
available for estimating the effects of
man-made radio noise on distributed
military systems using empirical man-made
noise models. The models given in CCIR
Report 258 are review~d along with the
empirical data base upon which they are
based. Results of measurements of man-made
noise are presented for six Pacific Ocean
sites and for three Atlantic Ocean/Europe
sites.
Accumulative probability
distribution
models of increasing
complexity are reviewed. Tests of fit of
theme distributions are presented for
select samples of measured man-made noise
data.
1. INTRODUCTION
Increased utilization of electrical
and electronic devices for man's well being
and security has also increased the amount
of undesired electromagnetic energy in
telecommunication systems. This man-made
radio frequency interference is
characteristically impulsive in form and
random in occurrence and originates from
such common sources as automobile ignition
systems, high voltage transmission lines,
electrical power generating stations, and
electrical applicances and machinery. Manmade noise predominates over noise of
natural origincl] at many locations
especially during the daytime.
In the solution of telecommunication

Report 258 models are described. Four
models for the probability distribution of
the short-term(l min.) mean values of manmade radio noise available power levels for
the specific environmental categories are
given(these models are not amplitude
probability distributions(APD)). The
extension to frequencies above 250 MHz,
based on data measured in Canada, is
described(5-7].
Results of recent
measurements of man-made noise made on a
circular disposed antenna array(CDAA) by
the Naval Electronics Engineering Activity,
Pacific are discussed(8]. Results of these
measurements for Guam are compared to
measurements made near the.CDAA antenna in
Guam during 1974 on a short vertical
rod[9].
2. ZUPIRICAL DATA USA
In 1974 the Institute for
Telecommunication Sciences(ITS) reported
the use of a measurement system with a rme
detector to obtain data in the band 250 kCHz
to 250 NHz with a short vertical antenna
near ground at various sites in the
U.S. (2].
Over 300 hours of data were
obtained simultaneously on ten frequencies
over a period from 1966 through 1971 in six
states(Colorado, Maryland, Texas, Virginia,
Washington and Wyoming) and in the District
of Coluuubia. Date were obtained for three
environmental categories:
rural,
residential, and business. Data were
measured in 31 rural areas, 38 residential
areas, and 23 business areas. At each
location the area sampled varied from a few
square blocks in the business areas to few

problems, it is highly desirable to be able square miles in the rural areas.

to estimate the radio noise at any
location, frequency, or time of day caused
by these different sources. One approach
to solving the problem has been the
development of empirical rodels of man-made
noise. The empirical 3dela available
today are based on an empirical data base
acquired by the Institute for
Telecommunication Sciences(ITS)(2). Data
exist on man-made radio noise available
power levels in the U.S. and on the time
and location variabilities of those levels
for specific environmental categories:
rural,residential and business. These
models have been adopted by the CCIR in
Report 258-5131.
These levels are
presented as Fa, the effective noise
figure, in dD(Icyo)(3] or dB(kTob)(1);
however, these are essentially equivalent
units(4). The distribution of Fa is needed
to calculate the distribution of
SNR(defined as the ratio of average signal
power to average noise power) and hence the
probability of successful communication or
the loss of circuit reliability due to
interference,

In the

noise measurement method used, 10-seoc
samples of the running average(time
constant about 50 sec.) of F were
recorded. Thus, 360 samples of 1. were
obtained each hour for a given measurement
location and frequency. These results were
analysed statistically at ITS. The leastsuares fit for F, the median value of Fa,
given in [2-3]- or each environmental
category is reproduced as Figure 1 and are
given here as Table 1 for each of the
frequencies. The slope with frequency was
found to be -27.7 dB/decade for each
environmental category.
These man-made noise data are daytime
values. At night these 20-50 MHz levels
can drop 5-10 dB to a minimum around 0400
hours local time, and between 100 MHz and
250 MHz they can drop 3-5 dB. At the lower
frequencies in the HF band, the night
levels are frequently controlled by
atmospheric noise from lightning; and the
man-made levels cannot be observed. The
diurnal variation decreases for the MY band
and is again only 3-5 dB at 0.25 MMX, with
values at night being slightly higher than
during the day.

This paper presents empirical models
of man-made noise that can be used in the
solution of telecommunication problems for
An indication of the variation
distributed military systems. First, the encountered from location to location
empirical data for which the CCIR models within each environmental category is given
are based is discussed. Then the CCIR by Spaulding and Disney(2]. An example
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distribution of local median values of manmade noise at 20 MHz in residential areas
is given as Figure 2. The values UT is the
standard deviation of all measured medians
for all frequencies combined about the
regression line of Figure 1. The authors
quote values of 7.00 dB, 5.00 dB, and 6.45
dE for business, residential, and rural
areas, respectively. A better estimate of
the location variability of Fam for these
environmental categories for a specific
measured frequency may be obtained from the
standard deviations NL given in Table 1.
Once the best estimate of the location
variability has been found, the variation
of Fa at that location with time should be
considered.
Figure 3 gives the
distribution of Fa values obtained on 20
MHz during an hour (0839-0939 hours local
time) in a residential area in Boulder, CO.
The median and the upper and lower dciles
are indicated. The time variability for
the different environmental categories has
boon estimated by ITS for each of ton
measurement frequencies in terms of the
upper and lower deciles, Du and Dl(in dB,
relative to the median value).
These
values, summarized in Table 1, are the
root-mean-squares of all the location
values for each frequency and environmental
category.

predominant usage throughout the area is
for any type of business(e.g. stores and
offices, industrial parks, large shopping
centers, main streets or highways lined
with various business enterprises, etc.).
Residential areas(urban or suburban) are
defined as any area used predominately for
single or multiple family dwellings with a
density of at least two single family units
per acre and no large or busy highways.
Rural areas are defined as locations where
land usage is primarily for agricultural or
similar pursuits, and dwellings are no more
than one every five acres. Quiet rural
areas are defined as locations chosen to
ensure a minimum of man-made noise.
In all cases results are consistent
with a linear variation of the median value
of r,, Fa,, with frequency of the form:
Fm - c - d log f,

(1)

where f is the frequency expressed in MHz.
The constants o and d are given in Table 2.
As these results are based on the work of
Spaulding and Disney(2], equation (1) is
valid only in the range 0.25 to 250 MHz for
all the environmental categories except
quiet rural and galactic noise. The
formula for galactic noise from radio stars
which is incident on the ionosphere is
Table 1. Summary of selected measured noise included here for comparison only. Note
parameters for business, residential and that Table 2 also contains data from
rural environmental categories
Spaulding and Disney for parks and
university campuses and for inter-state
UNL highways.
DI
Du
Fam
Environ- Freq.
mental
Category (MHz) (dB(kT 0 )) (dB)
(dB)
(0E)
Table 2. Values of the Man-made Noise
6.1
6.1 Constants c and d(2]
Busi0.25
93.5
8.1
ness
0.50
85.1
12.6
8.0
8.2
1.00
76.8
9.8
4.0
2.3
Environmental category
c
d
2.50
65.8
11.9
9.5
9.1
5.00
57.4
11.0
6.2
6.1
Business
76.8 27.7
10.00
49.1
10.9
4.2
4.2
Inter-state highways 73.0 27.7

Resdentidl

Rural

20.00

40.8

10.5

7.6

4.9

Residential

72.5

27.7

48.00

30.2

13.1

8.1

7.1

Parks and university

102.00

21.2

11.9

5.7

8.8

campuses

69.3

27.7

250.00

10.4

6.7

3.2

3.8

0.25
0.50
1.00
2.50
5.00
10.00
20.00
48.00
102.00
250.00

89.2
80.8
72.5
61.5
53.1
44.8
36.5
25.9
16.9
6.1

9.3
12.3
10.0
10.1
10.0
8.4
10.6
12.3
12.5
6.9

5.0
4.9
4.4
6.2
5.7
5.0
6.5
7.1
4.8
1.8

3.5
4.3
2.5
8.1
5.5
2.9
4.7
4.0
2.7
2.9

Rural
Quiet rural
Galactic noise

67.2
53.6
52.0

27.7
28.6
23.0

0.25
0.50
1.00
2.50

83.9
75.5
67.2
56.2

10.6
12.5
9.2
10.1

2.8
4.0
6.6
5.1

3.9
4.4
7.1
8.0

5.00

47.8

5.9

7.5

7.7

10.00
20.00
48.00
102.00
250.00

39.5
31.2
20.6
11.6
0.8

9.0
7.8
5.3
10.5
3.5

4.0
5.5
1.8
3.1
0.8

4.0
4.5
3.2
3:8
2.3

Skonal has reviewed man-made noise
data collected in a range of countries at
various distances from metropolitan
areas(l0-ll]. Results cover the frequency
range 500 kHz to 1 GHz. In the frequency
interval 100 tO 800 MHz, he showed that the
frequency decrement moderates from that
given in Table 1 to -10 to -15 dB/decade.
This is conristent with the presence of a
localized maximum in the UHF-band emission
spectrum of vehicular ignition
interference.

At four sites in downtown Ottawa,
Canada, measurements of the VHF-UHF radio
environment were carried out over a 17-day
period in November 1976(5]. A linear
regression equation of the frequencies 200
to 500 MHz was given as Fa- , -15.8 log f +
48.4(f in MHz).
In the frequency range
3. CCIR REPORT 258 MODELS
from 200 to 300 MHz, the results using this
equation compare favorably with those using
The environmental categories for which the business area equation of (2].
predictions are available in CCIR Report
258-5 include: business, residential,
Man-made noise level measurements were
rural, and quiet rural(3]. Business areas made of the UHF radio environment over a
are defined as any area where the four-month period(1982-1983) in and around
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and Bettrand[6].
by Lauber
Canadanoise
Ottawa,
T. was
temperature
The antenna

.
The chi-square
freedom.
The mean
+ b X2satisfies
F. - a model
relationship
the

measured at sites typical of business, noise is <F&> . Fa2
residential, and rural areas at frequencies
For each of these
from 600 to 950 MHz.
areas, a minimum of 1800 one-second
to form a
were
combined
measurements
cumulative probability distribution, which
shows the time and location variability of
the noise. The highly skewed shape of the
distribution, especially those from the
business areas, showed that the UHF radio

environment is composed of a background
noise level upon which is superimposed a

-

a + b P and its

The
standard deviation is ONX - b(2 P) k
parameters alb,P,FaX2, and aNX2are given
in Table III of CCIR Report 258-513] for
the ten discrete frequencies between 0.25
and 250 MHz. These parameters were found
using a method developed by Zacharisen and
Crow[13].

highly variable man-made noise level from

A second Gaussian model using
parameters can be estimated from the chi-

vehicle ignition noise.

square approximations. 2 For this model the
. by F,
mean is given
deviation NX

NOEs

4. NOISE LEVEL DISTRIBTIO

and the standard

Figure 4 shows the predictions for 20

Hagn and Sailors(12] have presented

four statistical models of increasing NHz in a residential environment.
complexity(simple Gaussian, composite

All four
models predict very similar values between

Gaussian, chi-suare, Gaussian from chi-

the

variability of F
to predict the
accumulative probabflities of man-made
radio noise available power levels for
short, vertically-polarized antennas
located near the ground. These models,
which have now been included in CCIR Report
258, are useful in predicting the
probability that the short-term signal-tonoise ratio for a given communication
system equals or exceeds a value required
for successful communication.

simple Gaussian model predicts the lowest
levels; and the chi-square model predicts
the highest levels.

dociles.

In the

tails of

the

square) which utilize the time and location distribution(boyound the dciles), the

For the simple Gaussian mod l, the
mean is approximated by FPa from Table 1,
and the standard deviation ON is given by
N"

(NL

2

2

+ UNT

)

(2)

assuming that the temporal and spatial
The
variabilities are uncorrelated.
parameter NT is the standard deviation of
the temporal variability and values are
obtained from Du and Dl of Table 1 using
I
L-

a

2 + D1 2)

(

T

(3)

.8

Hagn and Sailors[12] also made a
preliminary comparison of the models with
Figure 5 is a plot of the
measured data.
model predictions of Figure 4 superimposed
on the data of Figure 3. Since there was
no location variability data for this
sample, ONL was set to zero for tne
comparison. By inspection, the best fit
over the interval 1% to 80% is given by the
Gaussian model with parameters estimated
from the ohi-square. The simple Gaussian
model predictions are consistently ton low;
and, in the more interesting upper half of
the distribution, the chi-square model
predictions are good over the interval 10%
to 80% but too high for the upper tail of
The shape of the
the distribution.
measured distribution in the lower tail is
most closely approximated by the ohisquare.
Hagn and Sailors applied a XolmoqorovSmirnov(K-S)
goodness-of-fit test(14-16] to

examine more rigorously how well
distributions of sample man-made noise data
conform to the hypothesized distributions.
The composite Gaussian model is the The results for data and model predictions
simplest model u. ch takes into account of Figure 5 show that the chi-square model
skewness in the distribution. For this is accepted for a significance level of 5%
model the standard deviations for the upper for values of probability of exceeding the
and lower halves of the distribution are ordinate up to 90 percent, whereas, the
respectively, and the simple Gaussian model does not fit well
given by agu and a
mean is given by am. The corresponding throughout the entire distribution. The
theme K-S test was also applied to 20 MHz data
for
upper and lower deciles
for 31 minutes in a Boulder, CO,
tu n tnd obtained
fom
distributions are obtained rpte
business area.
This particular
ONl, respectively, using the equationt
distribution sample was the only one
available which was not used to develop the
DNu - 1.28 ONu
(4) model.
The distribution was slightly
skewed as can be seen in Figure 6. As the
DX1 - 1.28 ONl
(5) mean for this sample was 49.7 dB(kTo)
The standard deviations themselves are compared to 40.8 dB(kTo) from Table 1;
clearly, all the model predictions would be
computed
too low. In this case the authors set ON The location variability ONL is given in
Table 1.

0

and adjusted the median of the simpe
Gaussian model to 49.2 d9(kT.) for the

20
- _uI22]
Nu Du

8 ,
12

ON1

UL2

(6) cmparison. For a significance level 5%,
the Gaussian model with parameters
uO(7 1J

(7)

The chi-suare model also takes into
account skewness. In the chi-square odel
the parameter Y is the number of degrees of

estimated using the chi-square was
overwhelmingly rejected.
At this
significance level, it was found that it
would be incorrect to reject the simple
Gaussian, composite Gaussian, ar-' chisquare models.
The final conclusoi a were

.174

that the models were most useful in the
probability interval

0.1 to

0.9,

but

further checks against measured data are
needed to determine the limits of their
applicability,
5. OTHER ENPIRICAL

ODELS

There are other useful empirical
models that either supplement the CCIR
Report 258 models or in one case replace

is

one known as the quasi-minimum

atmospheric noise model[17).

It is based

on a comprehensive examination of expected
noise at many locations and for all seasons
using data from the National Bureau of
Standards noise measurement program, and
shipboard measurements made at sea in the
San Diego,CA area. Table 3 is a list of
the values for this model. A fit to these
data is given by

it. This includes: (1) A model developed
Fam - 60.0 - 27.5 log f
(14)
for use at frequencies in the VHF and UHF
bands; (2)A model known as the quasi- where f is in MHz. Equation (14) is also
minimum atmospheric noise model; and (3)An given in Table 3. Note that the median
airborne man-made radio noise model,

rural noise equation is nearly equal to the

quasi-minimum atmospheric noise equation.
The first of these is a model that was Results for rural noise equation are also
developed for use at VHF and UHF by Hagn at presented in Table 3.
al.[7].

For frequencies between 1 MHz and

200 MHz, the model given in CCIR Report
258-8 is used. However, at frequencies
Measurements indicate that airborne
above 200 MHz, the following equations for man-made radio noise from a distant
Fa

in dB(kTo) are used:

metropolitan area can be detected once an
aircraft rises above the local optical

Fan - 49.4 - 15.8 log f

(8) horizon.

(9) of an entire metropolitan area.

ran - 39.2 - 15.8 log f
(10)
for business, residential, and rural
environments, respectively, where the
frequency f is in MHz.
At 200 MHz, this
model and CCIR Report 258-5 produce

identical results.

Equation (8)differs

only I dB from that of Lauber and
Bertrand(S) at 200 MHz for business areas.
The slope of these curves is identical to

that of Lauber and Bertrand at these higher
frequencies.

Above 10,000 feet measurements

show a broad noise signature representative

Fan - 45.2 - 15.8 log f

The above equations extend

the noise models upward in frequency until

Roy has

reported an airborne man-made radio noise

model developed to evaluate the effect of
man-made radio noise on the operation of
Table 3. Quasi-minimum atmospheric noise
levels in dB above kT o

Frequency Level
(MHz)
2

Equ.(14) Equ. (1)

Chase &

(Quasi-

Tirrell(171
52

(Rural)

Minimum)
51.72

55.86

4

44

43.44

50.52

6

39

38.60

45.65

8

36

35.17

42.18

10
12
15
20
25
30

36
31
23
25
22
20

32.50
30.32
27.66
24.22
21.56
19.38

39.50
37.31
34.62
31.16
28.48
26.28

the man-made and/or galactic noise drops
into the internal noise of the receiving
system.
Lauber and Bertrand[6) have
compared this model along with one due to
Skomal[ll].
The results are presented in
Figure 7. The Hagn et al.(7) results are
within +3 da with the exception of the
higher frequencies for the rural areas.

meteor burst communication systems(18-19).

The Hagn at al. model also provides
approximations for the standard deviations
for the simple Gaussian model of Hagn and
Sailors[12). For frequencies between 1 MHz
and 100 MHz, these standard deviations are
given as 10.5, 8.5, 6.5, 4.5, and 1 dB for

Equations developed by SkomaIE1] were used
to construct the modal.
Two parametric
equations were used to model the height
gain of man-made radio noise as a function
of distance, 0 to 150 miles, from the
source. Coefficients for these equations
were calculated from data measured over

business, residential, rural, quiet rural,

and galactic environments, respectively,
For frequencies above 100 MHz, the values
are based on the more limited data of
Lauber and Bertrand(5).
The standard
deviation ON, in dB, is given by:
UN

- 10.5 - 9 log(10,
1

00)

8

or 2 dB

rMinimum

ON -

8.5 - 9 log(-), or 2 dB

ON -

6.5

-

(11)
(12)

9 log (-L), or 2 dB, (13)

respectively, for

100)shows

usiness, residential,

and rural man-made noise environments,
These equations are useful for a
0 dB.
The standard deviation UN is not alowedto
go negative at higher frequencies but
merely drops to 2 dB and stays constant for

higher frequencies until Fa

decreases to 0

dB(kTo).
Another noise model often used as a
man-made noise model in some applications

Seattle[20].

Roy used two hundred of the

nation's largest cities and 62 of the
largest counties and military installations
as sources of radio noise.
Day and
nighttime contours were produced in the 25
to 75 MHz range for altitudes between 30
and 70 thousand feet. These maps show that
very little of the continental United

States is free of airborne man-made noise.
noise levels are found during the

night
at than
low altitudes for distances
greater
100 miles from most

metropolitan areas.
daytime

As an example Figure 8

45 MHz contours for an

altitude of 5 thousand feet.

Contours of

constant radio noise power in dB above kTb
are plotted for values of 15,20, and 25 dB.
Shaded areas in the continental United
States represent areas containing noise
power 3 dB or less above galactic noise.

A
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6. RUiDrE

NEASURENUT

When one uses the models of CCIR
Report 258, it.is necessary to decide which
environmental category a receive site
belongs. This author had an opportunity to
determine the environmental categories for
the receive sites of an HF communication
system. For this purpose he acquired manmade noise data measured on CDAA antennas
at the receive sites of the communication
stations at Adak,AL; Diego Garcia; Guam;
Honolulu,HI; San Diego, CA; and
Stockton,CA.
were made by the

These measurements
Naval Electronics Engineering Activity,
Pacific(NEEAP) on the Automated AN/FRM19(v) Test System. This system includes an
Automated Noise Measurement System(ANMS).

The ANMS allows the site to measure its

measurements. He developed a rough set of
corrections that could be applied to noise
measurements made on the omni-beam output
of the CDAA antenna. These are given in
The way they are used is that
Table 4.
first the noise measurements in dBm are
converted to dB above 1 micro-volt by
adding 107(-107 dBm-0 micro-volts across a
Then the antenna
50 ohm resistance).
correction factor is added. Finally, the
noise field strength is converted to Fa by
using the relationship between Fa and noise
field strength found in CCIR Report 322311] taking into account the receiver
bandwidth, which in this case was 3.6 kcM:.

Table 4.

CDAA to 9 Foot Rod Conversion

Factors
Frequency

(MHz

Antenna Factor

dB/ Meter

baseline/strong signal level on a periodic
basis. The ANKS acquires data every two
hours at seven frequencies over a seven day
period. This data is then averaged over
this period, and a baseline noise/strong
signal level is found. The ANNS acquires
data data from a 0.5 MHz window centered on
the seven frequencies(usually
Tho
2.5,5.0,7.5,10.0,12.5,20.0,30.0 MHz).
ANKS searches for the lowest power level or
"hole" in this 0.5 MHz window. This 0.5

Figure 10 shows the results of appling
these antenna factors to the NEEAP
measurements. The curve marked Guam-NEZAP
is the result of applinq the antenna factor
The curve
disregarding the error term.

divided into 83 channels of 3.6 kHz. The
ANN$ then samples the noise wavefors in
each channel by taking 50 consecutive
points. By taking 50 samples, a window is
sat up in the time domain that will capture
time related RFI noise, such as powerline
noise. After the ANUS scans the 0.5 MHs
window, it returns to the "hole" to measure

upper limit of the error term added to the
antenna factor for 5, 20 and 30 MHz.
Although the Guam-NEEAP curve is an
improvement over that show in Figure 9 for
this case, the Guam-NEEAP Adjusted is an
even better improvement. Based on this
comparison, the measured noise at the other
five sites was adjusted using Table 4; for

The average

5,7.5, 20, and 30 KRz, the upper error, 8

power(true rms voltage) and Vd(voltage
deviation) are then calculated from the
digitized waveform. After the ANKS has
collected the noise data for seven days, an
operator can then proceed to plot out the
data using different plotting modules to
analyze the noise environment.

d5, was added to the antenna factor.
Figure 11 shows the results of the NEZAP
measurements with these antenna factors
applied. Curves for rural and quiet rural
and galactic noise are show for comparison.

2.0 - 2.5
2.5 - 8.0
8.0 -13.0
13.0-30.0

-3,±
-23,±
-15,±
-14,±

6
8
8
8

dB
dB
dB
dE

MHz window at a frequency of interest is marked Guam-NEZAP Adjusted has had the

the system noise level.

Baseline noise data was provided by
NEBAP for the forenamed communications
sites measured by the ANS for the local
noon period. Local noon was chosen as the
ost likely time of day that man-made noise
would most likely be present. The data for
Guam, measured from September 17, 1987
through September 24, 1987, was examined
first because that was the only site for
which there was other measured results
Figure 9
available for comparison(9].
shows this data measured by the Stanford
Research Institute(SRI) along with the data
measured by NEAP on a CDAA antenna. The
SRI data was measured on a short vertical
rod. Fir comparison purposes both quiet
rural ,nd galactic noise are included,
Clearly there is a large difference between
these two measurements part of which is due
to the measurements by NEKAP on a CDAA type
antenna rather than the standard short
vertical rod.
George Hagn of SRI International
provided this author with some conversion
factors which he obtained while making
Mr Hagn
noise meurements in Iceland(211.
made noise measurements at the edge of the
ground screen of the CDAA antenna with a
calibrated nine foot vertical rod and then
made noise measurements through the CDAA
antenna to compare to the other

In addition to providing man-made
noise measurement data for Guam, Shepard et
al. (9] also show the results of
measurements made at Keflavik, Iceland;
Rota, Spain; and Bremerhaven, Germany.
Theme results are repeated here as Figure
12.
7. DISCUSSION
Engineers and operational analysts who
use thoese CCIR man-made models are faced
with the problem of determining whether any
environment is most like a U.S. business
area, a U.S. residential area, or a U.S.
rural area over a decade ago. The only
other alternative is to assume the
environment is similar to a quiet rural
area near one ot the quiet stations where
the atmospheric noise data were gathered
Hagn has provided
over three decades ago
additional insight into this problem(22].
One problem already encountered in
this paper is the effect of the receive
site antenna on the measured or estimated
In fact in the case
noise values.
encountered here additional data is needed
comparing CDAA antenna and short vertical
Hagn and
rod noise measurements.
Shepherd(23] have provided some insights
of
problem of the effect
this
into
different antennas on noise estimation and
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measurement; however, the problem is not

9. Shepherd, R.A., J.B.

solved.9.SehrRAJ.LoaVD

D.L.

In the discussion of the simple
Gaussian model, it was assumed that the
median value of man-made noise Fan was an
efficient estimator of the mean.

HF Man-Made Radio-Noise and Interference
Survey--Gaum," Final Report, SRI Project
3328, Contract N00039-74-C-0292, Stanford
Research Institute, Menlo Park, CA, June

Sailors(24] has reviewed techniques for

estimating the mean and standard deviation
of a parameter from its quantiles. Results

using these techniques were compared to
that obtained from estimating the samp:e
means and standard deviations from data
samples of man-made noise. For man-made
noise modeling, it was determined that the
mean could be estimated to an accuracy of
0.1 dB using the expression Fem + 0.237(D
-nD).

The

value of the mean using this expression is

Cone,

Cn,

Edwards, "MF and

1974.
10.

"An Analysis

E.N.,

Skomal,

of

Metropolitan Incidental Radio Noise Data,"
IEEE Trans. Electromagn. Compat., Vol.
EMC-15, No. 2, Pp. 45-57, May 1973.
11. Skomal, E.N., Man-Made Noise, Van
Nostrand Reinhold Co.,New York, NY, 1978.
1
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nd 5, the median noise was 36.46 dB.

Lomax, V.D.

Nielson, and G.C.
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"Empirical
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Sailors,
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for
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Environmental Man-made Radio Noise Levels,"
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DISCUSSION

John S. BELROSE
I wonder what sort of "ground-plane" was used with the 9-foot rod that you
used to make the radio noise measurements ? Stimulated by a CCIR interest
to measure HF field strenghts imploying a short vertical whip, we (at the
Communications Research Centre, Ottawa) have made a study (which is still
ongoing) to determine how the antenna factor depends on ground
conductivity and on the type of "grounding". We have made measurements
using a short active whip fed against a support rod. The support rod was :1)
grounded by a ground stake ; 2) fed against a radial ground screen, having
radials of various numbers and lengths, and elevated at different heights ; 3)
isolated from ground (a dipole) ; and 4) employing an Uffer ground, a ground
rod enclosed in concrete. The concrete remains damp and provides a more
stable ground, than a ground rod. The antenna factor depends on all of the
above parameters.
AUTHOR'S REPLY
One attempts to have a short antenna over perfect ground. In the case of the
9 foot vertical rod referred to in the paper, Shephard et al. [9] used a nine
foot rod on a 2-ft diameter aluminum base ; this itself was then mounted on
top of a van. SRI made a considerable effort to verify that the antenna was in
fact a short antenna over perfect ground.
ADDED COMMENT - George H. HAGN

The 9-ft rod on with a 2-ft aluminum base mounted on a vehicle roof was
calibrated for 2 vehicles in 1972 in Iceland. The groundwave antenna factor
was measured to be -2,8dB(m - 1) for a small van and - 1,6dB(n11) for a small
Volkswagen for the entire HF band. One should always calibrate the antenna
as used, wherever possible to reduce this source of error ?

17 14

R.M. HARRIS, UK
You mentioned a report which studied man-made noise at altitude. Do you
know if they measured conventional atmospheric noise as a function of
altitude ? I do not know of any such work having seen reported, do you know
of any ?
AUTHOR'S REPLY
In the frequency range from 25 to 70MHz, covered in the work of Roy [1819], atmospheric noise is not as important a source as is galactic noise and
man-made noise. John Herman may have reported some studies of
atmospheric noise at satelite heights and a person who I think is named Art
Mille of Convair Corporation may have reported the measurement of noise
measured by an airplane as it approached Akron, Ohio. In the latter study the
noise measurements were peak noise rather than r.m.s. noise.
ADDED COMMENT- George H. HAGN
Atmospheric noise from lightning in the frequency range 25-70MHz
propagates primarily by line-of-sight (LOS) from active storm cells. Its
variation with altitude should be small once the LOS geometry is achieved.
E. ANAGNOSTAKIS
Mr Sailors, could you, please, elaborate a little more on the choice of the
number of degrees of freedom in the case in which you employ the chi-square
technique for determining the gaussian parameters of your interpretation ?
AUTHOR'S REPLY
In the case in which the chi-square technique is employed to obtain the
Gaussian parameters, the degrees of freedom are determined exactly as
would be used to find the degrees of freedom for the chi-square model.
Reference [13] given in the paper gives further details on how to obtain the
degrees of freedom for the chi-square given the median and upper and lower
decile. An algorithm to do this is contained in the HFMUFES IV HF
predict' ,, ,rogram.

4
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TOWARD A GLOBAL MODEL OF HF
OTHER-USER INTERFERENCE

G.H. Hagn
Information & Telecormunication Sciences Center
SRI International
1611 North Kent Street
Arlington, VA 22209
ABSTRACT
Information on other-user interference (sometimes called co-channel
interference) is important in predicting the performance of HF systems.
For many systems, especially frequency-hopping communications systems,
other-user interference can be a greater problem than man-made noise
from incidental radiators (e.g., powerlines) or atmospheric noise from
lightning. We currently have a set of local environment models for
man-made noise (CCIR Report 258) for business, residential, rural and
quiet rural areas and a worldwide model for atmcspheric noJie from
lightning (CCIR Report 322). However, there are no worldwide or regional
models for HF other-user interference. This paper will describe a method
for development of a regional model for HF other-user interference in
terms of congestion for allocated bands (e.g., fixed, mobile, amateur,
etc.). Congestion is defined as the fraction of the channels in an
allocated band of contiguous channels with detected energy exceeding a
specified threshold. A global congestion model might eventually be
achieved as a combination of regional models.
Occupancy of individual channels and congestion of allocated HF bands
vary with type of service, frequency, time of day, season, angle of
arrival, type of receiving antenna, receiver bandwidth, threshold,
geographic location and sunspot number. Researchers at UMIST,
Manchester, UK, have noted the large variability of the occupancy of
individual 1-kHz channels; however, by aggregating contiguous l-kHz
measurements across individual allo:ated bands, they have also noted the
stability of the statistics of HF binds and congestion for a given time
of day and season (e.g., winter, noon). UMIST also has successfully
modeled band congestion at one location (Gott, et al., AGARD-CP-420,
Lisbon, 1987). A method of extrapolating the empirically-based UMIST
statistical model of band congestion from a point (e.g., one receive
site in the UK) to a region (e.g., Europe) will be described. The model
coefficients would be derived from measurements at locations in NATO
countries separated by about 500 km (or a distance determined by a
correlation test). The coefficients for the regional model for a given
arbitrarily chosen location, would be derived by interpolation. The applicability of the regional modeling approach to the ,evelopment of a
global model for HF band and congestion (analogous to the CCIR Report
322 worldwide model for atmospheric noise from lightning) will be
discussed.
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DISCUSSION
ICA FUERXER
Why we do not define a model based on the description of a transmitter, the
propagation and the activity to find the head lines of the problem to solve. It
could be the opportunity to specify the measuring system specifications and
the way to validate the model in Europe.
AUTHOR'S REPLY
I believe that a propagation model can be used to gain insights by running it
for known transmitter locations and characteristics. I do not think that the
International Telecommunication Union has an accurate or complete enough
data base of HF assignments and equipments to generate the basic model.
An empirical data base is needed to define the model that is the subject of
this paper.
C.GOUTELARD, kR
II s'agit d'un commentaire qui s'inscrit dans la discussion pr6sente. Tout
d'abord il me semble que les pr6visions des interfdrences doivent etre Acourt
terme, car aux variations ionosph6riques s'ajoutent les variations dues aux
utilisateurs et dont la variabilit6 est bien plus grande.
Ensuite, il me semble que l'on a de bonnes raisons d'etre optimiste sur la
stabilit6 du spectre. En effet si l'on doublait, ou si l'on divisait par 2 le
nombre d'6metteurs existant sur terre on n'obtiendrait qu'une variation de
3dB du niveau moyen du spectre HF.
Enfin, je pense que les 6tudes A mener ne doivent pas 6tre men6es en
s'interrogeant sur le coot d'un tel syst~me. IIfaut le faire de toute faqon.
AUTHOR'S REPLY
The cost must be considered when determining if a regional (or global)
model is practically achievable. The distance correlation data available now
indicate that sampling can be done at a spacing greater than 500 km.
Therefore, a regional model for Europe seems practical from an economic
stand point.
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MODELISATTON SPATIO-TEMPORELLE
DES INTERFERENCES ELEC17ROMAGNETIQUES H.F.
EN EUROPE OCCIDENTALE
T. CANAT, J.CARATORT, C GOUTELARD
LETnI - Universit6 Paris-Sud -Orsay - France

L'encombrcment spectral de ]a gamme des ondes dtcam~triques prouve son exploitation permanente
par de nombreux utilisateurs. Dans cc spectre, qui s'6tend de 3 A30 MHz, l'importance des interf~rences
est tr~s grande A cause des puissances utilisies - certains ftetteurs ont des puissances d'fmission de
1MW - mais aussi Acause des conditions de propagation qui permettent de grandes portdes avec de
faibles pertes de puissance.
La qualitt d'une liaison est caractiris6e par son rapport signall(bruit + interfirences). On S'est
beaucoup penchi, durant les anndes passies, sur Ie calcul ot la privision de la puissance du signal. Los
caract~ristiques variables de I'ionosphere, lites A1'indice d'activitd solaire dont on poss~de des valeurs
suffisamment prdcises depuis 1730, ont intcitd les chercheurs A(dfinir des m6thodes; de prtvision. Ces
m6thodes dont 1'efficacit6 est connue perniettent, avec des temps de pr~avis variables, de donner
satisfaction aux utilisateurs.
Cependant, la qualit6 d'une liaison dtpend tout autant du bruit et des interf~rences, m~me si cc terme
apparalt au d~nominatcur d'uo rapport. Le bruit et plus encore les interfirences d~pendent des
conditions ionosplitriques et sont donc fonction do temps et de l'espace. D'autres causes do variations
existent, Wies notarnmnent Ala densit6 des 6metteurs dons Iazone do plusieurs milliers; de kilom~tes qui
entoure le lieu de riception. Ainsi, I'encombremeot spectral est beaucoup plus important en Europe
qu'on Am~rique, qu'au coeur de l'ochaa pacifique...
Une vision plus large des prdvisions ionosphtriques consiste Aprdvoir, non plus seulemont la puissance
du signal requ, mais la valeur complbte du rapport signal/interf~rences + bruit), qui, comme ii viewt
d'dtre dit, no d~pend plus uniquement que de l'activitE solaire, mais 6galement do l'activitE des autres
utilisateurs.
La pr~vision de l'activitE des interfdrences constitue une partie do cette pr~sentation, mais cette
prdvision doit 6tre conipldtde, pour les systmes moderoes, par une Evaluation des variations spatiales
des interf~rences.
L'utilisation d'antennes directives et te traitement du signal par los antetmes permetteot de r~duire
l'influence des interfirences par la discrimination de leur direction d'arrivde. Ainsi, l'Etude de Ia
r~partition des interf~r.-nces en fonction de l'azimut devient une connalssance A priori utile pour Ia
conception des systtmes.
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La variation spatiale des interfdrences concerne Ala fois Icur prdvision et l'laboration de systames A
grande base utilisant la diversit6 d'espaco. En effet, un systame de prdvision des interfdrences doit
prendre en compte Ala fois los; variations temporelles et les variations spatiales, de faqon A 6tablir le
temips de pr6avis optimum et lo maillage spatial le mains coflteux limit6 par un coefficient de corrdlation
minimum entre les points d'une maille. Ces consid6rations sont examin6es dans une secondc partie de
cette prdsentation.
Les rdsultats pr~sentds s'appuient sur un ensemble de mesures d'environ 60 millions de points. Ces
r6sultats ant Wtobtenus avec des syst~mes informatisds, seuls capablos de permettre un traitement
comiplet. Deux syst~mes ant Wtcongus. Le premier, relativement lourd, a permis d'effectuer des analyses
tr~s fines, Ie seco.ad plus leger est constitu6 par des systemes identiques transportables utilis6s pour
N'tude des corrilations spatiales.
Ces systemes sont d6crits dans la premi~re partie de cette communication.
Les rdsultats d'une telle dtude sont exploitds dans un prajet de r6ception Agrande fiabilitd utilisant une
base de r6ception 6tendue Adiversitd.

II.- SYSTEME DE MESURE
L'Ctude du spectre H.P. montre que ]a difference ontre le niveau de l'6metteur le plus puissant et le
niveau du bruit de fond, atteint courammont 100d0, voire davantage. Une telle variabilitd impose des
contraintes s6v0res Al'appareillage de mesure. Celui-ci devra poss~der Ala fois :une grande sensibilitd,
do maniee Apouvoir mesurer effoctivement le bruit plancher, ainsi qu'un point d'nterception d'ordre 3
61Mv,de fagon A permettre la mesure du niveau du signal Ie plus intense, sans engendrer
dintermodulation. Sa dynamique doit donc Wte aussi grande quo possible.
Le spectre HAF dvolue aussi en fonction de 'hieure et de Ia saisan, aussi lappareillage devra-t-il
permottre de relever et d'enregistrer, de fagon automatique, un grand nombre d'dcliantillons couvrant
l'ensemble des situations possibles. 11devra done Wte programmable via un ordinateur.
Dans le but de faciliter 1'6tude expdrimcntale du spectre H.F., le LEM1T a d~velopp6 deux systtmes de
mesure rdpondant chacun Ades crit~res spicifiques.
Le premier d'entre oux, dont Ia figure 1 reprdsente Iesynoptique, a 6t6 conqu dans Iebut d'effectuer des
inesures do grando qualitd, Apaste fixe. 11se compose
*D'un analyseur do spectre synth~tis6 et programmable Marconi 2382.
-D'un

ordinateur HP 9000 type A330 dquip6 d'un disque dur do 40Moctets.

-D'un
"tirair mesuro" programmable et 6talonnable, destin6 Aamdliorer les
performances globales du syst~me.

Le tiroir mesure contient essentiellement
Des commutateurs permettant do s~lectionner le signal Aanalyser :charge 50 ntou
gendrateur en made dtalonnage, antenne active ou r~seau Abalayage Olectronique en
made mesure.
-

- Une batterie do filtres passifs passe-bande do largeur un demi-octave, destin6s A
6liminer los produits d'ntermodulation d'ordre 2.
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-Un ensemble d'amplificateurs large-bande, fort-niveau, faible-bruit, et d'attdnuateurs,
dont le r~le est de fixer le facteUr de bruit, donc la sensibilit6 de la chaine.

Ce syst~me poss~de urie sensibilit6 maximale d'environ -l4OdBmn pour une largeur de bande de 1KHz
ce qui
(facteur de bruit F z4dB), one dynamique maximale de 85dB et une dynamnique totale de MOMd,
assure, darn tous les cas, d'excellentes mesures.
Le second systme a &t6conpu darn le but d'6tudier la corr~lation spatiale desiiitert~rences. La n~cessit6
de transporter fr~quemment le mattriel a orientE le choix vers un sybtame compact et l6ger. La figure 2
montre que la chaltne de mesure se compose
-D'une

antenne active AMI'.

-D'un
r~cepteur de trafic synthdtisE et programmable NARDEUX T-264, capable de
mesurer le niveau du signal, et de la trafismettre Aon calculateur via un bus IEEE-488.

-

D'un calculateur assoctE Aun lecteur do disque souple.

Cc syst~me poss~de one sensibilit6 un peu momns bonne que celle du syst~me fixe, et sa dynamique est
beaucoup plus faible. Cependant, l'utilisation du circuit de contr~le automatique do gain (C.A.G.)
permet de b~ndficier d'une dynamique totale superieure AlOOdli, ce qoi est amplement suffisant pour
I'dtude comparative des interfdrences seules.
Dans les deux systmes, un programme de mesure permet Al'ordinateur de
-Fixer

les param~tes.

*Lancer une mesure Al'instant pr~vu.
*Acqudrir Ics r~sutlats et les convertir en ASCII (ce qui redii consid~rablement Ie
volume de donn~es Astocker, et augmente l'autonomie).
-Stocker

Ics rdsultats sur disquette, sor disque dur ou sur bande sclon Iecas.

It faut noter que, do fait de l'Evolution de l'onosph~re, et plus particulitremewi de l'absorption, le niveao
des signaux repus Evolue au cours de Ia journ~e. En constiquence, le programme adapte
automatiquement les caract6ristiques de Ia chalne de mesure Acelles des signaux analys~s, assurant ainsi
en permanence des performances optimales.
Enfin, selon Ia fr~quence des mesores et Ia nature du support utilis6 pour Ie stockage des donn~es,
l'autonomie se situe entre quelques jours et quelques semaines.
Ill. - ETUDE SPATIALE DES INTERFERENCES

-

Les 6tudes pr~sentles s'inscrivent dans one Etude plus vaste qui a port6 sur le bruit et sur les
interf~rences [1).
Les mesures A azimut variable, effectu6es pour 6tudier Ia distribution spatiale du bruit et des
interf~rences, ont Wtr~alis~es Ala station STUDIO (Syst~me de Traitement Universel et de Diagnostic
l0nosph~rique), situde A 40 kmn au sud de Paris. Cette station dispose d'un r~seau plan d'antennes
biconiques Abalayage 6lectronique, couvrant environ 1 hectare, doist le lobe de rayonnement peut 8tre
orientE darn une direction quelconque (figure 3).
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Les spectres observ6s darn la bande 3-30MHlz sont bien connus et les variations temporelles et spatiales
sont illustres par les enregistrements de la figure 4.
111.1I.
Bruit et Interf~rences
La distinction entre le bruit et les interf~rences a &t6faite Apartir de la fonction de densitd de
probabilit6 d'axnplitude du signal repu darn une bande de fr~quence dtfinie.
La m6thode de mesure utilis6e est illustr~e par les courbes de la figure 5, r6sumant les
traitements effectuds sur des analyses spectrales de 50KHz obtenues avec des r~solutions dc
300H-z. La figure 5.a, qui repr~sente la densitd de probabilit6 de bruit Pa(x) du systarne de
mesure fait ressortir une distribution de Rayleigh parfaitement conforme Ala thdorie

P. Mx

x

-

2/(q!

Ala valeur quadratique moyenne a., du bruit par ]a relation
oii qa est HiE
0.1

q2

(2)

Lorsque x tend vers z~ro, il vient
log p(X) - 0,1 x d

-

0,1 03

-0,94

(3)

dD

Cette droite asymptotique Aa permet d'6valuer le bruit d'appareillage.
Les mesures donnent les densits de probabilitEs Pa(x) dont les figures 5 b et 5.c donnent
deux exemples mesur~s en France, au sud de Paris, avec le syst~me d'a~riens de Iastation
STUDIO, dans les directions Est et Quest. On peut noter la diffdrence importante qui existe
entre ces enregistrements, qui rdv~lent des interf~rences beaucoup plus importantes dans ]a
direction Est que dans la direction Quest.
La distinction entre Iebruit d'appareillage, Iebruit atmosphtrique et les interfdrences a &t6
effectu~e en remarquant que les interf~rences ont des puissances sup6rieures au bruit et
apparaissent donc pour les fortes valeurs de l'amplitude. Pour Its faibles valeurs, seul le bruit
et Itsinterfdrences faibles subsistent et on retrouve une loi de distribution de Rayleigh
asyniptotique Ala droite
log p(X) =0,1 xe -0,1 (3d

-

0,94

(4)

La droite A est translatde par rapport AIadroite Aa d'une quantitd

6 0 = (0 -

(j)

dB(5

1Idevient donc possible de corriger leffet d'appareillage et les enregistrements des figures 5.b
et 5.c montrent :
-Que le bruit composite (bruit + interf~rences faibles), est plus important dans la
direction Est qiie
dans la direction Quest.
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-Qu'au-deli

f

du maximum de la courbe de densit6 de probabilit6, la. caract~ristique de

Rayleigh disparalt Acause des interf~rences de fort niveau.
-Que

la. presence dinterfirences de fort niveau est plus importante dans la direction Est

que dans la direction Quest.

1112.Ripartition aziniutale des interfirences
Une Etude de la repartition azimutale des interf~rences a 6t6 effectu~e Al'aide du r~seau de
la station STUDIO orientable tout azimut par conimande dlectronique.
Le niveau 6lev des interf~rences montre qu'il est possible de les 6valuer par une simple
mesure de la. puissance reque dans one bande d'analyse, la puissance du bruit 6tant
n~gligeable.
La proc~dure utilis~e a consist6 Aeffectuer une analyse spectrale puis Acalculer la puissance
captte dans cette bande. L'affectation des bandes de frequence aux diff~rents services,
radiodiffusion, services fixes, services mobiles, pose Ie probl~me dui choix de Ia bande
d'analyse. On a finalement clioisi pour cette Etude des bandes d'analyse de 500KHz, 1MHz et
5MHz sans chercher A distinguer les diff~rents services, d'une part pour effectuer une
statistique sur un plus grand nombre de points, d'autre pant A cause de In repartition
relativement uniforme des stations et de leurs puissances d'6mission comparables. On a
cependant traitE de faqon s~par~e les bandes englobant les stations de radiodiffusion dont les
puissances Emises soot notablement plus Elev~es que les autres.
Les r~sultats obtenus sont illustr~s par les diagrammes des niveaux requs de Ia figure 6 qui
repr~sente les r~sultats d'une Evolution journalitre typique et enregistr~s les 18 et 19 W~rier
1986.
Les bandes d'analyse choisies sont de 1MHz et les niveaux indiquds reprtsentent ]a puissance
revue normalis~e Aune largeur de bande de 3KHz, r~solution de I'analyse spectrale.
Ces r~sultats montrent
- Une Evolution journalire du niveau d'interf~rence qui fait apparaltre que la puissance
reque augmente la nuit pour les fr~quences faibles alors qu'elle diminue pour les
friquences Elevtes. Ces r~sultats sont Evidemment li~s directement aux conditions
ionosph~riques qui, de jour entralnent une absorption importante des fr~quences faibles
dans la region D,et de nuit abaissent les fr~quences maximales utilisables Acause de Ia
r~duction des fr~quences critiques de la. rigion F.
Pour toutes les fr~quences, Ie niveau d'interfirence est nettement plus ElevE vers l'Est
que vers l'Ouest. On note une diff~rence moyenne de 10 A 15dB particulierement
marqu~e A18 heures.
Ce r~sultat traduit en premier lieu one densitE d'Emetteurs plus grande A I'Est qu'a
I'Ouest, constat qui frappe l'Evidence au simple vuide la carte d'Europe occidentale. En
second lieu, l'accroisseinent des iveaux d'interf~rence A 18 beures pout 8tre interpr~tE
par Iar~duction do l'absorption par la r~gion D pour les Emissions issues de l'Est.
-
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Ces risultats montrent que Ies interfdrcnces an Europe occidentale sont essontiollement crees
par Its Ametteurs situds Al'Est, rdsultats attendus, et qu'une augmentation de 10 A15dB doit
etre prise en compte dans 'laboration des systes. L'utilisation d'antennes directives, voire
d'antennes adaptatives doit etre considdrde comnme un moyen de lutte efficace contre los
interferences.

111.3. Corrlton spatiale des interfdrences
La correlation spatiale des interferences est importante pour Its raisons signaldes
pr~c~demnment. Des mesures effectu~es simultan~mezn stir diff~rents sites ont permis do
rechercher les; coefficients de correlation des interferences en fonction des distances separant
les sites.
Los mesures ont dtd effectudes en analysant, dana la gammo 3-30MHz, un ensemble de
bandes de 5 A30KHz d'dtendue scion Ies cas. On d~nombre dans cetto gamnme une r~partition
do 95 bandes aftectdes aux diffdrents services. Le nombre de bandes traitios; a ett clioisi soit
dgal A 95 avec des itendues d'analyse de 30KHz - caa le plus complet -, soil 50 bandos
d'dtenduadgales At5KHz.
La figure 7 reprisente quatre series de spectres relevis simultandment stir deux sites, P'un AtIa
station STUDIO I do Paris, I'aulre Atia station STUDIO 2 situ6c aui sud do STUDIO I Atune
distance de 450 km. Ces spectres sont Mes dana lea 95 bandes d~finies pr~cedemment et
chaque enrogistre.-ent, effectu6 stir une dur~odedI houro, reprisente 15 spectres; rclev~s
toutes los 4 minutes.

Ces enregistrements montrent.
. Pour chaque site, ]a bonne corr~ation temporelle quo traduit ]a faiblo dispersion des
courbes.
-

Lahsorption des fr~quences basses en milieu do journee.

*La bonne correlation des spectres ontre los sites STUDIO 1 ot STUDIO 2.
Cette correlation apparalt Egalement dana Ies variations temporelle des niveaux des signaux
relevis dana lts deux stations. Los r~sultats do la figure 8 montrent des enregistrements
offectuds durant 60 heures sur lea sites SI'UDIO I et STUDIO 2 avec des bandes d'analyse de
30KHz dana los bandes suivantes
-Radiodiffusion:

*Service maritime mobile.
*Service fixe et mobile
-Bande amateur fixo :

7 200 KHz
88657,5 KHz
6 882,5KHz
7 050 KHz

Ces r6sultats montrent qu'il oxiste une corr~ation entre los niveaux requs quel quo soil It type
de service observe. On pout notor cependant que la correlation eat fortement marquee pour
leas bandes do radiodiffusion oft l'on note ais~ment la misc en service d'6metteurs Atheure fixce.
Cette correlation plus forte pout etre interpr~tie par It fait quo dana ces bandes. la densit~ *is
6motteurs eat plus faible at los puissancos plus fortes.
Pour 6valuer quantitativement la correlation entro Ios niveaux revus on a utilisE los risultats
d'une experience men~e dama des bandes; do 5KM peti contaminies par los interfirences.
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Une itude systimatique de la corrilation entre diffirents sites a tt effectute i l'aide de 3
stations situ~es au sommet d'un triangle dont les c6t~s mesurent 500, 700 et 1000 kmn [2]. Un
choix de 50 bandes de fr~quences, de 5KHz de largeur, a d'abord &t6 effectuE parmi les
bandes rep~rtes comme statistiquement peu contamin~es par les interffrences. Pour
discriminer l'effet azimutal d~crit pric~demment de l'effet pr~sent, on a utilis6 des antennes
directives orienittes vers le nord. Les mesures ont Ett effectuies simultan~ment darn les trois
stations avec une prtcision sup~ricure A]a seconde.
Les mesures ont Wtexploities en analysant le niveau S.du signal revu Ala station k (I"2,) et
en definissanit par tranche d'analyse de 2 heures (figure 9):
Le nombre N., de p~riodes, appelEes pdriodes claires, pendant lesquelles le seuil S,
demneure constamnment inf~ricur Aun seuil Sc choisi parmi 15 seuils distants de MdB. On
appelle Tk, la durto de I&k jinre p~riode claire.
-

*La durle totale du temps T~k des p~riodes; claires

Td-

-

ITk

(6)

L'cart type ak do Indurie des piriodes claires.

*La durie moyenne Dk des pA-riodes claires
T
je"

(7

De la m~ine fagon, on a ditermine les ptriodes claires Tklk2 durant lesquelles les niveawc Sk,
et SQ des stations kI et k2 itaient simultanemnent infdrieurs AS., ce qui a conduit Adifinir les
durtes moyennes D~kIk2 et l'cart type ackiU des pOriodes claires des stations prises 2 A2 et
enfin la durte moyenne D,, et I'cart type OC2 des pdriodes claires; simultandes des trois
stations.
A partir de ces difinitions, ii a Wtd~terminE les probabilitts Pk(S.) d'obtenir un seuil
infirieur A Sc darn chaque station et la probabilit P,1,(S,) d'obtenir simultanirnent des
niveaux inf~rieurs AS, darn les deux stations.
On a alors d~fini un coefficient d'ind~pendance Iktk2(S,) entre les stations qui prend la valeur
0 lorsque les variables al~atoires deviennent ind~pendanes. Los rdsultats obtenus,
reprisent~s sur Iafigure 10 montrent que Ie coefficient d'ind~pendance dipend du seuil S,~et
qu'il est sup~rieur A0,9 pour un niveau supdricur A- 100dB.
11apparalt donc, au vu. de ces r~sultats, quo sur des distances de 500, 700 et 1000 kmn la
corr~lation entre les interf~rences est faible et pratiquement Ia m~ine quelle que soit la
distance entre les stations.
Ce r~sultat, obtenu sur des canaux silectionnis pour Ie faible niveau statistique des
interfirences, trouve une application damn Ia transmission d'information A haute fiabilitE [2]
utilisant une base de riception diversifite de grande dimension.

IV. - EVOLUTION TEMPORELLE DES INTERFERENCES -

Les donn~es nitcessaires; A cette etude ant Wtobtenues A la station STUD0, grace au systame de
mesure fixe pr6ch-deniment d&rit.
IV.1.Acauisition des dannfes
Plutdt que d'analyser la. totalit6 du spectre H.F., not's avons jug6 preferable d'6tudier quatre
bandes de 500KHz, representatives do la. diversit6 des services do telecommnunication
rencontres. La tableau 11 indique pour chacune des bandes retenues le decoupage en sot'sbandes et los utilisations assignees par l'U.I.T. (Union Internationale de
Telecommunications).
Les mesures; sont faites avec une resolution de 1KHz. Chaque spectre de largeur 500KHz
enregistr6 r6sulte du moyennage de 8 spectres individuels cons6cutifs. Les 4 bandes sont
analysdes en momns de 2mn, ce qui permet d'enregistrer un bloc de 30 6chantillons spectraux
en 1 heure. Ces blocs sont acquis au rythme d'un toutes los 3 heures (figure 12). Si on Mie Ia
dur~e d'une campagne de mesure A 15 jours, cola permet de constituer une banque de
domndes comportant pras de 58 000 000 points de mesure, ce qui constitue une bonne base de
travail pour l'analyse numirique de l'volution temporelle des interferences.
11 est important de noter d'autre part, 'que le systeme de mesure ost 6talonn6
automatiquement avant chaque cycle d'une heure, am d'assurer une qualit6 de mesure
maximale.
La figure 13 reprdsente quelques exemples de spectres releves A00h et A 12h T.U. Ie24 juin
1989, qui mettent en evidence lts variations du plancher de bruit et de la dynamique des
signaux.
IV.2. Diagramme d'nccuupation
L'int~ret des diagrammes d'occupation est essentiellement de permettre Ia recherche des
frdquences claires. Utilisds conjointoment aux previsions de propagations, de tols diagrammes
constituent une aide pr~cieuse pour l'6tablissement des plans de frequence. II faut signaler
quo GOIT et Cie [3) [4] [5] ont dtabli un mod~le de l'encombrement spectral dans la bande
H.F., tenant compte de Ia frequence de travail, du seuil d&interference tolerdeCt de I'indice
d'activitd solaire. Ce mod~le cependant, ne permet quo des previsions A long terme, car il
n'inclus pas Ies variations saisonnieres des interferences. Le systtme de mesure que not's
avons developp6 est quant A lui, plut6t destine i l'Etude fine do l'encombrement dans un
nombre limit6 do canaux.
Pour caract~riser les evolutions tomporelles de l'occt'patlon, not's avons evalu6, pour une
frdquence f, un scuil S et une heure h donn~s, le nombre n de Lois ofAIe niveat' du signal
d6passe Ie seuil fMe, cola stir une pdriode do 15 jours. ILe taux d'occupation crolt bien
6videmnment lorsque Ie scull dim-inue, comnie It confirme les illustrations do la figure 14.
L'exemple choisi montre quo 1'6metteur 6tudiM a cess6 d'imettre entre 12h24 et 12h54, ct quc
lorsqu'il fonctionnait It niveat' du signal capt6 6tait suptrieur A-95dBm environ. La remont~e
de l'occupation at' scull *l1OdBm correspond au' bruit d'appareillage et est donc non
signif icative.
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IV.3. Emhbabilhitideclarti
Les diagrainmes doccupatiors fournissent une probabilit moycone, d'enconibrement sur une
pdriode donode, nisis ne renseignement pas stir l'volution temporelle de l'encombrement.
Afin de combler cette lacune, nous avons 6ttidi6 la probabilit6 pour qu'une bande soit claire
pendant Jjours consdcutifs, auxniveau S,et &une heure donn~e.
Les tchantillons d'ampfitude relatifis AIletre V soot rang~s darn tin tableau A3 dimensions
A(Nj, N., N,) d'6l6ments aO, t, f), avec:
.N3 nonibre de jours d'observation (N, - 15)
- Ntnornbre d'Eclantiflons darn tine heure (N, 30)
- Nf nombre de points de fr~quence dans la bande analysde.
Le, seuil S6tant fixt, on forme tin second tableau B(NJ, N, N,) dont les El6ments bi. t, 0 sont
tels que:
bo, t, 0 =0

5i
U6, t, 0):S
si
a, t,O0< S
La probablilt pour qua la bande soit claire J1jours consicutifs au nlveau S. est alors donn~e
par:

b, t,f).-.I

xifJ*

P(S,3)

N,

N1

II
I
W Of

(Nj

J*J*I

TI

+1),'
1

b (i, t, f)
IN

(8)

L'exemple do la figure 15 est typique do l'Evolution de Iaprobabilit6 do clartE. On notera que
la valejar correspondant AJ - 0 reprdsente I&probabflitd de non-clartd, cc qui correspond aui
compldment de la probabilitd de clartE stir 1jour (3 - 1).
On observe d'autre part, pour J 2t1,tine d~croissance r~gulitre et monotone de Is probabilit6
de clartE qui suggtre tine loi exponentielle. Une analyse simple montre qu'iI en est bien ainsi.
Posons :
-n,

le nombre de canstix clairs Jjours cons~cutifs darn la bande analys~e.

*nj,1

le nombre de canaux clairs J+1I jours cons~cutifs.

11est Evident que nj, est proportionnel Anp,car les canatix encore clairs le J + I bme jour ne
peuvent 6tre issus que de I'ernemble des cansux clairs J jours cons~ctitifs. D'autre part, Ie
nombre de canaux clairs diminue n~cessairement avec J.On peut donc dcrire -

ofi la constante positive A, traduit le taux d'extinction des canaux clairs. La solution de cette
Equation diffdrentielle est
nj = exp(-A. J - Bc)

(10)

et coninl aprobabilitEde clartE est P(S, I)=nj/N,, on obtient finalement:
P(S, J) = exp(- A J.B)

(11)
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Cette loi a Wtv6rifide avec: une excellente pr6cision pour t'ensemble des donn6es disponibles.
De plus, 1'analyse numdriquc des coefficients A et B en foniction du seuil S, a montr6 que
ceux-ci suivent aussi une 101exponentielle (voir figure 16), cc qui permet d'exprimer
finalement la. probabilit6 de clart6 sous la forme:
P(S, J) = exp[.cxp(- AIS- A2 ).J -exp(- BIS- B)J

(12)

dans laquelle les coefficients A1, A2, B1 , B3
2 d6pendcnt de Ilheure et de la bande de
fr~qucncc consid6r6s.
Nous avons aussi 6tudi l'6volution de la probabilitt de clart6, pour un scull donn6, en
fonction de I'hicure. La figure 17 montre que la probabilit6 de clart6 est, pour un seuil donn6,
maximalc A MOO0,
et minimale vers l8b00. Les r6sultats obtenus traduisenit Atla fois
l'volution des conditions de propagation (MUF, absorption), et les conditions d'utilisation
des dmettcurs H.F. (arr&t de certaines 6missions la nuit, 6missions plus nombreuses en fin de
journde). Les m~mcs graphes; montrent d'autre part qu'une p~riode de mesure de 7 At10jours
suffit pour permettre l'valuation des paran1~tres A et B entrant dans la formule donnant ]a
probabilit6 de clart6.
IVA4 Privislon des Uq~uences clalres
La mod~lisation des interf6rences pcrmet d'envisager unc pr6vision Atcourt terme des
fr6qucnces claires. Unc methode simple consiste Atresurer l'cncombrement spectral pendant
Jjours, puis ft utiliser l'information acquise pour estimer l'encombrement au jour J+ 1.
Dans cc but, nous avons d6fini la probabilitd C(S, J) pour qu'une bande claire J jours
cons~cutifs soit claire le J+ 1 me jour. Pour calculer l'indice de clart6 C(S, J), d~finissons
*j
-EJ

+1

-DJ+

I

MlPv~nement bande claire Jjours consdcutifs au seuil S
l'6vanement bande claire J+1I jours consdcutifs au scuil S
M6nement: bande claire Icjour J+1I au scull S lorsquc les Jjours
pr6c6dents sont clairs.

On a alors:

C(S,J)

m Prob(D,

1

SiEj

Prob(Dj,et
Prob(Ej) Ej)

(13)

or

Prob(D,,, et E,) = Prob(E,,)

C(SJ) -Prob(E,,)
Prob(E,)

_

P(S,J+1)
P(S,J)

(14)

(15)

La figure 18 montre comment dvolue l'indicc de clart6 en foniction du scull pour plusicurs
valeurs de J. Pew des niveaux de scull faibiles, les courbes sont liinit6es par le bruit planclier.
Le d6calage de l'origine des courbes provient du fait que la probabilitd de clart6 diminue
lorsque le nombre de jours diminue.

A
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Si les courbes sont tr :sdiff6rentcs pour Ics sculls faibles, diles ont tendance Ase rapproclier
pour les sculls dlevis. Les differences observees s'cxpliqucnt par Icfait qu'aux faibles niveaux
c'est le bruit qui jouc le rblc principal, alors qu'aux forts niveaux: cc sont les interferences. Or
to modtle adoptE ne s'applique qu'aux interferences. Si on se Emnite Ala gamme de validit6 du
maditle, et si on introduit dans C(SJ) 1'cxprcssion 6tablie pricidemnment pour P(SJ), itvient:
C(Srj)

=

cxp(-A)

=

exp[ - e*p-AS - A)

(16)

11apparalt quc I'indicc dec dart cst independant du nombre de jours d'obscrvation, et ne
depend que du scull S,pour unc bande dc frquence et une heure donndes. La figure 19, qui
reprdsentc Ics graphes calculds ct thioriqucs (expression 16) de C(S4) pour S compris entro 110 et -85dBm, confirme ]a validitt du mod~Ie precedent.

V. - CONCLUS~ION
La bande des andes dicamttriqucs demneure cncore 1'une des plus utilistes ; cependant, la qualit6 des
liaisons dt.,nd du rapport signal Abruit plus interferences et non du seul rapport signal Abruit.
Si des previsions ionosphiriqucs permettent de privair avec une bonne prababilitE l'intensit6 du signal
recu, peu d'Etudes ant Wtmenees; sur la possibilitt d'cffectuer des previsions sur les interferences.
Comme pour les previsions ionosplitriques, it cst possible d'envL~ger des previsions A long, moyen, ou
caurt-terme. L'Etude presentee montre qu'il existe A la fais une correlation spatiale et une corr~lation
temporelle des interferences. Paur chacune d'elles, des tls do prevision peuvent etre dtablies au vu des
mesures effectuics. Les relations empiriques abtenues sont susceptibles d'etre intcrprdtees Apartir de
modales thdoriqlues simples.
Ces r~sultats doivent etre consider~s comme un encouragement Apoursuivre les Etudes de modE~oation
et de prevision des interferences, i I'Echcllct locale comnie AI'chclle planetaire. Pour que ces Etudes
abautissent, il ser.- n~cessaire de difinir en premier lieu un maillage pour I'tchantillannage spatial, et
une p~riodicitE pour 1'Echantillonnage temporel, determines A partir de la precision des previsions
saubaitees.
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DISCUSSION

George H. HAGN
Data in your paper indicates there is a chance for a regional model for
congestion and for "anti-congestion". However, I am surprised that the decay
of clear channels is as slow as it is across the 15 days for which you showed
data.
Could you comment on whether you also were surprised by this relative
stability ?
AUTHOR'S REPLY
11 n'existe pas de canaux clairs durant plusieurs jours cons~cutifs, ni mame
durant un jour, dans la bande HF.
Les rdsultats pr6sentds concernent la clart6 obtenue sur une p~riode
d'observation d~finie, dams l'exeniple present6, cette p6riode est de 1 heure.
D'autres p~riodes ont &t66videmment analysdes.
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Topology-Selective Jamming of
Fully-Connected, Code-Division Random-Access Networks
Andreas Polydoros
Communication Science Institute
PHE414, EE Dcrt/Systems
University of Southern California
Los Angles, CA 90089-0272
Abstract- The purpose of this paper is to introduce certain
models of topology-selective stochastic jamming and examine its
impact on a class of fully-connected, spread-spectrum, slotted
ALOHA-type random-access networks. The theory covers
dedicated as well as half-duplex units. The dominant role of the
spatial duty-factor is established, and connections with the dual
concept of time-selective jamming are discussed. The optimal
choices of coding rate and link-access parameters (from the
users' side) and the jamming spatial fraction are numerically
established for DS and FH spreading,
1. Introduction
The throughput/delay performance of Code-Division
Random-Access (CDRA) spread-spectrum networks has
received wide attention in the past decade, particularly because
of the military interest in mobile packet radio [KaGrBuKu78,
[DaGr80], [Rayc8l], [Jubi8], [ShTo85], [Purs87], [PoSi87].
Accordingly, the survivability of a Packet Radio (PR) network
under jamming attack is an important issue. Conceptually, a
network could be attacked on three layers of importance, namely
the end-to-end network, link, and physical layers. In such a
jamming game, many factors could affect the results. The
communicators have the choices of muting algorithms, channel
quality monitoring schemes, and the network informationexchange schemes. On the other hand, ammerchoices include
temporal featurs (such as static, dynamic or follower jamming)
as well as topological features (i.e., selection of nodes or links
to be jammed).
The purpose of the present paper Is to introduce certain
concepts on topology-selectivejamming and further examine its
impact on a certain class of "local" or "monohop" or "fullyconnected" networks, which we specify below. This particular
class of networks has been selected because there exists a
conveniclt analytic vehicle which adequately describes their
performance [PoSi87j; thus, it provides a good starting model
upon which topological jamming can be defined and assessed
with a reasonable degree of analytic ease. We note, however,
that the following definitions of topological selectivity are quite
general and can be applied to other models as well. We also
note that topological selectivity can be perceived as a
complementary notion to temporal selectivity, which pertains to
jamming patterns with different time-domain profiles but
homogeneous with regard to space. In other words, the jammer
can be ON or OFF in a deterministic or stochastic way but,
when ON, all nodes are jammed; the reader is referred to
[PrPo87] for a discussion of the latter case.
As mentioned, jamming with any particular selectivity
feature manifests itself on all three layers. Thus, it is not
immediately clear how the "local" or "monohop" results of this
paper i.ught to be interpreted in a larger multihop environment,
espcially in view of the fact that there does not seem to exist a
umque, widely accepted analytic tool for performance evaluation
in this case. Here, we choose to focus on the monohop model
because (a) certain networks are indeed quite adequately
described by this model and (b) it allows for certain conclusions
and assessient to be made. In particular, multi-receiver Satellite
systems emploiyin$ CDRA techniques [Wu84] or terrestrial
networks which either operate in smaller ranges or employ
hierarchical structures with dedicated repeater-nodes would fit
well the present model.
The paper is organized as follows: first, in section 2, we
review the basic features of the network models. As we explain,
we will consider two disdct classes of networks: those with
dedicated transmitters and receivers, where no switching
between those two functions takes place (sections 3 - 5), and
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those with non-dedicated or half-duplex units, where nodes
indeed switch between the two functions sequentially in time
(sections 6 - 8). The reason for the distinction is that the
jamming parameters must be somewhat different for the two
possibilities. So, a stochastic jamming model for the first case is
presented in section 3, followed by the corresponding
throughput/delay analysis in section 4. For illustrative purposes,
two particular examples (scenarios) of topology-selective
jamming ar considered in detail. In this section, an efficient
combinatorial algorithm is also presented for the recursive
evaluation of certain important probabilistic parameters, an
enhancing feature of the theory in [PoSi87] in its own merit.
Numerical results for this section are presented insection 5. The
alternative network and the concomitant jamming model is
explained in section 6, while its analysis is presented in
subsections 6a and 6b. Numerical results and comparisons are
included in section 7. The paper concludes with the discussion
in section 8.
2. Network Models
We identify in this section the particular monohop network
which we employ in the present study. As mentioned, the
monohop network environment under consideration is either
identical or closely related to the one analyzed in [PoSi87j. In
particular, we assume an arbitrary collection of potential
transmitters (TRs) and receivers (RCVRs) in a statistically
symmetrical setup, namely, each TR faces the same probabilistic
circumstances in the channel; an analogous symmetry holds
from each RCVR's viewpoint. Furthermore, every TR can be
heard from every RCVR; in this sense, the network is fullyconnected. Time is slotted. The total number of nodes or units
under consideration is denoted by U (see Table 1, which is
borrowed from [PoSi87] and summarizes the notation and
terminology throughout this paper also).
We should distinguish, at this point, between the
concepts of potential and active TRs or RCVRs. Any unit that
can and. at some time, will transmit, belongs to the set of
potential TRa whose fixed size is Nr; the same goes for potential
RCVRs (size Nit). The term "active" is reserved for those units
which indeed act in either capacity at a particular slot. For
random access, the number of active Tts in any slot is a random
variable (r.v.), denoted by MT; thus, in general, MT * NT. On
the other hand, the picture regarding the number of active
RCVRs is a bit more complicated: if the network is built with
exclusively-functioning TRs and RCVRs, then active and
potential RCVRs are identical notions, i.e., MR = NR; we will
call this the dedicated model and address it in the following
section. The aforementioned satellite random-access application
would mostly fit in this category. Let us note that fullduplex
units constitute a special case of dedicated networks with U NT = NR. In general, NT * N3 , such as in the single-star
[DaGr80] or connected-star topology. In many terrestrial
applications it is much more economical to deploy half-duplex
modems, which means that a unit will successfully alternate
between the receiving tnode and the transmitting mode; it is not
dedicated solely to either one of the two functions, and it cannot
do both at the same time. This comprises the nondedicatedmodem network model, and we consider it in section 6. Of
course, hybrid models can be created with some dedicated and
som nondedicated units, but their analysis would be a
straightforward extension of the present one. Let us note again
that, in all cases, the number of active TRs MT is a random
variable (0 <MT : NT) with an unconditional pdf fmT(m) (see
Table I).
The access protocol is of the sloted-ALOHA type with Po,
Pr denoting the new-packet and backlogged-packet transmission
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probabilities, respectively [KlLa75]. We shall assume a finite
number of TR's. No buffering will be assumed; thus,
transmitters are always busy (never idle with an empty buffer),
implying that they am either in the orgiauive mode (witha new
packet) or in the backlogged mode (with a packet that failed
sometime previously); this is the standard model of [KILa75].
For a network under janmSing str, the assumption of neveridle users is quit reasonable and corresponds to the interesting
case of the jamnmer being sufficiently strong to keep the network
busy most of the time. Furthermore, regardless of the mode
they are in, the TRs will be either active or inactive
(nansmiing) in a particular slot, as weindicated previously.
If the units are half-duplex, they can receive during the inactive
periods; otherwise, they do nothing. A small summary of the
nomenclature and status-classification of the units appears in
Figure 1.
Finally, regarding the spreading code distribution, we
assume either a common code or TR-bueod code system, thus
specifcally excluding RCVR-bued codes [SoSi4J, [SuLI85],
lPur l. The implication Is that a TRs packet can be
aM y i
ed by me than one RCVR, although It could
potentlly contribute only one unit to the total success (or
throput) count We hav termed Such scenrio copedsive
to account for the TRs *effort" to secure some RCVR's
ansation. This is In contrast to the paired-off serio (which
can be thought of as a simultaneous TR and RCVR-bused
system) where: TRs and RCVRs form distinct pairs and suffer
only fiam secondary mld-toi er feace (plus jammi), but
whee RCVR-atention is warranted for each individual packet.
We will show oouparisons beteen the competitive and pared
offcases within the jamming frameworkin section 5.
L us now proceed with the development of the dedicatedunit jamming model; the half-duplex case will just be an
saMApame modifation thereo.
3. Jamming of Dedlcated-Unit Networks
Let us conslder an atdtimy topology involving NT fixed

p

M
NR

signifying the average fraction of jammed RCVRs and (b) the
jamming power per attacked RCVR per slot, JRCVR, assumed
fixed throughout, which relates to the averagejamming power
J, as

In the following analysis we shall assume that the janmier is
average-power-limited, i.e., J,, is constant and given. Thus,
varying the spatial duty factor induces the classical tradeoff
between percentage ofjammed RCVR's versus the power 3J cvR
(psp) directed to each one of them. The functional dependence
of equation (4) on p, is meant to enhance this point.
Definition (2) is fairly general and can serve as a starting
point for different probabilistic jamming options. Here, we
focus on two special cases which we shall call scenario I and 2,
resectvely,
Sgmuado

. Each RCVR is jammed with probability pl,

independent of any other RCVR. Then,
Pr[AWZ%-(I - p )NR

(Scenario 1)

P', M p;

J(No

pjA'.]

-I

,

othrwVis
RCVR is
if

jmed

dt()

then we can quantify topological selectivity by the joint
probality ms distributio functio

PrA gl
,Pr[A~=a
A 'SRI
(2)
1,
where a noor 1;i-,..,Na. Thustheexperimentperformed

by the jammer consits of drawing a random vecto V in each
slot, which then identifies the targeted RCVR's. The
assumption of independent trials (per slot) plus any specific
distribution as per (2) completely determine the underlying
probability space.in)
Associated with the above are two important parameters,
namely (a)what weshall call the *waia dofactor,pw defined
as (het, e( ) stands for expectation)

if MOa

NR

i

(N7
(7)

otherwise

can be dealt with in a way similar to [Pro7J). The jammer

S,
11,

(6)

Seendro 2. Te numberof RCVR'sjammed is fixed to N1 (a
given constant), although the specific subset changes randomly
every slot. Then,

snleiainexists (die cost ofe-of such an as--ptio

Apatiular topology-selective jamming strategy manifests
itself in the way the M jammed receivers are selected. If we
define the binasy-valud r.v.'s Al-, inI,...,Nit as

(5)

where %a, mA(A) is the standard Hamming weight of the
binary vector. Note that mi (a) is simply the value of the r.v.
inthatl" Consequently,E[MJ) -pIN 1 , which simply
imPies from (3)that

probabilistic symmetry condition, We adopt the following
prbabilistict odelforthejanmmingaction: teslontiddmi ls
perfectly known to the jamimer, so that perfect slot

bas. In each lot, a random number of receivers, M, is
selected for jamming out of the Nt total The selection oi the
specific jammed subset is Independent from slot-to-lo so that
nomemory can b exploited by the users. Note that the jamer
kIowa exactly the location of the dedicated receivers. AIm, the
jamming pana is assumed Independent of the charnel state
(e.g., the number of backloged users), a realistic scenario for a
rapidly changing environment. However, extensions to a
channel-depetden scheme would also be of interest. possibly
necessitating a different probabilistic jamming model than the
one herein.

(4)
(4)

(NR

cMI}(P

transmnitters and Nit fixed teclvers andler the aforementioned

performs an Indeopendent probabilistic action on a sltby-slot

(3)

regniless of the exact location of I's In . Clearly,
Nit
pqi (ScenrIo 2)

(8)

Note that p of (8) is restricted to multiples of Nj', while pp
of Sceatiolta take on any value in (0.1].
4.

Performance Analysis

A network under the jamming model of the previous section
can be analyzed by generalizing the concepts in [PoSi87I. In
particular, we shall assume that the probabilistic symmetry
conditions of the above model are still true and that the
probablty
distribution
of theonce
numbier
sucseofper
slot ca
be
uniquely
determined,
the o(number
attemptd
ransmssionsMr-mandthespecificjammingpattern
a
are given for that slot. We can evaluate the throuhput 0
(packets/slot) as the expected number of successful packet
transmissions S,i.e.,

.

8s)

.

{
prf&' eU]

-

}

(SIMrA))I }ef

wul =m] m mpT(mA) fqTm)
Pr

(9)

a
where
is the compte dotraficcraw 1)and pT(m
is the probability of success from a typical TR's viewpoint,
given another (m- 1)lpacket ada specific janting ptte
in
the slot. In deriving (9), we have used the fact that die rv. MT
(attempted transmissions) is independent ofA , since thee is no
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coupling between the users! and jammeres actions within a slot.
Upon interchanging the summations in (9) and defining the
jamming-averageprobability of success from aTW's viewpoint,
conditioned on another (m - 1) packets, as
(10)
pTm
_t pr[A!=6p(mj)
a
we arrive at
J3

transformation (a r.v.) of the
where M1 is the Hamming-weight
L
Note the impact of the aforementioned
random vector A
symmetry assumption. which implies here that all jammed
receivers suffer from interference the same average power.
To illustrate, consider again the two scenarios of section 3.
We immediately have that
A(r4,NR1pP)

fm(1)pt(M4

scenario 1

M
which is a dirct generalization of (42)[PoSi87]. In orderto
proceed, we need to evaluate pT(m) and fMT(m) for any

and

specific jamming strategy as per (2).

0, otherwise
which, when substituted in (14), yield

4a.

=I 1,

Pr(M4=

I =

R
tM- )NR
pP (r;j) + (I -p -- pRmJ
) ..

R

For the nonjammed scenario, [PoSi87] provides examples of
how to calculate p,1 in a variety of situations in terms of the
number of RCVR's, their statistical dependence, etc. This can
be a very complicated procedure for arbitrary models; however,
a simplification occurs if one assumes that, conditioned on a
specific jamming pattern in a slot, each RCVR accepts packets
in a statistically independent fashion from other RCVR's. This
assumption, which would obviously be valid if receiver thermalnoise were the only deterrent, can be argued to be numerically
satisfactory even in the presence of multi-user noise because of
random spreading patterns, fading, random distances, ground
propagation and formation, etc. Then p,1 can be evaluated in a
recursive way which we shall present in the following section,
us just
since it is also required in the evaluation of ff 1T(m). LetpT(m)
evaluation is completed,
this
once
that,
here
note
follows from (12).
Under the independence assumption outlined above, a
shorter path for evaluating pT(m) is as follows: Let pR(mJ)
and pA(m;Jl) denote the probabilities that a typical RCVR will
accept a packet in the presence of another (in - 1) contending
ones, given that this RCVR is jammed (event J) or not (event
JC),respectively. Note that pt(m;Jc) is identical to pR(m), as
introduced in [PoSi87]. Here, because of the possible jamming,
we need to distinguish further and define these conditional
quantities. Then, using (10) and an immediate generalization of
Proposition 2 of [PoSi87], we get

=m

)

cno

in
It should be kept in mind that pR(m;J) above depends on psp via
the jamming level JRCVR(Pp). Note also that the result for
scenario 1 depends only on the jamming -average acceptance
probability
pe(M) A
(17)
PPpA(m;J) + (1 - pl) pA(m;J)
pm)=
which is an intuitively expected result, because RCVRs are
jammed independently for this case. Obviously, this is not true
for scenario 2.
For the specific protocol choice Pt - P, = p (which can be
described as "uncontrolled-ALOHA"), the composite traffic
is simply the binomial distribution A(m,Nrp),
fMT(m)
regardless of any jamming action. For this limited case,
equations (11) and (16) suffice to determine throughput.
The more general and interesting case, however, is when Po
4b. Evaluation of fMT(m) and psl.
Following closely the steps in [PoSi87, Appendix A], we
can evaluate fmT(m) as
frr(m)

=

.(

b

f(

b-0
where fMT.(Bb(Mlb), the conditional composite traffic given b
backlogged users at the beginning of the slot, is evaluated from
A(m - n, b, pr) A(n , NT - b, Po) (19)

fifT.b(mlb) =

max(o, r - b) niS nn(NT - bm)

p.())=Y, Pr[Ai
1

¢

NR

jc

p

;M;P-

(12b)n

Pr[
W
Pr[12b(16)

is the average (over the jamming strategy) of the probability
PraAj = Pr[s successes, given in attempted
]
transmissions and jamming pattern AT(13)

;

P(m1
p-(m

)

R- m

N

R

R

RW
P

(

i'J)

I

mn

with (po, pr) the first transmission and retransmission
probabilities, respectively. Note that (19) is true regardless of
the jamming action. In (18), xB(b) is the appropriate given
vector of the jammng-average matrix P = p ), i.e..
(20)

xB(b) - XB(b) P

NRw
=

(lSb)

J

i

(12a)

s

1-

I

; scenario 2

(m)

where

S

ifml = N1

) =R

Evaluation of p(m)

In principle, pT(m) can be evaluated in accordance with
Proposition I of [PoSi87] (which is quite general and also holds
in this jam m ed scenario) as

Psirn -=

(1a)

NHri

PrM =n
pj=

mR-0

1
R-m
11 P,(.;f)
A
[IN- Mm

-

1

A((,J)

MR(14)

A(mo,NT - i, po)
mo.a(Oj-0.

in

Pr) P
1 a ( A-(m bi,1 p)
p(21)

*mJ2O)
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f p.(m;i), if RCVR,

It is clear from (IS), (20). (21) that knowledge of dhe set
is fundamental in the evaluation of the composite
traffic. Assuming, as in (13), that all patterns A with the same
Hamming weight mni(a) result in the same ps,, we can rewrite
(12b) as
4 ] p. 4(2

PM M
X Pr[M =

PAk

e

(k,m
M)
m

1)

(23)

f
Note that, in the present probabilistic framework, which
individual RCVRs belong to the sets is irrelevant, and their
it is the set size tq = dim R that
ordering
counts. can be arbitrary,

In order to evaluate p,m.',we shall assume that the N R

A recursive way to calculate p,.m, is the following: let

receivers operate independently, conditioned on the jaimming
pattern. Let !R A [RCVRk k=l.,}and
=
=
(RCVRk, k=m+l,...,NR } indicate that jammed and non-

(k
d
m.m denote theabove probability of s successes, given mn
attempts and mJ jammed receivers, which is due to the first k
receivers, k = 0,...,N
R . Clearly, the sought probability is

jammed sets of receivers, respectively. Let p~k generally stand
for the probability of acceptance from the kth RCVR's
viewpoint. Under the symmetry assumption for each of the sets

simply P

•

=

RI, RjR,we then have that

=
p(0) rn'

J

)

Note that, in the present probabilistic framework, which
individual RCVRs belong to the sets is irrelevant, and their
ordering can be arbitrary; itis the set size mJ - dim
that
counts
i
A recursive
way tocalculate
Ps..l is the following: let
(k)
plk)
denote the above probability of s successes, given m
attempts and ml jammed receivers, which is due to the first k
is
receivers, k R0,...,N
R . Clearly, the sought probability

simply pa

= pN,

.

(0),s=
P ,m4 10

,

k Wc

fI

frdi
= 0

0

(24a)

,otherwise

receiver RCVR1 . Then
Now consider the first

pA(m;J), if RCVRk e 9C (k < mAR)
pA (m;Jc), if RCVRk e V (k >m)

p

,f

M(

We can (+
first define
s I 0"
,
.(0

s

[2
1 t

_(1) .
sh.mj

0sn2o

0, i

1

, s , 1, m > 1
m, s

(24b)

where pRt has been defined in (23) as a function of m and mi.

Generalizing to the kth RCVR, we can use a standard
combinatorial (Imethod
conclude that
-Rk) top(k-t)
(1oA
0m.mJ

r
1(l- pAk) +

)

(m-a+l1)

SIm It

n

(24a)

, S0

(
p.k-1
Rk
_(k-l) A
r k _,h.n j , I S s! m in (m ,k)
'

otherwise

0

,s>min(m,k)

(24c)
Now consider the first receiver RCVR1 . Then
( I)R

P

psh.=.1

a

0,m

1

1, m > 1

, s

The recursion stops when k = NR. Note that two different
quantities will be used in the place of p~Ak
above, depending on
whetherk5mi ork>m, as per (23).

The above recursion can be used with any specific

(24b)

;t 2 or m = 0
where pAt has been defined in (23) as a function of m and ml.

jamming number mJ to produce p,,.mq and then, via (22),
pjm Itis also useful for calculating pi in a nonjammed

Generalizing to the kth RCVR, we can use a standard
coGbnaoralmethtod
combinatorial
ue
thVRwat
methodto
u
to conclude
d
that

environment (thermal and multi-user noise only), thus
augmenting
of [PoSi87. Regarding our previous
two
scenarios,thewetheory
note that

,

--Rk-(k-1)
t-PA 01,m)

M

(I - p k) +
m+~s+ I
+ -

I

R-

,s 0
Ps

ktnk1),.NJ

('i)P~ P5ImnjR
P

p0Nit
NjI

scenario 2

(25)

which is a direct result of (15b), (22) and (24). For scenario I,

(k-1)
I S s5 min (mk)
s-11m.m'
rn

0

=

,

a > miun (m,k)

it can be shown that Ps,. can be
obtained directly from the
k
recursion (24) (i.e., substitute
for p
and identify
p(NR) ne))
so long as we use the jamming-average
aI0.n4

n

(24c)
The recursion stops when k = N R. Note that two different
quantities will be used in the place of pA~k
above, depending on

acceptance probability pA(m) of (17) instead of pAk. This is
also an intuitively appealing conclusion, in view of the fact that
all RCVRs are mutually independent and statistically identical

whether k

under scenario 1, each described probabilistically by p (m).

mi or k > mJ, as per (23).

The above recursion can be used with any specific
jamming number m to produce p,,
and then, via (22),
p--. It is also useful for calculating Pst1 in a nonjammed
environment (thermal and multi-user noise only), thus
augmenting the theory of [PoSi87]. Regarding our previous
two scenarios, we note that

It is instructive to compare the above analysis for topologyselective jamming with the dual concept of temporalselectivity.
We take this issue up in the following section.

I
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4c. Comparison with Temporal Jamming
In our terminology, tmoral implies a pulsed (blinking),
two-level (ON-OFF) jamming pattern which, wher ON, covers
all local receivers under consideration with the same power
JRcvR. Let Pt indicates the temporal duty-factorof the
jammer.
It represents the long-term fraction of time that the jammer is
ON, as well as the probability that a randomly observed slot will
be found in the jamming state. As explained in [PrPo87], a
variety of jamming waveforms can be constructed which have
the same Pt but different sample paths. In essence, one can
vary the length (in slots) of the ON or OFF sessions by different
probabilistic mechanisms, yet keep ptfixed.
The two extreme cases, from a temporal variation or slotcorrelation viewpoint, are (a) a long-term jammer, which stays
in the same ON or OFF state for very long (practically infinite)
interv. ' of time and (b)a slot-by-slot independent jammer with
jamming probability Pt. The mathematical model for (a) is that
of initially choosing between a "good" channel and a "bad"
channel with probability P1 and (I - pt), respectively, and
there forever. In all cases, wecanexpss total
staying pte
a
we can expres
= Pt 01 + (I - Pt)Pjc

(26)

where the different temporal jamming strategies manifest
For the long-tern jammer, it is immediate that
Pjand Pjc.
,mpm
, *
S

flfT(mly);

fofor

YJ

Jor

(27)

since a substitution of (30) into (10) will immediately yield
(29b).
The last step for case (b) regards the evaluation of fMT(m)
in (29a). If we incorporate the above conceptual linkage of
equation (30) into the procedure outlined in section 4b for
spatial jamming, we immediately conclude that fm.(m) can be
obtained from (18) - (21), with the temporal average
pA

= pt p"+

(1 - PtP,1MJ0

(31)

resulting from substituting (30) into (22). This is quite a
convenient simplification which, as we mentioned, does not
occur for jamming patterns with slot memory.
5. Numerical Results
As we mentioned, our main interest in this study is the
topological aspects of the jamming threat. Thus, in the
subsequent discussion, we shall assume some simple signal and
jamming formats, namely full-band jamming (which can either
be noise or spread tone) with (a) coded Direct-Sequence BPSK
modulation and (b) Frequency Hopping MFSK modulation.
The probabilities of a acceptance pA(m;J) and px(m;JP) are given
by
e
Y,
. J orti
.1 )P'(m;y) (I - p.(m;j)j
pA
1Q(32)
an e-error correcting code of block length L (also assumed to

Y

where the symbol is used as a jamming index; thus, (26) is equal the packet length) and hard-decision, bounded-distance
easily evaluated, virtually by analyzing a multiple-access channel
decoding. Here, p.(m;.) is the channel symbol error rate,
in two different interference levels,
given by (for case (a))
It can be argued that (27) holds for all cases with finite
2]
E.
jamming block size, exactly as (26) does, except that fMT(m]-)
P.(m;5) = Q
-(r;.)
I
(33)
should be interpreted as the conditional stationary distribution of
FIN
transmitting users, evaluated for the Utte-9 slots only (.7 j, or
where
Jc).In other words, fMT(m l) represents the probability of
having M r - m trafsmissions in a "typical" or nmdomily-chosen
-V
Gtd
(34a)
"/
slot, assuming we only look at those slots of status .7.
Neq(m;J) yj
+ (m - l)Uma + JRcvR(Psp)/S
Unfortunately, evaluation of these two conditional stationary
distributions is not trivial, necessitating the solution of a
composite Markov chain of size which grows very quickly with
=
G34b)
complexity; the interestedreader isreferred to [PrPo87j. There
Nq(m 0 )
(34b)
is, however, one case which is significantly simpler, namely the
slot-by-dot independent jamming of case (b) above. Then, a
-tethought will
reveal that
and

1

ftrmJ) . f(mJ c ) = fjr(m)

(28)

meaning that any slot isa "typical" slot, regardl-4s of whether it
belongs to a=
or nonjammed block. This is precisely so
by virtue of memmoryless pty ofthe jamming mechanism
fron one slot to the next. Substituting property (28) into (26)
and (27) (recall that the latter two equations hold for any
scenario), we arrive at
M p=
m ) WO)

(29a)

where

pT(m)
PtpT(m;J)+(l -P1 )pT(m;J)
is the temporaljamming-average probability of success.

Pr[A'ffi]

f

, ifai = I foralni
,ifai-Oforalli

0

,otherwise

4

22 d

(35)

Jx

Inthe above equations,
(36)
(36)

G ,

is the time-bandwidth product per baud or symbol, y, is the
input signal-to-thermal-noise ratio over the whole spread
bandwidth Ws

(29b)

EqUation (29) is formally identical to(10)-(l 1), the apparent
difference being that averaging here is performed over the
tempora profile of the jamming process, as opposed tothe
spatijamming ofile cf Section3. The root of the similarity
is,ofcourse, the fct that the jamming decisions are independent
from slot to lot.
Furthermore, it is not hard tosee that this
special case of memoryless temporal jamming can be
reformulaed in the topology-selective framework by letting
P
1-pt

Q(x)= --l

SS
No.thWs

E
No,,Gb.d(

(37)

and cs. is the multiple-access coefficient, which depends on the
cross-correls,:. between the particular multiple-access codes in
use. The numerical results are computed for c, - Iand L 1024. For the extended BCH code of block length 1024, the
number of correctable errors e and the coding rate can be
approximately related by [Rayc 811
vu1-

le-

(38)

1024
(30)

InFigures 2through 4, we consider scenario2 and plot the
normalized
rp(r) versus
the spatial
duty factor
with Po and throughput
p,as pararatterm
The ten-armo
correcting
codep'o
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13 dB, the worstrater = 0.89 is used. We see that if Gb,
case pp approaches I as Pa and Pr approach 0.5, whereas if
Gbd= 20 dB,the wortcase p,, stays around 0.5 for po and p,
less than 0.5. These observations can be explained as follows:
The multiple-access (muti-user) noise remains small in
comparison to the noise level, whenever Gbw is large or, if
Gt= is small, when the chamel-traffic is light (implying small
values of Pa and Pr),
In such an environment, the worst-case
pp is less than one (i.e., selective jamming) because a
significant amount of power is needed per targeted RCVR in
tocause
decoding
errors,
wrder
fact correctly
coartle
RCVRs
willdespite
mostly the
decode
remaining
non-targeted

remaningnontargted
CV-

For instance, at the minimum value of Figure 4, pR(5,3) =
1.9 x 10-2 whereas p(5,JC) = 1. On the other hand, if the
average multiple-access interference is large and is sufficient to
cause many erors on its own, the jammer is better-off spreading
the power evenly upon all RCVRs (p,,-l), bringing about the
most damage on the total network with the small additional
jamming power allotted per RCVR. Of course, the same
uniform iarnming strategy will be optimal for large jammingpower levels regardless of the muld-user noise level.

In Figures 2 through 4,we show the normalized throughput

versus the spatial duty factor pv, parameterized by po. The
retransmission probability p, is optimized for the controlled
protocol in these three figures. We see that the effectiveness of
the worst-case jammer is slightly reduced for many cases by
optimizing Pr
In Figure 5, we show the normalized throughput versus the
jammer spatial duty factor p,p with Po - p, 0.3 for several
error-correction code rates. In the same figure, we also show
the normalized throughput for the paired-off case. Notice that
robust against the worst-case
the competitive scenario is more
jamming than the paired-off scenario.
In Figure 6, we show the normalized throughput versus the
jammer spatial duty factor p,p, parameterized by Po, for
jamming scenario 1. The retransmission probability p is
optimized in this figure. Compared with Figure 4, we see that
the worst-case jammer in scenario 1 is slightly more effective
than that of scenario 2.

the transmitted packets. The implications of such events will be
analyzed below.
first, we
We will proceed with our analysis in two steps:
discuss network performance when there is only multi-user
interference plus thermal noise (pan 6a). Then, we shall also
address the jamming case in part 6b.
6a. Noise.Only Performance
When thermal noise istheonly deterrent
inaddition
tothe
omni-present multi-user interfereace, then the required analytical

expressions are a straightforward extension of the results in
ePoSi87], with Na substituted by MR as per equation (39). For
instance, the basic equation (4) of JPoSi87, Proposition 1] for
the throughput 0 remains the same:
TT 0 r (mr)
m
tr

=

(40)

where now

I

(-

PI
~mr~
A

(41)

(41)

assuming, as in [PoSi87, Proposition 2], independently
operating receivers and success per packet at most one. The
analystic procedure for computing f?4 (m) via the appropriate
Markovian model is identical to [PoSi87, Appendix A], except
that the fundamental set of probabilities [P,I 7 ) should be
evaluated based on mi wU - mr. The recursive algorithm of
section 4b also holds, except that the quantity NR should be
simply substituted by mi which, given the quantity mT in a
particular slot, can be considered fixed.
6b. Noise Plus Jamming
We adopt here the same stochastic, slot-by-slot independent,
topology-selective jamming model of section 3. Again, the
jamming status of the network in a particular slot is summarized
by the indicator vector Ab, whose (0,1)-valued components

Al ; i-l,..,U indicate whether a unit is jammed or not. The
jamming strategy is again manifested in the joint probability
mass distribution function (pdf) Pri = Lul of . However,
there is a significant modeling difference in this half-duplex case
compared to the dedicated-RCVR case: we will assume that the
In Figure 8, we show the normalized throughput versus the jammer does not know %hich units will be the active TRs in a
he cannot know which are the active
consequently,
jammer spatial duty factor p for a Frequency-Hopping,
tht c i c given
RCVRsslot;
in order
to target only those. This is very different from
based, multiple-access networ. We note that
certain
constants
theprevious case, where the set of dedicated RCVRs was
assumed fixed, known, and exclusively targeted by the jammer.
have been neglected in the normalized throughput rj(r); in other
In the absence of similar information, the jammer will randomly
words, this should not be equated with the system utilization,
select a subset of units to jam in each slot, despite the fact that
nor should the Frequency-Hopping performance be compared to
some of that power might go wasted on active TRs within that
the diroct-sequence
one.
slot. The jammer has no alternative but to suffer this random
loss per slot. Of course, the jammer still has at his disposal for
Lt us now switch attention to the non-dedicated or halfand we examine
optimization the probabilistic law Pr[Al = IaU,
duplex scenario,
In Figure 7, we show the average packet delay versus the
jammer spatial duty factor p, for jamming scenario 2. The
controlled protocol is considered and the retransmission
probability p. is optimized in this figure.

below this optimization aspect.
The first consequence of the aforementioned modeling

6. Half-Duplex Nodes
The model we consider here is of the TR-priority type,
meaning that whenever a unit has a packet scheduled for channel
access, the transmitter-function takes over and an active
transmission ensues, blocking the re*eivin capability of the unit
under consideration at that point in tme. If there is no
trnsmission scheduled for a particular slot, so that the unit is
not an active IR in that slot, then it is set in the receiving mode.
It follows that the random numbers of active TRs (MT) and
active RCVRs (M) are related by
M R = U-Mr

(39)

NotethatifU=Urinaparticularslot,implyingthatallunitsact
as TRs, then there will be no active RCVRs available to capture

difference is the fact that the spatial duty factor p,, of equation
(3) cannot be defined explicitly here, simply because the number
of active RCVRs per slot is not fixed but random. Instead, we
define the half-duplex spatial duty factor p h as the average
fractionoftheunitsjammedperslot, i.e.,
h
{MJ}
(42)
Pip -U
where MJ is the rv. signifying the number of such jammed

units per slot. This quantity is a direct byproduct of the
stochastic jamming law and can be chosen by the jammer in an
optimal way. It can be argued, of course, that to every
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probabilistic jamming choice (and its concomitant phd) there
corresponds an effectivejamming duty factor, which w'ould be
the average fraction of the janmed active RCVRs per slot. This
can be computed after the system of equations for throughput,
composite traffic, etc, has been solved and the average number
of
thisactive
is an indirect
result of
&i total
transmssions
not something that
prslot
hasnxlland
bendetermined.
However,
can be determined apriori, as ev can; hence, we opt to
express
everything in terms of the latter.
Again, a number of different probabilistic jamming scenarios
can be devised which correspond to the same value of phd.
Presumably, each such scenario would produce a different
throughput for the system, and an exhaustive search would
require optimizing over pM as well as the underlying jamming
pdf. However, in view othe numerical conclusion of section
5, the difference in throughput between the two scenarios was
rather insignificant, once the jamming duty factor was kept the
since that
it is
same. We will only consider the Bernoulli model,assume
somewhat more amenable to analysis. Thus, we
each unit is jammed with probability pj independently of all
others. It follows that E{MJ) - pjU., so that pM = P,.
A second major analytical consequence of the considered
jammin; model is that 'he jamming status of the set of active
RCVRs in each slot is not statistically independent of the number
of active TRs MT, as in the previous dedicated case, simply
because MR depends on MT via (39). We must, therefore,
rework the derivation of throughput in section 4 in order to
account for this fact.
In particular, let .~~denote the jamming indicator vectoi
within the random set of MR = U-MI active RCVRs In a slot.
Wth Pr[A a AL IMT] - Pr[A^
w] tp a...... ,u -Taku_MT]
denoting the conditional probability distribution function of that
the slot. Following the steps of
vector,
MT active
euto), given ean
cteTRs in
itheoretical
equation (9), we can write
I

E

=C(Str~a.

MTl AV.lt T
Mt
r

success from a typical
w here p T((mrim, ) is the probability o,
Th's viewpoint, given another (mr -l) packets and a specific
I, iu oy in a slot Again, if we define the
jamming paern
conditional version o( equation (10), namely
,

pr[,A.

mr] PT(_r4-T)
- UUr

(44)

we arrive at the same equation (11). It follows that equatioa,
(12a) remains the same, where now
P,

S-- Pr[Ai.=i
kparameters
UeT

"lnr]
imrl ,

-,

(45)

Furthermore, utilizing the approximation of condtoa
independence between RCVRs, we arrive at a slightly modified

version of (14):

T]

R

rU-

-

PA (mT;JC)
T

JM3
M-M

pRA.nTm
T;S) )M
T ' m R]
R (C

(46)
To proceed, we must evaluate the conditional quantity
Pr[?4= r4lmr] in (46). For any specific stochastic jamming
law, this is the solution to a combinatorial problem which can be
addressed with the help of the Vennian diagram of Figure 9 and
the total-probability law
T fim Pr[MU= mu] Pr[mimT,mj]
U

Pr[Mlf

(47)

where Pr[MU,= m4] depends solely on the jammung stochastic
model. Although this can be a fairly complicated task, things
simplify significantly in a Bernoulli jamming scenario, because
then
Pr M mir]
RI M

( . U-mr, p ) ;m < m =- mr
A (4M)
otherwise48)
0
The combination of (46) and (48) yields an expression identical
to (16) for scenario 1, except that pp and Na are substituted by
respectively. We note that Scenario 2 would be
po and U - mor,
considerably more complicated to analyze, although the basic
path we ;,ve provided herein should be adequate for
this task.

therein for Scenario I will convince us that all the al-orithms
intact, except that Ni should be substituted by Urar. In other words, the recursion in equation (24) will indeed
T)
am
p O(U-ln
produce p r, if we replace pi),ml

Mpr[AMR= aMR IMr -mTIp(mTato )
(43)

pT(rr)

JI

= mRi

more general case po 0 p, requires the evaluation of p*OT and
fMT(mT) as per section 4b. A careful review of the analysis

}

$- )remain

,.

J

Pr

=

As we conclude in section 4a, the above results suffice to
calculate
the throughput in(11) for cae where po p, -P. The

(I{
S IMr.AU-r
S
Au.
{( IMr.IM,

P9(mT)

by p5-rnT,asIongasweusethcaverageacceptanceprobability
R
M
A
A
)
inste aof p)k
i

A
7. Numerical Results for Half-Duplex Networks

The theory developed herein has been applied to a fullyconnected network with U-10 half-duplex units. Figures 10
and 11 show the normalized throughput rp(r) versus the
jamming duty-factor, parameterized by the new-packet
transmission probability p0. In Figure 10, the uncontrolled (po
- p,) ALOHA protocol is cor.sidered. In Figure 11, the
controlled (po 0 pi) ALOHA protocol is considered, where the
retransmission probability p, has been optimized. The system
of both figures are identical to those in Figure 4.
Certain interesting conclusions cia be drawn from these
figurs: first, there is againan optimal p wich, for these
Fudhwhice, forpthise
isagn optimal
figures:vaint,

parametervalues, s aroundP0

-

0.5, Furthermore, comparing
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Figures 10 and 1 with Figure 4, we conclude that half-duplex

[Purs87]

has consistently lower throughput than the full-duplex version,
as expected. The throughput in Figures 10 and 11 reaches its
asymptotic maximum at po - 0.5 (for the whole range of pm);

M.B. Pursey, "The Role of Spread Spectrum
in Packet Radio Networks," Proceeding of the
1
vol. 75, pp. 116 - 134, January 1987.

in fact, no noticeable gain exists in the range p0 -0.3 - d.,
particularly around the minimum value. The throughput for
the uncontrolled protocol eventually decreases as p0 is larger
than 0.6. This is because when P0 and Pr are large, only a few
units can be RCVR's; and thus the throughput is reduced. On
the other hand, the throughput for the controlled and optimized
protocol keeps increasing as p0 increases. This is because when
po becomes larger, the corresponding optimum pt becomes
smaller and thus the throughput is kept es.entially constant.

[Rayc81]

of
Analysis
D.
Raychaudhuri,
Random
Access "Performance
Packet Switched
Code
Danom Acce Acket Sitced CoeE
Trans omul, vl COM-29, pp. 895-901,
June 1981.

[ShTo85]

N. Shacham and J. D. Tornow, "Future
Directions in Packet Radio Technology,"
Proceedings of INFOCOM '85, pp. 93 - 98,
April 1985.

In Figure 12, we show that the worst case pm is a function
of the signal-to-jammer power ratio when the otet parameters
are fixed.

[SoSi84]

E. S. Sousa and J. A. Silvester, "A Spreading
Code Protocol for a Distributed Spread
Spectrum Packet Radio Network," in ro
GLOnEEOM_'84, Atlanta, GA, December
1984.

8. Conclusions

[SuU85]

S. L. Su and V. 0. K. L, "An Iterative Model
to Analyze Multi-Hop Packet Radio
Networks," in Proc. Allenon Conf., Oct.
1985, pp. 545-554.

[Wu84]

f
W. W. Wu,
Communi
Rockville, Maryland, 1984.

The problem of jamming fully-connected CDMA networks
has been addressed by devising appropriate models for
stochastic jamming alternatives. A procedure for analyzing the
throughput/delay performance of such networks has been
proposed, and employed to identify optimal parameter values
both from the users and the jammer's viewpoint. The
optimized variables were (a) the spatial duty factor from the
jamming aide and (b) the coding rate plus link-access parameters
of an ALOHA protocol, from the users' side. The impact of
half-duplex units versus dedicated TRs and RCVRs was also
examined.
Certain other types of networks would more or less fit the
present model and can be analyzed by similar methods, such as
RCVR-based codes, buffered users, etc. Major departures from
this model which are of interest are (a) multihop topologies with
end-to-end performance measures and (b) adaptive schemes,
where both users and jammer rely on channel observables to
adjust their strategies. In general, the superposition of CDMA
techniques and jamming can be expected to have an Impact on
the reliability of such observables, which makes the analysis and
design of the tec
n even nore challenging
le

Ilament
Satellite
cencePress,
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Table 1. Key Parameters.
U Total number of radio units in the local channel (fixed)
NT Maximum number of potential transmitters in a slot (fixed)
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DISCUSSION

D. YAVUZ
In your generic development you invoked the independence of "packet
acceptance" conditioned on a given jamming strategy. Given a 'Jamming
type", the packet reception/acceptance of the jammed modes will be totally
correlated, i.e. no reception at all for that subset of modes, hence not
independent !Could you clarify ?
AUTHOR'S REPLY
Dr YAVUZ, what I meant is that, once we condition on a jammming pattern
in a specific slot, A4 = 1, then jamming is not stochastic for ta slot. What
remains is randomness due to all other nuicauses (noise, multi-user
interference, fading etc...). The statement means that the conditional
acceptance event is independent from one receiver to the other, due only to
these other disturbances. Unconditional acceptance is highly correlated, as
you noted above.
C. PHILIPPIDES
Have you considered encoding techniques which may be self synchronized
based on modulation character of the transmitting signal which show channel
reception improvement ?
And if so have you noticed if applying encryption techniques minimise
jamming of the channel ?
AUTHOR'S REPLY
The model is very general with respect
modulation/synchronizadon/encryption
mecanism

to the particular
used. Each such

combination will induce a different Pr (packet acceptance). The analytic
framework we proposed can be used to study all these combinations (please
contact me if that is of interest to you I).
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BOMB CONSIDERATIONS CONCERNING LOW NOISE
RADIO RECEIVING SYSTEMS
by
Knut N. Stokke
Norwegian Telecommunications
Regulatory Authority
Parkveien 57
N-0203 OSLO 2
Norway

INTRODUCTION
In order to get a good signal to noise ratio at very high radio frequencies
(higher than 20 - 40 NRs), low noise amplifiers are often used. Such
amplifiers should have a very low total noise factor (noise figure).
Normally it is the noise factor of the first stage of an amplifier which is
decisive for the total noise factor.
Losses in a system will also influence the noise factor of a system.
Consequently the losses in cables and waveguides must be taken into account
when considering the total noise factor.
The thermal noise radiation from the surroundings may increase the noise
temperature of an antenna. for reflector antennas, such as parabolic
reflector antennas, the noise temperature is dependent on the elevation
angle, and also dependent on the form of the surroundings, mountains, hills,
buildings, etc.
The measurements referred to in this article, were done by the Radio
Interference Division in the Norwegian Telecom.
TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS

Pn

Pno

figure 1. Four-terminal network.

In Figure 1 is sketched an element of a comajunication system. The noise
factor F for this two-port may be defined as the ratio between the signal to
noise ratio at the input, and the signal to noise ratio at the output. Ne
then have:
Pi/P.i
F

--------------------------------------------------------

1.

P./P 3 .
where P, i. the input signal power, P. is the output signal power, Psj is
the noise power at the input, and P.. is the noise power at the output.
The power gain of this element is:
P.
G -

.

.

.

-.

.

------.

--------

-------

--------

-------

P,
and if Equation 2 is introduced into Equation 1, we have:

----

2.
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F

-3.

G P1
that is, the noise factor is inversely proportional to the power gain of an
element. This means that it is necessary to have a reasonable gain in an
element when we want a low noise factor.

F1

Ft

F2

F3

F4

Figure 2. Two-ports in series.

When we have several two-ports in series, the total noise factor is
(Reference 1):

Ft

F

F2 - 1

F3 -

F4 - 1

G1

G1 •G2

G1 *G2 •G,

----------------------

4.

where F,, F2 , F3 , --- are the noise factors and G1 , G2 , G3,
power gains of the elements.

---

are the

If we want to use the formula on a receiving system, we may have conditions
as indicated in Figure 3.

F

(G .=

F.

F 2

Figure 3. Antenna, cable, and amplifiers.

In Figure 3, F. is the antenna noise factor. The noise temperature of the
antenna is due to the total thermal noise radiation into the antenna, and
there is no gain (G. - 1) concerning noise considerations.
G is the power gain of the cable or waveguide, that is, G, is less than 1
w;ich means attenuation.
F is the noise factor of the cable, and is equal to the attenuation, I/G
Tis may be explained by the fact that even if the signal through the cable
is attenuated by 1/G., the thermal noise remains the same because of
constant impedance.
F.1 is the noise factor and G,1
F. 2 is the noise factor and G.,
and so on.

is the power gain of the first amplifier,
is the power gain of the second amplifier,

If we introduce these values into Equation 4, we have:

re - I
Ft

. F. +

F.,
+

aa

- 1

r. 2 -

G.

1
----

+

-------------------

G • s.

If the cable attenuation in dB is called at, we have;

5.
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%-10 log l/G.

or: G.

-/10
10

and consequently:
£/10

-

10

we also have that (Reference 1):
T. -

(F,

- 1)O

T. +T,
S----------------------6.
T,

where T. is the antenna noise in *Kelvin, T, is the reference temperature in
*K, and F. is the antenna noise factor.
If the noise factors are low and the gain of the amplifiers is relatively
large, we may with good accuracy only take account of the influence of the
first amplifier on the total noise factor. And if we then use 290*1 (170C)
as reference temperature, we have for the conditions given in Figure 3:

a/10 Vt- - T. + 290 +
+ 10
-1 +

-

.

1

290
10

T.

%/10

Ft - + FV*.10
290

---------------------------------------- 7.

If the low noise amplifier is inserted just after the antenna as indicated
total noise factor is (see Equation 4):
in Figure 4, tL
e1/10
T. + 290
F

-

F.,
+

- 1
1

290

- 1

10
+
G.,

%~/10
T.
+ F
290

- 1

10

---------------------------G.,

F.,

Figure 4. Antenna, amplifier, and cable.

In Figure 5 are given curves for Equations 7 and 8 for different amplifier
noise factors r.,. G., is here 16 (12 do). The cable attenuation a. varies
from 0 do to 1.5 do. The antenna noise temperature is here 30oK, which may
be an average antenna noise temperature in nordic countries for national
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broadcasting satellite reception in the 12 GRz band (Reference 2). we
observe that losses before the low noise amplifier may considerably increase
the total noise factor, even if the losses are relatively low.

Tt A

I Ft

°K Ft08
600&000
iOor

000I

300

0

400-

Figure 5.

Cuvsfor Euations 7 and 8 when the antenna noise teperature
is
0".
Eqaton 7:
- Equation 8:------- )

Especially when the amplifier noise factor is very low (cooled amplifiers),
for example 0.1 d, losses before the amplifier
spoil the 0ay
possibilities.
If we have a loss of 0.5 di after the amplifier, the noise temperature T
t
for the system is about 35.1. But if there is a loss of 0.5 dB before the
low noise amplifier,
th< noise temperature T0 for the system will be about
70K1.
This example also indicates that it is advantageous to use low noise
preamplifiers near the antenna when we want to improve the signal to noise
ratio at the higher radio frequencies. And when the losses are of the order
of the order of 1 di in the waveguide, which may often be the situation at a
radio link station, it may be more advantageous to use an amplifier with
noise factor F. - 1 €di near the antenna then an amplifier with Pa - 0.1 di
after the waveeu-de.
Until now we have looked at losses in cables and waveguides. Bowever, other
types of losses, as for instance mismatch losses, have the same destruktive
influence on the total noise factor.

r-
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Figure 6. Cassegrain antenna and offset antenna.

Nvery object brought into an electromagnetic field represents a loss. For
instance an antenna sub-reflector in a Cassegrain antenna (Figure 6A) is a
lousy element, and at the same time the sub-reflector disturbes the
electromagnetic field. in addition such a sub-reflector is not uniformly
illuminated, and a part of the energy passes outside the sub-reflector
causing a reduction in the signal strength. We see here that it is difficult
to separate between a loss in signal strength and an increase in thermal
noise. But whatever the reason for the losses or reduction in signal
strength, they have an influence on the total signal to noise ratio.
An antenna with offset sub-reflector, as indicated I Figure 6B, will not
disturb the incoming field, and the sub-reflector may be used to get a
better illumination of the antenna reflector. However, the effect of the
illumination factor of the sub-reflector is still there.
It is important to get the signal from the antenna to the low noise
amplifier without unnecessary losses. For a reflector antenna it would be
advantageous to let the signal go directly to the waveguide input of the
amplifier. Previously these amplifiers had rather large dimensions, and they
had to be placed at the rear of the antenna. Cassegrain antennas were
therefore well fitted under such conditions. However, low noise amplifiers
(and converters) are now so small that they may be placed in the front of
the antenna without causing any severe disturbance in the electromagnetic
field.
An offset antenna may use the amplifier/converter directly in the focusing
area (Figure 6C), thus giving an effective antenna. However, we have to
remember that the construction of an offset antenna reflector is more
complicated than that of a parabolic antenna reflector. And a simple
parabolic reflector antenna with preamplifier gives so good results that it
is not so easy to get higher efficiency (illumination factor for a normal
receiving parabolic antenna is about 0.5, may be optimized to 0.55 - 0.60).
There is a type of antenna which may have higher efficiency, namely the horn
antenna. The illumination factor may here be more than 0.7. Large horn
antennas are expensive, and because of the space needed for such antennas,
they are used mostly in special cases. However, for frequencies higher than
about 20 GHz even small horn antennas may have adequate gain for receiving
systems.

Figure 7. Yagi antenna and parabolic reflector antenna.
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Concerning the thermal noise coming in to an antenna, the thermal noise
pattern for the antenna may be somewhat different from the ordinary electric
field pattern dependent on the conditions at the measuring site. A Yogi
antenna has a very broad main lobe and the first sidelobes may not be more
than 10 - 15 da below the maksimum, as indicated in Figure 7A. The noise
temperature for such an antenna in the VHF - URF bond is therefore about the
same as the total noise temperature in the surroundings a . these
frequencies, that is about 300*x.
In order to illustrate how the total noise factor Ft varies when the antenna
noise temperature is 300*!, curves for Equations 7 and 8 are given in Figure
8. These curves are parallel to the curves in Figure 5 (parallel displaced
by 3000K - 301K - 2709K).

4.0

IS/

5000
-.00

3000

.0

.

:. .00-

Figure 8. Curves for K uationu 7 and 8 when the antenna noise temperature

Parabolic reflector antennas have a very good directivity and small
sidelobes, and the antenna noise temperature varies with the elevation
angle. The noise temperature for an antenna in the 12 G ,s band may have
variations as shown in Figure 9 (Reference 2). When directed upwards to

clear cold sky the antenna noise temperature may be as low as 8

-

100K.

Directed to the horizon, the noise temperature of a reflector antenna may
increase to about 250".
The curve in Figure
is £or flat earth. When there are hills, buildings,
etc., near the antenna, the conditions may be changed. it has often been
said that narrow beam reflector antennas may be mounted very low near the
ground. This is true when we receive high signal intensities. However, if we
want to receive signals near the noise level, we have to carefully avoid
additional noise.
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Figure 9. Curve for the antenna noise temperature at 12 GH%.

Even if the sidelobes of parabolic reflector antennas may be more than
20 - 30 dB below the maximum of the main lobe, the high intensity thetmal
noise radiation froa near objects may have considerable influence on the
total noise conditions. Radiating objects in the surroundings may be at
different distances, and the influence on the measured noise p&ttern may
therefore be different in different directions.
08
RELATIVE
TOFREE

I

Figure 10.

IS

Influence of buildings on the thermal noise
in reflector antennas.

The thermal noise radiation from buildings may also reduce the signal to
noise ratio. As indicated in Figure 10, we had about 0.2 da more noise
halfway between two buildings 50 apart than at free horizon. The antenna
used was a 1.5 a parabolic reflector antenna, and the elevation angle was
about 10*. The noise factor of the amplifier/converter was about 1.3 ds.
0.2 dB is a very low value and seems to be of no importance. As mentioned
before, that is true when we have high signal strengths. But when we are
working at low signal strengths, very low additional noise may have some
influence, especially when we have signal to noise ratios near the limit
between usable and not usable. An when we have a very low noise factor in
the first amplifier, this effect will be even more pronounced.

I
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Figure 11. Parabolic reflector antennas at different sites.

Measurements at two different sites, as indicated in Figure 11, gave higher
noise levels in the valley than on the hill, dependent on elevation angle of
the antenna. Therefore it may be important to have rather high antenna sites
when the elevation angle is low. And when there are trees in the
surroundings, we have to be aware of the fact that trees also are thermal
noise radiators.

MEASUREMENT OF THERMAL NOISE CAUSED BY A BUILDING.
In order to get information about the influence of the surroundings on the
thermal noise pattern of an antenna, the thermal noise caused by a building
was measured at an elevation angle of 25*. The elevation angle to the top of
the building was about 45". The building and the noise variations referred
to the maximum noise level, are shown in Figure 12.

11

HIM

Figure 12. Thermal noise caused by a building.
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We see here that the influence of the building is about 2 - 3- to each side
of the building, and we reach the maximum noise values when the antenna is
directed about 20 into the building.
We then tried to find a narrow object which could radiate adequate thermal
energy to give acceptable distance between the normal noise in the
surroundings and the thermal noise caused by the object. In Figure 13 is
shown a chimney at an industrial plant. The distance from the antenna to the
chimney was such that the horizontal width was less than 2'. Tie elevation
angle of the antenna was 300, and the elevation angle to the top of the
chimney was about 50'.

dO

3

2

I

11
.4---

AOIILIYU

Figure 13. Neasuresent of the the mal noise pattern for a 1.5 a parabolic
reflector antenna at 12 GRs using a chimney as radiating source.

The relative noise pattern for the 1.5 a antenna is also shown in Figure 13.
If there had been no influence from the surroundings, the pattern should be
almost the same as the normal electric field strength pattern where the
sidelobes are more than 25 da below the maximum gain.

INFLUENCE OF TSR

SUN CONPARZD WITH RADIATION FRO A BUILDING.

In order to get an impression of the influence of the radiation from the
sun, the 1.5 a antenna was rotated around the horizon at a constant
elevation angle (about 200; at a relatively open site. The sun was then at
about 35' elevation angle. Almort no change in the noise level was observed
when the antenna was rotated 360'.
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Figure 14. Measuremant of the thermal noisepattern for a 1.5 m parabolic
reflector antenna at 12 G0s using the sun as radiating source.

The next measurement was done when rotating the antenna main lobe through
the middle of the sun. The elevation angle was then about 230. In Figure 14
is shown the relative pattern for the thermal noise. The increase in thermal
noise relative to the thermal noise at clear sky (and the surroundings) at
23* elevation angle was 10.1 db. If we compare with the maximum thermal
noise radiation from the chimney in Figure 13 and from the building in
Figure 12, the difference is 6 - 6.5 do.
A measurement at a very low elevation angle (ibout 6*) half a kilonetre from
a 60 a high building, gave 2.3 db increase in the received noise. These
results are rather surprising because of the relatively high thermal noise
radiation from buildings and other objects.
If we use Equation 7, we may find an expression for the thermal noise
registered for instance on a spectrum analyser. We will always have a
certain loss between the antenna and the first amplifier, and this loss was
in the order of 0.25 dB. Referring to Figure 3, we assuae that the
amplification of the pre-amplifier/converter is of such a magnitude (often
more tha. 50 da) thet we may isuce Pna nuh e gea.tor of the spectrum
analyser.
The noise factor of the first amplifier was 1.3 do, that is, F.,
We have:
Te
Ft - 290

0 /10

F*.1-0

-

- 1.35.

T.
0.25/10
+ 1.35-10
290

For measurement of the noise caused by the sun, the elevation angle was 230.
From Figure 9 we see that the antenna noise temperature for clear sky is
250K. The total noise factor is then:

F.

25
0.2E,'10
-.
+ 1.35.10
290

1.52 (- 1.8 dB)

which corresponds to a noise temperature of T - (F - 1)T. - 1510K.
From P - kTB we see that the noise power is proportional to the noise
temperature. If the power is increased by 10.1 dB, the noise temperature of
the sun measured with a 1.5 a parabolic antenna should be 15450K.
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If we consider the radiation from the building in Figure 12, the elevation
angle was 230. The noise was increased by 3.8 do, which means that the noise
temperature of this building was 3620K. The real noise temperature of such a
building is higher than the absolute temperature for such a building, which
normally is 290 - 295*K.
Even if we look at the measurements for a 60 a high building at half a
kilometre distance, we also have a higher noise temperature than the normal
temperature of a building. From Figure 9 we have that the antenna noise
temperature at 60 elevation is about 600K, and we have:
60

Ft -

-

0.25/10
+ 1.35-10

- 1.64

290

which corresponds to a noise temperature of 185°K. 2.3 do increase gives a
noise temperature of 3146K for the building half a kilometre away.
It is surprising that the radiation from the sun does not give more than 6 7 do higher noise level than the noise radiation from a building aboat 100 a
away. However, the measurements were done in the autumn and at a low
elevation angle (230).
Relatively few measurements were done concerning thermal noise radiation
from different object. The results in this article are only indications of
what may be expected under the conditions described.
The measurements described in this article were done in the 12 Gus band. If
we shall use higher frequencies, the thermal noise will be even more
important. For example for broadband systems in the cable-TV distribution, a
frequency band in the 40 Gos range may be used. A 2 GHs band in the 80 GHs
range (84 - 86 GHs) has already been allocated to satellite broadcasting.
However, at such frequencies the noise factors for receiving equipment will
be rather high until there has been some development in these bands.
For instance the noise factors for normal receiving equipment in the 12 GHs
range was about 6 da in 1977. In 1984 a noise factor of 3 do could be
achieved, and now it is possible to have noise factors as low as 0.5 dB, A
similar development is expected for the higher frequency bands.

CONCLUSIONS.
It is Important to have as low losses as possible between the antenna and
the first amplifier in a receiving system. The use of very low noise
pro-amplifiers near the antenna is advantageous when we want to receive low
signal levels.
The thermal noise radiation from buildings seems to be higher than indicated
by the absolute temperature. When working at very low signal levels and at
low elevation angles, we have to be aware of the possibility of an increase
in the thermal noise because of buildings and other objects in the
surroundings or au the horison. We should also try to have better clearance
angle to buildings, etc., than seen from the normal field strength pattern
for the antenna. This should especially be taken into account when it is
very important to have low noise factors, as for instance in radio link
systems and in satellite receiving systems.
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DISCUSSION

George H. HAGN
When considering the clearance of a building or an obstacle one normally
computes the first Fresnel zone to check the clearance when aligning the
antenna. Now it seems that we may have a different alignment rule required
when siting a receiving antenna for low noise operation.
Would you comment ?
AUTHOR'S REPLY
The power gain G (refered to an isotropic antenna) of a parabolic reflector
antenna is:
where d is the diameter of the antenna and is the wavelength.
At 12GHz ( X = 2.5 cm) a 1.5 m antenna has a gain of:
G , 5( tso )2 = 1M (= 42.6dB)
The angle from maximum gain to the - 3dB point of the main lobe for such
an antenna is:
4

0

and the angular distance to the firs: minimum (= the angular distance to the
end of the main lobe) is about 3 times this value, that is about 1.80.
If we look at the radius h, of the first Fresnel zone, we have:
where ?-1 is the distance from the receiver to the actual shielding object. This
equation is an approximation when we are relatively near the receiver (that
is, near the receiving antenna).
At for instance loom distance we have:
hl
0.025.100 = 1.58 m
which gives an angle cp 1 to the actual object of:
cP1 = arctan !.L8 = 0.910
That is,well within the main lobe.
In fact, a noise radiator at that point will have a rather high gain within the
main lobe.
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When we refer to the strength of the received sinal, we may use Fresnel
zone considerations. However, when we look at the thermal noise coming
into an antenna, it may not be sufficient to keep only the first Fresnel zone
free. In fact, my paper shows that especially when we want to receive low
signal strengths, it may not even be sufficient to keep the main lobe free
because of high intensity thermal radiation from near objects into the
sidelobes.
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CONTRIBUTION DES GAMMvES METRIQUE ET DECAMETRIQUE AU CONCEPT
DE RADAR DE VEILLE: PERFORMANCES A OITE BAS ET COMPARAISON
AVEC LES RADARS CLASSIQUES
Marc Lestuyie Office National d'Etudes et de Recherches
Airospatiales, Chatillon sous Bagneux 92322, France

RESUME
PHENOMENES DE PROPAGATION
Dans to contexte dui probl~me de la
detection des cibles 6voluant A basse altitude,
et des possiblit6s qu'offrent des systbmes
fonctionnant en basses friquences (gammes HF
et VHF), on prdsonte des r6sultats de mod~les
de ]a propagation A site bas sur la terre et sur
la mer. Les performances th6oriques de ces
syst~mes nouveaux sont comparies A celles des
en
fonct~onnant
classiques
syst~mes
Deux exemples (radar de
hyporfrequences.
veille sol-air, radar 'marine' d'alerte pricoce)
illustrent la comparaison.

1ITRDUCIQDi

La propagation troposphdrique est r~gie
par plusicurs ph6nom~nes dont les principaux
sont
- la refraction, lite aux effets de gradient
d'indice
la rdflexion, lite A la presence du sol
]a diffusion et la diffraction qui traduisent ht
contribution 6lectromagndtique des obstacles
(trajets multiples ou fouillis)

PROPAGATION ASITE BIAS

Ldvoluuion dui radar au lendomain de ]a
Le calcul dui champ 6lectromagnitique
secondo guerre mondiale a dt6 marquee par ]a
rayonn6 par un doublet situ6 au dessus d'un sot
recherche do syst~mes do detection alliant
do caractiristiques Elcctriques donndes,
a
compacitd,
resolution et precision
do
courburo sphdrique ost un probl~me ancien,
localisation. L'utilisation do frdquences do plus
abordd par Sommerfeld, Bremmer et Wait.[lJ
en plus ilcydes, los ndcossitds do traitement do
Le mod~to utilist prend en compte los
signal rapide ont 06tEo moteur do Ia recherche
effets do refraction troposphbriques (gradient
do pointeo n 6lectronique (ddvelopponient do
d'indice standard do -39.lO.6/kms). Pour It
nouveaux
composants,
essor
do
la
calcul dui champ, on es: amen6 A distinguor deux
microdlectronique).
Paralltlement au contexte
zones physiques , do part et d'autre do I' horizon
Evolutif du radar, on a attache do plus en plus
(figure 1):
d'importance aux contro-mosuros, ot aux
- une zone do visibilitd ob lIa propagation
do
contre-contre-mesuros.
techniques
est optique
Nianmoins, le problbmo do la cible penetrant
- me zone d'ombre, h grando distance ob lIa
basse altitude, derri~re un masque do terrain
propagation rdsulte des ph~nom~nes do
constitue une strategic do contre-mesUre
diffraction sphdrique et d'onde do surface (on
dldmentaire et rdaliste I laquelle los radars
n envisage pas , ici, I& propagation guidle dans
classiques fonctionnant en hyporfrdquences
los conduits troposphdrique ou lonosplidrique)
savent faire face.
On pout imaginer pour pallier cette contre
mesure 6ldmentaire do ddvelopper des
syst~mes do detection fonctionnant dans los
bandes do telecommunication (HF-VHF) qui ont
Ia propridtd intdressante d'dtre robustes vis i
vis des masques.
11 s'agit do nouveaux
concepts do radar, dont nous allons Etablir une
comparaison avec Ios radars do veille
classiques,
sur le plan do Ia portde i site
bas. Trois exemples do dimensionnement do
structures radar sont donnds et completes par
inc
synthbse
comparative
do
leurs
performances.

L'horizon radiodlectrique s'exprimeoen
fonction des altitudes des points d'Emission et do
reception
Dh(km)

4 17.he:m) + q 17.h(m)

En zone do visibilitd (I) Ic champ 6lectrique
rdsulto do Ia superposition des champs direct et
WNfdch par Ia surface :des interferences
apparaissent, et sont d'autant plus prononcdes
quo Ic module du coefficient do rdflexion est
voisin do 1. A incidence rasante , en polarsation
horizcntale, le coefficient do rdfloxion est proche
do -1, quclque soit Ic type do sol. Par contre, en
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polarisation verticale, ii d6pend du type de sol et
En particulier aux basses
de la fr~quence.
fr6quences, Sur la mer, son module est infirieur
A 1 et sa phase inf~rieure A 1800 de sorte que la
perte de champ (interf6rence destructive) qui
pricde Ihorizon est momns prononc~e.
En zone d'ombre (2), au dell de l'horizon, It
champ dicroit plus vite qu'en espace libre, et la
propagation A grande distance, qui fait intervenir
des ph6nom~nes d'onde de surface privil~gie
l'utilisation de la polarisation verticale Sur un Sol
Le mod~le
bon conducteur (cas de Ia mer).
utilis calcule la s6rie des potentiels de Hertz,
Soion ]a m6thode de Bremmer [1,21.

communications corroborent ces propri~t~s
"Avue", faisceaux hertziens
-liaisons
marines MF-HF
-communications
sol / sol VHF
-communications
Ce dernier example r6sulte 6galement d'un choix
faisant intervenir Ia. robustesse d'une liaison vis A
vis des masques de terrain ou obstacles
allons maintenant
macroscopiques, dont nous
6voquer l'influence.

DIFFRACTON PAR DES MASQUES
Aux distances voisines de l'horizon,
l'influenca des diff~rents param~tres n'est pas
simple i expliquer, car elle resutte d'un
compromis entre la qualit6 de la propagation
optique et la quatit6 de la propagation dans
l'ombre. De plus, dans une partie de cetta. zone
interm6diaire, It champ ast calcul6 par
interpolation, car les modtes des zones (1) et (2),
i leur frontilre, peuvent diverger et ne pas se
raccorder.
Les figures 2 It 5 pr6scntent l'volution des
pertes de propagation patr rapport i l'espace
libre,
k 10 Mhz, 100 Mhz et 3 0hz
Sur Ia mer et Sur It sol (terre) de
caractdristiques:
E=10
(Sol)
C= 80
(mer)
(=0.01
cF=4
en polarisation horizontale ou verticale,
pour un doublet court devant Ia longueur d'onde.
L'metteur est situd & 30 m~tres du Sol. La zone
d'interpolation est repdrde I l'aide de pointillds,
I'horizon par une flbche verticale.
On constate qua, quels que soient Ic type de
sot at Ia polarisation ,la propagation transhorizon
i trd& grande distance (>l60kms) classe par
ordre d'intdret ddcroissant Ies gammnes HFP, VHF,
et hyperfrdquences.
La propagation des hyperfrdquences en zone
optique eat bonne , aux interfdrences prbs ( dont
l'influence est, pratiquement, attdnude par Ies
effeta de diffusion ). A Ia limite (cas de l'optique)
Ia propagation eat parfaite jusqu'l I'horizon, et
nulle au dolk.
L'utitisation de Ia. gamma HFP Sur Ia mar, en
polarisation verticale (polarisation requise pour
satisfaire au mioux Ies conditions ttix limites &
linterface conducteur) est prometteuse en de~i
at au delk de I'horizon.
En gamme VHF la propagation avant
t'horizon est momns bonne qu'en bande S,
Aux distances moyennes
meilleure du dell.
(<150 kms) la propagation Sur la teffe, est
mailleure en VHF qu'en HIP
Quelques

applications,

dans

te

domaine

des

Lorsqu'un obstacle intercapte l'ellipsoide de
Fresnet d'une liaison d6gagie entrc deux points,
la propagation se trouve att6nuie (figure 6).
La mod6lisation du champ 6tectrique, dans
'ombre d'un obstacle tel qu'une colline ou une
vallde encaissde est complexe . 11 est possible
d'obtenir des ordres de grandeur du champ
rayonn6 en considdrant It cas du di~dre semiinfini, dont Ia solution rigoureuse est due A
11 existe 6galement une solution
Sommerfeld.
approchle, qui est la solution de l'optique,
ind~pendante de la polarisation, et qui est
retativement proche des rdsultats de mesure de
champ effectu6es sur Ia terre.[3J
La champ reju par un rdcepteur est donn6
en amplitude et en phase par l'expression simple

..-

Eo J v
avec

eiut 2 /2.dt

oh

v =h

2
X ;dl1

+

d2)

Eo = champ d'espace libre
X. longuour d'onde
h = altitude de l'obstacle
dl= distance 6metteur-obstacle
distance
rdcepteurd2=
obstacle
Les figures 7,8,9 prd6sentent Ia r~partition
du champ, rapport6 au champ d'espace libre , k
1040O Mhz et 3 0hz. Les basses frdquences sont
avantagies. Aux tr~s hautes frdquences, le
champ dans l'ombre de l'ar~te est ndgligeable.

APPIC.XTTONS RADAR
en d~tection des
Les performances
It cas g~n~ral,
syst~mes radar sont ,dans
outre la qualitd de la
complexes A dvaluer
propagation ctes font intervenir le niveau do
S.E.R. (section efficace radar) des cibles, Ie facteur
de bruit, It type de traitement ..
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En labsence de brouileur les performances
en d6tection des systimes radar sont donntes
par l'expression du rapport signal A bruit
inerg6tique
S
B

2
_Pm.T.Ge.Gr)A2.7,1

3

4

(4.II) .D .F.KTo

aVec

Pat = puissance moycuno imise
= dur&e d'int6gration
T
d'ndeavec
X =lonueu
G = lon-gi dnee
des anenne
distagain
D
distnce radare
atu
FD
F~ = f20cteu e but aa
To .04 dlout le
L S.e.r. d prati on
proagaionLe
L =d orts

DE
OUVRTIEnfin
DIAGAAS
onsunpreiertems,
Don tobutd'solr,
emgain
ier tsu
ands I buts dierdan pr
D'm
limpct
ffes d esprpagaiona ste as tir
les syst~mcs de veille, nous considdrons une
classe do
radars
possadant tine portee en
espace libre do 400 kms.
Pour tine altitude h donn~e, on recherche ta
distance D telle que
JD/Do) 2 =L[D,h,fe,a]

avec

L
h
Do
f
C
a

=pertos de propagation
=altitude do Ia cible

portie espace libre
frdquence d'dmission
permittivit6 du Sol
conductivit6 du sol

]2EThCIIONAU DMA.1DE LWiQRZ
igues rdseten le
Les
0 &13
do couverture pour trois fr~quences,
stir mer, en polarisation horizontalo
La courbe en pointill6 reprtsente
visibilit (horizon)

digrames
Sur terre et
et verticale.
]a linulte de

verticale, l'explication
En polarisation
physique des ph~nom~nes qui conduisent A ces
diagrammos do couverture est simple. Plus ]a
freqtience d'imission est basso, plus importants
sont le couplage et Io transfort d'dnergie avoc le
sol. Si do plus, limpilanco do surface est faible,
alors cotto Energio communiqude au sol sera
propagdo (par onde de surface) avoc tine
dissipation (portes) faible.
Sur =j.~ (figure 10) ces deux propridtds
A 10 Mhz et conduisent A tine
sont verifiies
d~tection aui deJA do Ihorizon envisagoable
jusqu'A 160 kms. Par contro en VHF (100 Mhz),
Ic couplage subsiste mais 1'imp~dance do surface
augmontant, Ia dissipation dons le sal dovient
importanto et Its propri~t6s do d~tection A site

bas qui en d6coulent sont mauvaises. Lorsque ta
fr6quence augmente encore (3 Ghz par exemple)
le couplage avec: ta surface disparait et Ia
propagation en degh de lhorizon s'am6liore : a
portde radar devient alors voisine de ]a port&e
optique,
Sur le sgi (terre, figure 11) de faible
conductivit6 Its andes de surface -dont ta
dissipation est excessive - sont inexploitables,
aux trois frdquences consid6ries ; tout couplage
Ia Ia surface s'av~re W~aste . Notarment
en HF Ia port6e radar est tr~s inferieure A Ia
port6e optique. Le couplage disparalt O~s que Yon
utilise ta gamme VHF: A 100 Mhz on rojoint (ot
d6passe memo trbs l6g~rement - par le jeu de
coefficient do r6flexion en phase avec It trajet
direct) Ia courbe de couverture optique (horizon).
comportemont des radars op6rant en
hyperfrdquences est proche de l'optique
assurle thoriquement jusqu'l
ddtection
Fhorizon, si Ia frquence tend vers l'infini.
en polarisation verticale, on pout
observer des fluctuations on fonction de ta
fr6quence, de Ia port6e autour de ihorizon,
fluctuations qui apparaissent par It biais des
Les sch~mas do Ia
coefficibnts de riflexion.
figure 14 r~sumcnt Ia philosophic do U'volution
de ]a ddtectabilitt A site bas en fonction de Ia
am deIMun
rtu.
rqunertne
gmed
En polarisation horizontalo (figures 12 et
13) aucun couplage bdfique nest A attendre du
sot ou do la mer. La couverture linte est ta
optique, attointe thdoriquement
couvertUre
Iorsque Ia fr~quence tend vers l'infini.
ECM

DRRF

U

La figure 15 presente Ia couvorturo radar, dans
lombro d'une Witr do 400 m~tres de haut,
situdeoen vue du radar, 1 80 kms. Les fr6quences
basses (gammes HF et VHF ) sont privildgides.

DIESONMNTDSRDR
Jusqu'i prdsent nous avons d~crit
l'influence do Ia propagation stir los portdes des
radars A 1'Egard do ciblos ivoltiant A basso
altitude, en fonction do Ia gamme do friquence
do fonctionnemont, pour tine port~o 'en espace
libro' donnde.
En fait, l'analyse des performances des systtmos
en foaction do leur friquence d'imission, pour
etre objective, doit incluro dgalement Ia variation
d'autres param~tres , contenties dans lexpression
du rapport signal A bruit dnergdtique
S
PmTG 4 .11~L 2
(4n.fl).D .F.K
B =
(.J3D..~
B
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Outre le facteur en )L2 qui favorise l'utilisation
des basses fr6quences,
l'expression fait
apparaftre difffrents termes dont la nature et les
valeurs different scion la gamme de fr6quence
utilis6e:
la durie d'intg~ra on, lorsqu'on effectue un
traitement doppler coh~rent la dur~e maximale
d'int6gration cohdrente vanie en 4T ; en effet le
au
mouvement de la
r~sidu de phase H6
cible et non compens6 par le traitement doppler
s'6crit a I'ordre 2:
60 = 2.x.f.0(V ,T)t2 (p fonction
scalaire do V vitesso do la cible, r acc6l6ration)

hyperfr6quencos) les niveaux sont do plus en plus

impr6visibles, du fait de I'utilisation croissante
de mat6riaux absorbants tendant A faire chuter
le S.ER.

-

ladure liited'ntgraion
Ains, tpiqumen,
Ains, a tpiqemet,
dr~elimte 'ntgraioncoh~rente sera de
- queiques dizaines de milisecondes en
bandes L,SC
- queiques centaines de milisecondes en
VHF
- de I'ordre de la seconde en HF
Par ailleurs les radars fonictionnant en gammnes
HF ou VHF ne poss~dent pas d'ambiguit6
doppler-distance (les dopplers
maximum
observables 6tant toujours inf6rieurs A la
frdquence do r~p~tition des impulsions)

On d~crit deux exemples d'avant projets de
radars fonctionnant en basse frdquence , et que
l'on compare A un radar classique fonctionnant
en bande S
-

Radar 'marine' d'alerte pricoce

- d~tection avion A 80 kms (vue de
face), altitu-de 30m
d~tection missile 1150 kms (vue de
faeattd:0
faeltud30
- frquence = 10 Mhz

Le choix de la fr~quence rMsulte de la
mod~lisation du rapport signal A bruit (figure 16)
qui pr~sente un maximum , du fait des effets de
variation inverse do la SER et du facteur de bruit
d'une part, de Ia qualit6 de ]a propagation d'autre
part.
-

Radar de veille sql-air

-- les g'ains deS ag'riens sont lis aux

surfaces
d'antennes physiques; aux grandes longueurs
d'onde on utilise des r~seaux phas~s plus
encombrants que les antennes hyperfrdquences,
mais, en revanche, momns vulndrables (la
destruction partielle du r~seau nentrainant pas
la supression totale des performances).
- le facteur de bruit du radar F dipend de la
qualitE des chaines de r~ception et du niveau du
bruit atmosph~rique ambiant. Dans les gammnes
radar classique le facteur de bruit (de l'ordre de
5 1 10 dB) est liE au deux phdnom~nes. Aux
basses frdquences il est donnd par le facteur de
bruit atmosphtrique, qui domine :de l'ordre de
25 A 30 dB en gamme HF.
- les 12ertes de 12rogagation- d~pendent, comme
Etudid pr~c~demment, de la fr~quence et de la
configuration choisies (polarisation, type de sol)
- la section efflcace radar
MSE R.) est un
param~tre qui dUpend de la gdoin~trie et de
l'attitude de la cible, et de la frdquence
d'6mission. On distingue en g~n~ral trois zones
de variation de Ia S.E.R en fonction des
dimensions relatives de la cible par rapport A la
longeurd'one
(appot aX )
aEn
ons~d
Rayleigh (aIX<<cI, typiquement los 'petits' avos
on gamrme HF ) los niveaux do SER sont faibiles,
mais augmentent avec la fr~quence En zone de
r6sonance ( 1< aIX <10 ,~cost le cas des avions
on gamme VHF) los niveaux sont g~n~ralement
plus forts, mais peuvent varier 6norm~ment en
fonction do la fr~quence (do l'ordre do 30 dB) En
zone optique ( a/X >>I , cas des ciblos en

-d~tection

jusqu'A 400 kms, en vue

-frequence

=100 Mhz

d~gag~e

Le tableau suivant r~sume les caractdristiques
des trois radars.
-

performances eni d~tection

La puissance k 6imettre en VHF est plus
faible qu'en bande S, pour la m~me port~e en
espace libre (400 kms).
Le radar VHF est
robuste au voisinage de I'horizon et ii l6gard des
cibles masquies.
Le radar 'marine' fonictionnant en HF A de
bonnes propritis de d~tection au del& de
I'horizon. On peut envisager son utilisation
comme syst~me d'alerte prdcoce, implantiS A bord
d'un navire
pr~mne
nlclsto
promne nlclsto
E
aie
Fe
H adrcii6o
gisement s'obtient au prix d'un d~ploiement
horizontal trbs important: plusieurs centaines de
m~tres en VHF, plusieurs kilom~tres en HF. Le
nombre d'antennes
utilis~e
croit alors
consid~rablement, A momns de sous 6chantillonner
Ia figure gdomdtrique de r~seau
: le r~seau
devient alors lacunaire. La directivitE en site
risque Egalement d'6tre m~diocre si
le
d~ploiement vertical des antennes du r~seau est
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RADAR

MARINE

VHF

CLASSIQUE

Bande

HF

VHF

S

Friquence

10 Mhz

100 Mhz

3 Ghz

Polarisation

V

V

H ou V

S.E.R. avion

0.2 m2

10 m2

I m2

Fact. de bruit

30 dB

10 dB

8 dB

Dur6e traitt

I s

0.1 s

5-10 ms

TIR

200pisI3ms

100gts/3ms

I00pis/3ms

GAIN E/R

13 dB

18 dB

40 dB

Puiss. crete

6 kw

Puiss. nloy.

400 w

1.6 kw

17 kw

PORTEE
(Avue)
PORTEE
(3Om/sol)
(s/b)

100 kms

400 kms

400 kms

80 kms

75 kms

65 kms

(13dB)

(13dB)

(21dB)

DIMENSIONS....
antenne

50 kw

500kw

Riseaux dantennes
10 dmetteuts
10 ricepteurs
150 mn

32 imetteurs
32 ricepteurs
234 m

2.3m 3.5m

RESOLU1IONS
gisement
distance

2.50

80

qq 10 kms

faible. Le R.I.A.S. (4] - Radar J Impulsion et
Ante nne Syntitiques -, fonctionnant en VHF
possbde ainsi des pouvoirs de risolutions
comparables i ceux des radars de veille
classiques, grice A sa lacunarit6 et au dUnivel6
important des antennes du riseau.
En gamnme HF dans l'application 'marine'
(oa Ion s'est Wixun diploiement de 150 m, les
capacitds de localisation sont mauvaises, mais on
pout envisager son uuilisation comme syst~me
d'alerte A bord d'un navire. En revanche, un plus
grand diploiement ( possible sur lo littoral par
exemple)
permcttrait
d'effectuer
une
surveillance 'marine' performante du point de
vue de la localisation.
Quant & la r~solution en distance, li~e A la

qq 100 mi

1.16*

qq 10 m

bande du signal radar, elle est h priori limjt6e en
HF du fait de l'encombrement spectral (raies
parasites et interfdrences). On peut ndanmoins
envisager un mode de fonctionnement A
plusicurs frtqucnces, 6mises simultan6ment, aux
emnplacements clairs du spectre.
-

interferences et brouillae

Les radars optrant aux grandes longueurs
d'onde ont des pouvoirs de rdsolution angulaires
moyens , et perqoivent donc des niveaux de
fouillis importants, notamnment i site bas.
Le
fouillis do mer (application marine) et le fouillis
do sol (d~tection deffitre un masque, ou I site
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bas) d6passent en general la cible d'au mains 70
L'int6gratintt doppler est indispensable
*d6cibels.
isoler la cible, comme c'est le cas pour le
*pour
R.I.A.S , notamment pour cc qui concerne la
detection des navires [5).
L6limination des brouilleurs intentionnels,
*
dans un contexte de contre mesures r6alistes
appliquees aux radars 'basses fr6quence' fait
l'objet de traitements adaptatifs sur le r~seau de
r~ception . Sachant que le nombre de brouilleurs
6liminables est une fonction croissante du
nombre de capteurs du reseau, les systtmes
'basses frequences'
constitu6s d'antennes
r~parties semblent avantag6s par rapport aux
syst~mes radar hyperfriquences qui dispasent
rarement de plus de trois antennes. En revanche
'basses frequences' sont plus
les brouilleurs
faciles k constituer.

CC LUIONl
Des syst~mes radar futurs fonctionnant en
gamme HF ou VHF semblent prometteurs vis 4
vis des performances en ddtection h site bas. De
plus, uls ne sont pas sensibles aux absorbants
utilists en hyperfr~quences pour diminuer les
niveaux de section efficace radar. Par contre les
performances de localisation , pour Igalcm celles
des radars classiques requi~rent un deploiement
au sal important. Certains traitements sont

R

traitement doppler coh~rent,
indispensables
D'autres
traitement d'antenne (reseau).
aux antennes r~scaux,
traitemcnts ,sp~cifiques
ouvrent la porte ii un grand nombre
d'applicatians. limites dans le cas des radars
classiqu-.s utilisant une antenne de configuration
figee.
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Figure 6

Figaure 7

Figure 8

Prooaaion deffitre un masque

Friquence 10 Mhz

Friquence 100 Mhz

Figure 9

Frfiuence 3 Ghz

Atthnuation du champ 6lectrique deffi~re une arie
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DISCUSSION

E. SCHWEICHER, BE
La port6e de 50 km du radar marine d'alerte pr~coce est-elle valable pour les
missiles Avol rasant (sea skimmers en anglais) ?
AUTHOR'S REPLY
La porte est valable pour les missiles 6voluant A 10 ou 30 m de la surface.
Les r6sultats sur la d6tection de missile sont issus d'une mod6lisation
simplifi6e de sa section efficace radar.
John S. BELROSE
You have presented classical groundwave propagation curves, comparing
10MHz, 100MHz and 3GHz for a fixed ground conductivity and dielectric
constant. These parameters for land of a particular type depend upon
frequency. For a detailed comparison of propagation over a particular terrain
I suggest that you should have used the appropriate effective conductivity and
dielectric constant parameters. This would give you different results. Have
you given this matter consideration ?
AUTHOR'S REPLY
La constante di6lectrique et la conductivit6 prises en compte sont des valeurs
moyennes ; il est peu probable que la variation de ces param~tres pour un sol
donnd soit significative, de 10MHz A100MHz ; par contre, la variation de
( F , Cr ) en fonction du type de terrain (sol sec ou rocailleux) peut etre
importante, bien qu'en pratique (ayant testd diff6rentes valeurs de (e , P )
pour le sol) on ne constate pas de changement de comportement des courbes
de propagation. Sur la mer, par contre, les effets de diffusion/djffrqn par
les vagues dependent fortement de la fr6quence et requi0rent de consid6rer
des valeurs de conductivit6 6quivalente variables (de 4 A1 en fonction de la
fr6quence et du vent).
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PROPAGATION STUDIES OF A 60Glh COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

by
Dipl-lng. H.-J.Ostertsg

Standard Elektrlk Lmm AG
Mannheimstrasse 226
D-7530 Pforzheim
Germany

2. Measuring Equipement

In the case of 600Hz, atmospheric attenuation
comes
up
to
15da/k..
The
additional
attenuation essentially reduce transmission
range.
Assuming system values for a transmission

3. Measuring Conditions\nvironment

link

4. Measurements with Moved Rejeiver and Fixed
Transmitter
5. Measuremants with stationary Receiver and
Transmitter

Ot
Or - 7dD Antenna Gain
Power
Transmitted
Pt
Receiver Sensitivity
Pr --- 1W
90d~m
g
n
i
enlitiv
ei
range
th
the range will be only f80m. including
rainfall assuming a rate of 10mm/h, the range
is reduced to 520m.

comma
1. Introduction

6. Summary

1. Introduction
According to the importance of the VHF Radio
System the enemy has concentrated enormous
activities to reduce and degrade the system
performanoe. This electronic threat results
n a number of Ilectronic Counter Measures
mainly in Interception and Jamming.
(SCH),
Automatically switched on *Set-up Receivers"
allow total surveillance of the Vil-band.
Besides passive surveillance, active counter
Measures can follow.

resistance of a
For the evalution of BN
radio system, it is necessary to consider
surveillance and jamming conditions. Antenna
gain of surveillance receiving equipement is
go 60QHs can ble detected
assumed to 30d.
2000m. The
about
distance of
over
a
atmospharic attenuation of lSdB/ka at 600Hz
is an excellent mens of achieving SCMresistance.
The 600Hz frequency band offer broadband
against
resistance
high
and
capacity
Interception and Jamming. For some short
radio nets 600H is a practical solution.

2. Measuring Iquipement
New requirements were defined
the future electronic threat:

according

to

f security against
- Interoeption and Detection
J
ig
* Improvement and Upgrading of
Communication Capacity
* Secure data tranpasslon for
Automatic Command, Control
and Weapon $ystms.
in
resulted
requirements
tactical
These
investigation of new principles and new
equipemanti
the
for
technical requirements
-digital voice
tranmission
-digital
modulation
-scure codingcethod
Frequency coomic methods
Spread .otrum application
snpr,,ion
r ilooked
feasible.
Realization of such systems is
Limits are set because of multipath effects
VF-range.
In
the
capacity
and communication
A new possibility for the future is the
selection of new frequency ranges. Regarding
possible free ranges, one comes up to ranges
higher than 10GHs.
Atmospheric attenuation is a main factor
influencing propagation. Resonator effects
lead to high value of attenuation. There are
Minima, where the ranges of
some
600Hzandand 950Hz are of special
350Hz,Maxima
interest,

a poawdo random noise
Transmitted data,
sequenve with length of 2 -1 bit*, are given
from a word generator, lit rate can be
selected from 0,12Sbit/s to Mit/s. Switch
enables to select rreqmoyn Modulation (FM)
or Phase Modulation (PN). n case of FH the
Voltage Controlled Oscillator (YO) at 150Wx
is tuned by the digital signal, producing 2FSX modulation. Vol PH phase of 1504s signal
is
signal
Modulating
is
switched *90w.
2-DPSK
to produce
differentially coded
150Miz band and
Mixing the
modulation.
signal of a 20HHz quarts oscillator generates
2 frequency bands at 130Mtz and 170Ms. One
band or both of these bands can be selected
for transmission, thus enabling frequency
diversity.
The if at 130/170Hz is converted to 30Hz
using a 2,850: phase locked oscillator
(PLO). 30Hz band is mixed up to 610Hz. A
580Hn PLO is used as local oscillator. 610Hz
signal 's amplified by a 3-stage injection
amplifier with 22dB gain. Output power
at antenna plane is about 100mW.
Receiver converts 610H band down first to
3GHz and second to 130/170MM: using PLOs at
frequencies 580Hs and 2,850Hz. The if bands
at 130mt and 170MMs are filtered, amplified
and limited. A number of filters enables
selection of narrow bandwidth in case of
demodulation,
After
< Sbit/s.
bitrates
baseband signals can be selected and in case
of F1K also combined. Analog baseband signal
is converted to digital level and in case of
differentially decoded. At video outputs
DPSK
of limiting if amplifiers if-power can be
measured.
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3. Measuring Conditions\Environment

The

measured

BER

(6teady

movement

of

one

vehicle) shows following results:
Received signal power and bit errors are
measured. In time slots of 10me bit errors
are counted and if video signals are AIDResults are transferred to a
converted.
personal computer (PC). Stored data can be
computed by the PC giving signal to noise
ratio (SIN) and bit error rate (BER). Data
can be accessed to statistical software.
Measurement equipement consist of transmitter
two
vehicles.
located
in
receiver
and
Measurements result stationary or with slowly
moved receiver in different environments,
Roads with vegetation on both sides and
forest roads are main selected. Distance
between transmitter and receiver is varied to
about 400m.

- at high value of SIN, mean HER is in good
agreement with RICE-fadig.
- at low value of SIN, BER exceed the values
of RALEIGH-distribution. Additional errors
may be caused by intersymbol interference
which is not included in the models.
- DPSK results in better HER than FSK.
On grass direct received signal is
of received signals. According to
of grass only diffuse reflection
The results on grass are shown in
6:

main part
influence
is added.
fig.5 and

- S/N values are more concentrated
- BER are much better and in good accordance
to theory.

4. Measurements with Moved Receiver and Fixed
Transmitter
In the first test configuration both vehicles
were on a street without special obstacles
(line of sight). Driving one vehicle away
from the other, vartations of field strength
were measured. Variations come up to nearly
30dB (fig. 1). The distance between adjacent
minima and maxima become larger with larger
distance,
The signal to noise ratio and
rate as function of distance
fig.2. Two lines of S/N apply
and if 170MHz. Bit error rate
at the minima of S/N.

the bit error
are shown in
to if 130141H
is increasing

the
results of
and
fig.4 show
Fig.3
measurements with FSK and DPSK at a bit rate
theoretical
*Mbit/e.
For comparison,
of
values are outlined with a parametar a. The
parameter c is defined as the relation of
direct recuived signal energy to the mean
square value of ultipath signals, according
to models of RICE-fading.
This gives c - 0 no direct signal
c -av no multipath signal

5. Measurements with Stationary Receiver and
Transmitter
Vrations of received signals on roads with
vegetation on both sides are measured. Fig.7
shows a partition of this measurement.
In fig.8 results of amplitude variations are
drawn to a Normal Probability Plot. Normal
probability results to a straight line in
this plot. Distribution of amplitudes are in
good agreement to a Normal Probability.

6. Summary
This paper described measurement equipement
mesurements.
600Hz
propagation
for
Experimental results have been presented.
Results of propagation msoasurements were
helpful designing a 60GHz radio systm. The
experimental program was sponsored by German
Military Authorithies.
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DISCUSSION

ICA FUERXER
Did you measure the impulse response of the channel ?
AUTHOR'S REPLY
Impulse response was measured. Resolution of measurement system was
given to delayed signals with > IV s delay. No amplitudes of interest were
found in the upper delay spectrum.
E. SCHWEICHER, BE
Is the ILO at 61GHz using a Gunn diode and an Impatt diode connected
through a circulator ?
AUTHOR'S REPLY
Gunn diodes are used in each of the 3 stages. Last stage is a 2-diodes
configuration.
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UTILIZATION ORREDUCTION OF THE EFFECTS OFSEACLUTTER FORREAL ANDSYNTHETIC
APERTURE POLARIMETRIC RADARS
Ezekiel Bahar
Electrical Engineering Department
University of Nebraska--Lincoln
Lincoln, Nebraska 68588-0511 USA
Abstract
The presence of clutter in radar signals
received over the rough sea surface presents
radar engineers with a dual challenge. It can be
exploited to obscure the radar signature of a
friendly target. However, when the detection of
target is essential, it is necessary to
the
devise means to minimize the effects of sea
clutter on target identification,
Central to the objective to exploit or
suppress the effects of sea clutter is the need
for a comprehensive radio wave scattering
theory that can be applied to surfaces (such
as the air-sea interface) with a broad range of
roughness scales. When the major contributions
to the scattered fields come from the vicinity
of the specular (stationary phase) points, the
well known physical optics approach (based on
the Kirchhoff approximations of the surface
fields) provides results that are in good
agreement with experimental data. However,
for surfaces with very small roughness scales
and slopes, the (polarization dependent)small
perturbation approach of Rice Is generally
used. In order to exploit the salient features
of the physical optics approach and the small
perturbation approach, hybrid perturbation physical optics approaches (based on a two
scale model of the rough sea) have been developed. Thus the surface of the rough sea is
regarded as the superposition of a small scale
rough surface on a filtered surface consistIng of the large scale spectral components of
the sea surface. However, the wavenumber
where spectral splitting is assumed to occur
between the large and small scale spectral
components of the rough surface is not uniquely
defined, Furthermore, this approach cannot be
used to determine the cross polarized backscatter cross sections.
A full wave approach, based on the complete
expansion of the fields and the imposition of
exact boundary conditions, is used to convert
Maxwell's equations into sets of generalized
telegraphists' equations for the electromagnetic field transforms. These coupled
equations for the distributed system are
solved iteratively to obtain explicit expressions for the single and multiple
scattered fields. They are shown to satisfy
the reciprocity, reolizobility and duality
relationships in electromagnetic theory and
they are invariant to coordinate transformations. In the high frequency limit when the
major contributions to the scattered field
come from the vicinity of the stationary
phase (specular) points on the surface, they
are shom to reduce to the physical/geometrical optics solutions. In the low frequency limit they reduce to the Small
perturbation solutions when the slopes are
also negligibly small. Thus, there is no
need to adopt the two scale model when the
full wave approach is used.
Since the distinction between different
rougnness scales is made relative to the
electromagnetic wavelength, the full wave
approach is also applicable to scattering
problems with transient or broad spectral
excitations for both real and synthetic

aperture radars. The full
wave approach can be
used to characterize the scattered field completely through the elements of the Phase/Stokes
(Mueller) matrix. Thus, full wave polarimetric
techniques can be readily used to suppress or
enhance the effects of the sea clutter and thereby
make the signature of the target more obscure or
more distinct. The full wave approach can also be
applied to stealth and inverse stealth technologies.
I, Introduction
Numerous scattering theories have been developed to determine the scattering and depolarization of electromagnetic waves from deterministic
and randomly rough surfaces. However, the most
commonly used theories, based on the physical
optics and the small perturbation approacheS,
cannot be applied to composite surfaces, characterized by a broad range of roughness scales. In
addition, several computer programs have been
developed to numerically solve the integral
equations for the scattered fields. These numerical
solutions have limited use since they are restricted to one dimensionally rough surfaces even
when supercomputers are used. Several hybrid
solutions based on two scale models of the rough
surfaces have also been introduced to overcome
these difficulties. They are based on a combination of the physical optics (Beckmann and
Spizzichino 1963), and the small perturbation
(Rice 1951) approaches. Thus, a surface with
sall scale roughness Is assumed to ride on the
large scale (filtered) surface and the solution
is expressed as a sum of two cross sections, one
associated with the large scale surface and the
other associated with the small scale surface
(Yalenzuela 1968, Wright 1968), The difficulties
with the hybrid approach based on the two scale
model, lies in the determination of the spatiel
wavenumber that separates the large scale surface
from the small scale surface and in the underlyingeassumption that these two rough surfaces
can be regarded as statistically Independent.
The large scale (filtered) surface is assumed to be
sufficiently smooth such that it satisfies the
large radii of curvature restriction imposed when
the physical optics approach is used. The small
scale surface is assumed to have a sufficiently
sall mean square height and slope in order to
satisfy the small perturbation assumptions. These
restrictions cannot in general be satisfied
simultaneously and the physical optics approach
does not account for the backscattered cross
polarized fields, Therefore, these two scale solutions critically depend on the choice of the spatial
wayenu"ber where spectral splitting between the
large and small scale surfaces is assumed to occur
(Brown 1978). Furthermore, even for surfaces that
simultaneously satisfy the large radii of curvature
restriction (inherent in the physical optics
approach) and the small height and small slope
limitation (assumed when the perturbation approach
is used), the two comonly used physical optics and
small perturbation Solutions are not in agreement.
Since the sea surface consists of a broad range
of roughness scales, it is important to employ a
rough surface theor. that is not encumbered by the
limitations of the physical optics, perturbation
or the hybrid solutions based on two scale models.

II
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Furthermore, in order to utilize or reduce the
effects of sea clutter in radar sysems, the rough
to real
surface theory must also be applicable Radars.
and/or Synthetic Aperture Polarimetric
Thus, in general, it is necessary to completely
characterize the radar returns from the rough sea
by the sixteen elements of the Mueller matrix
that relate the incident Stokes vector to the
scattered Stokes vector (Bahar and Fltzwater
1986).
The full wave approach that is based on the
complete expansion of the electromagnetic fields
and on the imposition cf exact boundary conditions, is used to determine the singly and
multiply scattered fields from surfaces that are
either characterized deterministically or
statistically. These full wave solutions are
coordinate transformations and they
Invariant
satisfy theto reciprocity,
realizablity and duality
relationships in electromagnetic theory. Both
the small perturbation solutions as well as the
physical optics solution can be obtained directly
from the full wave solutions. Furthermore, using
hindsight it is possible to derive the full wave
single scatter,far field solution directly from
the perturbation solution by subjecting the
perturbation solution to a set of coordinate
transformations as well as a phase modification
which correctly accounts for the surface height
fluctuations. Thus, using the full wave approach,
it is possible to determine the direct relationship between the small perturbation solution
and the physical optics solution.
2. Review of the Full Wave Approach
For the purposes of the full wave analysis
rough surface scattering, it is necessary to of
define two (Cartesian) coordinate systems. The
first (a.,aia)t is a fixed, reference coordinate xSte;A (See Fig. I).Since the full
wave solutions are invariant to coordinate
transformations, the reference coordinate system can be chosen arbitrarily, although for
convenience it is usually associated with the
transmitter/receiver system and/or the mean sea
surface (chosen in this work to be normal to
the unit vector ay). The second coordinate
system (;0,r2 ,n3 ) Is associated with the local
features of the rough surfacez Thus 2 is the
direction of the unit vector n nornal to a
point on the rough surface, while l and n3 are
tangent to the rough surface at the same
point (See Fig. 2).
The transverse (yz) componens of the electric and maqnetc fiel ds
andt above and
T
HT
below the rough surface f(x,y,z)-y-h(x,z)-O
are
expressed completely in terms of generalized
transfcrms, that account for the vertically and
horizontally polarized waves. The complete wave
spectrum consists of the radiation fields and
the lateril waves (two infinite integrals) and
the guided (surface) waves. Thus ET and AT are
expressed as follows in terms of the vertically
and lprizontally polarized field transforms EP
and H (P-V vertical or H horizontal)(Bahar 1973a).

ET(X,Z)sz

[E(~~~VE~~~~ d

EP(x,v,w). f

(la)

T(xYz)'( Px 1)dydz P-V or H (lib)
H
w
fTX''Z
H(x,v,w)hV+HH(x,v,w)
H
T]dw
(1c)
v
dd hH

HP(x,v,w)-

P0
Rx,y,z).(ix

)dydz P-V or H

in which the symbol Edenotes summation over the
v
complete wave spectrum. The vector basis functions
g t
and T are
biorthgal
toThe eco al
T
func
basis functions e and BT
expansions are substituted into Maxwell's equations. On employing the biorthogonal properties
of the basis functions ano on imposing the exact
boundary conditions,

[5x E(2)

6x

15 x R] -E

h
x R]4

(3)

at the rough interface h(xz).
Maxwell's equations are converted into the
tions
(Schekunoff
1955; Bahartelegraphists'
following
173b, 174) for
set of generalized
equa-the
fo
n
ckrf
wav5ahid
13
and f t
forward and backward wave amplitudes ar and bP
respectively.
da P iP.
BA Q BBQ , P
- -lua
I E,5 (SpQa+SpQb)dw (4a)

Qv
dbP +iub P.
m (sAaaQ+Sa(BQ)dw+BP
(4b)
U
IPQ PQ
P
v'
In (4)AP and B are transforms of the electromagnetic sources and
HV aV +
V V V
H
a +b
EV a - b
(5a)
H
H
H
.b
H " aH + bH
(b)
To derive the generalized telegraphists' equation
(4), it is necessary to properly take into
account problems of convergence, Thus, the orders
of integration (summation) and differentiation
are not interchanged by employing Green's theorem-.
In (4), the coupling ccefficlents Sag are the
forward (o7B) and backward (agB) scattering coefficients, The second subscript Q denotes the
polarization of the waves incident upon the surface, while the first subscript P denotes the
polarization of the scattered waves (PQ-VH).
The telegraphists'
equations may be solved numerically to account for the total scattered field
(singly and multiply scattered waves), However,
in this review only iterative analytical solutions are presented since they can be readily
compared with other analytical single scatter
solutions, such as the physical optics (Beck.
mann and Spizzichino) and the small perturbation
solutions (Rice 1951). Higher order iterative solutions can also be derived to separately account
for multiple scatter (Bahar and El-Shenawee 1990).
The principal elements of the full wave solutions
are shown schematically in Fig. 3.
t
3. Integral Expressions for the Single Scattered
Radlatlon Field
The full wave solutions for the like and cross
polarized radiation fields single scattered by
two dimensionally rough surfaces f(xy,z)-y-h(x,z)
O is expressed as follows in matrix notation
(Bahar 1987)

f.

~

~

6

in which ni and V are unit vectors in the directions
vetrof the
s incident and scattered fields. The
vector i
is
k°(nf'i)
. Vxax+Vyay+vziz
(7))

x x Yy z
(lId) where ko-wvTJ-isthe free space wavenumber and
the dA=dxdz/(Riiy) is the rough surface element,

y{
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The unit vector fiis noral to the rough surface
is the position
of Vf and i
in the direction
vector
to a point on the
surface.
elements of the 2xl columnrough
matrix Gi areThe
the
incident vertically and horizontally polarized
complex wave amplitudes GVi and GH at the
origin (with fixiy defined as the vector normal
to the reference plane of incidence). Similarly
Gf is a 2x1 column matiix whose elements are the
vertically and horizontally polarized complex
nf Vf
wave amplitudes G and Gf (with n xa defined
as the vector normal to the reference Xcatter
plane) at the observation point given by the
position vector
ff
-f
(8)
I y+ z i
G
Thr E

HV

G

.[(Con Cn)

+n )I-

Cincfncos( fn 1i
In fn)
n
00
rl I
fn in
f
011r
rIC
= -f
W
r(/Pi)1(1-c
)co'(
in in
fn fn
in+cfn),l
.1(C +C In/r)(Co 4C1 'fr)(Co 0
(12b)

in HV i fr. lI) 2Cl
C n (I-I/ir)Ci
in n)2C
C F {-s n(
(l1/lr

HC;

f

fnfn
C

cinvHH { Z in
cfn
C
o O
o

(g)n*-

r nE
E

G

Cfncos(,'fn-in)-on fn
pin
Cin FVV={2 i n f n I IC
r
;
0
.(I-i/Cr)+I.Pr
)COS(fn_0n)])
*
+

(9b)(2d

)cfn]J[( in Cin )(Cfn+Cinhfnccin+cfn)-l
I
C +r 1
I r 0 o
0HI
o o r
rcn
(2)

F -{sn(o -

12 o

tin/)fnn

XGf
fn j(in

HfEf
Gf(-J[Jri

I

nr lI/Prl)C I

o

o[(
oC

r)

o

Cfn (in+Cfn j-1
r 1

0

o

)1

In (12)So~and So, are the sine of the angles of
where n0 * 'W-p is the free space wave impedance. The ocofficient Go is
6 - koexp(-ikor)/2ikorf
(10)
0 0 0
0
and a suppressed exp(iwt) time dependence is
assumed in this work. The 2x21 rogh surface
element scattering matrix D(n ,n ) in (4)Is

expressed as follows:

oVV 0Vy
(f t)('
LOH DH

T FT1

(l

incidence and scatter and omn O'n is the angle
between the local planes of incidence and scatter.
It is interesting to note that at the stationary
phase points of the integral expression for the
scattered fields (5), the unit vector i normal
to the rough surface is in the diroction of the
vector ; (6).
n + ns - ;Iv
(13)
At these stationary phase (specular) points on the
rough surfpcetthe surface element scattering
matrix F(n ,n ) reduces to

where (-i.).Cin and (Af.)_Cf n are the cosine
of th
inn of incidence
fcte fn nand scatter0

of the local angles
fn for y>h. For y<h these angles 0i and fn
by Snell's law. The 2x2 matrix T
are given %I
transforms the incident vertically and
tron
thely
polricdn verit
and
toth
horizontal ly polarized waves with respecj; t; the
fixed (reference) plane of incidence (A x 3v)
to the corresponding vertically and horizontilly
polarized waveswith respect to the local plane
of incidence (fiix
A) at a point F on the rough
surface, The elements of the 2x2 local scattering matrix F account for the like and cross
polarized scattering for a surface element dA
at the point F on the rough surface (See Fig. 2).
The 2x2 matrix Tf transfoms the scattered
vertically and horizontally polarized waes with
respect to the local plane of scatter (RtxH)at
the point F on the surface back to the corresponding vertically and horizontally polarized
waves withfrespect to the fixed plane of
scatter (fi
fAv). The explicit expressions for
the elements Zf the local scqtteri 1 matrix F
depend on the unit vectors n' and n in the
directions of the incident and scattered waves
as well as the direction of the local normal to
the rough surface. It also depends on te electromagnetic parameters (e,) of the media above and
below the rough interface (f(xy,z)-O) since
in this work the approximate impedance boundary
conditions are not employed.

F(ifi')
h

(

-

Roo

R(

(14)

-f-

" n_

ad8iseult
op
the local angle of incidence and scatter at the
specular points. Thus it is readily shown that if

wher cose op s- - -

in the integrand of the expressions for the
scattered fields (4), the unit vector A is replaced by its vrlue A at the stationary phase
points (before integration) the full wave solutions reduce to the physical optics solutions
(Beckmann and Spizzichino 1963). Therefore, for
the physical optics approach to be valid in the
high frequency limit, it is not only necessary for
the radii of curvature to be large compared to
wavelength, but the major contributions to the
scattered fields must cone from the vicinity of
the specular points of the rough surface. This is
a principal reason why the pnysical optics
approach cannot be used to correctly predict the
enhanced
backscattered
even1989).
at optical
frequencies
(Bahar and fields
Fitzwater
If the
integral for the scattered fields is evaluated
analytically using the stationary phase approximation the full wave solution reduces to the
Geometric Optics solution.
It is also interesting to demonstrate the direct
link between the full wave solution (4)and the low
frequency small perturbation solution. Thus, it can
be shown that if in the integral expression for the
scattered fields (4). the unit vector A normal to
the rough surface is replaced by the unit vector
ay normal to the reference (mean) plane Y-o,
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begltgible slopes) and in addition, if the exponential function exp(it.h(x,z)i )isreplaced by the
of its Taylor Leries expansion
twg t~rms
first
I+ikoh(R'R)-iy the full wave solution reduces
to the sum of te reflected field from the flat
(unperturbed) surface and the diffuse scattered
field derived by Rice (1951), based on the small
perturbation approach. On hindsight it is therefore possible to trace the rather elusive relationship between the smcllI
perturbation (low
frequency) solution (Rice 1951)
and the high
frequency physical optics solution (Beckmann
and Spizzichino (1963) even though the two solutions are not In agreement for surfaces that
simultaneously satisfy the small perturbation
restrictions and the large radii of curvature
criteria. To this end, one can start with Rice's
polarization dependent small perturbation
solution for the fields scattered by a surface
element dA In the neighborhood of the point F

on the rough surface. At the point r,the

the scattered Stokes vector elements to the incident Stokes vector elements. A modified form of
the Stokes vector is as follows:
'
<
I
<E2(E2>
12

[

2Re<E E2 >
•
2Im<EIE 2 *>

in which E and E are the vertically and horizontally polarized components of the electric
field while Re<-> and Im<.> denote the real and
imaginary parts. Thus, on expressing the relationships between the incident and scattered
vertically and horizontally polarized fields as
follows:

r

r

normal to the surface element at height
E
[
f12
exp(-ikor)
1
0
1
y-h(x,z) is given by the unit vector Vf/IVfl.
(17)
*
Tf2
f2lEi
Thus, on subjecting Rice's solution to the prin2E
J
f
E
transcoordinate
21
ciple of invariance under
formations and replacing the factor appearing
ihe Stokes matrix that relates the incident Stokes
in his solutionik 0 R -n ).IY (associated with
vector tothe scattered Stokes vector isgiven by
the surface height fluctuations) by the exponBahar and Fitzwater(1987). 2eSee Appendix A).
ential function exp(ti h(x,z)i ) (associated
The
four elements mtj(ii-I, ) of the Stokes
with the corresponding phase fuctuation), Rice's
matrix are therefore related to the like and cross
solution is transformed into the full wave
polarized scattering cross sections.
solutions for the singly scattered radiation
(far) fields. If at this point the value for
Explicit full wave expressions for all sixteen
the unit vector n normal to the rough surface
elements of the Stokes matrix need to be evaluated
is replaced by its value n at the stationary
in order to obtain a complete polarimetric des~ripphase (specular) points, the low frequency
tion of the rough surface scattered field. Extensmall perturbation solution transforms directly
sive work has been carried out to determine thu
into the high frequency physical optics
optimum polarization of the transmitter/receiter
solution. The Inter-relationships between the
toenhance special features of the radar sonsls.
small perturbation, the full wave, the physical/
Multifrequency polarimetric radar systems rrovide
eometric optics and the hybrid solutions
improved capabilities to enhance or supprfiss these
based on two scale models of the rough surface)
features (Zebkar at al.1990). The Stoker matrix is
are shown schematically in Fig, 4. Thus, when
also useful for Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR)
one applies the full wave approach to evaluate
applications.
the fields scattered by composite surfaces
consisting of a very broad range of roughness
5. Concluding Remarks
scales, it is not necessary to adopt the two
In this paper the principal elements of the
scale model of the rough surface.
full wave solutions have been sumarized, The full
4. The Scattering Cross Sections and the
wave solutions are invariant to coordinate transStokes Matrix Elements for Rough Surfaces
formations and they satisfy the reciprocity,
realizability and duality relationships in electroFor radar remote sensing application, the
magnetic theory. Limiting forms of the full wave
random rough surfaces are usually characterized
solutions are shown to reduce to the low frequency
by their normalized like and cross pojarized
small perturbation solutions (Rice 1951)
and the
diffuse scattering cross sections <oP>(P,Q-V,H).
high frequency physical optics solutions (Backmann
They are defined as follows in terms of the
and Spizzichino 1963), Thus, the full wave soluincident and scattered fields
tion provides the only direct relationship belwen
Q 2>
rthe
fE>
2,
low frequency small perturbation (0-4ko<hz> << I,
<lEPf(2>
4
(<E)Pf>2
(t5
nrf
)
high
optics
(0>>
krc -and
I, the
rc Is
the frequency
radius ofphysical
curvature)
solutions,
Tracing th's relationship has been a rather elusive
inwhich A is the projection of the rough surface endeavor since even for surfaces that simultaneously
area on thi reference (y-o) plane and rf is the
satisfy the small perturbation limitation and the
distance to the observation point. The syimbol
large radii of curvature restriction, these two
solutions are not in agreement.
<. denotes the statistical average, The
normalized scattering cross sections therefore
Thus, there are no complications in applying the
relate the diffuse (total minus the coherent)
full wave ;olutions to scattering by composite surscattered intensity (with polarization P V,H) to
faces wfi,multiple scales of roughness and there
the incident intensity (with polarization
is no need to adopt hybrid (perturbed-physical
QV,H). Similar expressions for the scattering
optics) solutions based on the artificial decompocross sections can be written In general for
sition of the surface Into two surfaces with difelliptical incident and scatter polarization.
ferent scales of roughness. These hybrid solutions
However, for the purposes of enhancing or
critically depend on the choice of the spatial wavesuppressing special features of the radar
number kd at which It is assumed the separation
returns, the optimal polarizations of the
occurs bItween the large and small scale surface,
transmitter and receiver are not known a priori.
The full wave-two scale approximation can be exIn these cases, it is necessary to characterize
pressed as a weighted sum of two cross sections
the scattered fields by the 4x4 Stokes matrix
and the like polarized cross section is less sensielements which contain both magnitude and
tive to the choice of d. However, since the
relative phase data. The Stokes matrix relates
physical optics approximation for the backscattered
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cross polarized return is zero (Brown 1978),
the hybrid solutions based on the two scale
modes cannot be used to derive the cross
polarized cross sections for composite rough
surfaces. The full wave solutions for the
Stokes matrix elements can therefore, be used
to analyze data obtained from multifrequency
polarimetric radars at all angles of incidence (Zebkar et al. 1990). This provides
the users with a broad choice of parameters
(including wavelength, angle of incidence and
polarization) for purposes of the selective
suppression or enhancement of background
clutter received by both real and synthetic
aperture radars. Since the approximate impedance boundary conditions are not used in
the full wave analysis, it could also be applied
to scatterers with a broad range of electromagnetic parameters (c,p). The full wave approach
has been applied to random distributions of
scatterers of irregular shape (Bahar and Fitzwater 1987) and it can therefore be used to
realistically model foliage as well as foliagecovered terrain.
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8. Appendix A
The Stokes matrix IN]as expressed as follows in terms of the matrix elements fij (17)
<till,2>

<If1212>

Re<f 11f12*>

<1f 2112>

<lf 2212>

Re<f 21f22*>

I2]
2Re<ff
f*,>1 t 2
ZLIm<f
lf2

i)

2Re<f 12 f?
2 ,> Re<f,,f 22,

1m<fllf

2*>

-Im<f 2 1f22">
f2f21,>

_If

2I<f12 f22 > IN<flIf 22 + f12f2*> Re<'ff
22

*f2f2l

-

f12f21

>

(Al)
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EMISSIVITY AND TRANSMISSIVITY OF A RANDOMLY LAMINAR STRUCTURE

Cornel Eftimiu
McDonnell Douglas Research Laboratories
P.O.Box 516, St. Louis, MO 63166, USA

ABSTRACT

We consider a randomly laminar structure of constant width and investigate the
scattering of scalar waves for active remote sensing and radiometric purposes.
The approach is based on analytic wave theory involving the expansion of the field in
Wiener-Hermite functionals which are statistically orthogonal. A hierarchy of approximations is established and shown to represent in each order a partial summation of perturbation theory terms. The average field as well as the incoherently scattered field
are determined, yielding the emissivity and transmissivity of the randomly laminar
medium. The special case of small correlation length is examined in detail and proved to
fulfill the energy conservation requirement,
1. INTRODUCTION
The study of scattering and propagation of waves in media exhibiting significantly
complex and irregular variations in properties like density, index of refraction, dielec
tric constant, etc. is routinely performed by considering the medium a realization of a
statistical ensemble with, more often than not, a Gaussian probability distribution.
The problem has been treated by a variety of methods, amply described in excellent
reviews (1-5]. The purpose of the present work is to add to these methods an approach
which is novel in this context, and which is based on the Wiener-Hermite functional
expansion of the field [6], which can be also explained in terms of the familiar approach
based on perturbation theory. The direct application of (renormalized) perturbation theory, in the form it evolved by natural extension from Quantum Field Theory, has drawbacks
which severely limit its efficiency, A central role in such perturbative calculations is
played by the Dyson equation for the average, coherent component of the field, and by the
Bathe-Saltpeter equation for the incoherent component. Unfortunately, neither of these
equations can be solved exactly, and their approximate solutions via perturbation theory
_..,zsions, because of inherently arbitrary assumptions, may lead to violations of fundamental physical principles, like the conservation of energy (7]. Particularly trcublesome is the fact that the approximations introduced in solving these equations are not
necessarily mutually consistent.
The approach based on the Wiener-Hermite functional expansion, which will be briefly
described below, simultaneously yields both coherent and incoherent components of the
field, rendering transparent their physical interdependence.
2.

PROSLEM STATEMENT

The essential problem under consideration is sketched in Fig. 1. An incoming plane
wave exp(-Ik0 z) propagates from z = - m and is normally incident on the face z - 0 of a
medium with an index of refraction randomly distributed in the z-direction only. The
total field in the half-spcca z 5 0 can thus be written as

e_(z)+(1)Re
si

-ik~z Reike

z-O

z-L

Figure 1. The wave propagaf-o sand scaUeMr

probe-L
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where R is the reflection coefficient, itself a random number. The field (1) can be
separated into a coherent (average) component and an incoherent component:
coh
_ (z)

-

+ _

incoh
(z)

(2)

with
coh
(z) =e -ik0 z + <R>

ik0 z

incoh
ik0 z
tp_
(Z) =R e
a(3)

where R - R

<R>, the brackets indicating ensemble average.

-

The average energy carried by these components can be easily found by calculating the
z-component of the Poynting vector:
coh

s

=

coh * d
coh.
Im [(f(z))
- f(z)j' - k0- [1~dz-

-

incoh

S

incoh * d
Im <(O_

-

-

(z))

dz

<R> I

incoh
-

(z)>

=

-

k

0

2

< 2
<IRI >

*

(4)

If one defines the reflectivity of the medium as
2

(5)

r - <IR1 >

it follows that the emissivity can be directly expressed in terms of the total energy
flux:
r

a1

-

-

l<R>1

2

- <lI

2

.

[s oh + Sincoh],kO

-

S Ot/ko

>

(6)

If the randomly distributed structure is of finite extent L, the field for z ? L is
of the form
-iklz
fr(z) - T e
(7)
in which k, is the (constant and, for simplicity, real) wavenumber of the uniform halfspace z ? 0, and T is the transmission coefficient. Here as well, we can write
(z

coh

-

r(z)

+ O

incoh
(M)

(s)

and
coh
2
. kI I<T>I
SL
incoh
SL
with T

=

t

-2
kl <(TI >

T - <T>.
lI 'T[22>
1

(9)

The tranmissivity, defined as
(10)

ko

(note that the energy flux of the incident field is simply ko), is thus
t

h

=

[s

=

.tot
SL /kO

+ S ncoh]/kO
(11)

The quantities e and t are the main measurable parameters of the problem, and our objective is to determine them by a direct examination of the field propagating and scattering
inside the laminar structure. In the randomly distributed medium, i.e. for 0 5 z 5 L,
the field V(z) is a solution of the equation
d2
z2+k

2 [
[1 + f(z)jj OI(z)=0

(12)
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subject to continuity conditions at z = 0 and z L, where f(z) is a real, stochastic,
stationary, normal process with zero mean: <f(z)> - 0. The latter assignment identifies
k as the wavenumber in the averaged medium. The covariance of the fluctuating (square of
the) wavenumber, i.e., the correlation function
(13)

0 5 z, Z' 5 L

c(z - z') = <f(z) f(z')>,
is assumed given.
3. WIENER-HERMITE EXPANSION

To solve the stated problem, we first introduce the Wiener-Hermite set of functions:
0=1

H1 (z)

= f(z)

H 2 (z) = f(zl) f(z2 ) - c(Zl - Z2)
(14)

H3(z) - f(zl) f(z 2 ) f(z3 ) - f(zl) c(z 2 - z3)
- f(z 2 ) c(z1 - z3) - f(z3) c(z I - Z2)

which are constructed sucn tnat its elements are statistically orthogonal, i.e.,
0

<Hm(Z1,Z2,.. , Zm) Hn (ZlZ 2, ... , Zn)>

(15)

for each fixed n > 0 and all m - 0, 1,...,n - 1. We now seek the solution of (12) in the
form of the functional expansion
O(z) - o(z) + 01(M) + 02(z) +
L

(16)

- 0(Z) + f dzI 0l(Z;Zl) H1(Zl)
0
LL
+ f f dz1 dz2 02 (Z;Zl,z2) H2 (zl,z 2 ) +
00
in which the coefficient functions On(z;zl,...,zn) are deterministic and, for n > 1,
symmetric in the integration variables. Because of (15), the first moment, i.e., the
average field is simply
<O(z)> - 0(z)
and the second moment of the field is
<0*(z)

LL
0*(z) 0(z') + f f dzldzi 01(z;zl) 01 (z';zj) c(zl - zi)

'(z,)>

00
2(z;zl,z2) 02(z /zl,zl)

f f dZldz2dzdZl
0O00
c(Z2 -

* [c(zl -

)

c(Zl - z) c(z2

-

(18)

z])+

so that the problem reduces to the determination of the coefficients on. A hierarchical
system of equaticns can be derived by substituting (16) into (12), using the recurrence
relation
f(z) An(Zi,..., Zn) = Hn+l(Z,Z1,... zn )
+

L

i=1

c(z

=

Zi) Hn.l(Zl,..., zi_1, zi+1,. ... zn)

and then ensemble averaging after successively multiplying by Hn (n = 0,1,...).,
obtains an infinite system of equations, the first few of which are
2

(__42+ k ) 0o(z)

(_-2 + k2) o 1 (z;z')

k

2

Y

Zl)

dz1, 1 (z;zl)C(z

0

2

k

0 (z) 4(z -

z1)

-

L
2
2k f dzl(z;z 1 ,zl) c(z - zil
0

(19)

One thus

(20)

(21)

-.

-

~
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d+ k2 )

2 (2;z',,Z)

k2[-

z~*

8(z

-z,)

+

411(z;z') 5(z

_ Z,)]

L
2
-6k

f

dzl 03 (z;z',z*,zl) c(z

-

zl)

(22)

0
For all practical intents and purposes, one can conceptualize solving this system of
equations only after closing it through truncation. We define a trutx~ation of order N as
the approximation in which only the first N equations of the system are retained, and one
assumes that for all n 1 N, On- 0. The system of N equations, for the functions on,
with n - 0,1,..., N-1, is thus closed and can be solved. For example, if one considers
the order N - 3 of truncation, its equations are (20) and (21) plus the truncated
equation (22):
(1-+k2) 402cZ;ZZ-)

k2 [01 (z;z,) a#

-

*

1 (z;z")

6

2'_z)]

Introducing now the Green's function G(z,zl), a solution of the equation
(82 + k2 ) G(Z;Z')

-

-6(Z

-

Z-)

.(24)

the explicit expression of which will be given below, we can write
2

(25)

0'2 (z;z',z") - 1. k [G(2Z;') 01(z';Z") + G(Z#Z*) 0l(Z";Z')]

Substitution of (25) into (21), yields the equation
(--2 +k2)ozz,
f1 2 '
+Z k-

-

20()
k

5I~z
(z - z1)

+ 0c

f

dzl [G(Z,ZI) ol(zl;z')

0
+ G(Z,z') 01(2';zl)] c(z - 21)

.(26)

which, together with (20) forms a closed system cf equations for 00 and 01.
clearly, the sequence of hierarchic approximations can be interrupted in principle at
any order. However, we shall show below that even the low orders of truncation are
applicable to and yield adequate solutions, corresponding to interesting physical
circumstance.
4. GRENS FUNCTION
A detailed description of the Green's function must be provided before proceeding to
an txamination of the truncated system of equations deirived above.
For 0 5 z,z' S L, the
solution of the equation (25) represents waves originating at tit-source point z', and
propagating in both directions, towards z - 0 or z - L. A general representation is thus
G(z,z') - -L

[e-ijzj

-

e kz-

+ a(Z') e-ik

+ b(Z')

ej

.k

(27)

Because of continuity at z - 0 and z - L, the Green's function for z < 0 and 0 5 z, 5 L
reads
G..(z,z') -G(0,z')

eako

(28)

while for z > L and 0 5 z' 5 L,
GiL(Z#2')

-G(L,z')

eik(-)(29)

Requiring also continuity at z - 0 and z - L of the first order derivatives with
respect to z allows us to determine the functions a(zl) and b(z'), resulting in the
following explicit expression;
G(2,Z') = T4ik [iIZI+8

0 4-k(z+2')

ei~2

+ A(eik2

+ C eik(z~z')]

i e~(')

(30)

where
A = (k + Ic
) (k + Ic1) eikL + (kc- Ic0) (kc- Ic
e4cL
1)
- Ic
(Ic+ k00) (kc+ Ic
1 ) e-icL
0) (kc- Ic
1) eikcL - (kc

and

(1

(1
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k -k
1 =k-

A-

-2ikL

B-

k -k
k

0

C .

(32)

Note also that
A

2

- B C - 1

(33)

Alternatively, we may rewrite (30) as
+ 1
4k

G(z,z')

zA V(z')
1(Z)

0 5 z' 5 z 5 L

U(z') V(z)

o 5 z :5z'

(34)

5L

where
ik
=e•
-ikz +-k - kI
k + k

U(z)

V(z)

a

ikz'

+

k - k0
+k 0

-2ikL+ikz
-ikzl

(35)

These expressions remain valid in a number of special cases, for instance when k - k0 , or
k - k1 , and even in the limit L - m, provided one assumes that Im k < 0. In the special
case when the plane z - L is a perfect conductor the continuity of the first derivative
at z = L no longer applies and the only condition to be imposed at z - L is G(L,z') - 0.
One thus obtains in this special case
u(z)v(z')
05 z' S z S L
G(z,z') . 2ik v(L)

(36)
0 5 z 5 z' 5 L

u(z')v(z)
where
eik(L-z) - eik(L-z)

u(z)

ikz
k -k 0 e-ikz
v(z) - e~
+ ~k
5. SMALL CORRELATION LENGTH CASE

(37)

We are now ready to examine the solution of the equations developed in Section 3 for
the field inside the randomly stratified medium. The correlation function (13) must be,
of course, explicitly known and in much of the work previously done in this problem the
most popular models adopted were the exponential a2 exp(-Iz-z'/.) and the Gaussian
a2 exp(-jr(z-z,) 2 /e2 ). In either of these models, a2 stands for the (non-dimensional)
covariance of the fluctuating wavenumber, and 9-for the correlation length, generally
defined as
e

-

2

o

f

dz c(z)

(38)

Whatever the model, it can be shown that a solution of the system of equations (20) and
(26) is equivalent to a partial summation of an infinite number of (renormalized) perturbation theory terms [6]. Evidently, orders of truncation higher than N - 3, have solutions equivalent to additional summations of infinite numbers of such terms. For an
efficient use of the formulation presented hece, it is therefore important to devise nonperturbative methods for solving the truncated equations. Attempts to solve such a system of equations have already been made, but we shall not pursue this approach here. We
shall instead endeavor to present a basically model independent case, when the
correlation length is so small that, whatever the model, one can approximate the
correlation function by a Dirac function:
c(z -

-

2

5(z - Z')

(0 S z,z' S L)

(39)

where
1a M

(40)

In this case, equations (20) and (26) become
2

(d2 + k ) 00 (z) = - 2tk 01 (z;z)

(41)

and
2
(--2 + k )

-

(z;z')

(z)

(z -z,)

3
217k
[G(z,z) 01 (Z;Z') + G(z,Z') 01(z';z)]

(42)

2 -6
respectively. Let us now note that, if kZ << 1, as it should in order for the
approximation (39r)to be justified, the parameter t7 is also generally small, unless a2 is much
larger than unity. If 17is a small parameter, the solution of the system (41-42) by perturbation theory is entirely justified. It should be noticed though, that if 0 is
sought as a series in powers of 1, and this series is truncated and approximated by a
polynomial (say, of degree 2 in 7) then, because of (41), the corresponding series for #1
should be approximated by a polynomial of degree 1. Should powers of t)higher than the
second be considered non-negligible, consistency requires examination of orders of truncation higher than N - 3. Conversely, if powers of t)higher than the first are negligible, than clearly the N - 3 order of truncation still does not reduce to the order N - 2,
because, even if 01 is of zero order in 77,02 is still not negligible [as can be directly
seen from (25)]. However, the contribution of 02 to the second moment of the field is of
order 712. To summarize, if one considers only terms of order 17in #0, one may ignore #2,
and further truncate equation (42) to read
(8 2 + k2) 01 (z;z')

-

k2 #0 (z') 6(z - z')

(43)

consequently,
k2 G(z,z') 00(z')

01(z;z,)

so that 2 (41)2 becomes
)
(-'

+ k

0 (z) - - 2

(44)

k3 G(z,z) 00 (z)

(45)

2'
or, explicitly,
2
+-Lk )

2 + 1( 2-i
i'o(
3c
z
O0 (z)

-

(B, -k + Ce 2 1kz)

,k2[A +

(46)
00(Z)

(6

This equation, resulting from our assumptions, is a reduced variant of the integrodifferential eqaation proposed 18,9] for the averaged field, which is itself a modification of the Dyson equation. We shall note first that if one attempts to solve (46) by
using a straightforward perturbation theory there appear "mixed-secular terms", the presence of which restricts the values of L one might want to consider. For this reason, we
shall use a two-scale perturbation theory (103, and accordingly introduce the new variable z = 9z, temporarily considered independent of z. If one then writes the solution in
approximate form as
(47)

0(0)(zZ) + 170o)(zZ)

-(Z.Z)

and substitute in (46)
2

d
d-

82

+

27

82

+ f

2 82

(48)

it follows that #0?1,Z)and #1,Z)
82

2

k )

0 3

satisfy the equations

(z,Z) - 0

82
25(1
( + 0c) 0 (z,Z)

-

(49)

{ik

2

2
[A + 1 (B- 1k2 + Ce 2i1k3

2 F0k 0( 03 Iz, I)

.(50)

Equation (49) is readily integrated, yielding
(0)
ikz
ikz
r
e+ r_(z) e
#00)(z,Z) F+(Z)

.

(51)

Substitution of (51) into (50) shows that the mixed-secular terms disappear, provided
khr+(Z) +

Sr_(z)

+

ksr=(z) + 2

I

8 r+(z) = o

(52)
kcr+(z)

-

2 0

Z

Hence,
r+(Z) = a+e
r

+ ae

(A + A) e
2
) 2lpZ
2z)
-a_(~s
-p) e
B~z+~(A

53z
(53)
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where
I2= A2 _ BCI4 = (1+ 3A2 )/4

(54)

It follows then from (50) that

)

[B r,(z) e-3ikz + cr_(z) e3ik]

- j

(55)

so that 00 is completely determined to first order in 17. Moreover, O1 is also determined
from (44) or, more precisely, from
OG(z;z') 2 G(z,z') #0 °(z,)

(56)

.

Finally, the constants a* must be determined as wall as the quantities <R> and <T>, which
characterize the average field. Continuity of the average field at z = 0 and 7 - L
requires that

1 + <R> - a+c(s) + a-c(- )
1- <

[a+d(A) + a d(-#)]

- L

(57)

and
eikjL
a+c(M,L) + a.c(-M,L) - <T>
-ik L
k
k- [a+d(ML) + ad(-,L) - <T> a 1

(58)

where

-iL(-

16

2

e

6

+

d(ML)
- (1 dL ,u

1-

(A

2

~

B

8

160

74)

+

1
- 6-7M
)
(A3ikb(1
- IA) (1+"2j

L)

(A -

(59)
i
ikL(1 + 2-1,u)
(

6n

a3kLl

33ifu

6_1

e

3)

-

TA) a+

-3ikL(1 - 6i-/) i

3mB

i) iA(-++

-2(A-

-e

c(M,L)

(60)

(A

and
c(A)

c(14,0)

d()

d(p,0)

(61)

It follows then from (57) and (58) that
[c(Tu,L) -

a± - ,

-

d(T,,L)]

with

[c()

A-

+ L0 d(p)] [c(-p,L) - k- d(-p,L)]

[c(-A) + L- d(-p)] [c(p,L) -

-

d(p,L)]

(63)

.

The energy fluxes inside the laminar structure can now be directly calculated and,
naturally, they emerge as functions of z:
coh
co)
(
- Im [0(z)
o(Z ]
(64)
and
inoh

-

Im 2

= -Im

I

f

0

dz' #0(z;z') -

l(z;z)

dz' I0i0)(z.) 2 G*(z,z')

-

G(z;z')

(65)

i:
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By virtue of the continuity conditions at z
the Green's function,
S.°h
sh(0)
coh
5 coh
SL
S
(L)

0,L, imposed on both the average iield and

(66)

and likewise
Sincoh

-

sincoh (0)

incoh =5 incoh

L(L)

(67)

In the absence of absorption in the medium (i.e. when k is real),
tot
tot
tot
S_.. *5 L
- S

(6)
(

which implies that stot should be independent of z, a direct test of the conservation of
tot
tot
energy. In the presence of absorption, the difference (S (0) - S
(L)J/ko clearly
represents the absorptivity, the fraction of incoming energy absorbed in the medium.
6. NUMERICAL ILLUSTRATIONS
We present here some sample numerical calculations of the energy fluxes for a
randomly stratified slab of width L - 20 cm, with a chosen correlation length of 2 mm.
The half-space z < 0 is assumed to be vacuum, while the half-space at z > L is assumed
filled with a uniform dielectric with e - 8le O . The average wave dielectric constant in
the slab may be either complex, like e - (3.2-iO.16)e0 , or real: e - 3.2c 0 . In the
latter case, k.- 0.075 at a frequency
of 1 GHz, such that 17- 0.037a 2 is a reasonably
2
small
quantity
even
for
values
of
a
somewhat
larger than unity. Alternatively, if, say,
a2 < 0.5, 77remains small up to frequencies of order 10 GHz or so. A small imaginary part
of e does not appreciably affect these estimates.
In Fig. 2a we show the coherent, incoherent and total energy fluxes, in units of the
incoming energy flux, k0 , for all values of z. As expected, the coherent energy flux
decreases monotonically inside the slab, while the incoherent one increases from negative
values (indicating transport of energy towards the interface z - 0), to positive values.
In this case it has been assumed that Im k - 0, and the total energy flux results
independent of z. In Fig. 2b it is seen that most of the energy lost through absorption
is deducted from the coherent component.
In Fig. 3 we give the emissivity and transmissivity as functions of frequency, both
when Im k - 0 and for Im k < 0. The characteristic oscillatory behavior is seen to taper
off with increasing frequency in the presence of absorption, but to persist, and somewhat
modify its aspect in the case of a pure dielectric.
Finally, in Fig. 4 we show the emissivity and transmissivity for two values of a 2 .
As it can be seen, increasing U2 affects the emissivity more than the transmissivity,
particularly at higher frequencies.
The emissivity curves in Figs. 2 and 3, for a2 - 0.1 and 0.2, respectively, are
directly comparable with those calculated by using a different approach in (11], which
was also the source for the numerical parameters chosen here for purposes of
illustration. As far as we can ascertain, our results are in good agreement with those
given in (11).
7.* CONICLUDING ENIARK
The case study examined in the preceding Section is, evidently, only one of a variety
of cases to which the derived theoretical results may be applied. Moreover, except for
additional but rather straightforward computational efforts, improved approximations can
be developed to enlarge the domain of applicability.
Extension of the approach presented in this work can also be made in other
directions, e.g., by attempting to solve the equations of Section 2 without assuming a
necessarily small correlation length, or by considering the case of oblique incidence,
three-dimensional randomness, polarization effects, etc. Work on some of these aspects
of the problem is currently in progress.
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THE NASA RADIOWAVE PROPAGATION PROGRAM
FARAMAZ DAVARIAN
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute of Technology
4800 Oak Grove Drive
Pasadena, California 91109, USA

Introduction
The objectives of the NASA radiowave
Propagation Program are to enable new
satellite communication applications and
to enhance existing satellite communication networks.
These objectives are
achieved by supporting radiowave propagation studies and disseminating the study
results in a timely fashion,
Over the years, the Propagation Program
has made sound contributions to the art of
satellite communications. Studies initiated by this program in the 1980s enabled
the infant concept of conducting mobile
communications via satellite to reach a
state of relative maturity in 1990. Also
in the 1980s, the program supported the
satellite communications community by
publishing and revising two handbooks
dealing with radiowave propagation effects
for frequencies below and above 10 GHz,
respectively. Furthermore, the Propagation Program has served the international
community through its support of the
International Telecommunications Union.
It has also made great contributions to
science by supporting state-of-the-art
work at universities,

onboard microwave matrix switch is also
provided, but is not discussed in this
paper. Figure 1 shows the coverage map of
the ACTS distributed network.
Two hopping beams with opposite linear
polarizations provide coverage for most
major cities. With a 1 ms TDHA frame time,
a beam hops to many locations with variable dwell time to pick up the offered
traffic. Each location is visited by its
beam 1000 times a second, The uplink and
downlink transmissions take place within
two I-GHz slots at about 30 and 20 GHz,
respectively.
The baseband processor demodulates and
stores the received signals. A baseband
switch within the processor routes data to
its destination, interconnecting the two
uplink to the two downlink beams. Data is
subsequently read out of output storage
locations, modulated, and transmitted on a
downlink beam. The modulation used is
Minimum Shift Keying (MSK), and the transmission rate is either 110 or 27.5 Nbps on
the uplink and 110 Mbps on the downlink.

Capacity allocation is made in 64 kbps
increments; in every 1-ms frame period, a
channel can transmit one 64-bit word
Currently, the Propagation Program is occupying one time slot.
focusing on the Advanced Communications
Technology Satellite (ACTS) and its propa- One of the most attractive properties of
gation needs. The paper gives an overview ACTS is its ability to combat fades inof this programs's involvement in the ACTS duced by drizzle or rain. Via a clever
project.
scheme, ACTS is able to protect the entire
distributed network against signal outages
as large as 15 dB. The link is designed
ACTS.
Switchboard in the Sky
for a 5- da clear weather margin, but
terminals experiencing fade can be providThe ACTS, now under construction and ed a further lO-dS fade protection.
scheduled for launch in May 1992, is the
main focus of NASA's Communications pro- To sense potential fades, ACTS isequipped
gram. The prominent features of ACTS are with two propagation beacons at 20 and 27
its use of electronically hopping spotbeam GHz. These beacons are continually reantennas, onboard switching, and Ka-band ceived and processed at each ground tertransmission. The use of spot beam and minal for fade detection. Once the reswitching technologies enables ACTS to ceived beacon power falls below a certain
provide multiple voice channels to very threshold, the affected terminal sends a
small aperture terminals (VSAT) and to do message to the network's master control
so in a single satellite hop. A baseband station for further protection.
processor provides the switching. System
access is based on time division multiple This protection is provided by means of
access (TDMA) and demand assignment by the burst reduction and data encoding. The
network's master control station.
An burst rate is reduced four times resulting
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Note that these climate zones correspond
to the Global rain model as originally
introduced by Robert Crane of Dartmouth
College.
Workshop participants took note of the
short life time of the ACTS satellite (2
to 3 years) and its approaching launch
date (mid 1992). The time-critical nature
of the ACTS propagation studies was recognized, and It was strongly suggested that
planning and terminal development must
start as soon as possible. In response to
the Workshop recommendations, a two-phase
plan was put together. Phase I consisted
of a terminal prototype development effort, and Phase II consisted of an experimental terminal construction effort.
Prooaoation Terminal Configuration
A block diagram of the ACTS propagation
terminal is given in Figure 3. The terminal consists of a single antenna, the RF
portion, the IF portion, the receiver, the
Data Acquisition System, and the radiometer [2]. A single 1-meter antenna was selected to reduce the cost and size of the
terminal.
The antenna can accommodate
dual-frequency
and
dual-polarization
reception. The receiver and radiometer
are dual-frequency. The data acquisition
system collects and temporarily stores
beacon and radiometric data as well as
meteorological and other relevant information. The stored data will be periodically dumped on tape or optical disk for
transportation,
The beacons at 20 and 27 GHz have EIRPs of
19 and 16 d8W, respectively. The 20-GHz
beacon is also used for low bit rate
telemetry data transmission. Therefore, a
modulation loss is associated with the
20-GHz beacon receiver.
Considering a
1-W!er antenna and a receiver noise
temperature of about 1750 K in clear
weather, the receiver dynamic range (margin over threshold) for both frequencies
is above 20 dB.
Data Analysis
As mentioned earlier, propagation data
will be collected at eight to ten sites
across the United States. The collected
data will be provided to an investigator,
who is likely to be from a university, for
data reduction and analysis. It is expected that many centers will participate
in the analysis of the reduced data.
Therefore, efforts such as model development and testing, algorithm development,
etc., will be performed by more thai, one
center.
Financial SUnogrt
NASA is providing financial support for
the development of the propagation termi-

nals, and their installation and maintenance.
NASA will also fund the data
analysis effort performed by the principal
investigator at a university.
Other
centers participating inthe data analysis
part of this effort will finance their own
expenses.
Conclusion
The next Workshop on ACTS Propagation
Studies will take place in the Los Angeles
area on November 27 and 28, 1990. It is
hoped that a complete design of the propagation terminal will be available for
presentation. Workshop participants will
have an opportunity to critique the terminal design and provide comments.
The
construction of a terminal prototype will
proceed shortly after the Workshop.
The current plan for ACTS propagation
studies will be revisited at the Workshop.
Issues such as the site locations of the
terminals, methodology for data processing
and model development, fade mitigation
algorithms, etc., will be discussed.
Although the study plan is not expected
to be finalized at this meeting, it is
hoped that it will reach a degree of
maturity that can allow clear guidelines
for the campaign.
The experimental (data collection) phase
of the ACTS propagation campaign is expected to begin in mid 1992 and continue
for at least 2 years. The results and
findings of this campaign will be disseminated in a timely fashion to the ACTS and
other technical communities.
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DISCUSSION

J.H. RICHTER
Do you forsee use of the 90-100GHz band for satellite communications
applications ?
AUTHOR'S REPLY
Yes. For systems with no real time data transmission requirements and in
areas of the world in which it does not rain very much, such as Crete in
Greece and southern California in the US.
G.TACCONI
What is the moments order relevant to the statistical significance of
attenuation ?
What is the stability of the estimate of such statistical significance ?
AUTHOR'S REPLY
The longer an observation is made, the more stable are the parameter
estimates derived from it. In the ACTS experiment, to ensure good results,
the observation period is recommended to be at least 3 years.
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LOGICIXL DI CARTOGRIAPBZ RADIZL3CTRXQUZINDTZRUCTIV
par
M. GERVAISE, C. ARMAND, G. DEBERDT, A. POUCIN
THOMSON-CSF
46-47, quai A. Le Gallo
B.P. 407
92103 Baulogne
France
(Engli.sh version avasilable on request fran the authors)

RUM

campte tenu du relief ot des obstacles

pr6sonts sur Is terrain, ant conduit
La sophistication des techniques ot
produits do radiocomnications ot ls,
dux6e n~cessaire A lour d~voloppement
entralnent un beoom do d~monstration
et de validation de leurs
architectures et performances.
Co beoom eat rossenti aussi bion par
lea conceptours des syst~mes quo par
les clients.

B.C.C. A se doter d'un moyen. de
pr~vision puissant at adapt6 avec
l'outil de cartographie
radio~lectriqus interactif I.R.S.
(abr~viacion pour Interactive
Radionapping Software).

Dana ce cadre, un logiciol a 6t6
d6velopp6 pour dimensionnor lo
dhploiement des r3saux hertziena.

En d6veloppant I.R.S., THOMSON-CSF a
voulu cr~or un outil etficac. capable
do d6terminer lea performancea
op6rationnsllos d'un r63oau nsrtzion
at de servir d'aids A la ddcision on
vuo du choix do I& milleure solution
face A des contraintes multiples.

Clui-ci fait l'objet du pr6sent
eXPos6 o1 l'on montro la divorsitA do
sss applications st l'int6r6t do son
emploi dans 116laboration des syst6mos
complexes do radiocozmunications.
1. INTRODUCTIONI
Dana l'Alaboration dos aystbmes do
radlocoawunications d~velopp~a par Is
brancho B.C.C. de THOZ4SON-CSF, ii oat
n~cessaire do prondre en compto tous
lea param~tres qui intervionnont dana
li6ventail des situations
op~rationnellos pr6visiblos.
Ces paramAtres compronnont non
seulement les caract6ristiques
techniques des 6quipernents radio, mais
aussi leur implantation dans un
onvironnemont 96ographique d6termin6,
lours concepts d'oxnploi sur Is champ
do bataille incluant uno 6ventuelle
degradation des performances, l'offet
plus au mains favorable des conditions
do propagation, l'OXistsnce Possible
do brouillage (E.C.M.).
La multiplicit6 do ces combinaisons
aussi bien que Ia diversit6 des
localisations A envisager pour
l'implantation dos mat6riels radio,

11. PRZ8VflATIOI GDIIMZU IT
APPLICATIONS

Cet objoctif s&eat trouvA attoint par
la r~alisation d'un ensemblo
informatique modulaire
* orient6

vera I& geation scientifique

des donn~ss qui concouront A ie
d~finition du d6ploiement d'un
r6seau dans son onvironnement,
. caract6ris6 par une grande souplesse
d'utilisation.
En of fot lea donn6ea, dana leur plus
grande partie, peuvent 6tre
introduites ou modifi6es au cours de
l'ox6cution du programme scion des
proc~dures de dialogue interactif.
L'onvironnoexnnt informatique

n~cessaire comprend une station do
travail, ayant une puissance de
12,5 Mips et amunie d'un acc6l6rateur
graphique, associ6e A des moyens
d16dition dos r6sultats tols quo
console graphique et impriianto
couleur haute r6solution.

1.-
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La miss en ceuvre du logiciel commnence
avec la d~finition du th4&tre des
op~rations (figure 1)

Au cours de cette 6tapet une zone do
terrainL peut 6tre visualis6e sous
forms doe

* zone g~ographique,
* conditions atmosph6riques,
o environnement 6lectronagn6tique,

do niveau,
vu A partir d'un point donn6.
Ces repr6sentations autorisent la
correction des erreurs introduites
6ventuellement dans los donnhos
relatives au terrain ot au

et 1' implantation des centres nodaux
dans l'avant-projet.

*courbes

*relief

dhploiement.

_____________________________

Elles pormettent

d'affiner l. choix des sites initiaux.
1 I F
L11DPRIQUSS

J

1iCK
I

BRLLT]

/

Una fois d6fini le th4&tre des
op~rations et rotenus los emplacements
env1sag6s pour les centres nodaux, une
nouvelle 6tape consists A prendre en
cornpte, grAce A des mod~les physiques

appropri~s, le3 caract6riatiques des
6quipements et du canal do

FA~tR

UATOIRKSpropagation.
CATERIS"TQOIS
INFLMISTRANL.
(IPLANTO

01L

IC#RTSIgN)

Coci permet do d6duire les
performances des mat~riels hertziens
dans lour environnement. Ellba sont
&tablies A partir dlanalyasts faitos
.

ARCHITECTURE GLOBALE DE LA SIMULATION
FIGURE 1
Le logiciel utiliss on etfet, pour lo3
calculs do couverture radio~lectriquo
et d'6tude do connexit6 des centres
nodaux, un terrain num~ris4. Celui-ci
donne, en chaqus point d'un maillage
d13poa6 r~gulibroment en longitude at
latitude, une altitude at une
information servant A indiquor la
pr6sonce d'un obstacle d'une hauteur
sup6rieure A dix m~tres ot consid6r6
coning nuisiblo & la propagation
hortzienne.
La base do donn6e3 oxploit6es pout
atre cowpl6t6e ou 6tendue aur
cortaines zones sensible3, en
utilisant des cartes r6gionales
num6ris6os plus pr6cises ou des
relOV63 topographiques qui peuvent
6tre faits localement.
Un point important oct l'exactitude du
terrain num~rique Utilis6 cur loquol
repose la validit6 des rhsultats
ult6rieurs.

*

la connexit6 des diff6rents
centres nodaux,
cur lea couvertures radio~lectriques
calcul6es I partir d'un ou plusiours
sites.
sur

Pour co faire, on utilise
*

-

9

*

#

un gostionnaire do "Base de donn6es"
do terrain num~ris6&af in d'extrairs
des profils de liaisons,
un algorithm dl6valuation de
llatt~nuation do propagation
hertzienne I.T.S. 1.2.2., (cf. (1),
[2], (3], (43),
la m~thode BARTON qui donne la
qualit6 (par exemple sous forms do
taux dlsrreurs binaires) d'une
liaison hertzienne, (cf. [5], (6],
(7], (8]),
un alnseable do modules issue de la
th6orie des graphes, (of. (9], (10],
(111),
un logiciol graphique pour la
restitution "2D", "3D, "00".

Ces cinq composantes sont d6crites
dans la parti, concernant la structure
globale du 3imulateur.
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L'int6r~t de cette phase eat
.d'optimiser l'emplacement des sites,
- d'examiner si lea caract~ristiques
globales des 6quipements sont
satisfaisantes en termes de
puissance 6mise, fr6quence, hauteur
d'a6rien, etc.
Les performances systbmes aont
traduites par des histogrammes, des
cartes radio~lectriques, des
graphes ..
, ce qui permet d'appr~cier
si la qualit6 du d6ploiement
correspond A l'objectif de couverture
globale.
Le cas 6ch6ant, un ou plusiours
param~tres peuvent Atre r6ajust~s.
Une dernibre 6tape dans l'6laboration
du projet vise A 6tudior lavuln6rabilit6 du r6seau maill6 et sa
capacitA A acheminer lea flux
d'informations.
L'outil do simulation perinot
d'observer la d6gradation apport6e,
sur la couverture et 1e maillage du
r3Seau, par :coups

d'une port6e
radio6lectrique,

-pr6diction

analyse d'une liaison point A point.
III,. STRUCTURZ IT NISE

L'enchainement des cinq composantes do
I.R.S. est repr6sent6 our la figure
suivante.
1r

I

Le logiciel do caztographie
radio6lectrique a 6t6 d6velopp6
initialeient pour 6tudier et
dimensionner le d6ploiement d'un
r6seau radio, mais il pout 6tre
6galement utilis6 pour :
10design" des 6quipements
le
" 6tude de la fiabilit6 des
comunications,
" comportement des 6quipements dans
diff6rents environnements,

cneso

dz.L
no

I

I

L*XC1 DIV

171

Do

TZOMXIN UIURXS

-Gestion des cartes
Ditormination des profils
do terrain]

LOOXCIUL I.T.. .. 2,o
Evaluation do llatt~nuatinI
do propagation sur uric
do terrain

j

" la suppression d'un ou plusiours
sites,
" la pr~aenco do conditions
climatiques d~favorables A la
propagation,
" la pr6sence do contre-mesures
6lectroniques (E.C.M.).I
11 oat 6galement possible, par le
biaia du module basA sur la th6orie
des graphes, do calculer la charge des
mailles, d'i3oler lea groupes
d'abonn~a ind~pondants, do d6terminer
d'autres possibilit63 do
raccordemont.

3N-WViN

MdIiidaziaiys

sytM

d wiiaison

avcou san:5 brou I lage

(Ct
Wthode BARTON,

I

Moul dogst
-

-

-

-

Ioesdnls
s oonavit a

Module. d estimiatico doel
Is char"e des mailles
-

-

Rstitution
.2D-,

-3D-

--

ggapbiu.

-4D" CA-DISSPLA

STRUCTURE GLODALE
FIGURE 2
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Ill.1Le gestionnairo do terrain

iinuairis6

L'algorithme aasoci6 au modble eat

corigu pour 6tre utilis6 entre 20 MHz

et 20 GM: en traitant une grande
Celui-ci d~termine une coupe de
vari6t6 de distances et de hauteurs
d'antennes :il eat parfaitement
terrain 6chantillonn~e au pas de
9" x 12" d'arc (250 m x 250 in).
adapt6 pour analyser lea situations oa
le terrain ioue un r8le important.
Chaqe
d terainnum~is6Pour
pont
le calcul de l'att6nuation, le
mdleuiiedstaennt
rephr6 pxr sea coordonn~es (longitude,
thoreiqes retifaitmet
latitude) eat caracthris6 par
-

-

son altiin6trie,
son "sur-sol" (existence de
v6g6tation ou d'infrastructure).

-l
-l

-

~lxo

u

ntranrgex

~lxo u ntranrgex
r~fraction A travers une
la
amshr
tnad

la diffraction autour de la terre et
a-es3do~al3Afac
raides,
la diffusion tropospb6rique.

Pour extraire lea informations
concernant un point num6ri36, on
utilise lea trois types do fichiera
suivanta

-

ichir de cares,
caaloge
(1)
edsares
(2) Fichiera caltal
(2) Fichiers "altur ies1",

La miso en ceuvre de l'algorithme eat
flexible salon deux modes g6n6raux
d'utilisation:

Le fichier catalogue permet de fdire
la correapondance entre lea
coordonn6e3 d'un point at la carte qui
1e contient ; celle-ci eat identifi6e
n nu~ro.Dana
par
par
n nu~ro.valour

-

-

-

calcul d'un aftaiblissement m6dian
pour une liaison donn6e,
analyse statistique do
l'affaiblisaement de propagation.
ce mode, l2algorithne donne une
d'affaiblisaent an

Lea donn6ea obtenuos A partir de
aope
UCCe33iVe3 sont utilis~es pour
dss ate ~orphqe3a
coupe

indiquant lea degr6s de confiance
dana colle-ci (par eixemple sous
formo do :probabilit6 temporelle et

radio6lectriques d'une r6gion 3itu6e

probabilit6 de service).

au enrd-~t
laFRACE.Le
111.2 2valuation do l'affalblisseant
do propagation
L'algorithne de propagation I.T.S.
1.2.2., r6sultant do travaux men~s sur
une p~riode do vingt ann~es aux U.S.A.
par ll"Institute for Telecommuunication
Sciences", perinet d'6valuer
llatt6nuation do propagation par ondes
de aol ou diffusion troposph6rique.
Celui-ci eat bas6 aur la tn~orie
6lectromagn6tique et sur des analyses
statiatiques des caract~ristiques du
terrain et des meaures de propagation.
Il pr6dit la valour m6diane do
l'att~nuation conme fonction do la
distance, et estime les variations du
signal dana 1e temps et l'espace.
Le modble eat conaid6r6 conune semiempirique, puiaqu'il combine des
th~oriea 6l6mentaires avec des donn~es
exp6rimentales.

mod~le eat "statiatique", en effet
le signal re~u fluctue A cause:
- des variations ternporelles induites

-

par des conditions atmosph6riques
changeantes,
des variations apatiales dues aux
diff~rentea configurations do
terrain.
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visibilit6 radio6lectrique, Ia
diffraction eat le ph~nombne
dominant intervenant dana la
propagation.
La m6thode de prediction calcule
une valeur moyenne pond6r~e Ad
resultant de l'estiination de la
diffraction due A 2 obstacles A
flanca raides et A un terrain
rugueux (sph~rique).

law

H

des distances 6lev6es au-deli
do l'horizon radio~lectrique, Ia
WMIN
troposph6riquo oat le
*1 Vv di""diffusion
ph~nomne pr~pond~rant. La
uat~
~~a munu
*irgtautle.
uA
*aat~opqb61,m
zn6thode do pridiction pour es
distances est cello do Rice
ARCHITECTURE DE L'ALGORITH4E I.T.S.
(1967) qui a 6t6 partiellement
FIGURE 3
adopt~e.
111.2.1 Principe g6n6ra3. des calculs
L'atthnuation de r6f~rence AREF pour
la propagation transhorizon eat soit
Co paragraph. d6crit Ilutilisation des
llatt6nuation do diffraction Ad, soit
diff~rents parambtres globaux servant
l'att6nuation do diffusion As. on
A calculor l'affaiblissoment do
choisit I& plus petite dos doux. La
propagation.
distance A laquollo la diffraction et
la diffusion 8ont 6galos est d~finie
La valour L,, caract~risant
a
X
l'affaibliasenent do propagation oat
pa
donc la soimie do l'affaiblisement do
Station
station
sraptioa
i
4'aoiA
propagation en espace libre et do
l'affaiblissement do r6fhrence AREF
entre antennes isotropes.
Sh
A1LT=M 01111A

L'affaiblisaement en ospace librer
eat d~fini par
Lf- 32,5 + 20 logl 0 f + 20 logl 0 i [dB]

les I :1 01
raaieklactrique. lam 1018do Poptique
$oobtriquo snat stll,4. Pat eller

(2)

Vattalblisoat (bmpawtiaa.
sees 2 : Vaflaiblisoevest 46 prapa~tiaa rianitant
eat Is aso. doa cotdkastia valaive A Is

f

fr~quence (MHz],

d

longuour do la liaison (kzn].

tolrt tgns

L'att~nuation do r~f6rence AREF eat
calcul6e en utilisant des in~thodes
ba360s sur I 'Avaluation do diff6rents
modes do propagation relatifs A trois
types do distance (figure 4):
-

-

ma
ter as~1asiiet

obstacles.
Camecette Wnn11aly a

o"

a do u1180iliM

umiiecstriqa eatis 116vttoor at I. rtulatear.

os3:Vfilesat6poto

At

e eai

dLafolamt aeprieal

aet reati
prpoadirat &4@0dlsatse 6le00a
altades dulira 11baria trailwtiq

MODES DE PROPAGATION
FIGURE 4

Liaison A vue direct.
Lea formnulas relatives A l'optique
g6oin6trique (Thhorie des 2 rayons)
sont Utilis603 pour calculer
a att~nuation.

Pour fournir AREF cosne fonction
continue do la distance, lea inthodes
suivantes sont Utilis6os

Propagat'on tranahorizon

Quand lea antennas d16isision at
sont en visibilitA

lazon
9 Juted u-dl&

derhception

1

Vedrcs
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*les

radio6lectrique 1'une de l'.utre, la
th6orie des 2 rayons de l'optique
g~om~trique s'applique pour calculer
att~nuations AO et Al aux
distances sp~cifi~es dO et dl qui sont
en deqA de la zone transhorizon.
La distance dO est choisie pour
approximer la plus grande distance A
laquelle l'att~nuation ne d~passe pas
l'att~nuation de propagation en espace
libre.
La distance dl eat sup~rieure A dO,
nais comprise dens des limites qui
persmettent d'appliquer la th~orie de
1'optique g~on~trique.

La th~orie de la diffraction sur
obstacles A flancs raides est utilis~e
pour estimer l'att~nuation au-dessus
d'une colline isol~e ou d'une cr~te.
Dans l'application, l'att~nuation de
diffraction Ak est calcul~s conune si
la liaison radio interceptait 2 crAtes
isol~es A flanos raides.
En g~n6ral,
irr~gulier,
diffraction
pond~ration
Ak.

pour un terrain
l'att6nuation de
Ad est calcul6e come
des deux estimations Ar et

Ad - (1-W) Ak + WAr (dBl(6

Lea m~thodes d~crites aux alin6as
suivants sont utilis6es pour calculer
l'att~nuation de diffraction ALS A la
distance dLS.

Le facteur de pond~ration, W, est
d~terminA emplriquenent conme
fonction de la fr~quence radio et
des paran~tres relatifs au terrain.

Les trois valeurs d'att~nuation AO, Al
et ALS calcul~ea aux distances do, dl
et DLS respectivenent sont utili36es
pour d~terminer lea pentes kl et k2 de
la courbe I'liss6el" repr6sentant AREF
en fonction de la distance
d (1 <d <dLS).

L'att~nuation de diffraction Ad est
calcul~e aux distances d3 et dM dana
lea zones de diffraction 6loign~es.
Une ligne droite eat trac~e entre
lea points (A3, d3) et (A4, d4) et
eat d~finie par le point origine
Aed (pour d 0) et la pente md
conne suit

AREF - AO + kl (d-dO) + k21og10 (d/dO)[dB] (3)

La distance A l'horizon aur une terre
lisse dLS peut Atre plus grande que la
distance A l'horizon dL aur une terre
rugueuse.

-d

(

(4-A)

3

d/m
-1

Aed

-AfO

+ A4

x~d4) (dB9]

-m

(8)

AfO eat un facteur de "clutter".
La formule (3) peut Atre sinplifi~e
par
1
Ae AO - kl dO - kc210g10(dO) dB]J
()

L'att~nuation de r~f~rence A toute
distance d telle que dLS < d < dx
eat donn~e par:

IAREF

L

-Ae+kl d 4k2 log(d)dB]

~thoes
Des ~tail~esson

(5)
don~es

pour calculer kl et k2.
2) Par diffraction
L'att~nuation de diffraction eat
calcul6e en conbinant respectivement
des estimations Ak et Ar de la
diffraction aur des obstacles A flancs
raides (th~orie de Fresnel-Kirchoff)
et sur terre aph~rique lisse (th~orie
de la diffraction d~velopp~e par
Vogler (1964)).

..

+

xd)

](9

3) Par diffusion troposph6rique

Loraque la distance d ou la distance
angulaire 0 eat 6lev~e, (0 - e + d/a
radians),
d =longueur de la liaison,
a - rayon radio terrestre,
e - sonne des angles de site 6nission
et r~ception.
l'att~nuation de diffusion As peut
6tre inf6rieure A Ilatt6nuation Ad
relative au ph~nom~ne de diffraction.
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Loraque le produit distance d (kcm) par
distance angulaire 0 (rd) exc~de 0,5 ,
l'att6nuation de diffusion As est
calculhe pour 6tre compar~e A Ad.

de situation
variation dams la variabilit4 de
lieu, qul 3o produit de situation A
situation.

-variabilit6

Pour cortaines valeura du produit Od,
L'ordre dans lequol les tro13 typos de
l'att~nuation As est suppoa6e avoir
variabilit6 apparaissent, donne quatre
une d6pendance lin6aire sur la
fa~ons de les combiner, qui ont toutos
distance, cependant As est calcul6e A
des utilisations l6gitimos pour tel ou
deux distances d5 et d6. Un. ligne
tel typo do service.
droite joint les points (A5, d5) et
Nous appollerons ceci los quatte modes
(A6, d6) ot oat d~finie par 1e point
do variabilit6
initial Aes (p~our d - 0) ot par la-moe0:esae
ou
ponto ins.
Los variabilit6s do temnps, do lieu
Ae AS

-

Om x d5) [CB]

(10)

et do situation sont combin6Os Pour
donmor un nivoau do confiance,

1 : mode individuel
-mode
(11)
I
La fiabilit6 eat donn6o par la
der~f~enc ARF Adisponibilit6 au cours du temnps,
Llat~nutio
alors quo Ia confianco est une
Lttdisaice d rupfir e AEF a
toutd sp~reure&
disanc
~combinaison do la variabilit6 do
eat donn6e par
lieu ot do situation,
ino

-

(A6

-

AS) /

Wd - d5)

[E]

ARF - As- As + (m xd) EdBI

(12)

d sinal
nalso
XXI..2 tatitiqe
111..2 tatitiqe
nalse
d sinal
I..S.
ongey-icealora
Le mdbl

mode 2 : mode mobile
La fiabilit6 eat uno combinaison do
la variabilit6 do temps et do lieu,
quo la confianco eat donn~e

estain
aiblt
prl
mode 3 : mode "radiodiffusion"
La fiabilit6 oat donn6e par
l'asortio. A doux parambtres
ind6pendant3 d'une fraction au momns
O du tempa, pour une fraction d'au
aler AVR qi
re~itu
Ce mdul la
moms3 0, dos lieux (configuration do
u
valou AVde
restue aR
I
eComodule
propagation), la confianco eat
omeARE td
eat d
osMGla som
donn6o par la variabilit6 do
ie
teriestionaton copolsinl
sttiaiqus dusigal.situation.
varitios

dana sa version 1.2.2. comporte un
nodule do calcul do la variabilit6
du signal, qui exclut a priori Ia
variabilit6 A court torme, ou lea
petitos variabilit6s.

Il faut noter quo l'affaiblissement
global m6dian est donn6 par
116quation (1) ; avec statistique, il
est d~termin6 pa

Do plus, il exist. encore dauz options
p3ilspu
hqemd
eclu
pailspu
hqomd
oclu
uno premibre option, dana laquollo
(1) on 6limine la variabilit6 do liou,
crfi
Mi1
(3
cozmmo cola oat naturel dana le cas
lVon traite un prof il do liaison
patirde toisoi
AVAReat ~temin6A
fidaslmdepointA
be
parambtros qui d~finissent les types
do variabilit6 :pit

Z

le emp
- vaiablit6dan

uno second. option, dans laquollo on

41imm la variabilit6 do situation
es
temp
ds ~iaes
varitiondesm~dineshoraresdirect., cosine cola oat naturel
locales sur un profil do liaison
loraque Vlon consid~ro des probl&Mes
donn6, au cours du temnps,
d'interf6renco. Il oat A motor qu'il
encore roster une petito
e liu :pout
- vaiabiit6
variabilit6 do situation r6siduelle.
variabilit6 dans lea statistiques A
long terine dun profil de liaison A
un autre,

-variationt
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111.2.3 Parahtres globauz iat6gr6s

Probabilit6 temporelle

Les principaux param~tres qui
interviennent dans le calcul
dtt~nuation entre antennes
isotropes, sont leS suivants

Cela signifie que la valour
moyenne de l'affaiblissement,
prise en compte sur une heure
sera inf6rieure A ce nivoau
Qt % des heures do

:;p~~tr.
sysimspendant
-

-

-

Fr6quence :20 MHz < F < 20 GHz.
La fr~quence porteuse du signal eat
utilis6e,
Hauteurs d'antenne
0,5 m < H < 3000 m.
repr6sentent la hauteur entre lea
centres do radiation et le aol,
Polarisation des antennes
verticale ou horizontale.

*Probabilit6

D'autre part, il est 6vident que
lea calculs d'affaiblissenent
sont effectu6s A partir do
certaina parambtres globaux
(angles de site, distance
6quivalento, co-indice do
r6fraction atmosph~rique .. ) qui
no ref latent qu'imparfaitement
l'ensenble des donn~es r~elles
d'une liaison dona6e.
Clest A ce probl~rne quo
correspond la notion do
probabilit6 do service Qc.
L'affaiblissement A Qc % est la
valour non d~pass6e (au
do temps consid6r6)
par Qc % des liaisons ayant names
paraMtres quo ceux do la liaison
6tudi~e.

2) Parambtres d'.rivironnemnt
-

G~ographique
" coupe do terrain entre lea deux
terminaux,
" nature du terrain (sec, noyen,
humido, verdoyant, nor .),pourcentage
La nature du terrain eat
caract6r136e par la permittivit6
relative et la conductivit6
6lectrique do sol.

-

11 faut noter quo l'att6nuation
globalo k,,, calCUl6e sans
statistique, eat uno valour
m~diane et correspond en fait A
Qt - 50 % et Qc - 50 %

Clirnatique
*Na 1 ."re du climat
Sept typos couvrant 1e globe
pouvont 6tre trait~s par 1e
mod~le (6quatorial, continental
subtropical, maritine
subtropical, d~sertique, tenp~r6
continental, maritime temp~r6 aur
terre et aur mor),
Co-idic
der~frctin
AsSOCi6 au type do clinat, 11raio
sertA cractz~ier
Iatmsph~e
et sea variations dana 10 temps.

-

Electromagn6tique :induatriel,
Los paraMtres sont trait6s par la
mn~todeBARTN.

-

Statistique (oxomple donn6 pour 10
mode individuel).
Le niveau du signal regu 6tant
fluctuant, l'att6nuation do
propagation pout 6tre eatinhe A
l'aide d'uno probabilit6 temporeile
Qt et d'uno probabilit6 do serv.-ce
Qc.

do service

111.3 Analyse syat~in d'une liaison
La m6thode BARTON pormet d'estimer la
qualit6 d'uno liaison en quantifiant
l'interaction entre
.los

caract6r13tiques des 6quipements

.l'environnment
6lectromagn6tique
(bruits galactique, atmosph~rique,
pr~sence do contremesuros),
la propagatt.on 6lectromagn~tiquo.
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Sans brouillaqe
Stationsitu8
Staion_________________-Station

d'6mission

LA

1P,

G

de

rdception

G

L

B

+

s
PPuissance transmise
LA Pert. du coupleur antenna
do la station 6mtLric
GxGain d'antanno &mission

-Bruit

ALTIBr altitude A laquello st
le brouilleur (en in).
atmosph~rique et galactique

En dehars da brouillage d'origine
huinaine, l'environnement so
manifbate par des 6miasions radio6lectriques. Le terms pr6pond6rant
0N::tor3t

Muq'

d

topeiueanileetd

a ux 6clairs lors des oragos.
Do 20 MHz A 200 M4Hz, is bruit
devient prapond~rant.
dopropgatingalactique
Att~uatin
LP~ uto
o rpgto
(dB)
Le fa.,teur do bruit galactique vaut
(d8)
R Gain d'antenno r6ception
un pou plus do 20 dB A 20 MHz, ii
(dB)
N5 Facteur do bruit
d6crolt do 20 dB par d6cad. (niveau
Aquivalent diantmnne
0 dB A 200 MHz environ) . Au-deliA do
L Perte du coupleur antenna
de I& station r6ceptrice
(dB)
300 MHz, ls bruit galactique pout
(d0)
Atre considifrA come nifgligoable
N, Factour do bruit intrinsique
au rdcopteur
[Wfirencs do bruit : kTB avoc

~

(dB)
dB)

B

Sande passante du rdceptour

Ss

Souil do sensibilitA du r6ceptour (dB)

(Hz)

To

300 K].

9

largeur do la bands passanto

T
k

t emp6raturo do r~t6roncs (K)
constants do Boltznan
1. -es3
J/K

(on Hz)

Ty'pedo modulation du signal

*Aveo brouillag.
aast
on oops de
Prse
ouaatii1.38

ANALYSE SYSTEME D'UNE LIAISON
FIGURE 5
111.3.2 Znvironinmant 6Ioctrosagn6tique
Certains paramktr83 d~crivant ca
environnoment sont Utilis6s soulement
lors do l16tude do vuln6rabilitil du
r6aeau hortzien face A un brouillour
(do typo 8.0.3.) po3itionn6 A
distance.
-La

menace est caract6ris6e par
*la don31t6 do puissance 6M13e par
I* brouilleur dPBrZ (en WIHz)
P~r
dPBrE NC x B
PBr :puissance 6M13e par le
brouilleur (en W)
B
:largeur d'un canal (on Hz)
NC :nombre do canaux
susceptibles d'~tre
brouill6s simultan~ment.
la lol-'-

on du brouilleur

DBr
..ice entre la rnaille du
r4zs -- j ons1dhrhe (c8t6
r~ception) et le brouilleur
(ea Wcm,

industriels St urbains
Los parasites industrials sont cr66s
par un grand nombre d'6quip~menta
divers pr~sontant des rayonnoinsnts
parasites. Cortains do coo
6quipoinents sont r~portori~a au
titre des i.S.m. (Apparoils
industriels, sciontitiquos ot

-Parasites

m~~dicaux

..

).

Si Is r6seau 6tudi6 oat dhploy6 on
zone rurale, les parasites sont Is
plus souvent inf6rieur3 au bruit
galactique. Celui-ci eat alors 10
paraMtre A prondre on compte pour
6tablir la portike d'un 6ettour en
ce qui concerne sa zone de service
et sa zone do broulllago.
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in a 6- dB additional margin. Coding gain
yields an additional 4 dB of margin. The
allowable burst rates in the fade-protection mode are 55 and 13.75 Msps. Burst
rate reduction does not affect the information transmission rate of a terminal;
however, it results in an overhead for the
system, That is, it takes four time slots
to transmit a telephone circuit, whereas,
under the clear-weather condition, it
would take one time slot. Because of the
resulting system overhead, fade protection
must be used prudently to prevent unnecessary network loading.
Prooaaation Effects and the ACTS Network
As stated earlier, ACTS is able to combat
atmospheric-induced impairments up to 15
dB of fade. Because of its Ka-band trans
p62 mission, fades caused by rain and, to
a lesser degree, by clouds will be frequently observed in the ACTS distributed
network. As an exemple, Figure 2 shows
the cumulative attenuation statistics at
20 and 30 GHz for Blacksburg, Virginia,
with an elevation angle of 45' and vertical
polarization. It can be noted from this
figure that fades of 5 dB or higher, and
15 dB or higher, occur with percentages of
1.0 and 0.0, respectively, at 30 GHz.
Therefore, ACTS provides an availability
factor of 99% for a terminal at Blacksburg
without dynamic fade protection.
The
availability factor is elevated to 99.95%
for the same terminal by introducing the
dynamic fade protection feature, i.e.,
burst rate reduction and coding.
This
example clearly demonstrates the importance of the itmospheric effects on the
performance of a link and the ACTS ability
to improve link availability.
Note that ACTS is not an operational
satellite (it is an experimental system)
and, therefore, the validity of a fade
protection scheme and its associated
threshold values and narameters should be
verified experimenta,.y as well as analytically.
Robust fade detection schemes
need to be developed to ensure high probability of correct fade detection and low
probability of a miss. Furthermore, to
determine link availability for different
climate regions, propagation data is
needed.
To address the ACTS needs in the area of
propagation, a workshop was convened by
the invitation of the Propagation Program
[1]. The workshop agenda included planning for the ACTS propagation studies.
The objectives of the workshop were to
identify general and ACTS-related propagation needs, and to prepare recommendations
for a study pian incorporating scientific
and systems requirements related to deployment of 8-10 propagation terminals in
the USA in support of ACTS experimental
activities. The Workshop took place in the
Los Angeles area on November 27 and 28,

1989, and was attended by about 40 participants. At the conclusion of the Workshop, many recommendations regarding
propagation studies for ACTS were made.
Results of Workshoo Deliberations
A brief summary of recommendations resulting from the workshop deliberations is
given below. The recommendations are to:
0

0

Complete models for the prediction of
attenuation statistics in climate
regions of the USA that have not been
studied.
Obtain a statistical
description of
attenuation and individual propagation events, such as fade slope, fade
durations, and interfade intervals,
for annual time percentages of 1 to
10% needed for the design of lowmargin communications systems.

0

Develop algorithms for the dynamic
allocation of communication resources.

0

Provide a statistical description of
the physical processes that give rise
to attenuation in the next higher
window (about 90 GHz) needed for the
design of higher frequency communication systems.

The Workshop also considered the desirability of recording various propagation
parameters and certain environmental data,
and recommended that the terminal be
configured to record the following propagation and meteorological parameters:
0

Beacon receiver levels at 20 and 30
GHz.

0

Radiometric sky noise (brightness)
temperature at 20 and 30 GHz.

!

Point rain rate near the terminal.

0

Atmospheric temperature and humidity
at the earth's surface.
Ambient temperature of sensitive
cmient affecture measens
components affecting the measurements
of receiver signal level and sky
noise temperature.

0

Seven regions for making propagation
observations were recommended as follows:
Region Climate
Colorado
Colora
Western Washington
Northern Michigan
New
arpshir
Florida
Southern California

Zone
B2
8
C
Dl
D3
E
F
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Note that these climate zones correspond
to the Global rain model as originally
introduced by Robert Crane of Dartmouth
College.
Workshop participants took note of the
short life time of the ACTS satellite (2
to 3 years) and its approaching launch
date (mid 1992). The time-critical nature
of the ACTS propagation studies was recognized, and itwas strongly suggested that
planning and terminal development must
start as soon as possible. In response to
the Workshop recommendations, a two-phase
plan was put together. Phase I consisted
of a terminal prototype development effort, and Phase I1 consisted of an experimental terminal construction effort.
Propagation Terminal Confiauration
A block diagram of the ACTS propagation
terminal is given In Figure 3. The terminal consists of a single antenna, the RF
portion, the IF portion, the receiver, the
Data Acquisition System, and the radiometer [2]. A single 1-meter antenna was selected to reduce the cost and size of the
terminal.
The antenna can accommodate
dual-frequency
and
dual-polarization
reception. The receiver and radiometer
are dual-frequency. The data acquisition
system collects and temporarily stores
beacon and radiometric data as well as
meteorological and other relevant information. The stored data will be periodically dumped on tape or optical disk for
transportation.
The beacons at 20 and 27 GHz have EIRPs of
19 and 16 dBW, respectively. The 20-GHz
beacon is also used for low bit rate
telemetry data transmission. Therefore, a
modulation loss is associated with the
20-GHz beacon receiver.
Considering a
1-mker antenna and a receiver noise
temperature of about 1750 K in clear
weather, the receiver dynamic range (margin over threshold) for both frequencies
is above 20 dB.
Data Analysis
As mentioned earlier, propagation data
will be collected at eight to ten sites
across the United States. The collected
data will be provided to an investigator,
who is likely to be from a university, for
data reduction and analysis. It is expected that many centers will participate
in the analysis of the reduced data.
Therefore, efforts such as model development and testing, algorithm development,
etc., will be performed by more thai. one
center.
Financial Sonort
NASA is providing financial support for
the development of the propagation termi-

nals, and their installation and maintenance.
NASA will also fund the data
analysis effort performed by the principal
investigator at a university.
Other
centers participating in the data analysis
part of this effort will finance their own
expenses.
Conclusion
The next Workshop on ACTS Propagation
Studies will take place in the Los Angeles
area on November 27 and 28, 1990. It is
hoped that a complete design of the propagation terminal will be available for
presentation. Workshop participants will
have an opportunity to critique the termiThe
nal design and provide comments.
construction of a terminal prototype will
proceed shortly after the Workshop,
The current plan for ACTS propagation
studies will be revisited at the Workshop.
Issues such as the site locations of the
terminals, methodology for data processing
and model development, fade mitigation
algorithms, etc., will be discussed.
Although the study plan is not expected
to be finalized at this meeting, it is
hoped that it will reach a degree of
maturity that can allow clear guidelines
for the campaign.
The experimental (data collection) phase
of the ACTS propagation campaign is expected to begin in mid 1992 and continue
for at least 2 years. The results and
findings of this campaign will be dissemirated In a timely fashion to the ACTS and
other technical communities.
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DISCUSSION
~C.

GOUTELARD, FR

Vos avez fait allusion A l'utilisation des cartes relev~es par le satellite

franqais SPOT qui donne actuellement les images ayant les meilleures

'

d~finitions avec des cellules de 20m x 20m.
La diminution des cellules d'analyse entralne la remont6e d'autres
ph6nom~nes dans les parametres du module, comme les caractristiques
6lectromagn6tiques du sous-sol oii les constructions comme les lignes de
chemin de fer, les routes, .
Pouvez-vous donner votre avis sur cette limitation ?
AUTHOR'S REPLY
En zone urbaine, si on a plusieurs lois param6triques (r6sultant d'une
approche empirique) pour estimer les diff6rentes contributions &
I'affaiblissement, je pense qu'un pas 40m x 40m est bien dimensionne, vu que
les futurs r6seaux de radiocommunications type ESM (900MHz) PCN
(1,8GHz) auront des tailles de cellules r6duites A quelques centaines de
metres (350m).
En zone rurale, pour des r6gions accident6es, un pas de 250 m est trop grand
(m8me si l'on prend des constantes radio6lectriques uniformes sur tout le
profil de liaison) car la diffraction variant en Kloglo h/r (h engagement
obstacle dans la premiere zone de Fresnel, r rayon de 'ellipse de Fresnel)
des contributions importantes en premiere approximation peuvent etre sous
estimees surtout aux fr6quences supdrieures A900MHz.
D. YAVUZ
It may be of interest to you that we have an almost identical system of STC
that we call CIPAS (Communications Interference and Propagation Analysis
System) using TIREM and DMA digitized terrain data. The system has been
operating since about a year and half on an IRIS Silicone Graphics
Workstsation. We have been using the system for Hareywick, JMDS coverage
characterisation, including a hopping averaging module. The system is highly
user friendly and totally menu based. It has and is expected to continue to
support a lot of our radio coverage activities.
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AUTHOR'S REPLY
I will be interested to have a contact with you about your activities, as we are
working for the same subject.
You will find my coordinates at the beginning of AGARD publication 28th.

G. TACCONI
Can the models you presented be considered "robust" in relation with the
operative final target of your work ?
In the follow up of such models can be envisaged, at model concept level, an
up grading in terms of robustness ?
AUTHOR'S REPLY
For system performances evaluation the accuracy of the used propagation
model (ITS 122) is supposed to be sufficient for rural zone. However, for
certain path profiles ITS 122 can be enhanced. So the overall simulation that
was the purpose of the 28th AGARD report can be upgrading by the means
of complementary modules (propagation in urban areas, signal processing,
protocols), and the upgrade of the modular software can be easily made. To
achieve reliable outputs for radiocommunication system design.
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COMBINING OF SIGNALS INAGEOGRAPHICALDIVERSITY SYSTEM
by
T.J.Speight
Hul-Warwick Communications Research Group
University of Hull
Hull HU6 7RX
United Kingdom

Summary
This paper will describe a technique which will improveperformanceofmacroscopicdiversity processing while minimising additional computational and
communications channel overheads. It will be aimed
specifically at the use of such diversity processing in
the HF environment.
1)

Introduction

Mobile stations suffer from a number of disadvantages over fixed terminals especially in the H.F. band.
A few of these disadvantages are:
1)
Communication depends upon a
propagation path whose characteristics
may change with both time and position.
2)
Only relatively low transmitter
powers are available,
3)
Mobile antennas in the HF band
tend to be simple, inefficient and largely
non-directive,
4)
Reception may be impaired by local
noise/interference from co-sited EM
systems.
One of a number of possible ways to mitigate these
problems is the use of diversity combining. Diversity
combining schemes can be classified into two types;
'macroscopic' and 'microscopic' diversityf 1].Microscopic diversity is a commonly used technique and is
used essentially for combining short-term Rayleigh
fading signals. An example of where microscopic
diversity would be effective is the case of mobile
station reception in an urban environment where the
signal received by the base station is the sum of
signals transmitted from the mobile station which
have travelled on different paths. To receive two uncorrelated signals in the microscopic diversity situation receiving antennas need to be separated by as
littleas0.5k Macroscopic diversity is used tocombat
long-term log-.ormal fading. In this case a number of
totally separate independently fading paths are re-

ceived from two or more different base stations. This
technique will overcome shadowing effects in a lineof-sightcommunicationssystembased in hilly terrain
and also propagation effects in a communications
system in the HF band.
In the HF band macroscopic diversity can be described as 'geographical diversity' (2] because of the
large distances between base station sites. Figure 1
shows a geographical diversity system which employs 5 base station sites. To perform combining the 5
versions of the signal must be brought to a central site
(probably one of the base stations); therefore interconnects are required to this site. Because of the
distances between base stations moving base-band
data between sites would require interconnects of
very high capacity. For this reason previous implementations of macroscopic diversity have almost exclusively used a selection combining scheme ie select
the base station which will produce demodulated
data with the lowesterror rate. Selection combining is
an Inefficient combining method. This paper will
describe a method of combining in a geographical
diversity system which approximates to maximal ratio combining but using interconnects which can be
implemented in the low data rates available to typical
HF channels.
2.1)
ing

Development of Optimum Weight Combin-

The reduction of overhead on the interconnects is
achieved by the use of post-demodulation combining. Thereforeeachbase station demodulates the data
sent by the mobile intoa version ofthe original source
data. Combining is then carried out onrthis binary
data. In addition to this demodulated data the coinbining site also requires channel information. This
would ideallybeReal Time Channel Evaluation (RTCE)
[3] databutcould alsobe off-line prediction data.This
data can readily be turned into a value of probability
of bit error and it is this value together with demodulated binary data which will be used in the new
combining method.

4
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The 2 ground rules which the combining scheme
must use are -,sfollows:
1)
If anyof the combiner inputs have
a P. of 0.5 (or higher) , ie they carry no
information, then such an input should
have no effect on the output of the cornbining syrten.
2)
If any input has a P, of 0.0 (always
correct) then this input should have total
control of the combiner output however
close the other inputs are to 0.0.
From these two rules two points can be made about
thegraphofP. versus weight (this graph is called the
weighting function):
1)
When the P. of any input is 0.5
thn its weight should be zero, ie the
curve mustpassthrough thepoint(0.5,0).
as P.
Weight must tend to Infinity
2)
tends to 1.0.
Also it would be logical to assume that the graph has
no maxima or minima (le always increasing). From
these postulates a family of curves with the general
shape of that in figure 2 can be drawn. An empirical
expression which has these properties is as follows:
Weight = 1/(P.') - 1/(0.5-)

(1)

= I /(P,) - 2'
where'n'is any positive real number.

After calculation of a weight for each combiner input
a voting system is used to make a decision on the
binary data. An example of the scheme follows :
A five branch combiner has P.'s of:
P., = 0.07
P.s = 0.25

P, = 0.11

P, 3 = 0.2

By examining all possible error patterns the total
output P. can be calculated. This is shown in Appendix 1.The results obtained are as follows:
= 0.0322
= 0.03721

Po,
,
POM~f ,)

=

P~e,
u

0.07

The weight and vote algorithm compares favourably
with other traditional combining methods, as can be
seen from the example above. The reason for the
error rate advantage over majority vote combining
is that the error pattern CCIII gives a correct output
using the weight and vote algorithm. This error
pattern has a higher probability of occurring than its
inverse IICCC which would have given a correct
output using majority vote combining. However the
output error rate is not the lowest possible for the
abovelP,'s. As mentioned earlier the weighting function of equation (1) is one ofa family of curves so it
does not necessarily give the optimum weights. If
Appendix I is studied it can be seen that the error
patternClClliscombinedtogiveacorrectoutput but
its inverse ICICC which has a higher probability of
occurring gives an incorrect output. An iterative
method can be used to obtain optimum weights.
Figure 3 shows a flow chart of this process.
Using the values of input P, already stated the optimum weights are:

W2 =1.60

W3 =0.82

Wt. = 2.24
W. = 0.65

W, = 1.73

W3. = 0.69

W4. = 0.65

W4 =0.59
Using these weights the following result is obtained:

Suppose that he outputs of demodulators at these
branches have the following binary outputs:
01 ='1'
S= '1

A notation for error patterns in the combining system
will now be introduced. C is used to denote a correct
input and I an incorrect input branch. The branches
are then ordered so that the first C/I refers to the
branch with thehighestSNR and the last C/I with the
lowest SNR.

P., = 0.25

Using equation (1) with n = 0.5 the following weights
are calculated:
W, =2.37
Ws = 0.59

Now the total weight for binary output '1'is
2.37 + 0.59 + 0.59 = 3.55.
The total weight for binary output '0' is
1.60 + 0.82 = 2.42.
Therefore the output of the combiner for the above
parameters is: '1'.

02 = '0'

03 = '

04=1'

P

,

-

0.030325

The above error rate is the lowest possible if all that
is available are binary demodulator outputs and
SNR data for each branch receiver.
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2.2 Optimum Weight Combining in a Fading Channel
the
If RTCE data is not available all the time for
branches of the combining system then the SNR data
for each branch will be out of date. Thus in turn the
weight values assigned to the branches of the
combiner may be wrong and this will cause a decrease in the performance of the combiner. For
example,supposeachannelhasahighSNRwhenitis
tested and, therefore, it is assigned a high weighting
value: if fading occurs then this branch of the combinerwillhavealargeeffect on thecombiner output
but it could have a relatively high P.. Intuitively, it
is seen that when fading occurs then the weights
of the inputs to the combiner should be made mere
equal. Therefore it may be that a majority vote
scheme ,where all weights are equal irrespective of
SNR, gives optimum performance under fading
conditions.
A typical case where no RTCE data is available is
when an offline prediction program is used to makes
a first estimate of the channel. Over short periods (37minutes) the field strength follows a Rayleigh distribution where the median and mean values are
1.6dB and 1.1dB respectively below the RMS value
[4].

tribution which is between the majority vote and
selection combining schemes. The optimum weight
method uses all combiner inputs but the inputs
which have a higher SNR have more control of the
output than the ones with a low SNR.
TheaverageP.forthethreecombiningschemesunder
Rayleigh fading are:
p

=
=

o

PSOM*W,
,

0.0935
0.553
0.0470

It should be stressed that these error rates are for
particular input values and donotgive an absolute
result. Nevertheless the input values are relatively
similar which is the case where majority vote gives
an output which is near the optimum. However, the
more severe the fading the more likely is the
majority vote combining of being the best combining
scheme. It would seem logical then to 'move'
towards majority vote combining when fading occurs. Figure 5 shows a probability of occurrence
versus error rate graph (with the same inputs as
figure 4) showing optimum weight combing and a
combining method 'between' majority vote and optimum weight. This new method is achieved by
making the weights of the input3 more equal, specifically:
W. = W., + (W,(. ,))/3

Using the above meanand median values and the following P.'s an error distribution for various combining schemes was determined.
= 0.85 P, = 0.75
P, = 0.95 P, 2 = 0.90 P.,

As expected the new weighting scheme has a higher
peak; however the average error rate is reduced:
PeWptb
0.0470

P.5 = 0.75

Therefore there are different optimum weights for

.i

w.

i maho)

=

0.0457

fading or non-fading conditions.

Figure 4 shows a graph of probability of occurrence
versus total output error rate for various combining
schemes. The selection combining scheme uses a
single branch of the combiner inputs and therefore
the output from a combiner using this method will

To further illustrate how these new weights are
obtained it is necessary to look more closely at how
the error patterns are combined from demodulated
data.

have a broad probability distribution. Clearly the
selection combining scheme is strongly affected by
fading and should not be used unless real-time
channel data is available,

If the selection and majority vote algorithms are
compared some error patterns give the same output
for both of these schemes. For these error patterns it

Referring again to figure 2.3, the majority vote

can be assumed that whatever weighting system is
used then this too will give the same output as both

algorithm has the highest peak and narrowest
probability distribution which suggests it is least
affected by fading. This is as expected because the
inputs are not weighted, whatever the SNR of the
channel.

selection and majority vote. Hence it is possible to
say that the following error patterns (EPx, where x is
decimalversionofthebinarynumbercreatedassuming las a binary 'I' and C as a binary '0'.) are always
correct for any combining scheme:

The optimum weightcombiningalgorithmhasadis-

EPO,EPI ,EP2,EP3,EP4,EPS,EP6,EP8,EP9,EPIO
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Similarly the following always give an incorrect output:

earlier, was not used. The weighting function used is
Weight =I /(P,0)

EP21, EP22, EP23, EP25, EP26, EP27, EP28, EP29
EP30, EP31
Note that EP12isnotcountedinthegroupof'always
right' error patterns even though both the majority
vote and selection algorithms give a correct output
for this pattern. EP12 is one of the group of error
patterns, CnI 1'[{.....), (where the number of I's is less
than half the number of branches), which can give
a correct or incorrect output for an optimum weight
combining scheme, even though this error pattern
always gives a correct output for selection and
majority vote schemes. Note also that the Inverse of
EP12, EP19 is not included in the always incorrect
group for a similar reason.
Any combining scheme can now be characterised by
its behaviour to the error patterns which give different outputs for majority vote and selection and also
the CnIn+l (...) type error patterns. Therefore critical
error patterns can be calculated for various numbers
of branches. A selection is shown below:
Branches

Critical Error Patterns

4
5
6
7
8

6,7
7,11,12,13,14,15
14,15,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31
15,23,27,28,29,30,31,43.....63
30,31,46,47,54.....63,78,79,86.....127

The use of these critical error patterns can substantially speed up the calculation of optimum weights.

2.3 Use of Optimum Weights for aFirst Prediction in
An HF Message System
If a mobile station first logs onto the paging system
the base stations can estimate SNR data on the channel to the mobile station for various different frequenciesby the use of an ofiline prediction program.
By looking at the SNR data for different frequencies it
should be possible to determine which frequency
will give the lowest overall error rate using an
optimum weight combining scheme. It would seem
logical that thefrequency with the highest total weight
will be the channel with the lowest error rate.
Because the prediction program can only give a monthly
mean of the channel conditions it is not critical that
the weight calculation is accurate so the iterative
process for calculating weights ,which is described

- 42

This function was used in conjunction with the
propagation prediction program SUP252141. This
program was written in FORTRAN IVand originally
designed torun on a VAX or similar minicomputer;
however this program was converted to run on an
IBM PC clone. The original SUP252 program gave a
lot of data about one channel , ie from one transmitting station to one receiving station. This program
was modified and a typical output of the new program SUP252A3 Is shown in Appendix 2.
Conclusions
This paper has oulined a scheme which will substantiallyimprove performance especially incommunications environments which experience substantial slow
fading such as in the HF band.
A first prediction algorithm which utilizes the concepts has alsobeen described and itisanticipated that
this method will be used in an HF message system
being developed at Hull.
It was anticipated thatoff-air results of ageographical
diversity system would be presented with this paper.
However this was not possible but It is hoped that
these will be carried out in the near future. The mobile
is to be located at Hull and base stations will be at
Cobbett Hill (HampshireEngland), Coventry (West
Midlands,England) ,and Wick (CaithnessScotland).
This gives a good spread of base stations sites in a
North South axis.
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APPENDIX 1
Full Study of Combiner Outputs using Weight = 1/(PeO.5)
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P=0.07 P,=0.11 Pa=0.2 P,4=0.25 Pd=0.25
W 1=2.37 W2 =1.60 W3 =0.82 W,=0.59 W5 =0.59
Error

Probability

Voting

Output

Pattern
CCCCC

0.3725

5.97

-0.00

C

ICCCC

0.0280

3.60-237

C

CCCCI

0.1242

5.58

-0.59

C

ICCCI

0.0093

3.01

C

CCCII

0.0414

4.79-1.18

C

ICCIC

0.0093

3.01-2.96

C

CCICC

0.0931

5.15-0.82

C

Iccil

0.0031

2.42- 3.55

I

COICI

0.0310

4.56-1.41

C

ICICC

0.0070

2.78- 3.19

1

CCIIC

0.0310

4.56- 1.41

C

ICCI

0.0023

2.19- 3.78

1

CCIN

0.0103

3.97- 2.00

c

ICIIC

0.0023

2.78- 3.19

1

CICCC

0.0460

4.37- 1.60

C

ICIII

0.0008

2.19-3,78

1

CICCI

0.0153

3.78- 2.19

C

IICCC

0.0035

2.00.3.97

1

CICIC

0.0153

3.78-2.19

C

IICCI

0.0016

1.41-4.56

I

C1CII

0.0051

3.19-2.78

C

IICIC

0.0016

1.41-4.56

1

CICC

0.0151

J. 5- 2.42

C

IICII

0.0004

0.82- 5.15

1

CIICI

0.0038

2.96-3.01

1

111CC

0.0008

1.18 -4.79

1

CHIC

0.0038

2.96- 3.01

1

II1CI

0.0003

0.59 - 5.38

1

Clill

0.0013

2.37 - 3.60

1

IIIC

0.0003

0,59 - 5.38

1

11111

0.0001

0.00 - 5.97

I

-2.96
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APPENDIX 2
Typical output of SUP2S2A3
Mobile at OSLO
Base Stations at: BERLIN, PARIS, ROME, FRANKFURT, LONDON

FREQ SNR

WEIGH
BERLIN

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00
5.00
6.00
7.00
8.00
10.00
14.00

-48.33
-33.65
-26.07
-25.22
-18.25
•10.75
-6.26
-2.88
+0.12
-2.20
-49.93

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00
5.00
6.00
7.00

-36.84
-28.47
-23.72
-17.23
-13.67
-7.40
-3.16
+0.13
+2.08

8.00
10.00
14.00

0.50
0.49
0.47
0.47
0.43
0.34
0.25
0.16
0.08
0.14
0.50
PARIS

-36.66
-59.03

0.00
0.01
0.03
0.03
0.08
0.22
0.43
0.79
1.47
0.90
0.00

0.49
0.48
0.46
0.42
0.38
0.27
0.16
0.08
0.04

0.01
0.02
0.04
0.09
0.15
0.36
0.75
1.47

2.36
0.01
0.00

0.49
0.50
ROME

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

-44.88
-37.52
-3251
-26.78

0.50
0.49
0.49
0.47

4.00

-18.31

0.43

5.00
6.00
7.00
8.00
10.00
14.00

-12.17
-17.36
-13.98
-11.36
-6.12
-77.97

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00
5.00

-40.25

0.00
0.01
0.01
0.03
0.08
0.18
0.09
0.14
0.20
0.44
0.00

0.36
0.42
0.39
0.35
0.24
0.50
FRANKFURT

-30.04
-23.76
-21.41
-15.95
-944

0.49

0.01

0.48

002

0.46
0.45
0.41
0.32

0.04
0.05
0.11
0.26

6.00
7.00
8.00
10.00
14.00

-5.19
-1.91
+1.24
-3.07
-55.54

2.00
2,50
3.00
3,50

-29.21
-21.47
-14.39
-9.67

4.00
5.00
6.00
7.00
8.00
10.00
14.00

-3.46
+0.70
+2.26
-2.42
-36.10
-66.97
-70.41

0.22
0.13
0.05
0.16
0.50

0.52
0.95
1.91
0.76
0.00

LONDON
0.48
0.45
0.39
0.32
0.17
0.06
0.04
0.14
0.49
0.50
0.50

0.02
0.05
0.13
0.26
0.71
1.68
2.48
0.86
0.01
0.00
0.00

TOTAL WEIGHTS FOR EACH
FREQUENCY

2.00
2.50
3.00

3.50

0.03
0.08
0.18
0.34

4.00

0.67

5.00
6.00
7.00
8.00
10.00
14.00

1.73
3.47
5.82
6.80
2.'2
0.00
8.00 MHz SELECTED
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DISCUSSION

F. DAVARIAN
What are the system dynamics ? Is there enough time to calculate the
coefficients in a rapidly changing environment ?
AUTHOR'S REPLY
It is unlikely that more than 5 base stations would be used in a geographical
diversity system. In this case there are only 6 critical error patterns. The
iterative algorithm used to calculate optimum weights needs a maximum of 3
iterations. This is a relatively low computational overhead. Changing
environments do no as such put any pressure on the speed of calculating
weights it is only the rate at which new channel data is available. This is likely
to be at the packet rate. Since packets are not likely to be very short no
problem is anticipated.
H. DE PEDRO
Do you account in your algorithm for the fact that there is a second link,
probably also a fading path, that the message takes in reaching the combining
site ?
AUTHOR'S REPLY
No, at present the algorithm does not take into account errors which occur
due to the interconect links between base stations. It was assumed that the
critical path in the system is that from mobile to base station, and the
algorithm has been developed with this in mind. No consideration has been
given to errors which occur in the interconnect paths. However the point
raised here is an interesting one. Channel information should b. available for
the base-base transmissions. If this is the case then the Pe for data frozl -- "
base to base path can be calculated. Now a new total Pe can be calculated
over the two links :
Pe(total) = Pe(mobile-base) x Pe - (base-base)
The weights used in the combining algorithm now uses Pe(total) instead of
just Pe(mobile-base).
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D. YAVUZ
The diversity effects your approach utilizes is based on the e).stence very
large separations, perfect between base stations and central station.
"Optimisation" is also based on the independant additive gaussian noise
channels combined with a maximal radio combining (not really applicable to
the complex HF channel).
Would it not be for more efficient/cost effective to use such dispersed assets
in an internetworked store and forward packet radio system??
AUTHOR'S REPLY
The diversity system described in the presentation does assume perfect
communication between base stations. However it would be easy to use
channel information from base-base station interconnects and calculate a
new Pe specifically
Pe(total) = Pe(mobile-base) x Pe(base-base)
This would then be used to calculate weights. Although I conceed more work
is required in this field.
To address the second point to your question I would like to say that it is not
the combining method which determines whether the system is applicable to
the HF band but the topological architecture of the diversity svstem, if Pe is
used as the input of the combining scheme. I may have given the impression
that this value of Pe is calculated directly from SNR. The value of Pe would
normally be calculated by a real time channel evaluation technique such as
counting of attempted corrections in an FEC coding scheme.
The design ethic of the system in which this technique is to be used is the
maximization of reliable comunication from mobile to base station. Hence
the use of a number of receiving sites which, no doubt, will improve the
performance of this link.
C. GOUTELARD, FR
Votre proposition est int~ressante car elle propose une combinaison sur les
d6cisions et non sur l'optimisation du rapport S/N comme dans les m6thodes
classiques, ce qui est plus pratique dans la structure que vous proposez. Je
partage totalement les remarques formul6es par le Dr YAVUZ sur la
ndcessitd d'61oigner les stations. En effet, pour des distances inf6rieures A500
km, le Pr GOTr et moi-m~me avons montr6 la forte corr6lation entre deux
stations. It faut donc 61oigner les stations et dans une publication que nous
avons faite au congrts AGARD de Mfinich en 1988 nous avons montr6
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qu'avec une base de trois stations s6par~es de 500, 700, 1000 km, cette
d6corr6lation 6tait juste atteinte.
AUTHOR'S REPLY
I acknowledge Prof Goutelard's comments. At the moment I have no off-air
data for the diversity combining scheme. I hope to carry out trials of the
geographical diversity system in the near future. This trial will include short
paths (< 500 km) and long paths (> 1000 km), and this should show whether
base stations should be separated by distances greater than I anticipated.
To the second point I would like to say that I have not read the article which
you mention but would like to study it.
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DISTRIBUTED LONG-RANGE RADIO SYSTEMS EMPLOYING MULTIPLE
PROPAGATION MECHANISMS AND AN EXTENDED FREQUENCY RANGE
by
M. Darnel
Hull-Warwick Communications Research Group
Department of Electronic Engineering
University of Hull
Hull HU6 7RX
UK
The paper is essentially a discussion paper which intro- is to take a realistic view of the nature of the radio path to
duces, with theaid ofdata from real radiopaths ofdifferent
beemployed; the following section of thepaper attempts to
types, the concept of multiple propagation mechanism
do this.
radio communication in the HF and low-VHF bands up to
about 100 MHz. The radio system architecture necessary
In parallel with this consideration of the radio path, an
to exploit such a multiple-mechanism environment is then
equally realistic view needs to be taken of the technology
considered, with particular reference to the channel encodnow available to implement radio systems. Over recent
ing and channel evaluation procedures required. Digital
years, there has been a major change in the signal generasignal processing is assumed.
tion and processing techniques and devices available to the
communication system designer; as yet, however, this
change has not become apparent in operational systems.
INTRODUCTION: MULTIPLE MECHANISM PATHS
The reasons for this are simple to identify:
& DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING
(i)
the time taken for new designs to become
The great majority of modem radio communication sysoperational is relatively long - a minimum of
tems are designed to exploit a given propagation mechaseveral years;
nism in order to meet their operational requirements. This
means that the parameters of such systems are, to a large
(ii) there is a tendency fordesigners to still think
extent, dictated by the characteristics of the specified
in "conventional" terms, ie implementing
propagation mechanisms. Currently, most practical radio
functions in an essentially analoguemanner;
systems make use of fixed signal formats and control
procedures. If a system is adaptive in response to channel
(iii) the fundamental nature and potential of the
conditions, as sensed say by real-time channel evaluation
propagation medium, particularly at the lower
(RTCE), then the nature of that adaptation will be deterfrequencies below about 100 MHz, it not yet
mined by the range of variation expected of the specified
appreciated fully.
mechanism.
There is a need for design thinking to become digitally
The design philosophy outlined above is somewhat artifi- oriented; signal generation and processing algorithms and
cial in that there are many types of radio path which do not
techniques implemented in digital form must exploit the
exhibit a single dominant propagation mechanism; rather,
unique capabilities of digital signal processing (DSP)
a number of distinct mechanisms with very different chardevices, rather than simply replicating functions previacteristics may exist - possibly simultaneously. Conseously implemented in analogue form. The most obvious
quently, these additional mechanisms will tend to be
implication of this philosophy is that, although processing
regarded effectively as noise/interference by a communiand control structures implemented in digital form are in
cation system designed for a specific mechanism. Expart limited by the capabilities and structure of DSP
amples of this include microwave line-of-sight (LOS)
hardware, thecorrespondingsoftwarecanbealteredatwill

paths over which tropospheric propagation can also occur,

in order to create an overall architecture that is both

HF surface wave paths with skywave interference, etc. In
the part of the radio spectrum up to say 100 MHz, the
situation may be extremely complex, as will be demonstrated in this paper. Nevertheless, from an operational
viewpoint, this HF / low-VHF region is still of great
importance; consequently, every available method should
besoughttoimprovetheavailabilityandreliabilityofLOS
and beyond-LOS (BLOS) communication systems using
this range of radio frequencies. An obvious starting point

capable of performing a variety of functions and being
responsivetouser requirementsandchanel state. Coupled
with flexible DSP architectures for control and channel
encoding, there is now a widespread availability of relatively cheap and frequency-agile RF equipments.
Given the potential of system architectures of the type
indicated above, the practical problem is how best to
employ them to meet specified and evolving operational
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requirements. This paper will suggest ways in which this
might be achieved in the HF/ low-VHF band below about
100 MHz, where multiple simultaneous propagation mechanisms can exist. A wrong view of the path, or a "traditional" approach to signal processing and control, may
lead to the implementation of a radio system which does
not perform optimally. In the following sections, three
important aspects of the problem will be discussed, ie the
nature of the propagation path, appropriate channel encoding and RTCE techniques, and radio system terminal
architectures based upon DSP.
THE NATURE OF PROPAGATION IN THE BAND UP
TO 100 MHZ
The individual propagation mechanisms that can occur in
the band up to 100 MHz will now be reviewed briefly by
means of the Table 1.

It is'interesting to note that the 40 ms "on" periods are
modulated with phase-coded information at about 4 kbits/
s; the receiver terminal unit (nominally designed for meteor-burst reception) was able to demodulate this data
successfully for a large proportion of the time, thus showing that the mechanism has significant communication
potential at this lower frequency over distances of up to
several hundreds of kilometres.
Fig. 5 shows two representative profiles recorded from a
1000 km meteor-burst (MB) link. It is seen that the received signal level varies widely as the burst progresses. In
the tail of the burst, there is frequently a fading regime
which, if it can be exploited (say by diversity processing),
may extend the effective length of the burst substantially
(10]. A common phenomenon encountered on this same
linkis the presence ofacontinuous low level component of
the received signal which persists between bursts. This is
attributable to ionospheric scatter and, if recognised in the
system design, can be employed for low-rate data transmission, say for engineering order wire (EOW) purposes.

To this list of propagation mechanisms may be added the
phenomenon of "ducting", whereby atmospheric refractive index variations close to the earth's surface can trap
As indicated previously, the propagation environment
radio waves in ducts, analogous to waveguides. Since
below about 100 MHz is extremely complex; radio syswaveguide propagation tends to be low-loss, this form of tems optimised for one mechanism will clearly make only
energy transfer can allow radio waves to propagate at inefficient use at best of any others which may be present.
relatively high levels over distances considerably in excess
In the worst case, any other mechanisms which the system
of LOS. Ducting is comparatively unpredictable, its inci- is not designed to exploit may be detrimental to overall
dence being correlated to some extent with weather condi,performance and effectively appear as noise or interfertions. References Ito 7describe thecharacteristics of these
ence to that system.
propagation mechanisms in more detail.
In the following two sections of this paper, techniques
All the entries in the preceeding Table correspond to well
which appear to have promise in making efficient use of
known and reasonably well characterised mechanisms in
multiple-mechanism propagation paths
the band up to 100 MHz. The only exception to this is
(MMPPs) will be considered,
tropospheric scatter which is normally associated with
high-capacity transmission systems at considerably higher
frequencies. However, recent work [8][9] has shown that CHANNEL ENCODING & RTCE FOR MULTIPLEtroposcauer is a viable means of information transfer at MECHANISM PROPAGATION i-ATHS
much lower frequencies, down to 30 MHz.
The combination of the mechanisms inan MMPP will give
Toillustrate this mechanism, some experimental data from
rise to received signals with a wide range of variability in
a troposcatter link operating at a frequency of47 MHz over
their characteristics. This variability will manifest itself to
a mid-latitude path length of approximately 300 km will
the communicator as a channel capacity which changes
now be presented. The transmitter power was nominally
with time. If a radio system is to make effective use of this
500 W,with the transmitting antenna taking the form of a
variable capacity, its parameters must be adapted in re5-element Yagi. At the receiver, a 3-element Yagi was
sponse to the channel state at any time. This section will
used at aheight of 20 m above the immediate ground. Figs.
now examine channel encoding/decoding techniques which
I and 2 show the temporal variations of received signal
are designed for such an environment. To initiate the
level over an interval of a few seconds; the transmitted
necessary adaptation, the channel state must be quantified
waveform takes the form of a regularly on/off keyed
by means of appropriate RTCE procedures, preferably
signal, with "on" and "off" periods both being 40 ms.Figs.
integrated with the channel encoding procedures.
3 and 4 are plots of the diurnal variation of average signal
level. These plots are typical of the range of variation
In the context of the type of radio system being discussed,
monitored over a period of several months.
channel encoding will be taken to encompass the following
functions:
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(i)

synchronisation;

(ii)

error control;

(iii)

modulation;

(iv)

multi-user coding;

(v)

security.

A unifying concept which relates all the above functions is
termed"multi-functionalcoding" [11]. Here, itis assumed
that the receiver will possess a certain fixed processing
power, in an adaptive system, the major practical problem
is how best to distribute this power between the various
channel coding functions in order to optimise the system
performance with respect to the user requirements. Taking
a simplified example: as the state of the channel deteriorates, it may be desirable to shed some of the low-priority
users in a multi-user system and apply the processing
power thus released to more robust error control.
Perhapsthemostbasicsinglechannelencodingfunctionin
a digital transmission system is that of synchronisation;
withouteffectivesynchronisation, thesystemcannotoperate atall. In an MMPP, one important effect that can occur
is a rapid change in propagation delay due to a change in
dominant mechanism. If this change does not exceed one
symbol interval, then conventional synchronisation tracking arrangements such as delay-lock loops can cope successfully. Should the delay change be greater than one
symbol interval, however, the system may need to reac.
quire symbol synchronisation. For MMPPs, therefore, it
would appear necessary to incorporate an on-going "flywheel" synchronisation mode, together with an integral
acquisition mode embedded at intervals within the transmitted data. Also , it is important that both symbol and
block synchronisation are maintained,
In reference (12], two techniques, known as modulationderived synchronisation (MDS) and code-derived synchronisation (CDS), are described; these allow the extracuon of synchronisation information from the normal operating signals of a radio system by means of specific DSP
algorithms. In the case of MDS, the output of a quadrature
digital matched filter is monitored at ech sampling instant; it is found that the output of this matched filter
provides a robust timing waveform at the symbol rate.
With CDS, the received signal is applied with all possible
codeword time shifts tothe errorcontrol decoder where it
iscomapred with all possible codewords; at the condition
corresponding, :a the correct codeword and shift, the decoder output will be a minimum - assuming that the error
control power of the code has not been exceeded; this is
information that can be used for block synchronisation.

Recentresearch carriedoutby the Hull-Warwick Communications Research Group (HWCRG) has demonstrated
that the conventional philosophy applied to the design of
synchronisation preambles requires modification. The
accepted requirement for an acquisition preamble is that it
should have an aperiodic autocorrelation function (ACF)
which is as impulsive as possible. It has been shown that
preambles with significant negative ACF sidelobes per-?
form better in the presence of noise. To illustrate this
result, Fig. 6 shows the ACFs of 7 distinct 22-bit binary
preamble sequences; Figs. 7 and 8 respectively show the
practical and theoretical ranking orders for these seven
sequences in terms of their synchronisation failure rates
(threshold crossing) as a function of average bit error rate
(BER). It is seen that the best performance is achieved by
sequence (b) which has large negative ACF sidelobes. An
additional benefit conferred by the presence of large positive and negative sidelobes with a specified time separation is that the preamble can simultaneously provide estimates of both block and symbol timing. Such preambles
could be embedded in the transmitted signal at intervals
dictated by the expected variations in propagation mecha
nisms/characteristics. Their length could be adapted in
response to changes in received signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
This would allow the system to quicky reacquire both
blockand symbol synchronisation aftersignificantchanges
in propagation delay.
In a variable channel capacity environment, it is important
that both error control and modulation procedures can
adapt to the channel state. Embedded coding [13] and
embedded modulation [14] have the potential to do this. In
both cases, the signal format simultaneously contains
elements that have different levels of resilience to noise
and distortion. When the SNR is high, all elements can be
received successfully: as the SNR degrades, only the more
robust elements can be received successfully. In this way,
the effective information transmission rate is matched to
the prevailing channel state. Typically, an ARQ protocol
would be used inconjunction with thes embedded schemes.
These embedded schemes have been designed primarily
with a multiple frequency-shift-keyed (MFSK) modulation format in mind. Such a modulation format is fundamentally robust in the HF environment, as demonstrated
by the PICCOLO system. It also has the advantage that it
can be made adaptive by varying the number of tones and
symbol duration in response to channel conditions.
Complementary sequences [15] provide a vehicle which
can implement all the channel encoding elements listed
previously in a multi-functional manner. They are selfsynchronisingandpossessdistributederrorcontrolproperties; in addition, they can be synthesis d in uncorrelated
sets thus giving a multi-user capability.
In order to control the parameters of adaptive channel

i
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encoding schemes of the type described previously, it is
necessary for data on current chmmel state, ie RTCE
information, to be available in a convenient form. The
trendinRTCEsystems isnow toattempttoextractas much
Sinformation as possible on channel state from the normal
Soperating signals and elements of the radio communica-

dion system, eg from demodulators, decoders, synchronis-

(c)

TXJRX mode and parameter control;

(d)

running embedded propagation analysis

(e)

control of channel encoding/decoding func

ers, protocol activity, etc; these techniques are collectively

models [17];

tions in a multi-functional framework;

termed "embedded" RTCE procedures (16]. The advantage of embedded RTCE is that the information required
can be extracted simply and naturally from systems implemented using DSP devices.
In a MMPP environment, the RTCE procedures can be
made more effective if more time is provided for the
analysis tobecaniedout. One way of achieving this simply
isillustratedinFig.9;here, thereceivedsignalisreplicated
and one version is fed directly to an RTCE analyser whilst
the other passes through a delay unit. By the time the
received signal is applied to the channel decoder, that unit
is already in possession of information from the RTCE
analyser which can be used to optimise the channel decod.
ing procedures in advance based upon an accurate knowledge of the channel state which is just about to occur. The
longer the delay that can be tolerated, the greater the
potential effectiveness of the RTCE process.
Attention will now be turned in the next section to architectural and control considerations for systems implemented

using DSP devices and algorithms,
IMPLICATIONS OF DSP-BASED ARCHITECTURES
For economic reasons, it is probable that the digital proc.
essing power available within the architecture of a modern
radio system terminal will be limited. It is therefore important that this finite processing power is employed in the
most effective manner possible. The processing power is
likely to be of two types:
(i)

aPC-based component, normally bete suited
to control functions;

(ii)

a real-time DSP component, normally used
for signal generation and processing.

A typical schematic architecture for a radio system terminal comprising these two components is shown in Fig. 10.

(f)

RTCE and trend analysis.

The real-time DSP component would tend to be dedicated
to (e) above, and would have its power distributed optimally between the functions of synchronisation, error
control coding/decoding, modulatioa/demodulation, multiuser coding/decoding, etc in response to channel state and
operational requirements, as indicated in the previous
section. The DSP component could also be used for active
and passive RTCE when not in use for other purposes, eg
passive monitoring.
There is thus an overall optimisation problem to be solved
in a systematic manner. How should the available processing power be employed to best meet the user's require.
ments at any time? For example, what proportion of time
and processing power should be spent in actually generating and processing signals, and what proportion spent in
say passive monitoring and RTCE so that the transmission
and reception process can be more efficient when it does

occur? Similarly, more sophisticated and adaptive transmission protocols, whilst comuming more proceming power,
may actually reduce the transmission time required and
hence improve the security of the system. These are
problems which are more difficult to solve, and yet have
greater significance, with highly variable MMPPs.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
This paper has sought to discuss some of the problems
inherent in the design of radio communication systems to
operate efficiently over MM
in the frequency range up
to about 100 MHz. The problems are associated primarily
with:
(i)

path characterisation and modelling, includ

ing RTCE;
(i)

the nae and con

ation of adaptive channel

encoding/decoding techiques appropriate
Functions which mightbeperformed by the PC component
include:

for such paths;

(iii)
(a)

protocol generation;

(b)

signal routing;

the optimum use of digital processing and
specialised DSP devices within the overall
architecture of the radio system terminal.
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Of particular interest isthe apparent usefulness of the low-

techniquesapplicableto multi-tonewansmissionsystems",

frequency troposcatter mode of propagation in the MMPP
COnteXL

AGARD CP-442 on "Propagation effects and circuit performance of modern military radio systems with particular
emphasis on those employing band-spreading", Paris, 1988.

Detailed research is currently being pursued by the HWCRG
into these problems and will be reported, as appropriate, at
future AGARD meetings.

13. Darnell, M., Honary, B. and Zolghadr, F.: "Embedded
coding technique: principles and theoretical studies",Proc.
IEE-F, Vol. 135, No, 1, 1988.
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TABLE I

Range

Variability

Availability

Mechanism
Surface wave
(more efficient at
lower frequencies)

500 km (over sea)
(depends on ground
constants)

amplitude: small
phase: some

high

Normal skywave
(via ionospheric
refraction)

out to world-wide
(depends on
ionospheric

amplitude: high
phase: high
frequency: small

variable
(depends on
system and
path

properties)
Sporadic-E
layer
(sporadic

out to about
2000 km
(spoadicseason,

parameters)
amplitude: high
phase: high
frequency: small

variable
(depends on
location,
etc)

at
ionisation
E-layer height)
Meteor-burst
(ioniscd meteor
trails at about
100 kmn)

from about 250
to 2000 km

amplitude: high
phafe: variable
frequency: variable
(fading in tail)

high - but
intermittent
(1% duty
cycle)

Ionospheric
scatter
(ionospheric
(irregularis
irregularities
at about 100 kin)

from about 250
to 2000 km

amplitude: high
phase: high
frequency: small
(low
level loss)
due
to scatter

high - if
ERP* high

Tropospheric

out to aLout

amplitude: high

scatter
(tropospheric
irregularities
km)
at a

400 km

phase: high
frequency: small
sow-lcevl due
scatter toss)

high - if
ERP* high

*Note:

"'fective Radiated Power".
in the above Table, the abbreviation ERP indicates
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TES- SEQUEN
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Fig. 7 Practical results showing the probability of failure for each
sequence compared with the mean probability of failure.
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Fig. 8 Theoretical results showing the probability of failure for each
sequence compared with the mean probability of failure.
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DISCUSSION

E. ANAGNOSTAKIS
Prof. DARNEL, could you, please, comment on the specific type of path
metric which should be made use of in order properly to define the distance
with respect to the optimal path, for a certain propagation channel ?
AUTHOR'S REPLY
The path metric described was simply the "distance" between the most likely
path and the next most likely path. This was used as a simple illustrative
example only.
I agree with the implication of the question. It may well be possible to use
different metrics for different types of channel. As yet, we have not studied
how this could be achieved in an adaptive system.
M. DARNELL
Could you please elaborate on how channel status can be estimated from
measuring the average number of signal zero crossings ?
AUTHOR'S REPLY
At the demodulation output of, say, an MFSK transmission system, there will
be present a number of tones at different frequencies, perturbed by noise.
This noise will cause the position and number of zero-crossings per unit time
interval to vary., The average number of zero-crossings per second has been
analytically related to signal-to-noise ratio and can therefore be used as a
channel evaluation measure when, in turn, can be used to adapt the
transmission format.
H. DE PEDRO
MB and troposcatter channels require different protocols, such as continuous
soundings and burst transmissions during bursts as opposed of continuous
transmissions for troposcatter. How do you take advantage of randomly
occuring bursts in XXX system ?
AUTHOR'S REPLY
I believe that some compromises would have to be made and that the signal
format and protocols would not necessarily be optimum for all mechanisms.
The most promising format would appear a relatively short block format with
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frequent resynchronisation to cater for the different propagation delays
associated with the different mechanisms. A single radio system terminal for
all mechanisms is envisaged.
C. GOUTELARD, FR
Vous mentionnez l'utilisation de codes convolutionnels poingonn6s. Cette
technique est utilis6e dans les syst~mes adaptatifs car ils permettent
d'adapter la redondance du code.
Pouvez-vous nous dire les caract6ristiques des codes que vous utilisez ?
Dans le canal HF, avec-vous fait des expdrimentations et pouvez-vous nous
dire comment vous avez choisi la longueur de contrainte ?
AUTHOR'S REPLY
The convolutional codes discussed briefly is the presentation were primarily
to illustrate the concept of "embedded coding". They have only been used
under simulated channel wonditions.
We have, however, implemented a 3-level embedded block code and tested it
over a meteor-burst channel. The main reason for this choice was one of
implementational convenience.
In future, we intend to test and compare block and convolutional embedded
codes over real HF channel : as yet, we have no performance results for such
codes.
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A Reliable Multi-User Distributive HF Communications System Using
Narrowband CDMA.
T.E.Miller
Hull Warwick Communications Research Group
Department of Electronic Engineering
The University of Hull
Hull
HU6 7RX
UK

SUMMARY.

This paperdescribes the principles.design andapplicationof
a new type of code-division multiple-access (CDMA)
communications system. In such a multi-user commications
system, the two main constraints placed upon the codes used
ar that they should have inverseepeat time domain propetes
and that their periods should be in the ratio I : 2: 4.... 2'. This
ensures that the line spectral components of the transmitted
sequences do not coincide, and thus the codes am ucorm]ated
in the time domain. It is also important for these codes to
have an autocormlation function (ACF), which approximates
to an impulse, so they can be conveiniently detected using
matchedfilters. An HFmulti-user system has been developed
which makes use of multi-level pseudorandom sequences,
particularly p-level m sequences. The clock rate of these
sequences is adjusted so that the major spectral energy is
transmitted within a nominal HF 3kHz bandwidth. Using
relatively long duration (tens of milliseconds) sequences
provides a high inherent resistance to noise, particularly
white Gaussian noise, and fading. The system is designed
around • Personal Computer based Digital Signal Processor
(TMS320C25). giving both the receiver and transmitter
considerable flexibility,
The system has been tested initially with an HF simulator
using sinusoidally transformed p-level m sequences (these
have an Impulsive acf); other multi-level signals, such as
integrated multi-level m-sequences or recorded noise, will
alsobe tested. Initially, data has been transmtted byinverting
sub-blocks within each sequence, the sub-block length being
linked to the channel quality via RTCE. These sequences are
stored at the receiver and the sub-blocks are 'intelligently'
reinverted once all the data has been received. Since any
encoded data must not effect the inverse repeat nature ofthe
sequence, the sub-block inversion pattern must also be
repeated in the second half of every sequence, thus providing
the data retrieval algorithms with adegree of time diversity
inthe decoding process. Inthe paper, the techniquesinvolved
in developing this system am be discussed in detail and some
preliminary trial results presented.
It is anticipated that the communication system design
rnethodolegy described in the paper will provide the basis of
arobust, distributed radio system with a capacity for channel
sharing between a number of independant users.

ideal impulsive autocorelation functions (ACFs). Inpractcal
CDMA systems, the sequences used are generaly periodic
with very long cycle times. Data is typically transmitted by
inverting/not inverting segments of these long sequences;
the cross-correlation function (CCF) and ACF properties of
the sequences over one data bit period determine the
effectivenessofthe approach. Integrate anddump processing
is typically employed to recover the data at the receiver.
This paper will be concerned with the generation of completely
uncorrelatod sequence sets with impulsive, or near impulsive,
ACFs for use in an in-band CDMA system. Anovel method
of data encoding for these bearer sequences will also be
discussed.
2.

CONDITIONS FOR UNCORRELATEDNESS.

In synthesising a set of completely uncorrelated sequences,
two basic conditions must be met: for an K-sequence set (a)
the format of the sequences transmitted by all users (except
possibly the shortest) should be inverse repeat, and (b)the
periods of the sequences should be in the ratios I : 2: 4:...
:*211'. These two conditions ensure that each sequence
occupies its own slots in the frequency spectrum, first by
ensuring that only odd frequency components are present for
each inve-se repeat sequence and secondly by setting the
periods so that these frequency components are interleaved
in the spectrum. In this way, no spectral components for any
sequences m the set coincide.
3. AVAILIABLE SEQUENCE TYPES.
A number of different types of periodic sequence structure
have been evaluated for use in CDMA sets. These are
described briefly below.
3.1 Mult-lAvel m Seluences
Any i-sequence has length N, with
N = p-- I

I]

where p is a prime number and n is the number of stages in
the eqivalent feedback shift-register generator.

1. INTRODUCTION: SYSTEM CONCEPT.

A p=l 1,n=2, N=120 sequence was chosen to investigate the
properties of p-level m-sequences. This sequence is,
considerably shorter than those which may finally be used,
but was chosen for simplicity of analysis.

Ina code division multiple access (CDMA) system, different
codes ame
assigned to diffrent users, each having a bandwidth
comparable to the channel. Figure I shows a block diagram
of a conventional CDMA system architecture. An ideal
CDMA system uses perfectly uncorrelated sequences with

To ruce a bi-polar oupit, the sequence iust be transformed
so that the output values are evenly distmbuted around the
zero level. The CCF between two or more transforned
sequences, satisfying the conditions above, is required to be
zero. The most commonly used transfomation is the linear
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transformation below:
Sequence levels
0
1

For the clock waveform, the normalised single period ACF
is:
Transformed levels

':l
(p1)-(p-l)/2

+l;r=O

0
2
+(p-l)/

A2 (r)=

':' l

Therefore, substituting expressions [4] and [5] in [3]:

.-1 ;r=Dr/2

f+P

Figures 2 (a) and (b) show the p=l 1, N=120 sequence with

[5]

; r=

0
-P2; r = At/2 or (2N-1)At/2
-P
r = NAt/2
+P/2 ; r=(N-l)At/2 or (N+l)At/2
0
otherwise

the above transformation applied, together with its ACF.
Anyfunctionwhichyieldstheinverserepeatstructurecanbe
used as alevel shifting function for p-level rn-sequences. The
transform in equation [2] is the sine transform; this has
similar level shifting properties to the linear transform, but
suppresses the sidelobes in the ACF- see Figure 2 (b)and (c).

A(r) =

Transformed level = sin((2xuO/p)

Now considering the CCF between the CM signal and the

Where:
<=
q<

[2]

[6]

This function for a ternary m-sequence (N=80) can be seen
in Figure 3(0. It should be noted that the CM signal has 2N
digits in its period.

original p-level m-sequence: when the relative phase shift
between the two signals is zero, or an even multiple of At/2,
the CCF will be zero, since each digit of the original signal

1

(p- )

Itcan be seen thatthe levels in thesine transformed sequence
tend to be compressed at the extreme values of the output.
This is expected as the probability density (pdo function of

is multiplied
two digits
of the CM
having equal
magnitude
andbyopposite
polarity.
Whensignal
the relative
phase
shift is an odd multiple of At2, the CCF is:

asinusoid alsoexhibits this property.This is advantageous in
a communications system because it increases the overall
signal-to-noise ratio of the received signal by increasing the
average output power of the transmitter. Obviously, this
transform causes the transmitted signal to be less no:se-lhke
as its pdf is no longer approximately Gaussian.

For sequences where p>2, A,(r) will have the form shown in
Figure 3(g). This function is a close approximation to the

3.2 Integrated p-level rn-sequenes,

first
derivative of A,(r). Such a function can be obtained by
cross-correlating the onginal signal with its own time

Integrating a p-level r-sequence transforms it o a ramptype sequence [21. This can be seen in Figure 3 where (a)
shows a ternary 80 digit sequence ( p-3, n-3, Nx80 ), (b)

derivative. Hence the CM signal can be considered as being
equivalent to the first time derivative of the signal from
wihi a band
which it was obtained.

shows the ACF of this ternary sequence, and (c) shows the
integrated form of this sequence. This integrated form has
the ACF shown in Figure 3(d); it can be seen that this is not
impulsive and thus would have little use as the 'ideal' output
response of a detector in a CDMA communications system.
However these multi-level integrated sequences can be
processed to ca use their effective ACF to become impulsive,
and thus be of use in such a communications system.
resultant of
Let a 'clock-multiplied' signal be defined as the
the multiplication of a given p-level rn-sequence by its own
clock waveform, see Figure 3(e). IfAt is the clock period of
the original signal, then the effective clock period of the
clock-multiplied (CM) signal is At/2. The ACF of the CM
signal, A,(r), may now be expressed in terms of the ACF of
the original signal, A,1 (r), and that of the clock waveform,
Au (r); thus:
A,(r) = A,(r) .A,(r)

13]

A(r) =1/2[A,(r-I) -A,(r+l)]

[71

where r is an odd multiple of AtI2.

From the above, it is seen that the CCF is effectively being
performed between integrated anddifferentiated versions of
the same m-sequence. This is implemented by matched
filtering the integrated signal with its CM form; Figure 3 (h)
shows this result for the ternary sequence above. Note that
diefiter
msonenowhasthe ,t edimpulsvec

3.3Binary rn-sequences.
For a binary m-sequence, the sequence length N is always an
odd number, this implies that the sequence can not have the
inverse repeat format required for sets of sequences to be
uncorrelated in an ideal CDMA system. When a binary msequence is followed by its inverse, the resulting sequence,
of length 2N digits, has the desired inverse repeat format.
The ACFfor such a sequence (for N=255) is shown in Figure
4. The ACF is 'impulse like', although the sidelobes are
numerous and of a relatively high amplitude. This signal

where r is a discrete shift, variable in unit steps of A/2.

couldbe usedin the multi-user system,although its detecson
will be somewhat more complex than for p-level (p>2) m-

The single period ACF of the N p-level m-sequence can be
expressed as follows.

3.4Noise signals.

A,(r)=

+P
+P/2
-P
-P/2
0

; r=0
;r =-A/2 or (2N-I)At/2
;r = NAt/2

r=(N-l)At2 or (N+I)At/2
;otherwise

where P is the rnagmtude of the ACE peak.

[4]

sequences and integrated p-level rn-sequences.

A large set of samples of Gaussian white noise will, by
definition, have an impulsive ACF and also, will be
uncorrelated withanyothersetofsamplesofGaussan wlute
noise. Thus a set of samples recorded from a Gaussian
source, would be ideal for a CDMA system, since the noise
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sets could be followed by their inverses and thus fulfill the
inverse-repeat criterion. It should be noted that the
characteristics of any sampled set of Gaussian white noise
will bechangeddue to thesamplingprocess, as theeffective
spectral bandwidth will be determined by the sampling rate.
A receiver was used to scan the HF (2-30MHz) radio
flequency spectrum for an unused band; this proved impossible
as every frequency channel examined had an uneven energy
distribution, thus showing that there was always a small

1001101010011010 as shown below.

120 DIGIT SEQUENCE
I
1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 00 1 1 0 1 0

amount of signal in any channel, Suitable approximations to
'noise like' signals were recorded into computer memory
and analysed. Figure 5 (a) shows arecorded noise signal, and
(b) and (c) show the ACFs for 200 samples and 2500 samples
of this signal respectively. These plots clearly show that the
longersample set has amor impulsive ACF. Figure 6 shows
the signal and ACF for 200 samples from a wideband noise
generator, this signal as expected has a more impulsive ACF
than that of the recorded noise. Finally Figure 7 shows the
signal and ACF for a music signal; the ACF has substantial
sidelobes, although these have very distinct characteristics
and could thus be searched for at the receiver, making the
sequence again usable for data communications.

4. SYSTEM DESIGN.

Data can be simply decoded by systematicly rinverting
blocks within the rec
oded
sequence and tencrelating
b l with thereeived sequence Thedatassillreeathe
the result with the refference sequence. The data will be the
combination of blocks which are reinverted that give the
largest in phase correlation respone. It should be noted that
accuracy of the decoderis dependant on the rate at which
the
the receiver samples the data, particularly if fractional-digit
encoding is used since the nyquist sampling rate would have
to be calculated from the fractional rate rather than the digit
rate.

4.4 Data Format.

4.1Data Encoding.

In the current system data is transmitted in the format shown

Data can be imposed upon a sequence by inverting/not
inverting blocks within the sequence, each block would thus
represent a binary data bit. To retain the inverse repeat
properties of the sequence (essential to CDMA) the second
half of the sequence must be block inverted in the same way
as the first half, For example the II level 120 digit sequence
(transformed using either of the above mentioned methods)
could be divided up into eight data blocks, each fifteen digtts
in length, and could thus convey four bits of informaton, the
word 1001 being encoded as 10011001 as shown below
where a shaded block represents a block inversion.

below.Thepureheadersequencesareusedbythereceiverto
detect the begining and end of transmission, three am required
since the sequences have periodic correlation properies

_-

I:

4.3Data Decoding.

-computer

120 DIGIT SEQUENCE

....

1

0

0

1

1

0

0

1

04.6
The cross
correlation
between thesixteen
posibcombinations
helk
c
versrion
worn
th s ix
en ndth oial
tiOit
of block inversion for this sequence and the original 2digit
sequence are shown i Figure 8. It can be seen that only the
pure sequence or its tnverse have an impulse result.

3 UQUIc9 1190211

ENCODED
SEqUENCES

3 NtquvcZ

4.5 Transmitter Design.
The transmitter consists of
an IBM compatible personal
contaning aTMS320C25 digital signal
processor
card and an HF tranceiver. Data taken from the keyboard is
encoded mady for transmission and stord as a data file. This
file is then transmitted, in the format shown above, by the
signal processor through the transceiver.
Receiver Design.
For each sequence to be uncorrelated at the receive the
periods of all the correlation filters must be equal to the
period
of thelogt sequence,thus
theinvere repeat
p t
of the sequences cause a zero responce from any user other
than that beig filtered for. This is shown below.

Using this method of data encoding means that redundancy,
in the form of time diversity is inherent in the system. This
could be used at the receiver to correct errors which only
occur in one half of the sequence.

,,smUca
H
SIQUENCS

4.2'Fractional-digit' Data Encoding.

c
B
SEQUENCE
.j1

SEQUEXCE
Al StQUECE Al SEQUENCE
Al SEQUENCA

It is possible using this technique of data encoding that the
length ofeach data block, which may or may not be inverted,
could be a non integer number of sequence digits in length.
Using the 120 digit II level sequence as an example eight
bits each of block length 7.5 samples could be conveyed by
each sequence. The word 100110 10 would thus be encode as

HUAM

I

---

coAp

ioN PEO

-

.
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The receiver uses thesame equipment as thetransmitter. The
signal processor continuously samples the input from the
tranceiver, when the corect header sequence is receved the
data is stored onto disk untill the header sequence is again
received as an end of data signal. The flow diagram for this
decision routine is shown in Figure 9. The stored data is then
decoded by the signal proccesor and displayed for the user.
5. INITIAL TRIALS.

Frequency Of-set: Figure 12 shows that the system requires
the receiver to be tuned in to an accuracy of approximately
+/-lHz and the number of characters i error that could be
expected if this was not acheived.
6. CONCLUSION.
It has been shown that the sequences and signals described
previously can essentially provide the 'bearer' signals in a
CDMA comamunications system. A technique for modulating

During the initial field trials the header signals were transmitted
from Wick (Scotland) and recorded at Cobett Hill (London)
and then later played into the receiver program to test its
performance. Figure 10 shows the response of the header
detection algorithm to the transmitted header sequence and
the ideal response of the correlation filter used as part of the
detector. The detector inverts all negative spikes and then
looks for four spikes each with a separauon of half a
sequence period. A novel method of threshold detection is
used to decide if a spike is pressent or not. Firstly the side
lobes fromithe filkerresponse (created by noise and interference)
are squared and averaged over just under half a sequence
period. This value is then scaled and subtracted from the
filterresponse, this causes the result to be offset by anegative
level, if there is any noise or interference present. The short
time when this algorthm is zeroed can be seen as a 'bump'
just before the spike on the plot, this is timed to occur when
there is no spike present and thus does not effect the result.
The actual threshold is obtained by an envelope detection
routine and thus allows the receiver to have a dynamic range
of approximately 40dB.

these bearer signals with information has also been discussed.
The initial tests with this system show that it exhibits ideal
properties for a reliable multi-user HF communications
system. Simulated and field trials will be carried out to
further demonstrate the effectiveness of these techniques
over shared 3kHz-bandwidth HF single-side band channels.

5.1 Initial Single User Tests.
To test the complete communications system, particularly
the decoding algorithms, the configuration in Figure II was
set up.
sequence
In the first test it was found that the decoder lost
synchronisation with the block inverted sequences stored on
disk,this isdue toa slight frequency drifton theclockson the
different TMS boards. This problem was easly overcome by
designing the decoder to step a variable number of stored
location where synchronisation
samples either way ofthe file
is expected and then calculating at which point thedecoded
result gives the highest confidence level (i.e. The file pointer
is moved and the result is recalculated, then the file pointer
is set to the point where the highest confidence is obtained).
This technique thus makes the decoding software selfsynchronising for any length of file.
The following results were obtained from a small data file
(the lower case alphabet) and were primarily used to detect
any short comings in the decoding algorithms although they
give a good indication of how the system will perform in
more thorough tests, which will be cared out over the next
few weeks.
Resistance to Noise: With these short data files transmitted
at 100 bitspersecond the decoding software reiiably decoded
all data that was detected by the header detection routine.

Thus the header detection routne limited the amount of
noise the system could operate in although it performed
reliably in signal to noise ratios below -20dB.
Rayleigh Fading: Using the HF simulator the system was
found to work reliably in fade rates i excess of 100 fades per
minute.
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(a)Noise signaL

(b)Ad o(200 samples.

(c)Ad of 2500 samples.
Figure 4: ACF of binary m-sequence.

Figure 5 : Results for recorded noise.

(a) Generated noise signal.

(a) Music signal.

(b) Acf of200 samples.

/

Figure 6: Results for recorded, generated noise.

(b) Acf of 200 samples.
Figure 7 : Results for recorded music.

(a)0 00000

(f)01010101

(b) 00010001

(g)0100110

(k)10t1000

(I)10111011

Nk~k~VV(in)11001100
(c) 00100010

(h) 011 llI10111.'$:'"'

, #',' l' '
(n)11011101

(d)00110011

(i) 10001000

-AO
1
(o)11101110

(e)01000100

(j) 1011001

Figure 8: Correlation results for the sixteen block inversion combinations of
the integrated ternary m-sequence.

(p) 11111111
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DISCUSSION

D. YAVUZ

How many users do you anticipate accomodating within the baseband for
"multiple access" as implied in the title of your paper (CDMA) ?
AUTHOR'S REPLY
I currently anticipate that the system will support 5 users since a larger
number of users could cause the spectral lines to coincide due to frequency
shifts within the HF channel. It is likely that there frequency shifts would not
be uniform for all paths, and thus a larger number of users may be possible.
C. GOUTELARD, FR
Votre exposd m'a beaucoup intdressd. Vous prdsentez des s6quences dont les
longueurs varient selon une loi exponentielle en fonction du nombre
d'utilisateurs, ce qui en particulier resserre les raies spectrales et rend le
syst me sensible Al'effet doppler.
Quel est le nombre d'utilisateurs que vous jugez possible et avez-vous
envisag6 une m6thode pour augmenter ce nombre?
AUTHOR'S REPLY
I currently envisage the system to have five users. It is possible that this
number of users could be increased. The number of users is limited by the
distance between the spectral lines of different users. If this distance (in Hz)
is less than the possible channel frequency shift, errors will occur. It is
possible that a greater number of users could be used since the frequency
sI. 4fts on the different paths are unrelated.
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A DESIGN TESTBED FOR DISTRIBUTED V/UHF NETWORKS WITH MOBILE TERMINALS
Andrew Carnegie
Hull-Warwick Communication Research Group
Department of Electronic Engineering
University of Hull
Hull HU6 7RX
UK

The small differences in propagation time of each of the components cause severe fading at the rccei-.er.
has
been
networks
A flexible design tool for mobile radio
Tests have been carried out in urbah areas world-wide
implemented. Both low level areas, such as modulation, coding
and synchnisation, and high level techniques involvingprotocol 12,3,4,5] and all show that the short term amplitude variations of
the received power obey aRayleigh probability density function.
details can beanalysed simultaneously. The simulation software
is based on aRayleigh fadingchannel model with a network layer In addition this result has been predicted by theory [6]. Since this
isthe worsttypeoffadingencountered in mobileradiosystems the
protocol implementation. This paper describes how a Rayleigh
channel simulation will be based on such a Rayleigh fading
distribution can be generated and how itis used to implement the
channelsimulationbyaconvexsiontoprobabilityoferrorbasedon
channel. Although techniques perfected under these conditions
may not be the most efficient they will work in almost any other
the modulation technique required. The network model is dischannel conditions.
cussed with reference to the OSI Open Systems Interconnection
reference model and the variable configuration is described. To
To achievethe flexibility andrepeatability required from the
assess the success of the system an investigation into the use of
simulation the envelope of a Rayleigh faded wave was saved to
variable, optimum length packets is illustrated,
disk. This has the advantage that the wave can be completely
charactensed along its entire length in detail before any analysis
1.Introduction
takes place. In addition it will shorten simulation time as the
Rayleigh fading wave will not need to be generated continuously
as a test progresses. The only drawback is that the length of the
Since radio networks were developed in the early seventies
signal is finite and during long tests the fading may start to repeat.
the vast majority have hada terminal hierarchy in which a few base
This has been overcome by saving a long length of the envelope
station terminals have the responsibility of controlling the whole
and making sure that any channel simulations do not use the same
network. This system has persisted from the first Aloha network
area
of signal data twice.
through the development of packet radio by ARPA [1]to the
present day. However it has the disadvantage that both reliability
and security depend heavily on the network stations. If these fail
then network collapse can follow. In addition, due to the power
2.1 Generating a Raleigh Distribution
and complexity required of a computer capable of contin a
whole network, the portability o" such a system is limited. Less
One of the definitions of the Rayleigh distribution is that it
hierarchical systems overcome these problems and are becoming
is the sum of two independent random functions with Gaussian
important for both military and civilian applications. With the
probability density functions. This is useful to bear in mind when
advent of cheap processing power completely non-hierarchical
considerng how Rayleigh fades are generated. Tne method used
networks comprising identical terminals utilising a distributed
to generate a fading envelope is similar to the method of fading a
control approach are now possible. This approach is particularly
signal described by Ralphs and Sladen among others (7,8,9,101.
suitable for
relatively small networks where the flow of control
To achieve fading the input signal is quadrature filtered to obtain
information is low.
equal amplitude quadrature phase signals Then each of these is
amplitude modulated by independent random functions with
The control protocols, access methods and transmission
Gaussian distributions. The resultant signals are then uniformly
schemes developed for networks with a terminal hierarchy are not
summed and the output is a version of the input signal which has
necessarily the most efficient and effective in a truly mobile
been Rayleigh faded.
completely non-hierarchical network. In the design of such a
dismbuted mobile radio network many factors have to be considHowever to generate only the envelope of a faded signal is
ered simultaneously. These include modulation and synchromsasimpler than this, as seen infigure 2.1. Assuming that a sine wave
tion schemes, errorcontrol strategies andcontrol protocols. Hence
the need for a flexible integrated simulation facility to allow
t. ._
assessment of these and other problems was foreseen.
Summary

Such a facility has been designed. It allows many different
techniques to be tested under completely repeatable conditions
and
effects on either
the whole
oraon
specific
part ofa
simulating
Emphasis
has network,
been placed
it,totheir
be determined.

101

disrbuted mobile network with line of sight links in the V/UHF
region utilising a packet switched protocol. However the flexibility of the system allows any of the above conditions to be relaxed.
The simulation has two definite layers. The lower level is a
channel simulation which allows different modulation and channel synchronisation schemes, errorcontrol codes, low level diversity strategies and error models to be imposed on given channel
conditions. Built on this is the network simulation. Different
control protocols and access schemes can be tested in a network
with an arbitrary configuration.
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2. Channel Simulation
One of the worst problems the mobile radio network designer has to face is the fading of received signal strength in urban
areas. There is very rarely a direct line of sight path between two
terminals, the signal is
received after having been widely scattered
by intervening buildings and other obstacles. This results in the
receivedsignal being thesumofwaves arriving from manyangles.

.......
F49jre

l - Block diagram of method of generating Rayleigh
fading envelope
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is the input then a cosine wave is the quadrature phase component
and the sum of the modulator outputs is
y(t) = Acos(t) + Bsin(t)

,dy(t)

(1)

where A andB arerandom Gaussian variables. The envelope is the
maximum value that this can have for every different value of A
and B. Differentiating equation I gives :n
(2)
-Asin(t) - Bcos(t)
dt
The value of t which maximises y(t) is hence given by:
t= tan"(B/A)

(3)

Substitutingthisbackintoequation Iwillgivethemaximum value
of y(t) and hence the envelope of the signal. This method requires
only two independent Gaussian variables to be calculated and is
hence relatively fast and simple to generate. An example section
of the type of signal generated is shown in figure 2.2.

30mphis48.28 kmhor13.4 msandthewavelength ofa90MHz
carrier is 0.3333 metres. Substituting these values into equation 4
gives a mean fade rate of 37 fades per second. Comparison with
the number of fades produced by the generator is favourable, it
gives
between 35 and 40 fades per second.
2.3 Simulating a Channel
Generating the Rayleigh envelope described inthe previous
sections is only a single step toward simulating a channel. The
question stillremainsofhow touse theenvelope. Fortheprposes
of the network model the requirement is to be able to tell relatively
quickly how many errors occur, if any, when a packet is transmitted over a given channel. Hence the envelope needs to be
translated into channel conditions which are controllable and
which can be used to determine if and where errors would occur.
A brief outline of how this is achieved is that the fade envelope is
assumed to be a received signal level then noise is added to
produce a signal to noise ratio. This can be converted to a
probability of bit error and the location of any errors detected.
2.3.1 Conversion of Fade Envelope to Signal to Noise Ratio
To save memory all faded points were saved as two byte
integers instead of four byte real numbers. This involves scaling
!he points up to the maximum integer and rounding them. Itdoes
introduce a small amount ofquantisation error but this is minimal
and can be neglected. As points ae read in thcy are scaled to give
the required root mean square signal level before noise is added.

Fi.2

- Envelope of Rayleigh faded signal (log scale)

It is important that the faded data saved on disk does not
repeat. The duration of the Rayleigh sequence generated before it
repeats depends on the Gaussian sources used. Ifthelengths of the
Gaussian sequences have nocommon divisorthen the lengthofthe
Rayleigh envelope is their product. The sequences are generated
using feedback shift registers to produce maximum length sequences. The shift registers chosen were 25 and 28 bits long. The
sequencesgeneratedbytheseare33,554,431 bitsand268.435,455
bits long respectively. The total length of the Rayleigh envelope
isthentheproductofthesetwo-9,007,198,952,751,105points. If
the shift registers were to be clocked say 100,000 times per second
then the sequencewould take 9x 101seconds or2,817 years to end!
Therefore an envelope can be generated which is as long as is
required and will effectively never repeat.
2.2 Fade Rate
To conduct meaningful trials iti s essential to be able to relate
the data stored on disk to the fade rate which would be expected
in an actual mobile channel. Bodtmann and Arnold [Ill implement a similar type of fading generator and produce the figures
that, assaina mobile velocity of 30 mph and acarer frequency
of 900MHz,2 .1 points areequivalent to 131 seconds fading time.
Of course this
information has to be treated with caution and is
rather rough but it is a good guide. Based on this one second is
approximately equivalent to 4000 points. This information makes
it possible to calculate the length of time the envelope data on disk
represents.

Addition ofnoisetothesignallevelis fairly flexible. Anoise
signal
can either be calculated as the simulation progresses or can
be precalculated and stored on disk in the same manner as the
signal level. However when information on the amplitude variations of noise was sought very little accurate data on the ranges
ofinterest could be found. Since equipment was available to make
tests some brief trials were conducted. In urban areas interference
from man-made sources is a severe problem. However this is
extremely variable, time dependent and difficult to characterise in
short term trials Samples of background noise were recorded at
different frequencies though and the amplitude distributions of
these were calculated. The results show that the noise fits a
Gaussian distribution surprisingly well, a typical result is given in
figure 2.3. Hence a Gaussian variable generator, similar to those
used to produce values for the Gaussian modulators when generating Rayleigh fading, was implemented as a noise source.
When noiseofa suitable frequency, variance and mean level
has been generated it
isdivided into the signal level to produce an
instantaneous signal to noise ratio.

•

.

Jakes [12] derives a useful expression for the mean rate of
occurrence of fades below the amplitude R
N(R) =V y..pe

(4)

where p = R/Rr, Rr is the root mean square of the distribution, v is
the mobile velocity and Xi s the carrier wavelength. This shows
that the fade rate is proportional to both velocity and carrier
frequency. Togetherwithknowledgeofthe numberofpointsper
second at a particular mobile velocity and carrier frequency these
two parameters can be vaned.
Equation 4allows a rough comparison of the theoretical fade
rate and the results obtainedusmg4000pointsper second. Ifa fade
isdefined to be when the amplitude drops below the RMS value
of the signal then the fade rate is found when p = 1. In addition

.

£i2ue 2.-

,

.

,

.

Normalised distribution of noise with perfect
Gaussian distribution superimposed.. Sampled at
22kHz at frequency of 201.2MHz.
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2.3.2 Probability of Error
Conversion of the signal to noise ratio to a probability of bit
error is performed using standard expressions for each ty!pe of
modulation [13]. The equationsrelate steady signalconditions to
a received probability oferror under Gaussian white noise conditions. Atpresentlowlevel techniques such as FSK, ASK, PSKand
DPSK have been implemented. The application of such expressions to each individual signal to noise ratio point gives an
instantaneousprobabilityoferror. The suitability oftheequations
used for this purpose is not certain. If the signal to noise ratio of
eachpointisassumedtobeconstantforashortlengthoftimethen
it would seem reasonable to apply such steady state expressions to
give a fixed probability of error even though it is fora very brief
interval. The assumption of Gaussian whit. noise that these
expressions include means that the addition ofGaussiar. i.ise to
the signal level is not necessarily required. A constant noise level
can be assumed which improves the speed of the simulation and
reduces its complexity.
The probability of error is used to p- ,lict where bit errors
will occur using Monte Carlo simulation, ie. generating random
numbers and checking them against an error threshold. A minor
complication arises when fade rate or the data transmission rate
change. Except in exceptional circumstances there are always
several packet bits to one fade point. Thus the number of bits per
point needs to be calculated and the probability of error slightly
altered. For example a typical transmission rate is l6kbit/s and at
a mobile speed of 30mph there are 4000 fade points per second.
Hence there are 4 transmitted bits per fade point. It is assumed that
these bits will all suffer the same probability of error and it is
required to find the probability that none arc in error. This is done
using the expression
B
p(no em)rs maB bits) = (I - pa)

(5)

where p, is the probability of error, constant for all B bits. Thus
errors can be detected as both the fade rate and transmission rate
change. Figure 2.4 demonstrates the type of output produced by
the channel imulation.

.

,'.,

vn"
T,, .
Mapping of Signal to noise ratio to probability of
-igurg.1
error. RMS SNR is 10dB for a packet of length
2000bits at l6kbit/s and mobile velocity of 30mph.
Modulation type assumed is FSK.
2.4 Summary of Channel Simulation
was that it should be
The main aim of the channel simulation
flexible and that all the parameters should be variable in a
controllable manner. This has been achieved in a simulation that
is relatively efficient and fast. It should also be noted that,
although the channel is based on fading with a Rayleigh distribution and the generation of this has been described, it is possible to
change the amplitude distribution of the received signal without
altering the simulation. If a data file is generated containing data
representing fading with Ricean, Gaussian, log normal plus
Rayleigh or any other distribution it could be substituted in
directly to replace the Rayleigh fade data. In time a library of
channel conditions could be developed.
Despite the apparent flexibility of the system there are a
number of factors which are not implemented. These include
frequency selective fading, Doppler shift, propagation delay and
the FM noise caused by effectively random phase changes at the

receiver. Howeverthis was considered to be acceptable as long as
it is bome in mind when assess.ng results and if techniques which
arc unduly affected by any a' the above are avoided.
An area on which no mformation could be found was the
effect of two ground level terminals communicating in built up
areas. In a distributed network there are no high up base stations
to relay packets, however the signal level between two mobile
terminals has not been extensively analysed. Since a Rayleigh
distribution is the product of randomly scattered waves then the
fading should still exhibit a Rayleigh pattern. The mean recei%-de
signal levels will be far lower though and the signal should
conform to a Rayleigh distribution more closely especially in less
urban areas.
The channel simulation includes the inherent assumption
that there is a perfect error detection scheme in use in the transmitted packet. This can not only detect all errors but can accurately
locate the position ofevery errorwithout fall. In apracticalsystem
this is an impossibility. If a non-perfect code is required a
probability of detection can be introduced. In all tests conducted
so far the only fact used is whether there are any errors present or
not. If coding schemes are to be assessed the channel simulation
will be useful in producing realistic error patterns for the type of
channel desired.
3. The Network Model
The model for the network is a terminal based simulation.
The software simulates the functions and actions ofeach terminal
asopposedtomodellingthenetworktraffic. This makesthe iodel
ideal for the simulation of a distributed network where all terminals are identical. A control protocol for a mobile radio network
should, if efficiently planned, be different from any other network
protocol only in the lower levels. In relation to the ISO Open
Systems Interconnection reference model [14,15,16] only the
network and data link layers would "know" that the channel was
not fixed and need to be alt-red accordingly. Hence the functions
performed by these layers Lie all that it is required to implement
for each terminal in the network.
The channel simulation is obviously an implementation of
the physical layer. However, since it also detects errors and is
responsible for the selection and control of quality of service
parameters itdoes i addition perform many ofthe functions ofthe
data link layer This base is then used to support the rest of the
network, which is basically an implementation of the network
layer in that it controls routing, delivery confirmation, congestion
control, error notification and decisions on quality of service
parameters.
The ISO reference model is not implemented directly since
It was considered that this would cause a large increase in the
simulation complexity for little or no performance gain. In
addition large parts of the model would be redundant when only
the functions ofthe network layer am requred. Howeverideasof
the ISO model am used, such as the modular structure gained by
using "service primitives" to perform each operation. This
makes the network more flexible since it is simple to change and
does not require large amounts of programming to alter small
protocol details. When firm protocol recommendations arc available such a structure will make it easy to translate them from the
network simulation into a real mobile network which is based on
a standardl reference model.
At present the channel and network simulation is capable of
modelling access schemesnwhich the channel is single useronly.
Channel access schemes such as code division multiple access
(CDMA) using spread spectrum techniques and frequency division multiple access (FDMA), in which the channel is accessed
simultaneously by two or more users, cannot be implemented.
However time division multiple access (TDMA), carrier sense
schemes,randomaccessmethodssuchasAlohaoranyhybridmix
of these are all possible. This means that there is a great deal of
scope for testing existing and experimental control protocols.
The network model has been designed to operate with a
relatively small numberof terminals. Anynumberup toaboutten
could be included, but beyond this the model would become
extremely complex and simulation speeds would be severely
impaired. Five terminals is about the optmum number but in
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specific tests only two or three terminals are required to be

channel conditions. Totals were calculated for each packet and

implemented. For most purposes this is sufficient. Even when

inter-packet gap length to show the overall performance as the

testing protocoldetails whichrequie acomplex network configu
ration, suchasroutingalgorithmsten terminalswouldbeenough

channel varies. This configuration is analogous to a simplex link
between two mobile terminals using no handshaking or control
protocols. The simulation was used for two purposes. Initially
optimum lengths had to be found hence different packet lengths
were tried withdifferent inter-packet gap lengths foreach channel

Network configuration has been assumed to relate to the
signal to noise ratios and overall channel conditions between

individual terminals. These can be calculated by giving each
terminal a location, either fixed ormobile, defined by coordinates
and using them to measure distances between them and hence

condition. When the optimum lengths were being tested it was
used to analyse the performance in each channel condition.

signal to noise ratios. However ihe3e signal to noise ratios are

Amor complex network configuration was created. This

arbitrary and the distances are used only/ to get the channel
conditions to vary relative to one another in the correct manner
between required limits. Equations are available which relate
distance to signal to noise ratio in urban areas, but these require
detailed information 'bout building statistics in the vicinity.
Durin most trials it is required that only the network channel
conditions vary in a prescribed manner not necessarily the distances between terminals. Hence for individual trials almost any
network configuration can be implemented in which the channel
conditions vary in the required manner,

model simulated a moe realistic protocol. To include the effect
ofpackets beingrepeatedbyotherterminalsthenetworkconsisted
of two fully functioning mobile terminals with a dumb repeater
terminal somewhere between them. Therepeater terminal simply
rebroadcastsallpacketswhichitreceiveswithouterrors. Itcannot
change the packet length to keepit optimum. This configuration
represents a small part of a network in which two users have a
session connection and the broadcast packets are routed by an
intermediate terminal. A positive acknowledgement system was
used to control errors. The two terminals transfer data between
each other and when a packet is successful, ie. it has no errors, an
acknowledgement is sent which can be 'piggybacked' on the next
data packet. If an acknowledgement is not received for a given
packet the source terminal will retransmtt that packet.

4. Testing the Network - Optimum Packet Length
The network model could be used to examine many techniques. However there are two main areas tn which the model may
be used to obtain results. When conducting tests on low level
techniques such as synchronisation, coding or modulation the
results should include data on link performance for individual
channel conditions as well as total network throughput. Higher
level tests on network control strategies will require detailed
tnformation on packet loss rates, individual terminal states and
again on total network throughput. The model should be structured in such a way that all the above data is easily available. The
best way to determine whether this is the case, and to assess the
effectiveness of the model, is to perform some trials.
Therefore a study of optimum, variable length packets was
conducted. This is a simple way of maintaining network throughput as channel conditions degrade. Apart from being useful in its
own right the work should highlight any problems with the
network model. In addition to requiring low level information on
ltnk performance a specific protocoldesignis necessary sothat the
optimum lengths can be tested under realistic network conditions
andtheirperformancecomparedtoarangeoffixedlength packets.
4.1 Test Network Models
Before any work can be started a definition of 'optimum
packet length' is required. For the purposes of this investigation
it will mean the packet length which maximises individual channel
throughput. Therefore the restrictions on throughput in terms of
packet length need to be clearly identified. The first and most
obvious factor is that packet lossrate willincrease as packet length
is increased due to an higher number of errors within packets. To
offset this there is the fact that as packets get shorter more time is
wasted in the gaps between packets, ie the overheads increase.
Thus the optimum length is a balance betweenlong packets failing
mor often and the increased number of inter-packet gaps as
lengths decline,
Therefore the factors which affect throughput in addition to
packetlengtharethechannelconditions-signaltonoiseratioand
fade rate, and the inter-packet gap. The inter-packet gap length
willbeassumedtobeconstantforallpacketlengths, whichismoe
or less true in most systems. A definition of the gap is also
required. For the purposes of this work it will be assumed to
include the actual period of time between transmissions plus the
preamble, in fact all times when data is not being transmitted.
Hence simulations are required in which the signal to noise ratio
and fade rate vary in a controllable manner. This needs to be
repeatable so that both the optimum and various fixed length
packets can be tested at different inter-packet gap lengths.
Twodifferent test simulations were developed. The first and
simplest wastouse just the basic channel simulation with variable
mean signal to noise ratio and fade rate. The fade rate was varied
by changing the mobile terminal speed. In order to assess packet
performance for each individual channel condition both signal to
noise ratio and fade rate were varied separately in discrete steps.
Each channel state was held for a length of simulated time and
separate results compiled for the performance of the curient
packet length and inter-packet gap length in each of the different

The channel access method used is a persistent carrier sense
(CSMA) scheme. As soon as the channel is quiet a terminal will
transmit. This allows variable length packets to be used. To
measure the maximum throughput both terminals always have
packets to go. Since for a random CSMA scheme such heavy
loadinS would cause the network to collapse each terminal transmitsin tumina tokenpassing manner. Toensurethat the repeater
does not consistently favour one terminal it is given t'ie opportunity to transmit after both terminals, if it has a packet to repeat.
For a more realistic simulation
the channel condtons were
vaned continuously. It is required tovary the fade rate and signal
to noise ratio between maximum and minimum limits whichcover
the range over which the throughput degrades. The fade rate
received at each of the terminals was vaned by changing the
velocity of the mobile terminals independently in a sinusoidal
manner. It is important that the repeater terminal be between the
other two. Therefore the positions of the terminals were vaned,
making sure that the repeater was between the others. Then the
distances between the three points were calculated and the signal
to noise ratios variedin proportion to these distances. The mobiles
were moved sinusoidally at different frequencies between limits
which gave sjitable naximum and minimum signal to noise
ratios. Due to the wide standard deviation of Rayleigh fading the
minimum limit is about 10dB at which very little can get through
the channel. The maximum limit is about 30dB where the errors
have ceased to occur in bursts and approach a random Gaussian
distribution.
4.2 Algorithms for Optimum Packet Length
Before an optimum algorithm was developed for variable
signal to noise ratio and fade rate the two parameters were
examined independently. Two channel simulations were started.
One held the fade rate constant at a value corresponding to a
mobile speed of 30mph and the signal to noise ratio was vaned in
steps from 9dB to 30dB. The other held signal to noise ratio
constant at 20dB and vaned the mobile speed between 10mph and
80mph. These produced figures giving the probability that a
packetofagivenlengthwillsucceed, ie.havenoerrorsundereach
particular channel condition.
The probabilities of packet success can be converted to a
theoretical maximum channel throughput for different inter-packet
gap lengths using equation 6.
Throughput = 2
L + IPG

(6)

where D = data rate (bit/)
L = packet length (bits)
t = time (seconds)
p = probability that packet length L will be successful
IPG = inter-packet gap length (measured in bits)
Sincethedatarateandtimeareconstantandarbitraryforallpacket
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lengths they can be dropped to give a throughput efficiency,
equation 7.

Throughput Efficiency = _L...L
L + IPG

An optimum length algorithm should approximate the curves
in figures 4.3 and 4.4. A minimum packet length of 00 bits has
been applied and it can be seen that the curves for signal tnnoise
ratio approach a maximum asymptote. Hence suitable maximum
and minimum limits can be identified. Between these the curves
arealmoststraighthencealinearapproximationcan x,used. This
was done foreach inter-packet gap length and then the parameters

of these lines were themselves approximated linearly. The result.

a4

igureA

Optimum packet lengths plotted against reciprocal
of speed at IPG length of 500 bits

ing algorithms are given in eqt,dtions 8 to 15.
Fade Rate Opt Length =

--A-

+ B bits

(8)

SNROptLength = C.SNR - D bits

(9)

Speed

(10)

where A = 5.64*IPG + 286-4
B = 0.47*]PG + 558

(1I)

C = 0.205*IPG + 58.5

(12)

D = 2.71*1PG +783

(13)

with Minimum Length = 100 bits

(14)

Max for SNR opt length = 1.5*IPG + 750 bits

(15)

These may appear to be very rough approximations however they
....

.(b)

u.it
It a imitt tto
tto

-

(7)

Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show throughput at an inter-packet gap length
of 500 bits. The optimum lengths are the maximum points of the
curves in figures 4.1 and 4.2. These were therefore identified and
plotted against their respective channel conditions, as in figures
4.3 and 4.4.

(a)
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Optimum Length (Bits)

Optimum Length (Bits)
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,igue4a.- Comparisonofsunulatedand algonthm optimum packet lengths for varying SNR and fade rate
at IPG of 400 btts.(a) Simulated optimum lengths and (b) ratio algorithm of equation 17
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are surprisingly close to the simulated curves at all inter-packet
gap lengths. If they perform well when tested it will prove that
opumum length packets ail beneficial even if they are rough
approximations to the ideal optimum,

sample results.

Toderive anoptimumpacket length foruse when both signal
tonoiseratioandfaderatechangethetwoalgorithms foundwere
combined. They intercept at 20dB and 30mph. The optimum
packet length at this point is coincidentaly 1000 bits. Therefore
there are two options availtble. The algorithms can be added and
1000 subtracted,

All four algorithms were tested on the network model with
a repeater terminal and the results compared to various fixed
length packets. Again only the relevant parameters were vaned,
but for this simulation they changed continuously as described in
section 4.1. This means that no results are available for each
individual channel state, only over the whole path. Typical results
are shown in figure 4.8. It should be noted that the results are
specific to the particular path simulated and the way that the
channel parameters were varied on the path.

Sum-Opt = SNR Opt + Fade.RateOpt - 1000 bits

4.4 Analysis of Results

(16)

Alternatively the two can be multiplied and then divided by 1000.
Ratio-Opt = SNR Opt. Fade Rate Opt
1000

bits

(17)

A channel simulation was started which varied both signal to noise
ratio and fade rate in discrete steps between 9dB and 30dB and
10mph and 80mph respectively. The resulting probabilities were
convened to throughput and the optimum packet lengths found.
Figure 4 5 gives acomparison of these results and equation 17. It
would be possible to use the simulation results to derive an
optimum length algorithm which was a better fit. However this
would be a long and tedious process so both equations 16 and 17
will be tested.
4.3 Testing the Optimum Iength Algorithms
Thefouralgorithmsfoundwereassessedandtheirperformance compared to arange of fixed length packets at different interpacket gap lengths. The channel simulation allowed comparsons
at particular channel conditions. When testing the optimum
algorithm for vying signal to noise ratio only the signal to nc' ;
ratiowaschangedand the fade rateheldconstant. Similarlyforthe
fade rate algorithm only the fade rate was varied and the signal to
noise ratio held constant. Typical results are shown in figure 4.6.
The algorithms for both fade rate and signal to noise ratio were
tested varying both channel parameters. Figute 4.7 gives some

(a).

In terms ofthe optimum packet lengthinvestigation the main
result, though predictable, ts that optimum packet lengths are
always as good as or better than any single fixed length at
maxtmising throughput. However, more importantly, the results
show that the channel simulation and network model are effective.
The particular protocol implemented worked well and all the
informationrequiredtoanalyseperformancewasavailable. There
were several spectfic points to arise during the investigation
though, and these will be discussed here.
The performance of the optimum packet length in the network simulation was not as good as it was in the simple channel
simulation relative to the fixed length packets. This is because the
repeater terminal changes the effective probability that a packet
will succeed so that an optimum length based on channel conditions is no longer optimum. However since all the links in a
network will have different routes and local configurations this
cannot be accounted for in the optimum length algorithm. In
addition sending acknowledgements increases the redundancy of
the system. If a packet is successfully received but the acknowledgement is not t,en the packet is needlessly repeated.
'he fade rate algorithm is not as effective as the signal to
noise ratio algorithm in increasing the throughput. The explanation for this it simply that a varying fade rate does not have such
a severe effect on the channel as a varying signal to noise ratio.
Hence it is more imnortant to keep the packet length optimum
(b)
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relative to the signal to noise ratio thar. the fade rate.
Both combined algorithms for varying fade rate and signal
to noise ratio had, except isspecific cases, very similar performances. However a close examination of the figures reveals that
equation 17,the ratio optimum algorithm, is marginally more
effective When it is considered that these expressions are much
worse fits to the simulated optimum lengths than either the
individual signal to noise ratio or fade rate algorithm then they
perform surprisingly well,
A major point which had to be considered was upon which
individual link is a network route should the optimum length be
based? If the destination is 'aimed' for directly then the advantages of having terminals repeat or route a packet are minimal,
Since repeating terminals will not re-optimise a packet to a
different length then using the channel conditions of the first link
en route islikely to lower throughput. The method used here was
to base the optimum length on the channel with the lowest signal
to noise ratio likely to be encountered on the packet route.
However when the route islongerand notcertain this method may
not be aseffective,
Variable length packets could not be used effectively for all
channel access methods. In particular a strict time division
multiple access system would find no advantage in optimising
packet lengths. To maintain a minimum information throughput
lengths could be lowered within each slot but this would increase
the redundancy of the channel enormously and ould only be an
emergency measure. However optimum length packets areide.
ally suited to all forms of unslonted carrier
sense access schemes
and it ishere that the largest benefits coild be found. The use in
frequency or code division multiple access schemes may also be
feasible
The major problem to be identified in the investigatioi was
theamountofchannel information which ierminalswouldrequire.
Each terminal in a dismbuted network would need to have
accurate and up to date information on every usable link in the

network. This would result ina large increase in control information flowing round the network. Ina distributed network, with no
stations to gather and assess such information, this should be
avoided.
5. Conclusion
The design of aflexible radio network simulation and sonic
initial trials to assess its effectiveness have been described The
simulator and the methods used to implement it have been shown
to be successful. A small set of computer simulations now exist
which are capable of performing all the functions ofa dismbuted
radio network. However the model isnot yet finished, as work
progresses and trials are conducted the simulation will be updated
and improved continuously.
The examinition of optimum lengths proved to be useful in
itself. The results show that the implementation of such a system
ispossible and that it can have a beneficial effect on throughput.
The simulation also allowed the problems and pitfalls which may
be encountered in designing asystem to be identified Inaddition
the investigation showed that the methods used for the chaitnel
simulation do work and gave the opportunity to iron out all the
small bugs in the channel simulation and network model
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SUMMARY

propagation was responsible led to adoption

Line-of-sight communication between high-

of the term "multipathing" for the
phenomenon. Development of the theory of

performance aircraft has been found to be
subject to a peculiar form of multipath

multipath wave propagation with Doppler
shift led to various attempts to model the

radio-wave propagation - Doppler multipath.
It degrades analogue voice reception on the
standard-fit UHF radio, producing low-

natural mechanism in the laboratory by
subjective comparison of the audible effects
of"multipathing". Direct investigation of

frequency random noise and warbling,

the radio-frequency
impractical.

Various modifications were carried out on
the aircraft's communications system but
the problem remained; all the evidence
points to a natural phenomenon,
The reported observations are corroborated
by theoretical studies and laboratory
simulations of multipath radio-wave propagation between 2 points moving relative to
a diffusely scattering reflector.

(r.f.)

phenomenon was

The search for a more direct means of
verifying the so-called Doppler-multipath
hypothesis led to a form of carrierless
analogue voice modulation whose performance
would depend heavily on the nature of the
perturbations in the r.f. channel.
2

CONFIRMATION OF "MULTIPATHING"

Theoretical predictions of Rician fading

Suggested candidates were cockpit acoustic

have explained the disruption of speech
transmitted using conventional dsb(am)
modulation.
This also indicated
suppressing the carrier as a radical cure.

noise, aircraft vibration, random motion in
turbulent air, and malfunctioning of the
communications electronics.
Minor modifications were made to the Communications
Control System (CCS), the Voice Operated
Gain Adjusting Device (VOGAD), and the
automatic gain control (agc) systems were
investigated (I). Whilst some improvements
resulted, the essential interference
persisted.
Mechanisms involving the airframe itself were discounted since
'multipathing" was repcrted on 4 or 5
substantially different types of military
aircraft.

Double sideband suppressed-carrier radios
have been developed for airborne evaluation
in comparison with standard dab(am).
The
air-to-air flying trials proved the
superior performance of the suppressedcarrier system under conditions of Doppler
multipath.
1

INTRODUCTION

Tactics in air warfare, as in any other
area of military activity, are under
continual review, and changes take place
over a period of time.
Recent times have

3

seen the need for changes in tactics for

personal miniature tape recorders.

strike aircraft in response to vast
improvements achieved in radar performance.
Strike aircraft are now required to
approach enemy territory at vary low
altitude, effectively flying underneath
searching radar beams, in order to escape
detection for as long as possible.

Subjectively
similar recordings were
obtained from special trials conducted at
RAE [2] in transport aircra't.
Three quite
disparate radio receivers (a va've and a
transistorised military transceiver, and a
measurement receiver) were connected in
parallel, and the audio outputs were
recorded during air-to-air transmissions of
conventional dsb(am) speech over a uhf
radio link.
When "multipathing" occurred
the au.Ao outputs were indistinguishable to
the human ear.
Third-octave spectra also
confirmed that the respective "multipathing"
signals were identical.
Attempts to
separate the speech from the noise by highpass filtering failed to improve the quality
or intelligibility; there appeared to be
too much spectral overlap [3].

Low-level formation flying entails a high
workload for the pilot, and the last thing
that must take his attention is the reliability of the tactical UHF radio
communications.
But, under certain flight
conditions, excessive interference effects
began to be encountered on the air-to-air
link.
The interference observed was characterised
by a sporadic rumbling noise, sometimes
accompanied with howls and warbling of the
speech; occasionally it was intense enough
to obliterate the message.
Its causes have
remained elusive for some considerable
time.
As will be explained, the scientific investigation of the problem was circuitous and
spawned a number of interesting
developments.
The initial thesis that a
specific form of multipath radio-wave
Copyright

REPRODUCTION OF "MULtIPATHING"

The interference had been monitored in
Service aircrqft by equipping aircrew with

4

MULTIPATH PROPAGATION

Evidently it was unnecessary to invoke any
srt of receiver malfunction to account for
the observed effects.
The cause seemed vo
be a multipath electromagnetic wavepropagation mechanism not previously
understood.
Indeed, the average severity of
the "multipathing" was found to depend on
the spatial configuration of the 2 aircraft
and was inversely proportional to their

(C) Controller HMSO

London 1990.
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height above average rolling countryside
(see Table 1).
Line-of-sight radio communications between
aircraft are normally subject to the
effects of multipath propagation. For many
flying configurations the main effect is a
relatively slow rate of signal fluctuation,
which is usually disguised by the
compensating action of the receiver's
automatic gain control (agc).
This 'multipathing" was different; it was
virtually independent of agc action and it
increased in proportion to both aircraft
speed and carrier frequency.
5

THEORETICAL TREATMENT OF "MULTIPATHING'

The suggested link with multipath radiowave propagation was studied and a
theoretical basis for the observed
phenomenon developed, namely, 2 aircraft
moving together over an uneven reflecting
surface (Fig la).
The problem may be
analysed either kinetically (by invoking
the concept of multiple Doppler shifts
arising from oblique scattering from the
ground) or quasi-statically in terms of
multipath interference [41.
A time-dependent spatial electromagnetic
fringe pattern is generated by interference
between the direct and ground-reflected
waves from the nource. The receiving
aircraft then moves partly with and partly
through the fringe pattern, experiencing
relatively slow fluctuations in the
strength of the coherent wave. Superimposed is a structureless component
resulting from diffuse scattering from the
uneven terrain.
This Doppler-multipath model predicts an
effect which approximates a Rician fading
channel.
Two parameters need to be
specified:

periphery of a 6 ft diameter wooden drum,
and this was rotated at speeds equivalent
to ground speeds of between 400 and 800
knoLs. The military UHF Band transmission
frequencies were represented by frequencies
30 times higher in the I/J band. Aircraft
antennas were represented by 2 horn antennas
mounted above the rotating aluuinium
surface; one was used as the emitter and
the other was used to collect the scattered
radiation. The direct wave between emitter
and receiver was achieved by inserting a
waveguide coupler and attenuator between
the horn waveguides. The complete system
is depicted by Figure 2.
A high-quality recording of speech was used
as source material to modulate the transmitter. The output from the receiver passed
through an audio amplifier to the loudspeaker. Optimal (amplitude) modulation
level and amplifier gain were established
with the drum stationary. The drum's
rotation rate was adjusted for an equivalent
ground speed of 500 knots, the horn antennas
were positioned, and the strength of the
r.f. signal through the javeguide coupler
(representing the direct wave) was adjusted
for maximum level of interference on speech
from the loudspeaker. Low-frequency audio
rumbling predominated, but the highfrequency components encroached well into
the speech band. As the drum's rotation
rate (ground speed) increased so did this
encroachment.
The resulting audio output consisted of the
original voice signal plus a continuous
background noise occupying sub-audio
frequencies and the low audio band. As the
direct wave was adjusted, so as to add in
antiphase to the reflected wave, the
subjective equivalent of "multipathing" was
heard. Spectral measurements (see Fig 3)
of the low-frequency noise also corroborated
the Doppler-multipath hypothesis.
7

i
the ratio of the totally random
(Rayleigh) field component to the
coherent wave, and
ii
the bandwidth of the Rayleigh
component.
The first parameter is a measure at any
given moment of the strength of terrainscattered energy, and also the degree of
destructive i..terference between the direct
and single (or multiple) waves specularly
reflected from the terrain. This parameter
fluctuates as the receiving antenna moves
in and out of interference minima - hence
the sporadic nature of the effect,
The second parameter is related to a
terrain roughness index (see Appendix A)
and is enhanced by the grazing angle of the
reflected waves, the aircraft speed, and
the carrier frequency.
6

MICROWAVE MODELLING OF DOPPLER
MULTIPATH

The multipath simulator took the form of a
1/30th scaled model of aircraft flying over
rough ground, but the aircraft remained
stationary and the landscape moved beneath
them. Rough ground was represented by
crinkled aluminium foil attached to the

REVIEW OF STRATEGY

There is good correspondence between the
observations of 'multipathing", the microwave modelling, and the rudimentary theory
of Doppler multipath. The observed effects
were qualitatively and quantitatively
within the limits set by the theory.
Nevertheless, a more direct investigation
of the r.f. phenomenon was felt necessary
before a proper solution could be
determined. Unfortunately the required
flying laboratory was impractical.
Two candidate remedies to the "multipathing"
problem had been proposed. The first simply
accepted the interference and shifted the
voice spectrum away from the band of noise,
restoring it after high-pass filtering at
the receiver. That method did not depend
on aa understanding of the interference
mechanism. The second involved a change of
r.f. modulation and depended for success on
the correct understanding of 'multipathing".
8

INTERACTION OF DOPPLER MULTIPATH WITH
AMPLITUDE MODULATION (AM)

The Rayleigh component of the Rician fading
predicted by the Doppler-multipath
hypothesis introduces random phase and
envelope modulations on top of the wanted
signal modulation. They have the effect of
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multiplying the wanted doulile sideband (dab)
spectrum with a noise-likf spectrum (see
Appendix B) whose bandwidth is determined
by the model's input data (speed, carrier
frequency, terrain-roughness index, etc).
The r.f. spectrum of dab(am) is illustrated
It consists of a
in Figure 4 (inset).
fixed carrier and 2 symmetrical sidebands
containing the wanted modulation frequencies. The effect of multiplying the
sidebands and carrier with a noise-like
signal is now considerede
The frequency-domain structure of speech
largely comprises 4 "formants", characteristics of the vocal tract [5].
They
manifest themselves as broad peaks in the
harmonic spectrum of spoken phonemes. With
a natural bandwidth of 200-300 Hz they can
easily survive the little extra broadening
described by the Doppler-multipath process.
The subjective effect of so broadening the
modulation 8idebands is not deleterious,
adding a tolerable hoarse or gravelly
quality to the speech.
The carrier, on the other hand, is endued
with new noise-like sidebands corresponding
to maximum (100%) modulation index.
Figure 4 illustrates the phenomenon. The
noise-like sidebands are superimposed on the
(speech) modulation sidebands with the
result that noise is added to the audio
output of the receiver,
Whilst not an essential element of the
dsb(am) modulation standard, in practice am
receivers use nothing more sophisticated
than non-coherent envelope detectors. It
can be shown that such a non-linear detector
produces severe harmonic distortion of
unconstrained signals such as carriers that
have undergone multipath or Rayleigh fading.
Such frequency multiplicntion extends the
noise bandwidth after demodulation well
beyond the bandwidth of the perturbations
of the radio channel, and accounts for
further encroachment into the audio pass
band.
In conventional "amplitude modulation" dsb(am) - neither sideband may be more than
6 dB below the carrier at 100% modulation
index, Because of the danger of overmodulating speech signals the average
modulation index is set much lower, so
further disadvantaging the wanted signal
relative to this carrier-borne interference,
The corollary is that simply suppressing
the carrier prior to transmission will
eliminate the additive noise, which has the
most harmful effect. Two forms of carrierless modulation are available: single
sideband (ssb) and double sideband
suppressed carrier (dab.sc). The effect of
channel fading on dsb.sc is illustrated in
Figure 5,
9

PILOT-SCALE DSB.SC COMMUNICATION SYSTEM

Implementing a carrierless transmission
system is dependent on reconstituting the
carrier, in phase, at the receiver. For
arbitrary modulating signal the only key to
locating the carrier wave is the symmetry of
the r.f, spectrum; clearly sab per se s
ruled out.
The implicit symmetry of dsb.sc
is preserved in transmission because the

coherence bandwidth (qv) of the multipath
is of the order of 10 times the occupied
bandwidth
pilot-scale double-sideband suppressedcarrier communication system was developed
[6] using a low carrier frequency of
80 kHz to ease electronic circuit design.
Most of the functions of a full-scale uhf
radio communication system were represented
including: linear modulation, automatic
gain control (agc), carrier reconstitution,
and coherent demodulation. Out of several
different carrier-recovery methods [7,8,9,
10] the one selected at this stage was
The whole r.f,
the so-called 2f method
signal is first squared to generate a
phase-coherent carrier at twice the
frequency f of the original, A fastacting phase-locked loop then cleans up the
2f carrier before it is divided by 2 and
used to reference the coherent demodulator.
An auxiliary audio tone was added to the
speech signal to keep the receiver on track
during pauses in speech, Placing this tone
above the conventional audio pass band at
5 kHz made it easy to filter it out at the
receiver,
10

RICIAN FADING TRIALS OF DSB SUPPRESSED
CARRIER

A Rician fading simulator was interposed
between the sender and receiver of the
pilot-scale system (see Fiaure 6).
The
bandwidth and relative intensity of the
Rayleigh component could be varied at will.
Thus the fading channel could be varied
continuously from nearly pure Rayleigh,
through all intermediate combinations, to
steady coherent transmission.
The dab.sc system allowed the carrier to be
diminished progressively from 0 dB to
-50 dB relative Co the audio sideband. The
rms and peak noise produced at the audio
output was measured using a Bruel & Kjaer
Type 2425 meter and was found to vary in
proportion to the residual carrier (see
Figure 7),
The resulting signal-to-noise
ratio steadily increased as the carrier was
progressively diminished down to 25 dB
below the audio sideband; full suppression
was unnecessary. Even with full Rayleigh
fading the spoken sounds, whilst sounding
hoarse or gravelly, were yet intelligible
and the interstices free of noise.
The
acquisition time of the carrier reconstitutor was practically instantaneous.
For comparison a conventional dsb(am)
system, using an envelope detector, was
substituted for the suppressed-carrier
system. The additive noise reappeared and
its intensity was proportional to the
strength of the Rayleigh component of the
The noise filled in the gaps
fading,
between phonemes and, at its most intense,
obliterated the speech. High-pass
filtering of the audio signal failed to
restore intelligibility because the noise
spectrum seemed to match that of the speech.
That was significant since the bandwidth of
the noise-like excitation of the Rician
fading generator had been set at 170 Hz, the
value for a typical low-level flying sortie
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REQUIREMENTS FOR AIRBORNE TRIALS OF
DSB.SC

In order to compare different communications
systems the exposure to "multipathing" must
be consistent. The sporadic nature of the
observed effect was entirely consistent with
the Doppler-multipath hypothesis. Magnification of the Rayleigh component is
contingent upon the receiving aircraft
placing its aerial in a minimum in the
spatial interference pattern of the direct
and indirect waves. For exact repeatability
the 2 aircraft would have to navigate to an
accuracy of 0.1 m, each holding precisely
the same heading and bank angle; in
practical terms the interference is
unrepeatable. That consideration ruled out
system comparison on a flight-by-flight
basis.
Parallel testing would entail 2 separate UHF
channels (for the 2 modes are different from
sender to receiver).
They would have to be
closer in frequency than the coherence bandwidth of the interference pattern, about
500 kHz, and such allocations were not
available. Rapid serial comparison of
dsb(am) and deb.sc modes seemed to be the
only recourse. Fortunately under experimental conditions the "multipathing" tended
to remain consistent over periods lasting
for several seconds. That would permit fair
comparison of short transmissions in
alternate modes provided the switch over
could be done quickly.
12

DEVELOPMENT OF UHF DSB.SC AIRBORNE
RADIOS

For economy, a one-way radio communication
system was specified comprising a sender and
receiver - each of which could be made to
select suppressed-carrier mode or conventional dab(am) virtually instantaneously.
In view of the proximity of the aircraft, a
low output power of I watt was considered
adequate.
The suppressed-carrier facility was
implemented by modifying a pair of exService UHF transceivers. Whilst, at this
stage, a Costas Loop might have given
superior performance it would have entailed
a re-design of the existing I.f. strip, and
so an elaboration of the "2f" method 1ll]
was employed for carrier reconstitution. As
in the pilot-scale version, the acquisition
of the dsb.sc signal was practically
instantaneous. In all, 3 printed circuit
boards and an FET ring modulator were added
to the basic radios.
Prior to the flight trials the sender and
receiver were fully characterised, paying
particular attention to the carrier-tracking
range as a function of r.f. input power.
The complete link was then tested on the
grcund in both modes with steady and rapidly
fading r.f. channels,
13

AIRBORNE MULTIPATHING TRIALS OF SCB.SC

Survivability in the air, and general EMC,
was tested by flying air-to-ground and then
ground-to-air radio links. The experimental
radio link allowed communication in only one
direction. Two-way commuaications were
furnished by a separate radio link.

The first air-to-air flight trials established where and under what flying
configurations reliable "multipathing"
could be produced. The 2 aircraft began by
flying in line astern formation at 250 knots.
The favoured configuration for inducing
severe "multipathing" was to have the second
aircraft pull forward from trailing position
at an altitude of 500 to 1000 ft below the
lead aircraft until it was beneath it. Very
low flying was ruled out on grounds of
safety, but some sorties were flown below
2500 ft.
The final proof trials took place over
southern England and the Midlands in early
1990, using 2 SAC 1-11 aircraft fitted out
as flying laboratories.
The main piece of
instrumentation was a TEAC professional
7-track tape recorder to record the received
speech, and monitor the age line and the
transmitted envelope. Standard test
sentences were read and transmitted in
alternately conventional dsb(am) and
suppressed-carrier modes. Several hours of
recordings were analysed subjectively,
resulting in the production of exemplary
episodes of severe 'multipathing" in which
the presence of the interference came and
went as the transmission mode was switched
between dsb(am) and suppressed carrier (see
Figure 8).
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
spectra were derived from portions of
"multipathing" that occurred when there was
no voice modulation (see Figures 9,10); the
noise reduction is virtually total.
A
statistical analysis of the trials tapes
was made in which all episodes of multipath
interference were recorded and the quality
of the following dsb.sc transmission noted.
The results are shown in Figure 12 for 2
levels of interference. Severe multipath
interference made normal am unintelligible.
14

CONCLUSION

Frequency modulation has been identified as
an alternative to dab.sc. The Dopplermultiqath hypothesis predicts phase
fluctuations as well as envelope fluctuations such that, for comparable channel
bandwidths,(narrowband) fm will fare no
better than dsb(am).
The prospect of overcoming the interference by using wideband
fm carries the penalty of substantially
increasing the occupied bandwidth in an
already overcrowded radio band. Dsb.ac, on
the other hand, is an inherently narrow
band and linear modulation standard which,
in addition, is compatible with conventional
dsb(am) broadcasts.
The employment of double-sideband
suppressed-carrier in the presence of
"multipathing" type inteference has
successfully demonstrated the application
of the Ooppler-multipath hypothesis.
A fully engineered dsb.sc eystem will outperform conventional UHF dab(am) shortrange air-to-air radio communications.
A
10-fold reduction _n message failure rate
due to "multipathing" is predicted for
dsb.sc.
It is recommended that a full4 engineered
10 W version of the UHF dsb.sc radio be
trialled in Service high-performance
aircraft.
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energy in the diffusely scattered wave is
contained within the o circle.

The subject of multipath due to specular
reflections of aircraft-borne radio waves
from the ground is well established (12].
In contrast, the diffusely scattered signal
is less well understood and is too variable
to give rise to any structured interference
fringes. It is most usefully treated [131
as a random noise-like variable, and is
characterised by its rms power o and
bandwidth 1Af . The composite reflected
wave may be described by the addition of a
time-varying vector in phase space to the
discrete specular components.
If the
aircraft-ground-aircraft configuration is
such that the principle indirect wave
propagation path makes an angle of Y to
the horizontal, then a criterion for "rough
terrain" is that h/A sin Y >> 1 where X is
the wavelength and h is the rms surface
height above the mean tangent plane
(horizontal).
The crucial factor in the analysis is the
ratio R of the dimensions of the first
Fresnel zone to the auto-correlation
distance D of the surface features. If
R>>l an effect more like phase modulation
of the indirect wave occurs whereas if
R<<l a truly diffuse scattering process
takes place, corresponding to classical
Rayleigh fading. It turns out that in both
cases the bandwidth of the perturbations,
whether phase or phase and amplitude, is a
more or less constant function of the
aircraft ground speed, v , the grazing
angle, T , and the rms slope, a , of the
surface. Terrain topology is described
statistically by a Gaussian distribution
with standard deviation h of the surface
height above its mean, and autocorrelation
distance D . Bellow [15] defines the rms
slope a thus:
tan a = /
,f=
where

h/D

.

/ aV sin Y/A

...

(I)

..... (2)

1<0</2 .

Af is defined at the exp(-%) points of
the power spectrum.
Typical data are:

ergo

a = 0.39 (45 deg)
V = 310 m/s (600 knots)
Y = 45 deg
= 1 m
121.0 4 Af < 171.6 Hz.

The various results of the interference
between the 2 waves may be explained by
reference to the phase-space diagrams at
Figure 11.
When it happens that the
receiving aircraft is positioned near a
minimum in the spatial interference pattern
the vector representation of Figure Ila
obtains. The specular component of the
reflected (indirect) wave (B) is comparable
in magnitude but opposite in polarity to
the direct wave (A).
The instantaneous
reflected wave vector, R(t), is the sum of
B and the noise-like scattered component,
represented by the time-varying vector D(t).
The circle round the tip of B represents
the locus of a vector having a random phase,
and rms amplitude P - the statisttcal
representation of D(t).
Two-thirds of the

The electric field experienced by the
receiving antenna is the sum of the instantaneous wave vectors - considered as
vectors in respect of both the geometrical
space, in which the waves propagate, and in
phase space. It is assumed that the
electric-fields are sufficiently close to
the vertical to make the phase-space
vectors the determining factor. The
resultant is given by the vector sum
illustrated in Figure lib:
V(t) = A + B + D(t)

..... (3)

V(t) can be described as the sum of a phasecoherent component,C,and the noise-like
component.D(t), with rms amplitude P
C = A + B ....

where

(4)

Eq.(4) is an expression of the specular
interference pattern. A fuller treatment
of the wave polarisation cannot be undertaken here but it is sufficient to state
that, in general, the coherent component,
C , will be weakened relative to the noiselike component.
The phase modulation which D(t) imparts to
both the indirect wave alone *b and to the
resultant V(t) *v is given by the following
approximations:
*b = 2/
tv
where

=

p<<B

2/s

P/B

..... (5)

P/C

..... (6)

p<<C

In the vicinity of minima in the interference pattern, C<<B and therefore the
resultant phase modulation Ov may exceed
the phase modulation *b of the indirect
wave by the factor B/C. :' either P
increases or C decreases such that P<<C
no longer holds, then Eq.(6) becomes
invalid and the vector representation of
Figure llc becomes appropriate. Here
C
is swamped by D~t)
and the locus of the
rms diffuse component encompasses the
origin of C as shown by the circle,
radius p . The phase of the resultant is
almost as random as D(t) itself and fills
the range 0 to 2 w
The amplitude distribution is also close to
Rayleigh.
Figures lla,b illustrate the way in which
random amplitude modulation is produced in
addition to phase modulation. For B>>p
the intrinsic amplitude modulation of the
indirect wave is given by
m b = O/B

..... (7)

and for the res3ultant:
m

b - C/C

..... (8)
C>>p

Again, the amplitude-modulation index is
increased oy the factor B/C.
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Table 1

ENVELOPE DEMODULATION OF MULTIPATH-FADING
SIGNALS

INTERFERENCE INTENSITY AGAINST AIRCRAFT
ALTITUDE AND CONFIGURATION

The important effect of fast fading (multipath or other forms) on full-carrier am
reception is the random, noise-like envelope
modulation of the transmitted signal,

Aircraft configuration
Alt

whether already modulated or not. Ignoring
the largely irrelevant phase modulation, the
equivalent am fading channel essentially
multiplies (exactly) the signal envelope by
the time function, g(t)

(1000')
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

10

None

None

None

None

ln(t)l < 1 ...(B-l)

9

None

None

None

None

and n(t) is a zero-mean noise-like
6f and rms magnitude
function of bandwidth

8

None

None

Slight

Slight

Slight/Ned

Slight/Med

where
g(t) - 1 + n(t)

related to the factor

-

(see Section

P/C

7

y'(t)
where

mS

=

a l

4 1 ,

+ MSS(t)]
Is(t)I

... (B-2)

cos Wt

None

None
-

Consider a carrier y(t) = a cos wt
modul'.,ed to a depth m S by the wanted
signal s(t) . The transmitted signal
y'(t)
is given by

4 1 .

6

-

-

Med

Med

5

-

-

Mad/Bad

Med/Bad

4

-

-

Bad

Bad

Severe

Severe

V severe

V severe

After passing through the equivalent am

fading channel, the received signal
is given by
y"(t) -

g(t)yl(t)

y"(t)

... (B-3)

- a(l + n(t)) (1 + mss(t))
Cos Wt

(B-4)
c t"

r

a
n(t)
cos at
I+
+ amso(t) cos Wt
+

amsn(t)s(t) cos at

. ...

(B-5)

After perfect envelope detection at the
receiver (no harmonic distortion or intermodulation products) the baseband signal
z(t) may be written in normalized form as
z(t) =

1 + n(t) + mss(t)
+ msn(t)s(t)

.

... (B-6)

The first 2 terms on the right-hand side
represent the envelope modulation of the
pure radio carrier. The dc level is
discarded but the second term, n(t) , is an
alternating-current signal and is passed to
the receiver output. The third and fourth
terms are relatively smaller as determined
by the modulation index ms . The third
term represents the wanted signal and is
unchanged under the application of fading.
The last term is a second-order noise-like
term which rises in proportion to both the
wanted modulation and the fading-envelope
modulation.
The processes described above are illustrated graphically in Figure 4 for envelope
demodulation of a full-carrier amplitudemodulated signal and in Figure 5 for the
counterpart dsb.sc signal.

3

2

-

-

(a)
(b)

line astern Canberra leading
line astern BAC 1-11 leading

(c)
(d)

Canberra 500 ft below BAC 1-11
BAC 1-11 500 ft below Canberra
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DISCUSSION

C.GOUTELARD
Avez-vous utilisd la meme puissance dans les 2 types de modulations ? Si oui,
Al'effet que vous signalez concernant les multitrajets s'ajoute le fait que toute
l'6nergie est concentr~e dans les bandes lat&ales lorsque vous supprimez ]a
porteuse, ce qui am~liore ]a transmission. Avez-vous envisag6 d'utiliser ]a
modulation de frdquence ?
AUTHOR'S REPLY
Non, nous n'avons pas utilis6 la meme puissance totale dans les deux types de
modulation. Nous avons mis environ la meme puissance dans les bandes
lat6rales pour les deux types de modulation. A l'6metteur nous avons
s6lectionn6 un type ou l'autre par 'addition, ou non, de la porteuse.
Oui, nous avons envisag6 d'utiliser ]a modulation de fr~quence, mais nous
n'avions pas (et maintenant, nous n'avons pas) d'6quipement de modulation
de fr6quence en "UHF". Nous croyons que la modulation de fr~quence A
bande de fr~quence 6troite n'am~liore pas le bruit de "multipathing".
D.YAVUZ
Can you comment on the existence of this effect on the first generation slow
hopping UHF radios (Have Quick) without of course going into the classified
deta;ls.
AUTHOR'S REPLY
It is expected that "multipathing" interference (g.v.) should affect Have Quick
radios in the similar circumstarces to those described in the paper, namely
air-to-air line-of-sight at relatively low altitudes. Recent (1988) RAE flying
trials have demonstrated the effect in relatively slow passenger transport
aircraft.
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